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Welcome to EGOV-CeDEM-ePart 2022! 

Our world-renowned international conference is now in its fifth year of existence.mThis 
conference constitues the successful merger of three formerly independent conferences, e.g., the IFIP 
WG 8.5 Electronic Government (EGOV), the Conference for E-Democracy and Open Government 
Conference (CeDEM), and the IFIP WG 8.5 IFIP Electronic Participation (ePart). The conferecre  

The conferece is hosted by another e-gov related in Europe. Hosted by the University of 
Linköping, Linköping, Sweden, the current edition of the EGOV-CeDEM-Part conference series was 
held from 06-09 September 2022 under the stewardship of the local host Professor Ida Lingren and 
Professor Ulf Melin. We are grateful to Ida Lingren, who did a fantastic job in taking care of all the 
details. Many people behind the scenes make large events like this conference happen. We would 
like to thank the members of the Program Committee, the reviewers and the track chairs for their 
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great efforts in reviewing the submitted papers. The quality of the conference is dependent on the 
review process. We had many presentations and a poster session. The presentation had in total 30 
minutes for their presentation and questions. The poster session was held during lunch. The majority 
of participants were on site, and only a few opted for an online presence.   

This proceedings contains twenty ongoing research papers, four relfection and viewpoint, one 
workshop, and five posters. Together this shows the development of this area and research areas 
that deserve attention. 

The EGOV 2022 conference was hosted by the Division of Information Systems and 
Digitalization, at the Department of Management and Engineering, Linköpings Universitet (LiU). 
LiU conducts world-leading, boundary-crossing research in fields including materials science, IT 
and hearing. In the same spirit, LiU offers many innovative educational programmes, many of them 
with a clear vocational focus, leading to qualification as, for example, doctors, teachers, economists 
and engineers. LiU has 35,900 students and 4,300 employees on four campuses. EGOV was held in 
the largest campus - Campus Valla – which is situated just outside the city center of Linköping. We 
were very happy to be hosted here, and enjoyed the newly opened building, and had many in-depth 
discussions advancing the EGOV field.  

 

Enjoy reading!
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User Engagement with MPs Posts: Examining the 
characteristics of popular posts by 

parliamentarians 

Nili Steinfeld* and Azi Lev-On** 
 
* Ariel University, Ariel, Israel, nilisteinfeld@gmail.com 
** Ariel University, Ariel, Israel, azilevon@gmail.com 

 

Abstract: MPs' social media channels have become key means for contact with the public. We used 
automated tools to extract all of the posts published on all Israeli MPs pages through an entire 
session of the parliament, and then sampled and manually coded the most popular posts. This 
enabled us to study the characteristics of the posts that stand out in terms of user engagement 
in the context of representative-citizen interaction on social media. The results portray a 
complex picture, according to which both the gender of MPs, as well as the format, content and 
tone of the posts simultaneously affect their acceptance. 

Keywords: social media, e-parliament, engagement, content analysis, political communication. 

Introduction 
Social media has become a central tool in many aspects of our lives, and in particular in the discourse 
between the public, its representatives, journalists and other players. 

Social media has led to an expectation, not only of an increase in the volume of communication 
between the public and MPs, but also of a different kind of politics: a shift from politics that focuses 
on "talking heads" seen from the television screen, where the public has minimal abilities to convey 
messages to politicians and promote various goals – to more participatory and dialogic politics 
(Parkinson, 2012). This type of politics is characterized by fast and direct channels of communication, 
through which the public can illustrate to politicians what issues should be on the agenda, and what 
their position is on these issues. The ongoing communication between politicians and the public is 
supposed to bring the needs of the public closer to the conduct of politicians (Coleman & Gotze, 
2001; Macintosh & Whyte, 2008; Coleman & Blumler, 2009). 
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Studies from the past decade have examined what actually characterizes the communication 
between the public and politicians on social media. Studies have found that reality is far from the 
ideal picture painted earlier. In the relationship between politicians and the public, it can be said 
that social media has actually provided a more significant amplifier for politicians to resonate and 
echo their agendas to the public, than for the public to resonate its agendas to politicians (Steinfeld, 
2016; Steinfeld & Lev-On, 2019). Moreover, politicians have resources and abilities to recruit 
professionals to activate shiny and effective social media pages that reach far and wide. They 
provide them with (very) loudspeakers that can replace their need to communicate with journalists 
and even with constituents (Serazio, 2015; Bouchard, 2016; Karimi, 2021). 

However, not every agenda and every piece of information that the politicians are interested in 
promoting through social media is received in the same way. Some items are better received than 
others. Studies have shown that variables such as the author's gender, the visual format of the post, 
the content and tone of the posts have a significant impact on their acceptance (see below). 

The present study is unique in that it examines the patterns of MP communication with the public 
in a broad perspective (study based on an entire session of Parliament), by use of automated tools. 
The findings show a complex picture according to which many types of variables affect the reception 
of MP messages. In the following paragraphs we review a number of categories of variables that 
research has shown that may affect the acceptance of posts by MPs: the gender of the post's author, 
the visual format of the post, the content of the post and its tone. For ease of reading, at the end of 
each section we include the corresponding hypotheses. 

Category 1: Author of the posts (Gender) 
The first category concerns the post's author, and specifically his or her gender. The study shows 
that content uploaded by women is oftentimes better received than content uploaded by men on the 
Internet and social media (Yarchi & Samuel-Azran, 2018; but see Tsichla et al., 2021). 

Will MPs social media present a different picture? On the one hand, it can be argued that the 
social media of parliament members employs assistants and professionals and not the parliament 
members themselves upload the post, which can neutralize gender effects. On the other hand, it can 
be argued that even if someone operates the parliament members' pages for them, in the end they 
should align with the branding and image that the parliament member wants to create for himself 
or herself. Following this, we ask whether there were any differences in public involvement with 
posts by male and female MPs and hypothesize that: 

H1: Posts by Female MPs receive more engagement than posts by Male MPs. 

Category 2: Format of the posts (Images) 
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The literature demonstrates that visual information is processed in the brain in a "faster" path than 
textual information (Kress & Van Leeuwen, 2006; Silveira et al., 2015; Powell, 2018). It is better 
retained (Graber, 1990); and it assists to a more significant attitude-change than change facilitated 
by textual information alone (Paivio & Csapo, 1973). Visual information emotionally affects 
recipients more than textual information (Dillard & Wilson, 1993); and it contributes to a more 
significant focus on content and motivates action significantly more than textual information 
(LeDoux, 1986). 

For all these reasons, it is likely to assume that posts containing images produce more 
engagement than posts that do not contain images. Hence, we hypothesize that: 

H2: Posts containing images receive more engagement than posts without images. 

Category 3: Content of the posts 

Reports of Parliamentary and Field Activities (H3.1, 
H3.2) 

As the Facebook page belongs to a public figure, followers of the MP may expect significant 
parliamentary content to be uploaded (Glassman et al., 2013). Therefore, we examine if posts 
focusing on parliamentary activity get more engagement than posts that do not focus on 
parliamentary activity. In addition, we examine the engagement with content "from the field"- for 
example, visits around the country, speeches in events that take place outside the parliament 
building, etc. 

Still, we expect that followers may find such content is "dry" and react less to posts containing 
reports of parliamentary or field activity than to posts that do not contain such content (for results 
in this vein see Boulianne & Larsson, 2021). Hence, we hypothesize that: 

H3.1: Posts containing references to parliamentary activity receive less engagement than posts 
without references to parliamentary activity. 

H3.2: Posts containing references to field activity receive less engagement than posts without 
references to field activity. 

Personal Stories (H3.3) 

An important question that arises in many studies is whether there is a difference in the acceptance 
of posts that contain personal stories, and posts that do not contain personal stories. Many posts by 
MPs present aspects of their personal lives, identities, hobbies, and everyday moments (Frame & 
Brachotte, 2015). 
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On the one hand, this phenomenon is in tension with the expectation that MPs social media pages 
will focus on a dialogue of political issues and not just a platform that will raise the level of 
politician’s popularity. But on the other hand, it may be that if parliament members upload content 
that is not only "dry" but also produces more feature and enthusiasm, then consequently even when 
they upload more "dry" posts, they will be exposed to more people and get more responses. Studies 
also demonstrate that MP’s personal content receives more engagement (Nave et al., 2018). Hence, 
we hypothesize that: 

H3.3: Posts containing personal stories receive more engagement than posts without personal 
stories. 

Statement of Opinion (H3.4) 

Another sub-category that can affect the acceptance of posts is stating an opinion. According to a 
study of US congressmen, stating an opinion constituted 41% of their total Facebook posts' activity 
- the most prominent category in their everyday Facebook activity (Glassman et al., 2013). 

Content that not only reports what is happening, but also takes a stand, may be perceived as 
stronger and elicit greater identification. This is probably why many MPs write their opinions and 
share it with the public. [for findings in this vein see (Nave et al., 2018)]. Hence, we hypothesize 
that:  

H3.4: Posts containing expression of opinion receive more engagement than posts without 
expression of opinion. 

Category 4: Tone of the posts 

Formal Tone (H4.1) 

Interactions in social media tend to be informal, in various contexts from e.g. marketing 
communication (Beukeboom et al., 2015) to education (Kasperski & Blau, 2020). Although prior 
research has not examined the relationship between use of informal language and engagement in 
the context of citizen-politician interaction on social media, some research has found that in the 
context of government organizations (Lai et al., 2020), and police social media use (Hu & Lovrich, 
2021), informal posts elicited greater user engagement. Hence, we hypothesize that:  

H4.1: Posts with formal tone receive less engagement than posts without formal tone. 

Negative Tone (H4.2) 

Media studies indicate a public preference for negative news content (Soroka, 2014). The 
psychological base of this phenomenon is the human negativity bias, whose roots are evolutionary 
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(Fiske, 1980). The public preference of negative news stories, which is often subconscious, is 
increased when people display higher political interest (Trussler & Soroka, 2014). Hence, we predict 
that: 

H4.2: Posts with negative tone receive more engagement than posts without negative tone. 

Positive Tone (RQ1) 

Although prior research has been quite consistent regarding the existence of a negativity bias, 
findings regarding positive tone were less uniform, and some literature suggests that positive news 
articles are more likely to go viral than news articles without a positive tone (Berger & Milkman, 
2012), in a way- contrary to the negativity bias. Therefore, the following research question remains 
a question without a hypothesized direction: 

RQ1: How do posts with positive tone differ from posts without positive tone in terms of 
engagement? 

Emotional Tone (H4.3) 

Significant literature demonstrates that, in various contexts, emotional content stimulates the 
nervous system, triggers excitement, and mobilizes the readers to action. This is true both in non-
political contexts (Eckler & Bolls, 2011; Nelson-Field et al., 2013; Stieglitz & Dang-Xuan, 2013), as 
well as in political contexts, similar to the environment of the current study (Nave et al, 2018; 
Bronstein, 2018). Hence, we hypothesize that: 

H4.3: Posts with emotional tone receive more engagement than posts without emotional tone. 

Research Environment 

Israel constitutes an especially attractive case-study in this context, due to the high rate of Internet 
and social media usage, which are intensively penetrated into the daily lives of the Israeli society 
(ComScore, 2011).  

The Israeli political system has reacted to this penetration of social media at an extremely high 
rate, both on the municipal (Steinfeld & Lev-On, 2015; Lev-On & Steinfeld, 2015) and national levels 
(Lev-On, 2011; Steinfeld & Lev-On, 2020; Lev-On, 2012; Livak et al., 2011), making Facebook a central 
channel of communication. In 2010, the Knesset's Director General call to all MPs to use official 
Facebook pages of their own (Channel 2 News, 2010), initiated a meaningful change in their 
interaction with the Israeli public. Indeed, the number of MPs who use Facebook as a direct channel 
of communications to the public increased, and in 2014 108 out of 120 MPs were actively using 
Facebook (Haleva-Amir, 2016; Mann & Lev-On, 2016). However, “despite the notion that social 
media will enable a closer bond between politicians and citizens… it seems that Israeli 
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parliamentarians still use social media the old-fashioned way, mainly as a one-sided hierarchical 
platform” (Haleva-Amir, 2016, p. 13). 

Research Innovation 

This study was conducted using automated tools, through which we sampled all the Facebook posts 
published by MPs for an entire term.  

Studies typically analyse the social media activity during a campaign, in which the volume of 
communication between the public and politicians is dramatically higher than at regular times, and 
its character is arguably different as well (i.e. drawing conclusions, making new promises). By 
contrast, the present study deals with "ordinary politics", the focus of which is not on promises for 
the future, nor on the summary of what has been done in the past, but on conduct in the present. 
Thus, our research provides a broad picture of the MPs relationship with the public not just before 
the election, but rather between elections. 

Method 

The study analyzed the Facebook pages of members of the Knesset (the Israeli Parliament) during 
its 19th term (beginning February 5th, 2013, until December 9th, 2014, after the parliament's 
dispersion by the PM). First, a list of all 120 MPs was composed based on data from the parliament's 
official pages. The Facebook pages of each MP were located using three search methods: every MPs 
official personal page in the parliament’s website was scanned in search for a link to the MPs formal 
Facebook page. Then, a Google search was performed. Lastly, the researchers searched within 
Facebook, using its internal search function, entering the name of each MP in Hebrew, Arabic and 
English, Israel’s three official languages.  The search yielded a total of 106 MP's formal Facebook 
pages, all included in this study. 

The content of all 106 pages were scraped using Netvizz, a Facebook application developed by 
Digital Methods Initiative labs. We used the application to extract and archive all of the posts 
published by either the official account or other users during the entire 21-month period of the 19th 
Knesset. The general dataset included 441,974 posts. Netvizz automatically attaches the following 
information to every post: Publication date, Post origin (page or a user- anonymized), post format 
(image, video, link, survey, or text), posts text and various engagement measures, i.e. number of 
Likes, Comments, and Shares. During the period examined, Facebook had not yet introduced 
Reactions, therefore the above engagement measures are the only ones relevant for the posts 
extracted for the study. Some complimentary information was added to each post in the dataset, 
such as post length (number of words) and MP’s gender. 

To analyse the posts, we used a combination of automatic and manual content analyses. The 
automatic analysis is based on information retrieved by Netvizz, while the manual coding was 
conducted by a sample of each MP's bi-monthly most popular post. In order to create the sample, 
we divided the entire period of analysis (19th Knesset service) into periods of two months each. 
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Then, for each of the periods, and for each MP, we sampled the leading post in number of Likes. The 
sampling method described above enabled the equal representation of each MP, throughout the 
entire period examined. The most-liked-posts sample consisted of 944 posts. 

Manual coding was conducted by five coders who were trained by the researchers. Repeated 
training sessions were conducted for categories that achieved less than 90% reliability, until inter-
rater agreement of 90% was achieved in all categories. Coders coded the content and tone of posts 
according to the following categories: 

Categories related to content: 
 Report of parliamentary activity (e.g. report of participation of a committee, submitting a bill, 

giving a speech at the parliament, etc. (corresponds to H3.1). 
 Report of Field Activity, like giving speeches in events that take place outside the parliament 

building (corresponds to H3.2). 
 Personal Story (e.g. “Joyful times: A new granddaughter was born to our family”) 

(corresponds to H3.3). 
 Opinion statement (of the MP, or party) on a matter of public interest (e.g. “I object to…”; “The 

party supports this legislation”; “We have to defeat terror”). (corresponds to H3.4). 

Categories related to tone: 
 In/formality: texts were coded as informal if they included a direct reference to users (by 

names, nicknames or personal pronouns), slang or colloquial language, or abbreviations 
(examples of informality include: “Hi”, use of informal politicians' nicknames such as “Bibi” 
for PM Netanyahu. Texts containing sarcasm were also coded as informal). (corresponds to 
H4.1). 

 Negative tone (e.g. “Terrorists belong behind bars and not on the Knesset stage”). 
(corresponds to H4.2). 

 Positive tone (e.g. “We have finally and successfully passed the legislation”). (corresponds to 
RQ1). 

 Emotionality. Posts were coded “emotional” if the text included words that describe emotions 
(‘I am happy’; ‘we were upset due to…”) or an emotional reaction (“horrified”, “excited”, 
“annoyed”), use of exclamation marks or emoticons (corresponds to H4.3). 

Posts could be both positive and negative, or neither. A post could also be non-emotional yet 
positive or negative. Posts could be emotional and yet formal, and vice versa. 

Findings 

The sample of the most liked posts includes 994 posts. The average number of likes per post is 
3,433.77 (SD=9,656.29, range:1-125,694). The average number of comments per post is 282.32 
(SD=781.41, range:0-8,103), and of shares is 275.26 (SD=931.3, range:0-11,159). Table 1 summarizes 
the proportion of each content and tone category in the sample dataset, and significant differences 
in engagement with respect to each category. 
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The distribution of engagement measures in the sample is highly skewed: regarding the number 
of likes: Skewness=6.05, Kurtosis=49.77. Regarding comments: Skewness=5.99, Kurtosis=43.96 and 
regarding shares: Skewness=7.23, Kurtosis=64.06. Therefore, the differences in engagement 
measures were assessed using Mann-Whitney tests. 

Table 1. Proportion of the study variables in the dataset, and significant differences in engagement with 
respect to each category. 
Corresponding H Category Proportion in the 

dataset 
Significant differences in 
engagement with posts 

1 
MP’s gender 
(Female) 

27% More Likes, More Comments, 
More Shares 

2 Images 70% More Likes 

3.1 
Report of 
Parliamentary 
Activity 

24% Less Likes 

3.2 
Report of Field 
Activity 

18% Less Likes, Less comments and 
Less Shares 

3.3 Personal Story 17% More Likes, More Comments 
3.4 Opinion Statement 32% More Comments, More Shares  
4.1 Formal Tone 78% Less Likes, Less Comments 

RQ1 
Positive Tone 60% Less Likes, Less Comments, 

Less Shares 

4.2 
Negative Tone 48% More Likes, More Comments, 

More Shares 
4.3 Emotional Tone 46% N.S 

Findings regarding Author of the posts (Gender)(H1) 

73% of the posts in the sample were authored by male MPs, and 27% by Female MPs (corresponding 
to the gender distribution of the MPs). Posts authored by female MPs were significantly more liked 
(U=76117, p<.01), more commented on (U=76658, p<.01) and shared more (U= 75546, p<.01) than 
posts authored by male MPs, supporting H1. 

Findings regarding Format of the posts (Images)(H2) 

The sample is dominated by posts containing an image (70% of the posts in the sample). To address 
H2, a dummy variable was created to distinguish between posts containing an image and other posts 
(like status updates, links, or videos, which constitute negligible percentage of the data, about 5%). 
We found that posts containing an image receive more likes than posts which do not contain an 
image (U= 82078, p<.01), confirming H2. 

Findings regarding Content of the posts (H3.1-3.4) 
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Reports of Parliamentary Activity (H3.1) and Field Activity (H3.2) 

24% of the posts in the sample include a report of the MP's parliamentary activity (such as 
participating in a committee, submitting a bill, etc). A smaller percentage of posts, 18%, include a 
report of the MP's field activities (such as giving a speech outside the parliament, visits to places 
across the country, etc.). 

Posts reporting parliamentary activity were significantly less liked than posts that do not report 
such activities (U=63880.5, p<.001). 

Reports of field activity received significantly less likes (U=45512, p<.001), less comments 
(U=44889, p<.001) and less shares (U=48990.5, p<.001) than posts not reporting on MPs field 
activities. These findings confirm H3.1 and H3.2. 

Personal Stories (H3.3) 

17.2% of the posts in the sample include a personal story by the MP (family or personal celebrations 
or crises, for purpose of illustration). Despite their relatively lower proportion in the sample, these 
posts are significantly more favoured by users. They are more liked (U=50630, p<.05) and are more 
commented on (U=51292, p<.05) than non-personal posts. These findings support H3.3. 

Statement of Opinion (H3.4) 

Almost a third of the posts in the sample (32%) feature the MP's or party's opinion on a public matter. 
Statements of opinion receive significantly more comments (U=79045.5, p<.01) and shares (U=65353, 
p<.001) compared to posts not featuring such statements. Opinions are also more liked, but not 
significantly (and because of that this variable is not included in the further analysis below). These 
findings partially confirm H3.4. 

Findings regarding Tone of the posts (H4.1-4.3) 

Formal Tone (H4.1) 

78% of the posts in the sample use a formal language. Despite the prevalence of formality in MP's 
posts, users nevertheless prefer informality in their MP's communications. Informal posts received 
significantly more likes (U=62650.5, p<.05) and more comments (U=61870.5, p<.05) from users. 
These findings support H4.1. 

Positive (RQ1) and Negative Tone (H4.2) 

MP's posts are more positive than negative. Positive tone was found in 60% of posts in the sample, 
while negative tone accounted for 48% of the posts. Still, posts with a positive tone receive 
significantly less likes (U=89298.5, p<.05), comments (U=88203.5, p<.05) and shares (U=75320.5, 
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p<.001) than posts which do not use a positive tone. Posts with a negative tone receive more likes 
(U=87962.5.5, p<.001), comments (U=80408.5, p<.001) and shares (U=63785.5, p<.001) than posts not 
using negative tone. These findings confirm H4.2 and respond to RQ1. 

Emotional Tone (H4.3) 

More than half of the posts (46%) use emotional tone. Despite the relative prevalence of emotionality 
in MP's posts, no significant differences were found in user's engagement with emotional posts 
compared to non-emotional posts. These findings do not support H4.3.  

Table 2 summarizes significant correlations between all of the study variables, including 
automatic data scraped from Facebook and manual coding categories included in this study. 

Table 2. Summary of study variables correlations. Significant predictors are marked in grey 

 

Predictors of Post Popularity 

Next, a regression analysis was conducted to test for variables predicting post popularity, as 
reflected in number of likes the post receives. Due to the skewness of these variables, the dependent 
variable used in the regression was log transformations of the number of likes instead of the original 
variable. Tests of normality indicated that the log transformation variable was relatively normalized. 
To test for predictors of post likes, variables entered to the model were the ones found to significantly 
correlate with number of likes: MP’s gender, inclusion of image in the post, report of parliamentary 

 Likes# 
Comment
s# Shares# 

MP 
gen
der 

Post 
format 

Contain
s image 

Parliame
ntary 
activity 

Field 
activity 

Opinion 
stating 

Persona
l story 

Formali
ty 

Emotion
ality 

Positiv
e 

Likes# -             
Commen
ts# .80*** -            

Shares# .70*** .60*** -           
MP 
gender 

U=76117
** 

U=76658
** 

U=75546
** -          

Post 
format 

H=27.18
*** 

H=27.05
*** 

H=17.54
** N.S -         

Contains 
image 

U=82078
** N.S N.S N.S 

χ2=944*
** -        

Parliame
ntary 
activity 

U=63880
.5*** N.S N.S N.S 

χ2=27.7
9*** 

χ2=11.1
6** -       

Field 
activity 

U=45512
*** 

U=44889
*** 

U=48990
.5*** N.S 

χ2=20.9
2*** 

χ2=11.7
6** 

χ2=11.42
** -      

Opinion 
stating N.S 

U=79045
.5** 

U=65353
*** N.S 

χ2=15.3
3** 

χ2=14.2
0*** 

χ2=24.31
*** N.S -     

Personal 
story 

U=50630
* 

U=51292
* N.S N.S 

χ2=11.3
2* 

χ2=10.6
4** 

χ2=15.15
*** N.S 

χ2=19.16
*** -    

Formalit
y 

U=62650
.5* 

U=61870
.5* N.S N.S N.S N.S χ2=6.02* 

χ2=11.
31** 

χ2=7.54*
* 

χ2=6.75
** -   

Emotion
ality N.S N.S N.S N.S N.S 

χ2=5.49
* N.S N.S 

χ2=10.30
** 

χ2=24.9
1*** 

χ2=41.2
9*** -  

Positive 
U=89298
.5* 

U=88203
* 

U=75320
*** N.S 

χ2=32.3
6*** 

χ2=28.4
9*** N.S 

χ2=4.7
9* 

χ2=52.61
*** 

χ2=34.9
2*** N.S 

χ2=24.1
6*** - 

Negative 
U=87962
.5*** 

U=80408
.5*** 

U=63785
.5*** N.S 

χ2=40.7
8*** 

χ2=39.0
2*** 

χ2=13.24
*** N.S 

χ2=124.0
3*** N.S N.S 

χ2=3.94
* 

χ2=87.
51** 
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activity, report of field activity, personal stories, formality, positivity, and negativity. Opinion 
statements and emotional posts did not enter the model since they were not significantly correlated 
with number of likes.  

The model explains 11% of the variance, R2= 0.11, F(8,887) = 13.35, p < .001. The results of the 
regression analysis suggest that users significantly prefer posts authored by Female MPs, which 
contain an image. Report of MPs activities in and outside of the parliament are less favoured. 
Additionally, users engaged more with negative posts and the previous correlation between 
engagement and positivity of posts becomes non-significant when negativity enters the regression. 
Table 3 summarizes the results of the test. 

 

Table 3. 5. Predictors of Post Popularity.  
Likes # 

   

Corresponding H Variable B S.E. Beta 
1 MP gender (0=female, 1=male) -.34 .12 -.09** 
2 Post contains image (0=no, 1=yes) .65 .12 .18*** 
3.1 Parliamentary Activity (0=no, 1=yes) -.51 .13 -.13*** 
3.2 Field Activity (0=no, 1=yes) -.86 .14 -.20*** 
3.3 Personal Story (0=no, 1=yes) .24 .15 .05(n.s) 
4.1 Formality (0=no, 1=yes) -.23 .13 -.06(n.s) 
4.2 Positivity (0=no, 1=yes) -.16 .12 -.04(n.s) 
4.3 Negativity (0=no, 1=yes) .51 .12 .15*** 

*p<.05 **p<.01 ***p<.001 

Conclusions 

The Internet and social media have become significant parts of our lives in general, and in particular, 
in the connection of the MP with the public with its representatives in particular. In the present study 
we have analysed the characteristics of this connection, using automatic tools to analyse posts 
uploaded throughout an entire term of the Israeli parliament, rather than during an election period 
alone. 

The literature indicates that there are several variables that can affect the acceptance of the posts 
- including the author, the format, the content, and tone of the posts. On this basis, we examined all 
the posts made by Israeli parliament members in the 19th Knesset. 

The findings indicate that a number of variables predict post popularity. Here are several key 
insights: 

 The effect of gender: Although the posts are not written by the MPs themselves, it seems that 
the public still attributes meaning to the gender of the MP in whose name the post was written, 
and posts written by female MPs get more engagement than posts by male MPs. 
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 Format: Posts that contain images receive more engagement than those without images. This 
is probably for reasons similar to the reasons we have found in the literature about the 
absorption and motivational ability of visual content. As a result, people will respond more to 
a post containing a picture than to a textual post without a picture, even when the text is 
similar. 

 Content: The findings show that posts that deal with parliamentary or field activity receive 
less engagement than posts that do not include such content. 

 Tone: As in the press, also on social media: negative content gets more engagement than 
content that is not negative. This may be because people are more likely to respond to negative 
information as it irritates them and motivates them to action significantly more than non-
negative content. 

Interestingly, emotional posts did not elicit greater engagement by users, contrary to previous 
literature that consistently showed that emotional content triggers excitement and mobilizes action 
(Nave, 2018; Eckler & Bolls, 2011; Nelson-Field et al, 2013; Stieglitz & Dang-Xuan, 2013; Bronstein et 
al., 2018). Perhaps in the social network sphere, which is highly charged and emotional, users are 
not necessarily too impressed with emotionality by their constituents.  

Today, politicians who want to survive must maintain continuous communication with citizens 
on social media, and if they want their content to reach and be received with an attentive ear - they 
must think about how to build it so it meets the preferences of its followers' media consumption. 
The results of this study reveal a complex picture, according to which there is not one influencing 
factor that can be pointed out, but several factors that affect the acceptance of MPs' posts. Further 
research will continue to examine in other social arenas such as Twitter and Instagram the 
acceptance of MPs' post and can analyse in greater depth with the help of interviews what content 
people find attractive on politicians' pages and why. 
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Abstract: The application of Digital Twin (DT) technology is rapidly increasing, and Dutch planning 
practitioners are facing several challenges. The translation of legal texts into 3D effect 
simulations is not without validation issues. General rulings of legal texts require local 
interpretation. And the ‘fairness’ of representations of new urban designs and policy effect 
measurements are part of the struggle. This paper explores six DT cases and presents the findings 
and some areas for bridging the gap between traditional law and the DT. Based on these cases, a 
synthesis consisting of nine validation challenges is formulated and future research directions are 
presented. 
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Introduction 

Dutch governments are using Digital Twin (DT) Solutions at an increasing rate to support spatial 
planning discussions among stakeholders, operational asset management, and permit processing 
for citizens. DT technology has become one of the major development programmes on the Digital 
Agenda of both regional and city innovation platforms (Bestuurlijke kopgroep IDA, 2021), 
(Wesseling, n.d.). The increasing level of application of DT solutions introduces many questions 
regarding how the DT of a given city is designed, developed, and implemented and how it functions 
in the democratic-legislative arena. One important step is to ensure that stakeholders using a DT 
solution can trust its validity and fairness (Moore, 1995). But when is a DT solution valid and what 
is fair? Given the discussion about the transparency of technology in general, this poses a new 
problem space and new research questions, that we want to explore to help build a validation 
framework for government agencies using DT technology to improve validity and fairness (Raad 
van State, 2021). The multi-aspect properties of DTs in spatial planning pose a complexity that is not 
so easy to validate for those stakeholders, including the government agencies themselves. This 
validation gap provides a fertile ground for speculation, alternate facts and other threats to the 
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democratic discourse. The mapping process involved in achieving climate goals between the 
regulatory framework, object-related data, and effect measurement requires many steps. The spatial 
DT solutions in the Netherlands are currently used mostly in the design phase where strategies and 
policies are moulded into contours with specific design intentions, such as climate goals. The spatial 
planning mappings are used in the consolidated permission phase and at the monitoring phase to 
ensure enforcement of law and regulations after the designs are implemented.  

The research question is framed as: ‘Which validation challenges do governmental organizations 
in the Netherlands encounter while aiming for a fair translation of policies, laws and regulations 
into Digital Twin solutions for climate governance?’ We match those validation challenges against 
the existing set of FAIR principles, being 1) Findability, 2) Accessibility, 3) Interoperability, and 4) 
Reusability (GoFAIR.org, 2016) to see what issues are surfacing that require more research and more 
Safeguarding.  

Background and Related Work 

Digital Twinning, Spatial Planning, and Objects 

In the context of spatial planning, Schrotter & Hürzeler (Schrotter & Hürzeler, 2020) provide the 
following description: The term DT creates proximity to the construction and real estate industry 
and thus builds a bridge to the new developments in the field of Building Information Modelling 
(BIM) and digital transformation in the construction industry. Although the term there is used for a 
single building only, the following step can be made to infrastructure and the urban space itself. The 
goal is a digital representation of the city to simulate issues such as urban planning to combat climate 
change. 

For our purpose, we use the definition of a DT that is being used for spatial planning where a 
digital copy of a specific existing physical environment is made that represents the legal boundary, 
characteristics, and regulatory conditions of that area in one integral and consistent representation. 
This is a juridical extension of the definition used by Schrotter (Schrotter & Hürzeler, 2020).  

In the Netherlands, the legal environmental spatial planning platform Ruimtelijkeplannen 
(Rijksoverheid, 2022a) already represents the legal source document for spatial planning. The 
additional layer of regulatory conditions that provide information about allowances such as 
approximation or nearness and contradicting attribute values (Alexander Boer et al., 2007) is 
currently being designed and built (IPLO, 2022). This design process involves the exact 
standardization and definition of environmental criteria such as the ‘level of noise and stench’, 
‘dimensions of breeding areas’, ‘number of aerial dust particles’, etc., and the representation of those 
criteria into a DT solution. The contradicting attribute values such as agriculture function versus 
CO2 levels require the link with the consolidated legal texts that have been decided on by councils 
in democratic debate. These attributes are defined in spatial objects within the DT solution. Object-
oriented IT design is a common approach, which also enables the use of business rules to support 
users to work with contradicting aspects in a DT solution. When done right, these business rules are 
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managed as a separate concern from other aspects of the information system (Smit, 2018; Smit & 
Zoet, 2016, 2018). 

The legal tradition of environmental administration was based on extensive PDF files with long 
deliberations. The influence of GIS knowledge on the legal profession was also noticeable at an early 
stage since ‘map-people’ created the legal term ‘search area’, which at the time did not exist as a 
concept in the legal profession (A. Boer et al., 2007). There is also an existing research stream on the 
validation of models in DTs (Fuller et al., 2020). The research we seek to add to the body of 
knowledge are the challenges regarding the ‘translation into’ and ‘application of’ law-related 
business rules in the context of a DT solution. We claim this should be part of the DT maturity model 
when related to urban planning in addition to what Youg-Woon refers to as ”Dimension 4, “CPS 
intelligence,” distinguishes different levels of intelligence through, for example, rule-based 
algorithms, machine learning, and artificial intelligence” (Yong-Woon, 2020).  

Research Method 

The research presented here is explorative in the sense that we seek to set contours for the problem 
space and at the same time assist the government agencies involved to explore the fairness and 
validity of the DT, which to our knowledge has not been done before. To provide a structured 
overview of the challenges of legal (regulatory) DTs we have chosen to investigate six cases where 
province and city management seek to build a legally consistent DT for different reasons. The 
number six is chosen because this set proved to be rich enough to raise challenges that require 
further research. The approach is that of action research, the researchers are involved in supporting 
cities and provincial councils, and consulting on standardisation validation internally on a 
professional basis. The identification of validation challenges was carried out in an unstructured 
way during design discussions with the responsible design teams, the cases were centrally discussed 
during these sessions. In addition: eleven webinars and online team meetings were organised in 
2020 and 2021 by Dutch umbrella organisations VNG (Vereniging Nederlandse Gemeenten, 2022) 
and IPO (Rijksoverheid, 2022b) discussing the development of DTs among software suppliers and 
civil servants of many Dutch cities and provinces. Another two sessions in 2020 were dedicated to 
the semantic harmonisation of the terminology used in legally binding spatial plans. Specific 
research was carried out in the context of the Healthy Urban Living programme 
(Gezondstedelijklevenhub, 2022) and the Feed eParticipation EU project (Peters, 2016)). In addition, 
22 interviews (eleven semi-structured and eleven open interviews) were held specifically with the 
professionals engaged in the building of the digital infrastructure for the National environmental 
act (DSO) (R. Peters et al., 2021). Based on the data collection, a multitude of challenges were 
identified. The strength of this action research using multiple explorative cases is also its weakness. 
The validation challenges were gathered over time under different circumstances in discussion with 
government peers, subject-matter experts, domain experts and legal experts. Formalisation of the 
method using structured interview protocols would often have disturbed the richness of the 
discussion. For the analysis of the data, three filters were put in place to achieve a level of objectivity: 
1) The challenges listed were mentioned at least three times on separate occasions, 2) The challenges 
listed were mentioned by at least three different respondents, and 3) The challenges had to 
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applicable to at least three domains, for example, the built environment, emission, and mobility as 
depicted in a DT. 

Case 1: Amersfoort Railway Station Area Planning 

The province of Utrecht and the City of Amersfoort together worked on the mapping of the 
characteristics of a specific area around the railway station into a DT to support the decision-making 
process of the redesign of that area. The main goal of the DT was the ability to visualize in 3D the 
different design aspects and discuss these in co-design with the stakeholders of the railway station 
neighbourhood. In particular, the need to manage the (relatively new for the Dutch) rain flooding 
problem and the heat stress problem caused by too much concrete and too little green. Different 
planning scenarios and estimated cause-and-effect relations were mapped into the DT. The legal 
environment concerns city planning rules. The strategic policy level involves many and sometimes 
contradicting climate-related policy issues, such as solar energy fields, less car-based mobility and 
clean sewer systems and avoiding air pollution. 

Case 2: Towards a nationwide DT, ‘applicable rules’ 
in the Dutch Environmental act service platform 

The Environmental act digital platform 2022 is a major programme to advance the Dutch spatial 
planning process toward more integration, fewer pre-set rules and better (digital) government 
service for the citizen. It combines 22 sets of regulations concerning environmental planning into 
one integrated workflow. The ‘applicable rules’ are business rule translations of juridical texts and 
they are called applicable because they should enable the citizen to click on any object in the 
Netherlands and retrieve all governing rules related to that object. These applicable rules should 
answer the permit request of a stakeholder to act employing webforms. This is enacted by the design 
of ‘smart’ forms following a dynamic decision tree as a permission check beforehand. The set of 
business rules is feeding the requested requirements for entering a specific permit per theme or 
activity type. 

Case 3: Utrecht Merwede Kanaalgebied 

This DT has been designed in the context of the Environment Act (as of the first of July 2022), The 
DT is used to visualize national datasets, such as the real estate or building data, road infrastructure 
data and ‘green’ areas and subsurface data. In addition, the city of Utrecht applies the DT for 
participation with stakeholders. This DT is based on Unity’s game engine. The advantage of this DT 
approach is that one can, unlike with more traditional GIS platforms, enlist the development power 
of the gaming industry to develop the 3D city model of the city of Utrecht. The development of this 
DT is a collaboration between the cities of Amsterdam and Utrecht. The aim is that all Dutch 
municipalities should be able to use modules built based on this open platform.  
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Case 4: The Green Benefits Planner 

The Royal Institute of environmental control and disease control (RIVM), The Utrecht University 
and the province of Utrecht collaborate on a project called ‘the Green Benefits Planner’ to discuss 
scenarios with a positive effect on climate policy goals with stakeholders. The project is part of a 
larger regional initiative called the Healthy Urban Living programme (Gezondstedelijklevenhub, 
2022). The DT is part of the scenario builder and depicts the effects of different design decisions such 
as planting trees, creating water channels or new cycling areas and themes such as heat stress. The 
goal of the Green Benefits Planner is not to show one thematic map, but to balance many themes. 
The balancing was implemented in the software called Tygron. To provide policymakers with a 
simple control panel that shows policy goals, the ‘policy room for manoeuvring’ and the effect of 
those choices on the living environment. 

Case 5: Markerwadden Island 

The Markerwadden, as a design decision, was a multi-million Euro compensating action for building 
in a Natura2000 (thus heavily guarded by law) protected area in the Dutch grand sweet-water lake. 
The Markerwadden is an artificial island for ‘green’ and biodiversity purposes. This was a result of 
an extended negotiation period. The next step was to reach an agreement about the exact spatial 
design of the protected area. The DT was created because of the many conflicting interests. The goal 
of this juridical DT was to enable stakeholders to consider other stakeholders’ interests in the 
planning process. In this case, the Natura2000 was conflicting with the water directive, so a clear-
cut legal solution for several land allocation purposes could not exist.  

Case 6: Green Urban Water Transport 

This case originated in the process of designing green electrical transportation over the water 
towards Dutch city centres. This DT was developed to support the Provincial council debate about 
the role of the province in the emerging digital landscape. The province and the cities with more 
and more shipping of (internet) goods to the city centre, were pushing for climate goals, but the 
market required intervention in cheaper fossil-based transport over land. The DT depicts the 
terminal area and the dilemmas that require government intervention, such as deploying a 
blockchain platform for identity management. The DT was built in the game platform Unity, 
together with suppliers of the infrastructure who provided DT equivalents of their products in a 
reusable object library. 

Synthesis of Validation Challenges 

To examine the impact of the identified validation challenges we map them against the FAIR 
principles (GoFAIR.org, 2016). Overall, in the translation of the guidelines and principles into 
climate models and software there seem to be many standardization challenges in maintaining 
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consistency in this translation- and mapping process. These challenges are interesting because they 
often occur at the gap between the world of law and policies and text on the one hand and the (more 
absolute) world of ICT, AI, and objects on the other hand. To shed more light on the aforementioned 
gap, we present a synthesis of our findings below. 

1. Findability and visualization: versus the level of detail. The challenge is to offer the right 
level of detail for the right purpose. In some cases, this is a risk due to ‘expectation management’ 
where showing too much detail at the wrong time or in front of another target group raises 
sentiments of the finality of the concept where the message meant was much more open for 
discussion between scenarios. The public stakeholders also tend to focus on details which were not 
meant to be part of the scenario target theme by the experts. The level of detail among professionals 
and in the situation of a court case tends to be much higher than what is politically necessary during 
scenario debates.  

2. Consistency: The reduction of large descriptive texts into binary schemes, i.e., digital ‘yes’ 
allowed’ versus ‘no, not allowed deontic logics. The standardization of policies into binary Yes or 
No answers for permission requests is required for efficient service delivery to citizens in a digital 
front office of the city.  

3. Legal semantics and accessibility: the mapping of legal terminology (semantically) is often 
too diverse to harmonize sufficiently for a binary purpose. The policymakers are eager to preserve 
room for interpretation and city spatial plans tend to have a very high level of freedom without 
much standardization, which contrasts with the service delivery aim of that same city. There are also 
semantic issues concerning juridical terms, especially those with a juridical history. Juridical 
terminology is precise to exclude non-intended exemptions. The demands on digital service delivery 
through smart forms and business rules require accessible language for the end-user. Successfully 
mapping the ‘folksonomy’ to the legal taxonomy (applicable rule) is a matter of interpretation and 
it makes it harder to maintain consistency.  

4. Interpretation and consistency: In the Netherlands, a culture of case-based law processing 
exists that is not compatible with the perspective of a consistent nationwide infrastructure; 
differences in the notion of case handling as a paper-based administrative process versus a 
standardized spatial data infrastructure that has to work on a country level scale.  

5. Legal: authorization of modelling of policy criteria for design planning sessions and 
monitoring. For example, the water flooding models, heat stress models and mobility models as 
described earlier represent the problem of validation and the ‘democratic mandate’ of the supplier 
of those models. In one region there were three heat stress models in use by different agencies and 
developed by three different suppliers. This leads to confusion about which is the right or ‘officially 
recognized’ model. Government agencies are seeking a new role in certifying the models in use 
(Hiemstra & de Vries, 2022).  

6. Integrality and interoperability: Specialist sectoral applications do need to become 
interoperable and exchangeable for the sake of better collaboration and re-use of data. The challenge 
in a DT is to create inter-sectoral validation.  
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7. Consistency: Correct (transparent, logical, explainable) translation or mapping of legal texts 
into object languages and business rules. This includes correct representation of the cause- and effect 
relations concerning the variables in (informal) design sessions versus those that will stand in more 
formal (e.g., court or tendering) situations. This includes issues of timing and expectation 
management, especially in participative trajectories. It also includes ‘applicable rules” and forms 
during the permit stage.   

8.  Archiveability: Historical consistency for court cases (and ownership of the historical 
database). The legal consistency and legitimacy entail the existence of legal memory. The higher 
administrative courts require ‘time stamping’ or the ability to travel back in time and obtain the 
‘picture’ of the case many years back. The challenge is to generate that integral picture over time as 
a consistent whole, including contextual information. Although GIS systems and DTs can log many 
variables and data layers, it is hard to determine what a ‘complete’ contextual picture should look 
like, especially given the increasing technological capabilities over time. 

9. Interoperability: Supplier modelling interoperability and modular software development. 
Separating business rules from their representation by DT vendors (separation of concerns). The 
business rules have to be explainable so that public values can be audited, especially if they have a 
legal consequence (Lokin, 2018; van Doesburg & Engers, 2020). If this is not done, public values 
cannot be guaranteed in the public stack due to the lack of transparency.  

Discussion and Future Research 

Our research at this point confirms that the mapping of policies, laws, and regulations into object 
attributes for DTs should receive more attention in light of the FAIR principles. This was true for 
single business rules that power webforms for citizens and it is even more important in DTs with 
more integrated climate themes. The ‘validation gap’ between the abstract Fair principles of 
Findability, Accessibility Interoperability, and Reusability and the validation challenges as found in 
this research should be bridged by a maturity model that fits with the object-oriented policy cycle. 
The logic is that climate goals programmes in the end seek to address attribute values of objects in 
the physical environment and governments work in object-oriented policy cycles to achieve them. 
This cycle is speeding up due to increasing demands on scarce space and conflicts with climate goals. 
The Dutch Courts of Law are taking an increasingly firm position in this debate. The need to build 
correct representations of the spatial environment in all its aspects and themes (e.g., sound, water, 
biodiversity, economic activity, mobility, pollution) is therefore increasing, (Blair, 2021), 
(Hetherington & West, 2020). For both the overall environmental strategy design and during 
implementation, government agencies need to be increasingly consistent in the mapping between 
design plans, project plans, and the existing legal-administrative landscape (Sutton et al., 2021), 
(Hofs, 2022), (van Engers, 2004). Citizens would feel ‘cheated’ if the DT scenarios were unfeasible in 
the juridical reality of constraints and boundary values, such as policy goals on climate. There is a 
complex mapping process in play here that pose potential risks for the valid implementation of the 
law and regulation. The models that feed a DT depict the actual space for manoeuvring while 
balancing policy goals for the relevant authorities. Integrality is another reoccurring theme. The DT 
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infrastructure enables measuring variables of one theme, e.g., planting trees aimed at emission 
reduction against another theme, e.g., the mobility effect of less roads. The data in a DT represents 
a wider range of themes, data sets, standards, criteria, semantics, and assumptions about cause- and 
effect relationships to enable scenario design. The visualization of the spatial environment in DT is 
thereby shifting from static digitalized spatial plans with links to the relevant legal texts in large 
PDF’s towards ‘dynamic DTs’. These DTs depict de potential effect of different legal regimes on 
climate related aspects of the environment in a number of design scenarios (Knapp & Coors, 2007). 
The thematic integrality as described above and the regional level of detail would require DT 
solutions that go beyond the 3D representations of cities, especially for the legal interoperability. 

Table 1: Initial validation framework for Legal digital twins: measuring the maturity of DT layers on 
consistency, integrality and object status against the policy cycle phases 

Fair principles DT Layers Design 
scenario’s 

Climate 
programmes 

Climate 
Permission 
processing  

Climate 
Enforce
ment 

Effect 
Monit
oring  

Findability Visualization      
Reusability Modelling 

values and 
criteria 

  Measuring 
integrality 

  

Accessibility Legal layer      
Reusability Data quality      
Interoperability
/reusability 

Interoperabili
ty  

  Measuring 
consistency 

  

Findability Archive 
ability 

  Object 
status 
monitoring 

  

Findability Semantics      

The proposed variables that should be measured and scored between the policy cycle phases at 
all DT layers are: 1) Integrality: are policy themes taken into account in all phases? 2) Consistency: 
are datasets, definitions, values and norms consistent in all phases? And 3) Object status: are object 
attributes and mutations (of roads, buildings, biodiversity, air quality, etc.) in the environment 
monitored in all phases? 

One of the questions is whether the research question is valid outside of the spatial planning 
domain and climate issues. Other authors, such as Schrotter (Schrotter & Hürzeler, 2020), face the 
same problems in Zurich, while also mentioning Singapore, but we did not identify many references 
to the legal side of the DT. The results of this explorative research point to several future tracks of 
interdisciplinary research directions. To achieve an operational level of transparency, 
trustworthiness, and legitimacy of planning processes in the cause of climate goals, further research 
is required about DTs. This supports the translation of ethical guidelines about public stacks into 
‘fair’ DTs. From the policy side, we envision more awareness and empirical support for formalized 
versions of the policy-making cycle: design, permit- and enforcement processes (based on legal 
sources) and effect monitoring.  
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Abstract: Parliaments are currently investigating the use of applications based on artificial 
intelligence (AI) technologies to perform certain tasks. Reflecting on conceivable tools, fields of 
application, usage scenarios and needs, it is reasonable to expect AI-induced changes in parlia-
ments. This makes even more peculiar the fact that the introduction of AI in parliaments is a 
generally under-researched topic. This article contributes to the bridging of this gap by 
presenting empirical evidence for the future use of AI-based tools and services in the legislation 
workspace. The data were collected during a brainstorming exercise and a virtual workshop in 
2021. The analysis sheds light in the prioritization of AI-based technologies within the 
parliamentary environment. In the course of the study, the relevance and the priority of more 
than 210 applications and topics of AI technologies in parliament have been investigated for 
several parliamentary sectors, including 36 proposals around law-making competencies and 
procedures, dubbed as “legislation”. The main findings regarding legislation are presented. 

Keywords: Artificial Intelligence, Parliament, Legislation, Digital Twin of Law 

Introduction 

When performing parliamentary tasks, parliaments have so far been free to decide whether they 
also want to rely on artificial intelligence (AI) and AI-based applications. In the parliamentary 
routine, such AI-based application systems would be able to automatically become aware of certain 
events, notify third parties, recommend actions, make prognoses, initiate precautionary measures, 
and make certain decisions even without the involvement of people. All of this could also happen 
nearly in real time (Etscheid/von Lucke/Stroh, 2020, p. 11-12).  

At present, there are still only a few concrete visions or guiding images. There is therefore a lack 
of guiding pictures for the future use of AI in parliaments and, in particular, in legislation. Guiding 
images would be important, however, because they are ideas or embodiments of desirable ideal-
typical states that have both a guiding and an image function. In this way, they offer a framework 
for orientation, from which certain freedoms also arise and perspectives emerge. Guiding ideas 
should express confidence and a spirit of optimism, but they should also represent a challenge and 
signal a willingness to change (von Lucke, 2008, p. 20-21).  
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If one reflects on potential tools, fields of application, usage scenarios and requirements, AI-
induced and disruptive changes can also be expected for parliaments. In order to deal with these 
changes at an early stage and thus gain a broad overall view, those responsible should examine the 
corresponding approaches, potentials and visions for parliaments and, in particular, in the context 
of the wider legislative process. So where to start?  

Brainstorming workshops are a good way to gain an initial overview of the areas and fields of 
application in which the use of AI in parliaments and legislation would be useful. Moreover, 
workshops with selected national parliaments are recommended for ratings and comparative 
analyses. In this way, assessments by the relevant stakeholders from the field can be collected and 
analyzed. This analysis sheds light in the prioritization of AI-based technologies within the 
parliamentary environment. Prioritization is important because parliaments as organizations seem 
to miss the critical "market" mass, the expertise as well as the funding to parallelly develop several 
AI-solutions to satisfy all possible needs. The results can also be used to generate a roadmap for the 
introduction of AI in national parliaments, created and reflected under scientific supervision.  

Literature Review 

According to the Cambridge dictionary (2022), artificial intelligence is used to describe the study of 
how to produce machines that have some of the qualities that the human mind has. Behind this, 
however, is neither a single technology nor a collection of niche applications. Rather, numerous 
technologies are assigned to AI today (Council of Europe, 2021, p. 8-12; Stanford University, 2021). 
They are now found in numerous mainstream applications, underscoring the relevance and 
necessity of scientific and practical contributions to AI. 

Because representative institutions have significant similarities among themselves, lessons 
learned from the use of AI can be transferred and applied economically. There are now initial 
surveys on the prioritization of advanced technologies for parliaments (Koryzis/Dalas/Spilioto-
poulos/Fitsilis, 2021). Large sections of society already use these technologies willingly, in some 
cases even unknowingly. In this respect, parliamentary use of AI can no longer be regarded merely 
as a possible option but must be considered as a matter of high priority. 

It looks like parliaments are feeling the societal pressure and starting to respond by analyzing the 
opportunities and challenges in the use of AI. In 2020, the Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of 
Europe (PACE) adopted a series of practical proposals in the form of resolutions and 
recommendations to balance the risks posed by the application of AI in democratic environments, 
which have effects on human rights, democracy and the rule of law (PACE, 2020; Council of Europe, 
2021). For the same reason, the Global Parliamentary Network of the Organization for Economic Co-
operation and Development (OECD) established a thematic parliamentary group on AI in 2019 
(OECD, 2022).  

Well-structured parliaments with sufficient budgetary resources may be better off in responding 
appropriately to these challenges. Some institutions, such as the Parliament of Victoria (2018), have 
begun studying them to improve their understanding and plan their digital evolution accordingly. 
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In April 2021, after extensive public consultation, the European Commission (2021) presented a 
proposal for an artificial intelligence act, which still has to go through the parliamentary procedure 
of the European Parliament. In this respect, the European Parliament may be the most thoroughly 
informed representative institution on AI-related issues at present. It has adopted several relevant 
resolutions and has a well-manned and capable parliamentary administration including the 
European Parliament Research Service (European Parliament, 2022b). 

Although several parliaments seem to recognize the need to introduce AI (Inter-Parliamentary 
Union, 2021), there are so far only a few examples of actual implementation of such technologies in 
the parliamentary workspace. The European Parliament's Archives Unit developed software 
solutions to support the analysis of large corpora of archived documents (European Parliament, 
2022a). The Italian Senate introduced AI services based on machine and deep learning. These 
services include classification of laws and amendments, similarity checks and the use of markup 
elements (tags) (see for example ITTIG-CNR, 2016). The Finnish Parliament's Future Committee held 
a “parliamentary hearing” with AI instances on the issues of the United Nations 2030 Agenda and 
the challenges of using advanced technologies (Fitsilis, F., 2021).  

Nevertheless, it would be wrong to assume that the epicenter of AI tools and services can only be 
located on the European continent. In 2019, the Brazilian Chamber of Deputies launched Ulysses, a 
set of AI tools to improve the legislative process and to interact with citizens. Ulysses offers several 
modules, such as for thematic organization of content, electronic surveys, collecting citizen input 
throughout the legislative cycle, identifying the needs of parliamentarians during the legislative 
process, and more (Silva N.F.F. et al., 2021; Souza, E. et al., 2021). Other existing AI applications in 
the legislative sector include the use of chatbots in the Parliament of South Africa to assist Members 
of Parliament (MPs) with parliamentary information and the comparison of bills, interpretation of 
references and execution of amendment instructions in the United States House of Representatives 
(Inter-Parliamentary Union, 2020). 

Also, when it comes to regulating AI, parliaments can become leading institutions. Due to the 
complexity of the matter, it is advisable to set up specialized commissions, committees and processes 
for this purpose (see for example: Clarke, 2019; Fitsilis, 2021; Fitsilis, 2019). When discussing AI, one 
must inevitably talk about data and data spaces. In any organization that handles data, this is linked 
to the availability of appropriate professionals who deal with data quality and protection (see for 
example: Janssen et al., 2020). In addition, specific processes are required to adequately assess the 
risks and principles associated with data governance (Alshahrani et al., 2021; Council of Europe, 
2021; Medaglia et al., 2021; Vetrò et al.; 2021). 

This exemplary presentation of use cases already shows the dynamics of AI applications around 
legislation. However, an expansion of the perspective to the entire field of parliamentary activity 
suggests itself, because the use of AI can make sense in a variety of parliamentary tasks and 
competences. Yet, there is no systematic or strategic dimension in the literature about the 
introduction of AI in the parliamentary workspace. This study closes this gap.  
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Research Approach  

At the beginning of the study, the research concept was not finalized but it developed in an agile 
manner. The initial question was about the research approach that would be best suited to compiling 
the variety of possible applications for AI in legislation. As technologies and algorithms evolve 
rapidly, a technology-agnostic study was opted. Moreover, it should not only be about a collection 
of existing solutions, but also a collection of ideas for the future AI-based design of legislation. Such 
ideas and perceptions are suitable for use as guiding pictures that can be further developed into 
long-term visions, thus providing the foundation for design-oriented approaches and impact 
assessments. 

For the open collection of ideas, the brainstorming method invented by Alex Osborn and further 
developed by Charles Hutchison Clark (1989) is recommended, in other words a group discussion 
in which spontaneous ideas about a particular problem are collected. It was challenging to find 
suitable experts to explore the broad possibilities of the use of AI in parliaments in a reflective and 
design-oriented way. This requires expertise built up through studies, own research, practical 
experience and professional exchange. It was nonetheless possible to bring together a small group 
of three experts from academia and parliamentary practice who met these requirements. In times of 
the pandemic, the moderation software XLeap (https://www.xleap.net) was used as a cloud-based 
online variant for brainstorming with an integrated audio conference, which enabled a collection of 
ideas, their clustering and sorting. In a first round of exchange, broad ideas for the use of AI 
technologies in parliaments were collected and then sorted. The second round included a joint 
review of all contributions, an open reflection and a complementation.  

A different method was required to determine the benefit, relevance and necessity of the 
generated proposals. A utility analysis, in other words an analysis and evaluation procedure for 
complex decision-making situations, is suitable for the purpose. Through a systematic decision 
preparation and decision-making process, the selection among different, complex solution 
alternatives is thus made easier (Röthig, 1998). For implementation, an XLeap-based utility survey 
on relevance and priorities is recommended. For each entry, the relevance of the proposal was asked 
on a scale from 0 (irrelevant) to 10 (must-have), whereas the priority of implementation was required 
on a scale from 0 (2020) to 10 (2030). XLeap then provided the corresponding evaluation results as 
tables and graphics. Further stand-alone and comparative evaluation of the individual scores was 
conducted by the researchers. 

In a final step, the refined results from the above expert team (in terms of a structured list of 
proposals) were presented to a wider set of parliamentary experts with different expertise and 
knowledge backgrounds. Therefore, in March 2021, a workshop in Athens with stakeholders from 
around the national Hellenic Parliament was successfully organized. Due to the pandemic and for 
methodological stability, the XLeap modality was again used, with linguistic adjustments. Again, 
the relevance on a scale from 0 (irrelevant) to 10 (must-have) and the priority of implementation on 
a scale from 0 (2020) to 10 (2030) were asked for each proposal. The results were presented to the 
participants directly after each block vote and the first impressions were briefly discussed.  
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Brainstorming Results 

On the basis of the original research concept, it took some time to identify the team of experts, recruit 
them for the research project and invite them to a virtual brainstorming workshop. On 14 July 2020, 
a four-hour online brainstorming session could be organized, with the participation of three proven 
experts. The first open question was: "Which are the fields of application for AI in the work and 
environment of parliaments?” Overall, 196 contributions were collected. First, any duplications were 
eliminated and so the number was reduced to 181. Subsequently, the ideas were clustered into 
thematic areas. Within the framework of a revision, all entries were reviewed, discussed and 
partially revised. The final clustering included 210 entries that belong to nine areas: Parliamentarians 
(13), Legislation (36), Parliamentary Control and Parliamentary Diplomacy (14), Civic Education and 
National Culture (17), Parliamentary Administration, Parliament Buildings, Driving Service and 
Police (37), Parliamentary Bureau & Parliamentary Directorates & Elections (19), Scientific Services 
(13), Framework (47), Open Questions (14).  

This article is dedicated to the analysis of the thematic field of legislation within the parliamentary 
workspace and consists of 36 proposals from the sub-topics of the Legislative Process (30) and the 
Digital Twins of Legislation (6). As such, it includes tasks around the making and documentation of 
laws. AI-based tools and services can help to further streamline the legislative process.  

Hellenic Parliament Assessment Results: Legislation 

Eight months after the brainstorming workshop, a virtual workshop was held in Athens on 18 March 
2021 with staff related to the Hellenic Parliament to evaluate the above proposals for the first time. 
The 14 participants, 9 men and 5 women, came from seven different parliamentary sectors. MPs and 
their staff were also invited to represent the demand side of parliament. There were also external 
consultants with a high interest in the use of information technologies in the legislature.  

First, the previous procedure and the aim of the rating were presented. The participants then 
individually evaluated all 210 AI-related solutions and approaches for the parliament of the future, 
each divided into blocks covering the nine topic areas. Filling out the questionnaire was anonymous. 
In the evaluation of each of the 210 proposals, one utility value was asked for relevance and one for 
priority. For both parameters, a value scale (Likert scale) from 0 to 10 was used. Each of these value 
scales can thus be linked to different but appropriate units. The first question was: “Rate the 
proposals according to relevance”. Relevance measures the degree of importance of the proposal on 
a scale from 0 (irrelevant) to 5 (relevant) to 10 (must-have). In addition, participants were asked to 
give the lowest score to solutions that they did not understand or thought were unjustified to use. 
The second question was: "Rate the proposals by priority". The deadline for priority can be set with 
a year as a date. In this second case, the scale ranges from 0 (2020) to 5 (2025) to 10 (2030) that can be 
converted into a concrete date. Suggestions that should not even be implemented from the 
participants' point of view may be rated with the maximum value of 10.  

Table 1 shows the Top-4 evaluation results in terms of relevance in the area of legislation.  
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Table 1. Multi-Criteria Table for Legislation. Top-4 sorted by Results. 

  Relevance 
0..10 

Priority 
31.12.20-31.12.30 

Nr Item ↓Ø SD Ø SD 

1 Intelligent examination of legislative proposals for possible 
impacts with other regulations 

8,57 0,12 02.07.2023 0,19 

2 Transformation of legislation (code) into machine 
understandable e-code 

8,57 0,20 16.10.2023 0,24 

3 Smart Law  8,50 0,13 31.12.2023 0,25 

4 AI-based transparency of parliament and parliamentary 
procedures  

8,50 0,16 26.01.2024 0,28 

Discussion: Findings, Contribution and Comments 

The results of the brainstorming and the evaluation of the participants' choices from the 
environment of the Hellenic Parliament underline a remarkably high interest in AI for legislation. 
The Top-4 have received a relevance score of 8.5 or better on a scale from 0 to 10. The cut-off point 
of 7.5 or better contains the top 19 of 36 proposals (52.7%). The lowest value is 6.07 and thus still 
above the middle rating 5 (relevant). Although all standard deviations are above 0.10, this indicates 
a divergent assessment, which is, however, kept within manageable limits. The  proposal on digital 
twins of law at sub-national level displays a higher standard deviation (0.30). This is presumably 
due to the fact that the parliament does not possess any relevant competence. 

With regard to priority, also to be related with implementation expectations, it can be observed 
that the participants set target dates in the years between 2023 and 2026 that corresponds to a period 
of one to four years and, thus, within a manageable planning horizon. The date of the next 
parliamentary elections in spring 2023 might have played a role. The maximum value of 10 years 
(2030) was rarely selected as a target. It is also remarkable that only twice in 36 proposals standard 
deviations of 0.30 and higher were found. At the same time, a certain correlation between relevance 
and priority can be seen in the visual analysis. Higher priority proposals should also be implemented 
more quickly. Projects with lower priority are given more time for implementation. Overall, a tight 
cluster between the values 6-9 (relevance) and 2-6 (priority) has formed. In the follow-up to the 
workshop, all proposals were developed separately. Of particular interest, however, is the Top-4 
that is shown below.  
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Intelligent examination of legislative proposals  

AI-based review services analyze draft legislation and compile all relevant legal regulations and 
laws that are affected by the proposed legislation. Relevant passages are compiled in a brief report. 
In a further legislative impact assessment stage, effects on existing statutory regulations are 
predicted. In addition, it can be checked whether there are any judicial decisions that oppose the 
proposed legislation. Such complex projects are nowadays only possible, if at all, via complex legal 
information systems, the use of modern document standards such as Akoma Ntoso and semantic 
web standards. The complexity and the previous time- and labor-intensive burden of the relevant 
investigations make “intelligent audits” particularly attractive to parliamentary legal experts. In 
addition, several experts of the Hellenic Parliament are members of the Hellenic OCR Team 
(https://hellenicOCRteam.gr), a research group that has already worked on such concepts. 

Transformation of legislation (code) into machine 
understandable e-code 

Future smart legislation (smart law) requires a machine-comprehensible, electronic legal text (e-
code) to enable computers to process, interpret and assess the consequences of the law. AI can 
contribute to the transformation of legislative texts into a code that can be understood by computers. 
Currently, there are first standards for e-codes (see LegalDocML and LegalRuleML) and the Hellenic 
Parliament has been participating in forward-looking research projects for more than a decade. The 
participation in the ManyLaws project (https://www.manylaws.eu) was of particular importance, 
through which an Akoma Ntoso-based codified version (e-code) of a collection of Greek, Austrian 
and EU legislation was created. Some of the workshop participants have contributed to the project 
and therefore consider this AI service as highly relevant. 

Smart Law  

Smart Law is based on a collection of electronic legal texts (e-code) that can be understood by 
machines. These must correspond to a 1:1 translation of the applicable legal texts (code). Computers 
are thus enabled to process and interpret laws and to evaluate their effects. A precondition for such 
a project is the publication of electronic legislative texts in a standardized format. AI-based analyses 
using text analysis tools or more semantic investigations to prove legal interactions can help to speed 
up legal/technical investigations (for instance within the framework of parliamentary research 
services) and draw attention to referencing errors.  

AI-based transparency of parliament and 
parliamentary procedures  
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With AI-based support, the processes, the status of negotiations and the arguments exchanged in 
all parliamentary legislative procedures are made visible. However, such a transparent analysis of 
parliament does not include the internal political negotiating positions of the parties and negotiators, 
which should also remain confidential during the sessions, if only for tactical reasons. Currently, 
there is no transparent overview of the status of negotiations and an AI-based visualization could 
provide significant benefits for all stakeholders. Transparency is a core value of the Hellenic 
Parliament and takes on a central position in its latest strategic plan 2018-2021 (Hellenic Parliament, 
2018). It is also openly advocated by its leadership and serves as a guiding principle in the 
parliament’s multipolar interaction with the general public. Therefore, this option performed well 
on average, although not as well as the previous ones, as it lacks the necessary precision to pinpoint 
useful tools and services with which administrators can identify. 

Conclusion and Outlook 

With a creative research approach, an expert brainstorming team and an innovative parliamentary 
environment, 36 constructive proposals for the future use of AI to improve legislation were gathered 
and evaluated with a view to relevance and priority. In the present time, the collection can help, 
especially the Hellenic Parliament, to determine in which areas to focus research and where AI-
based innovations urgently need to be initiated with a view to a more efficient legislation. Overall, 
this provides a good foundation for a research agenda on AI in the area of the legislation. 
Unfortunately, the use of AI in the legislature can also have negative consequences, which must be 
anticipated and limited. 

All four options prioritized by workshop participants constitute the “tip of the iceberg” of AI-
based apps and services linked to the legislative sector. The relative differences in the relevance 
factor among these options are small, yet significant enough to justify their detailed presentation. 
For the Hellenic Parliament this selection can cause implications in two fronts: 

 When updating the parliament’s strategic plan: Based on this study, AI-based tools and 
services need to be considered to be part of the parliament’s strategic goals and choices. For 
instance, AI-based transparency and smart law can be included as direct proof of an extrovert 
and accountable representative institution.   

 When planning for the organization’s next generation ICT systems: As discussed above, the 
Hellenic Parliament has made some relevant experience with the transformation of law into 
an Akoma Ntoso-like format through the EU-funded ManyLaws project. Such experience will 
come handy when designing the new systems and procedures.  

In view of the chosen procedure, it must be critically questioned whether other experts would 
not come to other proposals and alternative ratings at different times. This, of course, cannot be ruled 
out. Surprisingly, looking at the results, there are no low-rated proposals, even though there was no 
sorting out of contributions. Ratings will surely change over time and from state to state, also taking 
the technological progress into consideration. Further workshop rounds with other national 
parliaments are planned. On the comparative analyses will be reported in the future. 
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At the end of this first study, the central research questions could be answered. At the same time, 
new questions emerged. Moreover, each of the 36 proposals should be analyzed in a substantive 
manner and evaluated with the help of a SWOT analysis. More workshops are planned in 2022 to 
discuss and further deepen the results. Together, a research and work agenda for the use of AI in 
legislation has to be developed, embedded in a wider agenda for the use of AI in parliaments. This 
requires a lively intra- and transdisciplinary approach in parliamentary workspace, in which 
lawyers, legal scholars, legal and administrative informaticians are to be integrated. A roadmap can 
ensure that the use of AI in legislation can gradually become a reality.  

There is interest in the use of AI in legislation and it is important that science and parliamentary 
practice have set out on the path. This study has helped to frame the general understanding. Propo-
sals are now on the table, in a wide variety, partly in line with expectations, partly surprising. There 
are many trade-offs to be made between desire and realizability, utility and feasibility, resources 
and constraints. Certainly, these results are not widely transferable. Using similar workshops, 
parliaments can work out for themselves whether, where and which AI-based applications are 
relevant and derive recommendations for politics and the parliamentary practice. 

Parliaments that pioneer their engagement with AI and thus build up their own competences can 
benefit from early insights. The large mass of laggards will have to wait even longer for commercial 
products in a limited market. Still, a lot of research is required. In the future, legislatures must think 
and act more decisively about the use of AI in the parliamentary environment and its limits, regulate 
where necessary and possibly contribute to the design of own AI-based systems. A first roadmap is 
now available and there is a lot to do for all those involved. 
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Abstract: Circular Economy (CE) and sustainability are getting high on the political agenda of 
governments on the global level. Businesses and supply chains are at the heart of that transition, 
and need to make big steps in the coming years for making the transition from a linear model of 
make-use-dispose towards a circular model. For this transition, financing plays a key role. 
Financial institutions operate in a highly regulated environment. In this context, we see two 
particular, yet complementary, areas where digital infrastructures can be of value to support 
this transition. They can (1) help the financial institutions gather data about supply chain 
operations and address the performance of financial instruments used for the green and circular 
transition (i.e. bottom-up, micro view); and (2) help regulators monitor the activities of financial 
institutions to ensure that provided financing is indeed used to stimulate circular supply chains 
(i.e. top-down, macro view). In this paper, we explore the scene for digital infrastructure 
deployment for CE monitoring when it comes to CE funding, and propose a framework and a 
research agenda on the topic. 
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Introduction 

Governmental agendas of different levels (e.g. national, European, international) increasingly 
emphasize Circular Economy (CE) and sustainability. Regulatory measures exist to stimulate the 
market transition and related financial measures accordingly. For example, on the European level, 
the Sustainable Finance Taxonomy (Regulation (EU), 2020) defines which economic activities 
contribute substantially to the transition to a circular economy, with the aim that “economic 
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operators would find it easier to raise funding across borders for their environmentally sustainable 
activities”. Businesses and supply chains are at the heart of that transition, which attempt to 
transform a linear model of “make-use-dispose” into a circular model of “reuse and recycle-
leverage”. For this transition, proper financing is necessary. Financial institutions (the unit of 
observation of this paper) that provide funding (further referred to as fund providers) thus will play 
a key role in that transition. The financial sector is a highly regulated sector. On the one hand, one 
might perceive regulation as a burdening innovation, as institutions need to comply with strict 
criteria for their operation. On the other hand, as Tufano (2003) in his seminal paper on financial 
innovation also argues, changes in regulation have always been stimulating institutions for a change; 
in other words, for innovation. (Financial) regulators and public financial institutions monitor 
investments that shall facilitate the transition into a circular and sustainable economy. Fund 
providers thus need to comply with strict measures regarding monitoring and detecting fraudulent 
transactions that potentially signal opposing intentions (e.g. green washing, fraud), and, at the same 
time, perform proper credit risk assessment to maintain a positive balance of their portfolios. These 
latter operational goals especially lead the everyday-decisions of fund providers. Performance is a 
crucial quality measure in a competitive, market-driven environment of fund providers, while 
penalty for non-compliance is also significant (The Economist, 2018).  

The International Monetary Fund states an urgent need to maintain financial flows that 
contribute to the Sustainable Development Goals (SDG) worldwide. Current flows are estimated at 
around three trillion USD per year, whereas the need peeks at four trillion USD annually (Rodrigo-
González et al., 2021). In recent literature it has been argued that digital infrastructures can play an 
important role to enable CE (Zeiss et al., 2020) and CE monitoring (Rukanova et al., 2021a,b), 
however, research in this area is still in the developing phase. In the context discussed above, we see 
two potential areas where such digital infrastructures can be of value. First, they can help financial 
institutions realize better monitoring of the supply chains that are acting as beneficiaries for the 
funds received, thus mitigating the risk of non-compliance and/or false credit risk assessment. 
Second, they can help regulators monitor the activities of fund providers to ensure that provided 
funds meet the regulatory requirements regarding CE, and assess how funds stimulate circular 
supply chains. Focusing purely on the state-of-the-art academic literature in Finance, research 
related to CE manifests in the rapidly emerging sub-field of sustainable finance. Not surprisingly, 
though, the mainstream literature in sustainable finance focuses on financial transaction-based 
topics addressing performance effects of sustainable investing (Gelsomino et al., 2016), such as 
empirical analysis and asset pricing of green bonds, as opposed to the mainstream literature in 
Economics, which captures the problem domain of CE from the welfare-optimization point of view.   

 In this research-in-progress paper we motivate why the feasible design of digital infrastructures 
for CE monitoring is of high relevance for both academic research and R&D activities of the industry. 
Focusing on the former, as we argue, the feasible design requires a complex requirements 
engineering exercise from multiple viewpoints, asking therefore for academic research combining 
different, state-of the art scientific knowledge and methodological underpinning. Therefore, the next 
sections are dedicated to motivating this claim, and to introducing our CE research framework that 
we instrumentalize to reach our research goal: to address the role of digital infrastructures in 
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monitoring the flow of CE funds, emphasizing the impact of digitalization for regulatory 
compliance, data governance and for funding decisions.  

Toward a research agenda: Methodological 
underpinning  

The market liberalization of the 1980s boosted innovation of different financial instruments, 
which then provided easier access to capital for firms. The volume and frequency of financial 
transactions thus increased, leading as well to the increase of transaction risk. The Financial sector 
has become a highly regulated sector ever since. No wonder, therefore, that to structure our research 
activities, we first conducted exploratory research to address the regulatory context and its 
institutional implications, as variables of CE directives and of digital infrastructure design. We 
structure our findings by three elementary pillars for research. 

Understanding the role of regulation in the context 
of digitalization and CE monitoring 

To design our research framework, we first conducted an in-depth literature review using both 
scientific papers and regulatory publications. Based on our findings, we can conclude that the same 
phenomenon regarding regulatory adoption exists as a response to different macro-economic and 
societal factors that push markets toward sustainable operations. Using the global SDG goals as we 
motivated in the Introduction section, the European Union has already taken steps towards 
sustainable financing and the SDG’s, such as launching the European Green Deal (EGD) (European 
Commission, 2019). Adding to that, and focusing further on the European market, the European 
Financial Reporting Advisory Group (EFRAG) is committed to delivering sustainability-reporting 
standards, in line with the Corporate Sustainability Reporting Directive (CSRD) (see EU Sustainable 
Finance Package, 2021), as an extension of the already existing reporting rules of the EU on non-
financial information (see EU NFRD, 2014/95/EU). These extra measures shall ensure full alignment 
in corporate reporting among all EU initiatives on sustainability. These directives also put 
operational pressure on banks to measure and disclose calculated ESG (Environmental, Social, & 
Governance) risks, as well as projected and realized ESG impact across different banking activities, 
such as fund provision. 

It is important to mention that financial regulation is not homogeneous on the global level. There 
are different regulatory areas posing different regulatory frameworks for the financial system in 
place, and rules to comply with on the institutional level. Even though there are important examples 
of efforts for regulatory harmonization, often there exists no homogeneous view on control (see e.g. 
the Schrems case in Chander (2020) or in Rotenberg (2020)). Therefore, we restrict our further 
analysis to the European Regulatory Framework as reference, keeping our analysis open towards 
international, i.e. cross-border supply chains and fund providers. EU law defines that that the 
concrete implementation of EU directives and enforcing compliance are sovereign issues, putting 
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the realization of operational goals in the hands of regulators (i.e. government) per country. It is the 
financial regulator on the sovereign level, which assures regulatory compliance of fund providers, 
and which defines local legislation and decision-making, to implement EU directives. This 
regulatory setup, where cross-border operations of fund providers are subject to central EU 
regulations that are refined and implemented nationally, i.e. decentralized manner, may result in 
segmentation of concrete implementation practices (because every EU Member State may have 
somewhat different regulations and compliance requirements, while business operations cross 
country borders), influencing fund providers' data governance activities for monitoring and control 
(see De La Cuesta-Gonzalez & Morales-García (2021) as example on (cyber) data security). Simandan 
& Paun (2021) stipulate furthermore, that monetary authorities need to reorient their approach from 
short-term liquidity management to supporting the long-term sustainability agenda, corresponding 
with the liquidity concerns and funding difficulties of CE investments. In this context, the European 
market is of special interest, as Luxembourg hosts the second biggest hub for fund management 
globally, and residing institutions report an increasing volume of issued funds that support ESG 
goals (see e.g. ALFI (2016)). 

Government regulation of financial instruments and of cross-border activities is not new though, 
for example in healthcare, in social benefit schemes and in global trade, where financial stimuli exist 
to stimulate imports of certain products from certain countries against reduced import duties. 
Experiences from the field of international trade (Hesketh, 2010, Klievink et al., 2012; Baida et al., 
2008, Rukanova et al., 2020, Kofos et al., 2022) also provides examples of how digital infrastructures 
innovations can serve as enables for monitoring of international trade flows in the context of customs 
regulation. To summarize our findings, in order to perform our research and to address the role of 
digital infrastructures to monitor the flow of CE funds, as a first fundamental pillar of our 
framework, we aim at addressing the role of regulators in this context. Furthermore, we hypothesize 
that regulatory bodies could as well play a role in fund provision to support CE goals. 

Exploring the role of fund providers in the context 
of CE  

An important unit of our observation is the financial sector, as our research aims to support the 
feasible design of digital infrastructures for CE monitoring, with a specific focus on fund flow. 
Therefore, we conducted also an in-depth literature review in Finance, as well as analyzed different 
cases in Finance where digitalization has measurable impact and implications for institutions. We 
developed a conceptual framework to structure different financial institutions as a function of their 
roles in fund provision for CE. For the sake of brevity, we only mention here this latter, but exclude 
the framework from this particular paper. We only summarize the important findings of our first 
two activities. 

Academic papers in Finance that we treat as relevant for our research cover two main research 
streams. First, there already exists solid literature analyzing the difficulty of monitoring and 
reporting data related to ESG investments on the institutional level, see e.g. Gibson et al. (2019), 
leading toward opportunism and falsely reported performance. Another stream of literature 
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analyzes the institutional attitude toward corporate social responsibility and ESG, which is also 
framed as a result of regulatory directives, or lead by corporate incentives (see e.g. De La Cuesta-
Gonzalez & Morales-García, 2021) or by firm value considerations (see e.g. (Li et al., 2018, ALFI, 
2021)). Based on our findings we thus argue that fund providers are incentivized to boost the 
realization, i.e. the financing, of CE goals. As we conclude, an important challenge exists in fund 
provisioning, which is the function of properly addressing, assessing and monitoring (performance) 
data across the entire value chain of issued investments. 

Financial institutions have become heavy users of digital infrastructures. As a recent industry 
report by Deloitte argues, the ratio of IT spending as a percentage of revenue in the financial services 
industry is substantially higher than in other industries (Klark, 2020). This high percentage is the 
result of maintaining complex IT systems and aligning with evolving regulatory rules, especially in 
the context of cross-border data flow. This observation is the result of our desk-based case study on 
data privacy. The European Data Privacy Framework (GDPR) imposes, among others, a strong, 
consensus-based storage and access of personal data. Fund providers that are active on the global 
scene must consider it while handling corporate data of cross-border supply chains. Funds 
managing HNWI (High-Net-Worth Individual) portfolios in particular are keen on data privacy, so 
GDPR is a positively enhancing regulatory measure to protect client data. Operationally speaking, 
however, it requires that data storage and management must comply with GDPR, too. This strong 
market and regulatory requirement translate to the fact that financial institutions must either operate 
with locally implemented (i.e. within the geographical borders of GDPR, i.e. the EU) infrastructural 
solutions, or restrict international cloud services with strict, thus costly contractual agreements to 
ensure GDPR-compliant data management (storage, orchestration, etc.). This phenomenon limits 
the ability of companies to benefit from  economies of scale in their IT operations, as financial data 
is substantial, and infrastructure is costly. It also raises feasibility issues regarding interoperability 
of data management solutions across global, i.e. cross-border supply chains. The GDPR case study 
is highly relevant to our topic because both cases involve EU legislation, potentially with differences 
between how it is implemented in each EU Member State, and impacting cross-border value chains 
and having major impact on data and IT operations of fund providers as well as on their business 
models. Digital infrastructures for CE monitoring shall therefore consider data management as the 
function of different regulatory environments.  

Our findings indeed show that digital infrastructures shall aim at monitoring the flow of CE 
investments accurately, as this is an important element for the accurate risk assessment of provided 
funds. However, to support the feasible design of those infrastructures, we aim at exploring the 
complex set of requirements of digital infrastructures for CE monitoring on the institutional level. 
We also hypothesize that the elicitation of requirements translates to an engineering exercise of 
multiple viewpoints; besides technological feasibility, market feasibility and the alignment of those 
play a crucial role to support the feasible design of digital infrastructures. 

Focusing on networks of organizations in the 
context of digitalization and corporate data  
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Multiple large players in the private sector (see e.g. Blackrock, or Circularity Capital) are directing 
millions of dollars in funds towards circular practices at the firm level (Dewick et al., 2020), in line 
with the emerging regulatory pressure that forces fund providers to comply with Environmental, 
Social and Governance (ESG) goals. These signals show that the private sector is increasingly 
committing to support circular economy projects (Dewick et al., 2020). Monitoring the flow of funds 
is an elementary activity for these financial institutions. Accessing, structuring and analyzing data 
on fund issuance, and evaluating related credit risk are of high importance. Greenwashing, i.e. the 
selective disclosure of positive sustainability information, without full disclosure of negative 
information, is an existing phenomenon (see e.g. Bachelet et al., 2019), undermining the incentives 
of institutional investors to fund CE initiatives. Difficulties of data monitoring arise as one considers 
the already-described diversity that regulatory segmentation can pose. 

Conducting again an in-depth literature review and desk-based case analyses, we hereby 
conclude our findings to motivate yet another important angle of our research activities. Referring 
again to the GDPR case , as data protection rules diverge across different regulatory areas, they 
incentivize corporates and SMEs differently regarding data sensitivity and reporting obligations. 
These different incentives thus can put fund providers in a difficult position while addressing and 
calculating the credit risk of ESG investments, hindering thus the access to funding channels, in the 
same way that lack of information about SMEs (whose reporting obligations may differ greatly per 
country, yet in general are lesser than those of larger corporations) is known to be a factor hindering 
fund providers from providing funds to SMEs (see e.g., SER, 2014; Abraham  et al., 2017). In the case 
of SMEs, it was found that alternative information solutions can mitigate fund providers' concerns, 
and enable fund provisioning (see e.g. Abraham  et al., 2017). We thus project fund provisioning 
difficulties to data collection and governance difficulties in particular, and investigate whether and 
to what extent an underlying ICT infrastructure can positively enhance funds providers' ability to 
give loans. As a consequence of this finding, we analyzed another case in the context of 
digitalization, in particular on maintaining transaction monitoring and settlement. Fund providers 
are implementing digital practices that allow complying with the Payment Service Directive 2 
(PSD2, EU 2015/2366). PSD2 aims, among others, to foster innovation and competition in the 
payments industry by allowing third parties (TPPs: Third Party Providers) to offer payment services 
for banking clients, such as corporations. As it is an EU directive (i.e. recommendation), 
implementation remains on the sovereign level. By now, there exists a diverse set of protocols and 
standards that declare the operational implementation of the concrete APIs of the web services that 
connect with the existing digital infrastructure of financial institutions. Consequently, if a TPP wants 
to offer account management services for corporations, a TPP might need to implement different 
protocols for the same service to be competitive for the European market. Furthermore, designing 
business-to-business solutions for financial data monitoring or for payment support might as well 
imply that TPPs either provide (costly) tailor-made, individual solutions, or consider the diversity 
of different standards and protocols to be able to offer the service for an international financial 
institution.Merging these thoughts above, one might conclude that TPPs provide a good, market-
driven alternative for financial institutions and for other corporations to realize transparency within 
complex supply chains, and hence their applicability also for CE monitoring. The concrete 
implementation requires, however, a careful elicitation of system requirements, such as 
interoperability and data privacy, as well as a careful alignment of different regulatory measures in 
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case of cross-border supply chains. To summarize our findings, in order to perform our research and 
to address the role of digital infrastructures to monitor the flow of CE funds, as a third fundamental 
pillar of our framework, we aim at exploring the complex set of requirements of digital 
infrastructures as functions of complex, cross-organizational chains in the context of fund provision. 
Furthermore, we hypothesize that proper and feasible data governance mechanism that assures 
monitoring data across value chains is of high importance to support the feasible design of digital 
infrastructures. 

The CE Research Framework 

As a result of our explorative research that we described and concluded along three important 
dimensions in the previous section, we now present our research framework to formalize the leading 
research questions for further research. To start with, we put the public sector, in particular the 
regulator and the government, in focus and assess its role and responsibility for monitoring CE 
investments, and for addressing their impact and implications. Based on our findings that we 
described in the previous section, we can safely conclude that public institutions shall have already 
implemented organizational, procedural and technological means to ensure regulatory compliance, 
to manage public spending, and to control for the abuse of financial instruments they issued. 
Therefore, we hypothesize that monitoring and analyzing the operations of both financial 
institutions and corporations to meet CE goals will be no different. In this respect, we formulate the 
following two topical questions: (R-R1): What is the role of the public sector in financing CE 
investments? (R-R2): To which degree are existing data management practices for data collection, 
structuring, processing and analysis by regulators suitable for CE monitoring? As a second 
important pillar, we also motivated the role of research to address and to analyze the financial sector, 
in particular the role of fund providers and the flow of funds in the context of CE regulation and 
compliance. As we argued, fund providers continuously adjust and develop their compliance 
policies, as operational decisions are subject to a diverse set of directives. Recent public signals 
indicate increasing efforts of governmental stimuli for fund provision, too, escalating further 
regulation (see e.g. US Infrastructure Investment and Jobs Act , 2021). In this respect, we formulate 
the following two topical questions: (F-R1): What are the systemic/design requirements of digital 
infrastructures that enable complying with diverse regulatory requirements? (F-R2): What are the 
potential interoperability bottlenecks of digital infrastructures across networks of stakeholders 
regarding regulatory compliance? To define the third pillar of our research framework, we turn to 
the corporate sector. As motivated, firms require financing to transform their business model 
compatible with CE goals, and therefore fund provision is essential. Fund providers already operate 
with complex digital systems to maintain everyday operations, which are subjects of strict 
regulatory measures. A straightforward element of our research strategy is to explore and to analyze 
already existing digital solutions for data management in Finance. We formulate the following two 
topical questions (C-R1): What existing digital data management practices do fund providers 
operate with? (C-R2): To which degree are existing practices for data collection, structuring, 
processing and analysis of corporates (i.e. fund requestors) suitable for CE investment monitoring 
by fund providers and regulators?  
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Although CE goals of corporations can be limited to a single organization, analyzing risk, 
compliance, long-term implications and impact of investment shall address the whole value chain, 
including the fund requestors as well as their suppliers, partners and end-customers. Understanding 
the networked nature of the research problem is therefore important. In addition, financing of large-
scale projects can require several different fund providers, who might as well need to share data and 
coordinate analytical measures to address the impact of their investments. In this respect, we 
formulate the following two topical questions: (N-R1): How do existing digital infrastructures 
monitor data flow in a network (as opposed to monitoring a single company) for reporting? (N-R2): 
How do existing digital infrastructures enable information sharing in a feasible way among parties 
that may have different incentives and/or competing interests? 

Table 1. Framework for digital infrastructures for CE monitoring of CE Funding 

 

Table 1 conceptualizes our framework and our research agenda, based on the above-described 
three pillars. In the left column we visualize the relationships between Regulation, Fund providers 
and Businesses, adding and positioning as well government and supply chain partners as important 
units of our research agenda. We summarize the topical questions discussed above in the right 
column. To execute our research, and to seek answers to our research questions, we are planning to 
operationalize both qualitative and quantitative research methods. Qualitative data is gathered via 
case studies and interviews. We also aim at instrumentalizing databases (e.g., Compustat, 
Bloomberg, Wharton) that are well-used for research in Finance, providing variables on ESG rating, 
on industrial segmentation and on corporate governance data. 

Concluding remarks 

A transition of corporates toward CE is ongoing. In our view, both the private sector and 
governmental instruments will likely play an important role in fund provision. Table 1 therefore 
conceptualizes our research agenda that we plan to operationalize in order to validate this 
perception. We foresee that much can be learned from studying the evolution and implementation 
of different regulatory directives that keep affecting the everyday-operations of the financial sector, 
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such as the earlier mentioned GDPR (i.e. data protection mechanism), or PSD2 (i.e. the payment 
service directive). Our important claim is to include a strong network viewpoint to our investigation, 
as realizing CE initiatives often involve a network of different corporates, such as different service 
providers, production sites or even different fund providers. Last, but not least, we consider 
collecting data across different levels of refinement, using different viewpoints of the same case at 
hand. We treat as valuable data source a legal entity (i.e., a firm), its transactions, and the networked 
environment where it operates. All these viewpoints are required to arrive at feasible data 
orchestration and analytical solutions that monitor CE investments and, at the same time, argue 
about the impact and implications of funds provided. 
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Abstract: The digitalization of justice is emerging worldwide partially due to the most common 
narrative surrounding digital government being more efficient, cost-effective, and democratic. 
In recent times, the global pandemic has pushed forward many digitalization efforts waiting to 
be implemented. The complexity, normative thickness, and heavy regulative status of justice 
systems, demands addressing the role played by digital technologies in reshaping judicial 
practices from a legal, judicial, and digital perspective. In an in-depth case study of the Chilean 
courts’ implementation of technologies during Covid-19, we examined the digital government 
objectives and interrogated them in light of the concepts: digital by default, social media in 
courts, and restorative justice. This ongoing research paper presents findings derived from thirty 
(30) interviews with key stakeholders from the Chilean judiciary system in Santiago, advances 
our understanding of the intricate relationship between justice, digital technology, and 
government.  

Keywords: courts of justice, digitalization, judicial administration, digital government, Chile 
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Introduction 

Technology has promised to reduce costs, improve efficiency, and automate technical aspects of 
judicial work with varying degrees of success (Cerrillo & Fabra, 2008; Fabri & Contini, 2001). There 
is consensus among researchers and practitioners that digital government aims to make public 
institutions more transparent and accountable (Yavuz et al., 2022). With the exception of 
exacerbating the digital divide and security concerns (Pérez-Morote et al., 2020), digital government 
is largely perceived as a gateway to the betterment of the relationship between government and 
citizen (Chen & Hsieh, 2009; Mergel et al., 2019; Saxena, 2005).  
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Nevertheless, previous work claims that the “switch from conventional or paper-based 
procedures to digital ones is not just a change of the tools used to access information and exchange 
procedural data and documents, nor just a way to make justice more efficient and effective” (Contini, 
2014, p. 332). Instead, it represents a reconfiguration of agencies, ranging from technologies to 
established legal agencies (Lanzara, 2009). In this regard, e-justice projects have an administrative 
and political goals (Yavuz et al., 2022). The first relating to making justice for efficient, reducing 
complexity, saving cost by using digital technologies. The political goal relates to the need of 
transparency and legitimacy of the judiciary addressed by leveraging digital technologies. To better 
understand the peculiarities of justice systems we study the role of digital technology in the Chilean 
Judiciary during the global pandemic in the years 2020 and 2021. Accordingly, we pose the following 
research question: “How does the digitalization of justice challenge the objectives of digital 
government in Chilean courts?” 

Courts have traditionally been resistant to digitalization due to their “unique normative thickness 
and heavy regulative status” (Lanzara, 2014, p. 6). However, the time of global pandemic has 
revealed more about the digitalization efforts in Courts, than in previous years (Fabri, 2021). The 
judiciary’s response highlighted some friction between existing judicial processes and certain 
technology. Yet, court’s members and administrators have been able to overcome such limitations 
in multiple forms worldwide (for a collection of crowdsourced stories consult Remote Courts, n.d.). 
To understand these responses better in a local context, we conducted qualitative interviews 
complemented by video analysis of online-hearings and legal documents. By adopting an inductive 
qualitative research design, we draw situated findings from the experiences of digitalizing justice in 
Chilean courts, and how this challenges the objectives of digital government.  

In this ongoing research, our contribution is twofold. On a theoretical vein it contributes to an 
ongoing effort to understanding the “hidden entanglements between law and technology in court 
operations” (Contini, 2020, p. 10), and their implication to the objectives of digital government. At a 
practical level, we aim to bridge the gap identified by previous work to gain “a deeper 
understanding of how innovation is shaped between the rules of technology and law and between 
the organizing principles of bureaucracies and markets” (Lanzara, 2014, p. 4).  

Theoretical Background  

In the last three decades information systems have slowly been introduced in judiciary systems 
around the world (Contini & Lanzara, 2014). This long spanning process, made of incremental 
changes, has been successful in improving access, efficiency, and efficacy (Lupo & Bailey, 2014). 
According to Contini (2020), most of the studies on e-justice, take a functional paradigm seeing 
technology as a tool or instrumental to acheieve "better justice". A recent literature review on e-
justice (Yavuz et al., 2022), identified four areas of research: success and risk factors for 
implementation (i.e., Rosa et al., 2013), assessment and evaluation of impact of digitalization in 
courts (i.e, Lupo, 2016), user experience and design principles, and judicial websites.    
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Additionally, most studies on digital government look at digitalization of public services 
including the digital configuration of justice in an overwhelmingly optimistic way. So far, such 
digitalization efforts have not been questioned using an overarching conceptual tool such as the 
digital government objectives. From the literature we draw the following agreed upon objectives of 
digital government (Arundel et al., 2019; Bannister & Connolly, 2012; Dawes, 2008): 

1) Formulate a policy framework that sets policy goals and specify the rules and conditions under 
which information is gathered, used, protected, and shared by government, individuals, and 
the private sector to achieve them.  

2) Enhance public services by replacing an organizational perspective with a customer 
orientation, providing access, convenience, and choice to citizens seeking information or 
services from government.  

3) Achieve high quality and cost-effective government operations through managerial, 
professional, and technical improvements that address not only efficiency but also 
infrastructure investments, information management and use, organizational innovation. 

4) Engage citizens in democratic processes by enhancing accessibility and usability of 
technologies and information content that foster public interaction with government.  

5) Foster accountability, transparency, and trust pertaining to the structures and processes of 
government as well as to the roles and responsibilities of government actors. 

However, to properly account for the context in which online courts emerge, a more nuanced 
approach is required due to the focal role of technology in determining the course of justice (Lanzara, 
2009). Thus, we interrogate this narrative by looking at work around justice, technology, and digital 
government from three perspectives, which highlight the major areas of digital justice 
implementation and uptake: 

Digital by choice vs Digital by default. Previous work has highlighted the practical challenge of 
implementation of digital technologies before policy (digital by default), in contrast to a more 
desirable policy making followed by implementation (digital by choice)(OECD, 2020). This leads to 
problems of policy becoming irrelevant, limited ownership, and development of silos. In the context 
of e-justice, members of the practice face a dilemma: to freely exploit the features of the digital 
medium and perform new procedures and objects that may benefit the practice or to “transpose 
them [old procedures] into the new medium and try to make them work” (Lanzara, 2014, p. 23). 

Social media in Courts. Existing research has looked into the relationship between justice and social 
media platforms (Gibson, 2016) and their far-reaching implications beyond the courtroom 
(Stadelmann, 2020). Recent work, has conducted a comparative analysis on the use of social media 
by high courts in Latin America, showing that intensity in use does not correlate with influence 
(Llanos & Weber, 2021). However, the implications of using social media platforms, and particularly 
their design and algorithmic structures in the relation between the courts and other civil society 
stakeholders—i.e. traditional press— is not yet clear.  

Restorative justice and digital technology. Novel development on sociolegal research has brought 
in the concept of restorative justice, which aim to give the victim a central role, through a victim-
offender relation during the criminal process (Freitas & Palermo, 2016). Relevant to our study, are 
the challenges that digital technology pose to restorative justice regarding interpersonality (Freitas 
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& Palermo, 2016), resonance, and embodiment (Martínez, 2020). A question that remains open is 
how digital technology enable and disable possibilities for alternative forms of justice to be realized.  

Research Design and Method 

By drawing on the aforementioned theoretical foundations, this ongoing research aims to 
interrogate the digitalization of justice in light of the objectives of digital government and their 
implementation in the Chilean courts’ emergency responses during COVID-19. We chose the case 
of Chilean judiciary system in Santiago de Chile due to access key stakeholders of judiciary systems 
and respective interviews, which we secured through a cooperation agreement. Specifically, we 
focused on two focal types of courts (i.e., criminal and civil courts) in the Chilean judiciary system 
in Santiago. To achieve this, we conducted an in-depth study of the Chilean judiciary system “Poder 
Judicial de Chile”; a unitary organization that serves a population of 18 million citizens with a high 
territorial distribution — Chile’s length equals the US’s width from NY to Seattle, or the distance 
from north Norway to Libia. It is composed of the Supreme Court, 17 Courts of Appeals and 448 
lower courts, with a total of 1490 judges plus more than 11.000 employees.  

Data Collection. To obtain an adequate set of interviewees, we used snowball sampling (Myers & 
Newman, 2007), which we stopped when we reached saturation of a specific perspective (e.g., 
different agencies, departments). To collect data, we developed a semi-structured interview 
guideline. In detail, we conducted two rounds of interviews: 1) An explorative, open first round to 
gather rich information on the overall context and goals of targeted institutions from April 2020 to 
April 2021. The exploratory first round of interviews included prosecutors, defense lawyers, human 
right office's lawyer, and a private practice lawyer; 2) A focused second round to understand the 
digitalized practices in the context of the increased introduction of digital/ICT technologies in the 
judiciary. In total, we recruited 30 interviewees (n= 30).  

To triangulate our findings, we utilized multiple data sources including digital regulations, 
national strategies, and pandemic related laws. Especially relevant for this ongoing research, was 
the observation of the official social media activity of the judiciary (website and their official social 
media channels such as YouTube, Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter) which are publicly available 
data sources.  

Data Management and Analysis. Recognizing the nascent stage of topic knowledge, we adopted a 
predominately inductive approach. Moreover, we collected and analyzed data iteratively, shifting 
between empirical data and theoretical concepts in a cycle between interviewing, transcribing, 
analyzing, and checking back with the theoretic body of knowledge on e-Justice. Due to the novelty 
of the topic, we pursued a step-wise coding which consisted of open, axial, and selective coding in 
order to elaborate on digitalized practices and patterns undertaken by Courts employees (Urquhart, 
2012).  After the first round of interview write-ups and summaries, we employed the open-coding 
stage to generate first codes, which were used to condense the transcripts and obtain an initial 
overview of all case data (Yin, 2008). During coding, we corroborated the detailed insights derived 
from analyzing the interviews by constantly comparing and triangulating these insights with the 
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results obtained from the videos of online hearings and legal documents material (Charmaz, 2006). 
To do this in a systematic way, we used ATLAS.ti as our computer-assisted qualitative data analysis 
software. The interviews were conducted, transcribed, and analyzed in Spanish. We later translated 
them using Deepl software, checked, and corrected afterwards.  

Findings 

Judicial policies adapting to technology, instead of 
technology adapting to justice procedural 
regulation and policy 

According to a civil judge, at the beginning of the pandemic, the multiplicity of legal sources 
“required a lot of proactive resourcefulness on our part, but it has been difficult at times to reach 
agreement. This made it difficult for the lawyers to interpret the law, as some courts did one thing 
and others another.”  

With the first cases o pandemic, the central government restricted public mobility via supreme 
decree Nº 104 (18th March 2020), limiting access to the courts physical space. However, legal 
regulation of court proceedings and procedures was left behind and took weeks to react to these 
changes with Law N° 21.226 (2nd April 2020). This vacancy of legal agency was filled by individual 
proactivity and judicial regulation by the Supreme Court Acts 41 (13th March 2020), Act 42 (18th 
March 2020), Act 51 (31st March 2020), and Act 53 (8th April 2020).  

This institutional complexity is characterized by multiplicity: court members encounter multiple 
sources and regulation be subject to interpretation. In the case of the civil court… 

“In this law that power is given to the Supreme Court and in turn the Supreme Court delegated 
that also to the Courts of Appeals in each jurisdiction. So, we have the law, the instructive of the 
Supreme Court, the instructive of the Courts, and each court or committee of judges in each subject” 
Court Coordinator 

Between the lockdown and the law regulating the situation there was a 3-week gap in which 
every court leadership and team pulled out existing resources to keep functioning remotely. As 
stated by a public servant “we were sort of on the go, learning how to function correctly, and that's 
because there were no guidelines from the law, from the Supreme Court.” Official Civil [A4]. Despite 
the existence of judicial and legal regulation (SC Act 41, 42, 51, and 52 together with Law 21.226), 
this multiplicity of texts generates ambiguity and uncertainty.  

Against this background, videoconferencing tools served as plug and play resource for rapid 
adaption and certainty allowing for uniformity in the practices across different civil courts. The 
uniformity of a chosen software helped the users to navigate an already highly fragmented system 
– every civil court is a self-organizing unit. In this sense, the software architecture, functions, and 
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features of the chosen videoconferencing platform came to fill in the missing details of the new 
configuration. It came to define the short-falling and late-coming regulation. From the video analysis 
of online hearings, evidence was presented to the court through “screen sharing” feature. This 
feature, which was and could not yet be regulated in any protocol or document, enact a particular 
configuration in which all parties benefit from richer multimedia to present evidence and 
argumentation to the court. This was only possible after engaging with the features offered by the 
videoconferencing platform.  

In April 2021, the ministry of justice presented a reform to the civil justice which includes 
videoconferencing as a tool to conduct remote hearings, based on the experience during the 
pandemic. With this project the use of video conferencing tools in trials will be regulated. 

Online courts in social media: reshaping the role of 
traditional press 

Since 2013, the Judiciary has a centralized social media and communication strategy, using different 
digital platforms as they became relevant: Facebook, twitter, YouTube, Instagram. This is centralized 
in a large spatially extended organization. This long-term effort helped the judiciary to create a 
strong base of followers, mostly to communicate judicial news and as a crisis “intelligence” source. 
Furthermore, the use of social media created a direct channel with citizens that allowed the judiciary 
to better “control” the message being delivered – as opposed to being filtered, trimmed and 
recomposed by journalist from traditional media channels and the press. An  interviewee from the 
Communications Department of the Court highlighted that “the organization understood this need 
of the citizenship […] being a consumer of the Judiciary's own social media channels, it was better 
for the people to find out by ourselves than to outsource the information [to the press and 
journalists]”. 

Furthermore, the use of social media with such purpose, was part of a strategy to better position 
the judiciary in the public opinion. In this regard, as mentioned by a journalist working in court “we 
convinced the judges that in communication, the one who strikes the first communication blow is 
the most relevant and even with little information, and the one who gives the frame of what is 
happening, is the one who wins most of the battle” (Communications Department). 

During COVID-19 in a highly volatile courts operations, quick, direct, and effective 
communication with users became crucial. The large network of users, followers and contacts in 
social media platforms built during the previous 8 years, served as the basis – and convenient ally-- 
to an organization on the move.  “The attention to public, which used to be a service over the counter, 
became absolutely social media” (Communication Dept.). That can be seen also in numbers, going 
from 3.000 inquiries in 2019 to 13.000 during 2020. Despite the large demand, social media is 
managed from the central offices in Santiago. In contrast, the traditional engagement with media 
and journalists is decentralized in every region – local radio stations, local newspapers, local tv 
shows.    
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Seeking a space for restoration in a virtual room 

Against the background of using videoconferencing tools, some goals and objectives of restorative 
justice become difficult to attain in the practice of interviewing victims of sexual crimes. In this 
context, interviewing victims has two goals, on one side it is an opportunity to obtain information 
necessary to start the case, and on the other side it is an opportunity to build trust, stablish a 
connection that helps the victim to restore their dignity:  

“One has to balance the need to obtain information and the need to care for the other person [the 
victim], because what one is doing here, from our perspective, is collaborating in a process of repairing 
that person.” (Lawyer from Victim Center) 

To achieve both goals, the interviewees refer to a physical space created for the specific purpose of 
interviewing. In the absence of that physical space where the encounter with the other becomes 
possible, virtual spaces do not fill the gap. 

“We have a specially equipped room in the legal clinic to attend people, especially when they are 
victims of sexual crimes, and we usually take the interview in that room. Now with the pandemic we have 
had to resort to these video calls by Zoom or WhatsApp to interview people, obviously we cannot resort 
to this room.” (Lawyer Victim’s Center) 

The lack of a physical space to talk to the victims creates new challenges in are already difficult task. 
In this process, not only the place is virtualized, but the body too as said by another interviewee 
“there are interviews in general, when people, for example, are very affected. Your whole body can 
hold that situation, you see? And you don't necessarily have to say anything. And sometimes 
through a screen it's difficult to do that.” (Psychologist Victim’s Center) 

In those circumstances the use of words, sometimes empty, are used as a mean to bridge the gap 
between victim and lawyer: “I must have said it about three times, as if to compensate for that lack 
of presence. Maybe that's... Maybe it's a lack of presence.” (Lawyer Victim’s Center) 

Discussion  

Digital-by-default and the Lack of a Policy Framework Formulation for the Digitalization of 
Justice in Chile. One of the objectives of digital government is to set policy goals and specify the 
rules and conditions under which information is gathered, used, protected, and shared by 
government, individuals, and the private sector to achieve them. Our research indicated that in the 
case of the Chilean courts, in the context of the pandemic the process is inverted following an 
implementation-followed-by-regulation approach instead of the traditional approach of regulation 
followed by implementation. Digitalization occurs in expected and unexpected ways, embracing 
some new technologies and discarding others. We found that this multiplicity of configurations each 
court enacts and defines their own working routines and practices, creates more complexity that 
affects the systems usability. This finding is in line with research done in long-term ICT development 
in courts (Contini & Cordella, 2015). In this highly normative and regulated institutional setting 
technology development and implementation is decided after careful and time-intense study.  
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Our findings show that existing infrastructures and procedures gave court members stability in 
times of high uncertainty. Thus, and since the goal was above all the continuity of the service, online 
courts homologue analog procedures to fit digital possibilities. On the other hand, digital agency 
introduced new objects and procedures, without it being explicitly intended by the COVID-19 legal 
regulation or the court members. Yet, our findings show that the technology regime aided -even 
guided- and set a basis for the legal one to act on, as a complement or support. This was very clear 
in the finding that in a matter of days different units tried out different videoconferencing tools 
without significant costs for the organization despite their rigid structures, rules, and processes for 
conducting legal affairs.  

Digital technology provides Courts ready-made solutions to setup rapidly and cost-effectively. It 
also provides stability and uniformity in uncertain times. However, the one size-fits-all overwrites 
procedural regulation and policy is defined by the software architecture, functions, and features. We 
could argue that the design of the technology shaped the regulation. An example of this is the Law 
21.394, November 2021, which introduces reforms to face the post-pandemic situation. In this law, 
many procedures are adapted to fit the digital technologies in use.  

Interrogating Social Media and Engagement with Citizens in Democratic Processes in the 
Digitalization of Justice in Chile. Enhancing accessibility and usability of technologies and 
information content that foster public interaction with government is also one of the objectives of 
the digital transformation of governments. The Courts’ social media strategy paid off during the 
pandemic time. However, the increased relevance of social media gives them more power in the 
judiciary. This has consequences that may undermine democratic processes. The possibility to 
engage directly with the citizens while positive, might be used to bypass the traditional press. This 
may affect a practice of control and scrutiny that press has over governments, and could give the 
courts a monopoly over communication of their news.    

Moreover, Courts being online put social media platforms at their fingertips, exploring and 
exploiting them according to their goals. By increasing their followers base on social media, 
amounting to thousands of followers, the judiciary maintain a tight grip on the flow of information 
to citizens from a centralized social media office in Santiago. However, social media platforms are 
out of the judiciary's control and their algorithms out of their knowledge. Furthermore, the judiciary 
can only control what is published on their end. What is seen by the users is controlled by the social 
media platform's algorithm.  

Achieving High Quality and Cost-Effective Digital Courts Operations at the Expense of Space for 
Restorative Justice. Another objective of digital government is through managerial, professional, 
and technical improvements that address not only efficiency but also infrastructure investments, 
information management and use, organizational innovation. This objective is challenged by the 
need of spaces for restoration in the context of criminal justice. These restorative processes are 
characterized by inter-personality, and an embodied experience. The victim-offender encounter, the 
face-to-face, and communicative action is hindered by the use of digital means like 
videoconferencing tools. To repair and restore, the relation between victims and offenders needs 
time and a shared space.   
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Against the objective of improving governments operation, in terms of having cost effective 
processes and high quality we interrogate the usual narrative of constant line of better, more 
effective, cheaper, and faster. As shown in our interviews, the character of restorative processes is 
connected to slower experiences. In line with previous research, this shows the need for assuring 
embodied experiences, places of contact, and face-to-face interaction for restorative justice in a 
digitalized justice system.   

Conclusion 

In this ongoing research we have looked at digital government objectives and interrogated them in 
light of the concepts: digital by default, social media in courts, and restorative justice. From our 
empirical research, we have provided evidence on how some of the principles are challenged by the 
implementation of digital technologies in the Chilean courts. In particular, the lack of a policy 
framework and the implementation of videoconferencing tools to conduct online hearings during 
the global pandemic. Additionally, we explored how an increased use of social media in the service 
delivery reshape the relations between the courts and traditional press. Last, we showcased that the 
uses of digital means might hinder the restorative practices related to interpersonality,  shared 
places, and embodied experiences. 

While this study advances our understanding of digitalization of justice, there are topics that 
emerged in our interviews referring to paradoxes of the use of digital technologies in the public 
sector. Therefore, future research should address questions on digital sovereignty, and the dilemma 
faced by government of being efficient, while at the same time maintaining control over their digital 
infrastructure. Topics associated with this include the choice of deploying their systems on 
infrastructures that escape their jurisdiction or choosing to take a long road of seeding and growing 
internal capabilities to achieve that goal.  
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Abstract: Concerns about the state of democracy and participation date back several decades. In 
the 1990's, there were concerns about declining political party membership and voter turnout, 
and a general political fragmentation. This trend has been strengthened and made visible 
throughout the 2010's, with increased polarization and populism, and countries moving away from 
democratic ideals. Democratic innovations, including digital democracy initiatives, are 
introduced to "fix" democracies and renew interest, but is the public, especially the younger 
generation, interested? In this paper, we present the findings of a Swedish survey of youth 
sentiment towards innovations in local democracy. Our findings indicate that young people 
generally are supportive of local democratic innovations, but that levels of support vary across 
age groups as well as between different types of democratic innovations. Surprisingly we find 
that the youngest cohort in our study (16-19) is less supportive of online democratic innovations 
compared to other groups.  

Keywords: Democratic innovation, digital democracy, youth, young people, Survey 
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Introduction 

Europe and Scandinavia has been concerned with the state of democracy dating back at least to the 
1990's, when the power and democracy project (SOU 1990:44) warned about declining political 
party memberships, fragmentation of political parties and a move from broad social movements 
towards single-issue politics. Since them, digitalization has been seen as part of the solution. 
Scholars, practitioners, political parties and governments have created numerous digital 
democracy solutions (Participedia.org), and since 2008-2009 social media entered the scene as a 
potential new democratic tool (Karlsson & Åström, 2018).  

However, the late 2010's indicated that fragmentation and populist politics continued, with 
Trump's election and Brexit being the most well-known examples (Inglehart & Norris, 2016). In 
Scandinavia, we have seen the rise of right-wing parties and a fragmentation of parliament 
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(Grindheim, 2019). Ten parties, several of which are single-issue or protest-based, are represented 
in the Norwegian parliament as of the 2021 election. In Sweden, the protest-based and right-wing 
sweden democrats has made the creation of a governing coalition difficult since the 2014 election 
(Backlund, 2020).  

This seeming rise in protest-based voting can perhaps in part be explained by the increasingly 
complex definitions and workings of democracy, as shown by Dingwerth (et al) who point out that 
the number of actors is increasing and democracy is becoming more international, leading to 
complexity and uncertainty about whom to hold accountable for decisions.  

Especially among young people, there is an alienation and a strong feeling of distrust towards 
political institutions (Foa & Mounk, 2017; Dahl et al., 2018). According to Fox (2015: 275) "Millennials 
have entered the electorate with the lowest propensity to participate in politics in the history of 
British survey research”. The recent pandemic has led to a further decline in trust, as country after 
country went into lockdown (Devine et al., 2021).  

On the other hand, a survey among Norwegian youth (Nilsen, 2021) provides a more positive 
outlook. 75 % report they are somewhat or very interested in politics, and 92 % report being 
interested in society/social affairs When it comes to participation, they are reluctant to engage in 
discussions in public fora such as social media. They prefer to discuss with close friends, family and 
in school. Reasons for not participating include not knowing enough about politics, being afraid of 
negative feedback and losing friends over political disagreement. 18% report having negative 
experiences as a direct result of sharing political opinions, reflecting earlier research claiming that 
hateful speech and harassment is limiting the political debate climate (Nadim, Fladmoe & Wessel-
Aas, 2016).   

This indication that young people are interested in politics, but reluctant to share one's opinions 
outside what is considered "safe spaces" can be considered problematic in the participatory liberal 
model of democracy (Ferree et al, 2002). Thus, the purpose of this paper is to further examine young 
people's sentiment towards democratic innovations. Democratic innovations are utilized to invite 
groups of citizens who are absent from traditional political arenas (cf. Smith, 2009: 24-26), and can 
be both on- and offline, or various hybrids. We present the results of a survey of Swedish youth's 
sentiment towards various forms of democratic innovations, and conclude by offering 
recommendations for the design of digital democracy innovations.  
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Democratic innovations  

Democratic innovations are forms of citizen participation initiated by government institutions, yet 
at the same time innovative in relation to existing formalized channels of participation in politics 
(e.g., voting in elections, party membership, contacting politicians etc.) (cf. Smith, 2009). Thus, 
democratic innovations can be distinguished both from formal political institutions of participation 
as well as from bottom-up forms of participation (protest, demonstrations, participation in and 
through civil society organizations etc.).   

Democratic innovations are often aimed at increasing civic participation among citizens who are 
other vice inactive in politics (cf. Smith, 2009: 24-26). This aim of democratic innovations has 
important implications for their design. Not least, such innovations must be steered towards 
engaging citizens who are dissatisfied with the current political system (and traditional channels of 
participation) in order to get critical input into the policy making process and to increase political 
equality (cf. Åström & Karlsson, 2016). 

In this study we will investigate young citizens sentiments towards four types of democratic 
innovations in local democracy (see table 1 below).  This typology of democratic innovations is 
neither meant to be exhaustive or representative in relation to what democratic innovations are most 
commonly implemented in Swedish local democracy. Rather the typology attempts to reflect 
important distinctions between different types of innovations and their implications for local 
democracy. Agenda setting and discussion-oriented innovations are complementary to and non-
threatening towards the strongly party oriented representative democracy of Swedish local 
government. Referendums however pose a clear alternative to the process of democratic decision-
making in representative democracy and is much more controversial in the Swedish context (cf. 
Kaufmann, 2011). Online innovations can take the form of any of the other three categories and is 
included to measure and contrast sentiments towards democratic innovations online and offline.  
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 Table 1. Types of democratic innovations.  

Type  Definition  Examples  

Agenda setting  Democratic innovations geared towards 
influencing the political agenda of democratic 
institutions rather than their decisions. Most 
often by giving citizens the opportunity to place 
issues on the agenda for local councils and 
boards.  

Petitions   

Citizens´ questions to policy- 
makers  

Discussion  Democratic innovations geared towards 
generating discussion around local issues and 
policies. Such innovations can (but must not) 
adopt ideas from deliberative democracy  

Public hearings  

Mini-publics  

Policy-forums  

Referendums  Democratic innovations granting citizens the 
opportunity to decide or advice the decision of 
democratic institutions by way of voting on 
alternative policy directions.  

Local referendums either 
initiated by the public (citizens 
initiative) or by government 
institutions  

E-participation Online democratic innovations can take on any 
of the characteristics of the types described 
above but are utilizing ICTs and the internet. 
Citizens can participate through digital 
technology such as computers or smartphones. 
This type of democratic innovation is often 
referred to as e-participation.  

E-petitions  

Online discussion forums  

E-voting in referendums  

   

Methods and material  

The analyses conducted are based on the SOM (Society, opinion and media) survey conducted by 
SOM-institute at Gothenburg University, in the autumn of 2020. The survey questions regarding 
support for democratic innovations were added by the authors (as well as the primary investigator 
of these survey questions Joachim Åström). All other items used in the analysis belong to the 
standard set of questions in the SOM-surveys. The survey was conducted via a combination of postal 
and online surveying, and sent to a random sample of 3750 swedes and received 1875 responses 
(response rate: 50%).   

The analyses conducted in this study are descriptive crosstabulations. The variables used in these 
analyses can be divided in two categories: (1) demographic variables, and (2) support for democratic 
innovations. Demographic variables are restricted to the respondents' age. We make comparisons of 
level of support for democratic innovations across age groups using a categorical variable dividing 
the respondents in 8 age groups. This variable is devised to create a nuanced division among young 
people distinguishing between 16-19 year old, 20-24 year old and 25-29 year old.  
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The variables measuring support for democratic innovations are based on four survey questions 
asking the respondents to what extent they find it desirable that their local government initiate more 
democratic innovations of four different types: (1) innovations aimed to give citizens influence over 
the political agenda, (2) innovations oriented towards generating political discussions around local 
policy, (3) innovations that gives citizens say over decisions (specifically in the form of referendums) 
and (4) innovations that utilizes information and communication technology. Each question is 
answered on a scale from 1 (very desirable) to 4 (not at all desirable).  

Table 2a. Descriptive statistics (all respondents).  

 

Table 2b. Descriptive statistics (age 16-19).  

 

Analysis and results 

As is evident from table 3 below, the level of support for democratic innovations is generally 
strong among Swedish citizens. The table displays the share of citizens in each age group that find 
each form of democratic innovation either very or somewhat desirable. More than 60% of citizens in 
all age groups are supportive of all four types of democratic innovations. In some age groups and 
for some types of innovations the share of respondents supportive is even over 80%. However, 
beneath this general pattern it is also evident that the level of support is varying across age groups. 
For agenda setting innovations and innovations geared towards political discussion, the most 
common forms of democratic innovations, support is generally higher among middle aged and older 
adults than among the younger groups.   
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Table 3. Support for Local democratic innovations in different age groups.  

 
Notes: underscore signifies the type of DI most supported within each age group. Bold signifies 
within which age group the support for a type of DI is strongest.  

 Regarding support for referendums and online innovations, the pattern is reversed. 16–19-
yearolds are the group most supportive of referendums (the least popular form of democratic 
innovation across the whole population), and what is more, referendums is even the most widely 
supported out of the four forms of democratic innovation in this age group. This result may reflect 
a greater tendency towards supporting direct democracy in younger segments of the population 
found in earlier research. Similar findings in earlier studies have been discussed as potentially 
related to greater dispersion of post-materialistic values in younger generations (Dalton, 1984) as 
well as reflecting that young people have weaker attachments to established political institutions 
such as political parties (Donovan & Karp, 2006).   

 Lastly, as might be expected, the level of support for online democratic innovations is much 
stronger in younger age categories (20-49 years old), while less supported by older middle-aged 
citizens and older citizens (50-85). For citizens in their 20s and 30s this form of democratic innovation 
is the most widely supported among the four types analysed. There is however, one exception from 
this age-related pattern, within the youngest group (16-19) support for online innovations is quite 
sparsely dispersed as only 62,5% of the respondents in this age category finds initiating online 
democratic innovations very or somewhat desirable. This is a somewhat puzzling result given that 
this is a group of citizens in which ICT use is widely disseminated and frequent. For instance, the 
Swedish survey of internet habits from 2021 found that computer and smartphone use was most 
widely adopted among citizens between 15 and 19 (Svenskarna och internet, 2021).  

 Our results indicate that not only is online innovations the least supported form of democratic 
innovations within this age category but also that online innovations are more widely supported in 
a majority of the other age groups. While it might seem logical to assume that a group of citizens in 
which ICTs are almost universally adopted would be supportive of democratic innovations utilizing 
such technologies, their attitudes tell a somewhat different story. This result contrasts greatly with 
earlier evidence on the relationship between age and e-participation that generally show that young 
people are more likely to participate in e-participation (cf. Hoffman & Lutz, 2021). 
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 Table 4. Support for Local democratic innovations among young people (16-19).  

 
Notes: Bold signifies within which type of democratic innovation has received the highest 
frequency of answers within each answer category. 

 In table 4 above, we will look more closely at the support for democratic innovations among 
young people (age 16-19).  The analyses presented in table 4 makes it evident that beneath the pattern 
of broad support for all four types of democratic innovations, there are some important variations 
between the different types of innovations. Discussion oriented innovations and referendums 
garners less strong support ("very desirable") as well as less strong antipathy ("very undesirable") 
compared to the other categories of democratic innovations. Hence, sentiments towards these types 
of innovations are less polarized, and evoke a broad yet "lukewarm" support. This is expected for 
discussion-oriented innovations that earlier studies have shown to be less polarizing, among citizens 
(Neblo et al., 2010) as well as administrators (Åström & Karlsson, 2020) and policy-makers (Karlsson, 
2012). It is however more surprising that referendums, a controversial form of citizen participation 
in the context of Swedish local democracy, is less polarized. As stated above, it is also evident that 
referendums are the forms of democratic innovation that garners the greatest overall support from 
young citizens, indicating that this demography are more open to direct democracy and challenging 
the structures of representative democracy compared to other citizens.  

Democratic innovations focused on agenda setting is the most widely supported form of 
democratic innovation among Swedish citizens overall (see table 3 above). While support for this 
type of innovation is broad also among young citizens. There is a somewhat greater antipathy 
towards agenda setting innovations among young citizens compared to discussion-oriented 
innovations as well as referendums (5.6 per cent find it very undesirable).  

The share of young citizens who find each type of democratic innovation "very undesirable" is 
worthy of extra attention. As is evident from table 4 above, online innovations are found very 
undesirable from a larger share of young swedes (9.7 per cent) compared to other types of 
innovations. This is important since democratic innovations generally engage only a fraction of the 
public in actual participation. The support for such innovations among citizens who are not likely 
to participate is therefore important for the democratic legitimacy of democratic innovations. It is 
thus important to pay attention to the antipathy towards democratic innovations as a way of 
measuring the legitimacy of such innovations among citizens who are likely not to participate 
themselves.  

The evidence concerning online innovations points to a need for caution. The youngest cohort of 
citizens are, as we have shown above, less supportive of online democratic innovations compared 
to most other age groups. Further, the antipathy towards online innovations is non-negligible as 
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about one in ten young citizens finds this form of democratic innovation very undesirable. This 
finding should be taken into consideration in relation to the common practice of using online 
channels of citizen participation in efforts to reach and mobilize young citizens (cf. Khan & Krishnan, 
2015: 51-52).  

Discussion 

This study aims to further our understanding of young peoples sentiments towards democratic 
innovations in local democracy by way of analysing survey data among Swedish citizens. 
Democratic innovations offer important channels for citizen participation in local politics alongside 
traditional channels of participation: both government initated (voting, party membership etc.) and 
citizen iniated (protest, demonstrations, civil society organizations etc.). However, local democratic 
innovations seldom reach a scale of participation that supports legitimate claims of representing the 
view of the whole citizenry. Rather, such processes often engage only hundreds or even dozens of 
citizens. Threfore the democratic legitimacy of democratic innovations rests heavily on two factors: 
(1) the representativeness of those who participate in relation to the whole demos and (2) the level 
of support for democratic innovation among non-participants. This study offers new insights into 
the latter of these factors.  

We generally find broad support for local democratic innovations among Swedish citizens across 
innovation types as well as age groups. There are however important variations to consider. Young 
citizens are found to be more supportive of referendums, a more radical form of democratic 
innovation that challenges the logic of democratic policy-making in representative democracy, 
compared to older citizens. Further, and more surprisingly, we find that the youngest cohort in our 
study (age 16-19) are less supportive of online democratic innovations compared to most other age 
groups. This finding contrasts with earlier studies that have found young age as a strong 
determinant of online participation. While our finding does not directly contradict earlier studies: a 
lower support for online participation could theoretically emerge in a group of citizens where online 
participation is high, it might put them in a new light.. What our findings indicates is that the 
support for online participation among young people who do not participate in online democratic 
innovations may be relatively low. This finding puts the legitimacy of online democratic innovations 
among young people in question and should be taken into consideration when designing democratic 
innovations targeting young citizens.  
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Abstract: Today, the Swedish public sector is affected by a focus on measurement, control, 
evaluation, and systematic follow-up to improve work quality. Open comparisons are a series of 
surveys, initiated by National Board of Health and Welfare (NBHW) and works as a system for 
performance measurements. It is presented to serve comparisons of quality among municipalities, 
and to provide information to citizens who are supposed to choose public social services. This 
paper aims to investigate perceptions of Open Comparisons by professionals working with quality 
management in social services. The study uses focus group interviews and document analysis. The 
results reveal that professionals in social services considered Open Comparisons as time 
consuming, with excessive focus on quantitative data, lack of feedback, and too much 
interpretive flexibility, leading to mismatched data. These challanges raised questions regarding 
the validity of comparisons and the point of/meaning of Open Comparisons. This outcome leads 
to the question, ‘Who do open comparisons serve?'  

Keywords: Indicators, measurement, systematic follow-up, open comparisons, practice. 

Introduction 

Swedish welfare organisations are under the requirements to evaluate their activities through 
systematic follow-up (Bergmark & Lundström, 2006). These requirements can be understood in the 
context of audit society (Power, 1999) (Bowerman et al., 2000), and evaluation society (Dahler-
Larsen, 2013), in which local governments performances are measured, evaluated, and exposed to 
public scrutiny. This can be seen as a result from the increasing rate of digitalisation where the 
possibilities to measure has also been enabled through information systems and the generating of 
data. In a National Board of Health and Welfare (NBHW) report from 2014 (25 June 2014), systematic 
follow-up is claimed to provide transparency for operations, support the fulfilment of requirements 
and expectations of the organisation in processing, documenting, and ensuring the quality of the 
work, and create and adapt documentation in databases to compare quality. It is also assumed to 
generate the grounds for decision-making regarding resources and achievements. Last, it is 
supposed to generate knowledge about best practices (Socialstyrelsen, 14 March 2022). The value of 
systematic follow-up is associated with three levels. 

I. Individual follow-up - the direct client work 
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II. Operational/business follow-up - the organisational level 

III. Central follow-up - the national level (e.g. open comparisons; Swedish: Öppna jämförelser). 

Aim 

This study aims to investigate perceptions of the use of systematic follow-up on the third level, 
the Central follow-up (national level) as it is the level where open comparisons takes place. We take 
on the perspective of quality managers in social work practices in six Swedish municipalities. The 
empirical material is gathered through focus group interviews and a document analysis of one 
document from 2017 describing the results of Open comparisons. The analytical framework in this 
study builds on previous research on standardisation (Lampland and Star, 2009) and classifications 
(Bowker and Star, 2000). 

Open Comparisons 

The NBHW annually presents a set of indicators called ‘open comparisons’ (Socialstyrelsen. 
Retrieved: 14 March 2022). Open comparisons comprise a national follow-up system that aims to 
gather information for comparison and primarily targets officials and decision-makers in 
municipalities and regions and politicians at various levels. The information is gathered through a 
survey distributed by the NBHW in coordination with the Swedish Association of Local Authorities 
and Regions. According to the NBHW, open comparisons aim to create openness and improve 
transparency in publicly funded healthcare and social services, providing a basis for follow-up, 
analysis, improvement and learning in activities. They aim to initiate local, regional, and national 
analyses and discussions on the quality of the activities and provide a basis for governance and 
management. The information is presented either from each municipality, county council, region or 
county and is compared using rankings. The areas included in open comparisons are financial aid, 
disability services, municipal health care, crisis preparedness, addiction care, homelessness services, 
child and youth care, social psychiatry, violence in close relationships, and elderly care. 

Open comparisons have previously been looked upon from multiple researchers e.g in elderly 
care (Johansson, 2011; Kajonius and Kazemi, 2014; Hanberger et al. 2015), in health care (Blomgren 
and Waks, 2011),and social services (Carlstedt, 2015; Johansson and Liljegren 2021; Trygged, 2016) 
in with we position this paper. Historically, the purpose has been quality improvements for the 
medical profession, but today they are employed as a national strategy for comparing, controlling, 
and auditing tools for principals, interest groups and authorities. An argument for using open 
comparisons is providing information to patients to choose where to obtain care. Carlstedt and 
Jacobsson (2017) discusses how open comparison constructs quality as something definable and 
measurable which leads to a reduction of the complexity of concept. Quality is therefor in some 
sense created in in open comparisons as it can be connected to documents, plans and agreements. 
How the actual quality (the content) is created are mot measured, open comparisons does not give 
information of the quality is implemented but rather if it exists or not (e.g. number of action plans). 
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Categorisation and Standardisation 

National systematic follow-up surveys, such as open comparisons, build on standardisation 
under the argument of enabling the comparison of municipalities. In many cases, standardisation 
has provided remarkable success, such as using standardised container freight, where improved 
efficiency could be reached. Nevertheless, standardisation can also provide misguidance by making 
the infrastructure invisible (Lampland and Star, 2009). In more complex processes, such as social 
services, standardisation hides the individuality present. For example, the structures of social 
services are different in each municipality, making them challenging to compare. One way to 
address this is to create standardised indicators for targeted municipalities, which each municipality 
reports. However, although indicators are standardised, the municipal processes still differ, and the 
problem is passed down to municipalities to interpret what to report. Bowker and Star (2000) 
described how, as individuals, we sort almost everything around us. We sort our clothes into distinct 
categories of black or coloured, and our computers show how we sort information into folders from 
various aspects, such as more or less important. On a societal level, we use standards to create 
conformity by a common acceptance of different rules (e.g. internet standards). These standards 
work on various levels and may not always be coherent, creating difficulties for the individuals to 
manage their standards. Some researchers argues that usage of measurements and comparisons 
involve indirect control through the selections and categorisations that are put into focus (Miller & 
Rose 1990, Bowker & Star 2000). 

Previous Research 

The use of indicators in public-sector organisations has endured much critique, often traced back 
to the New Public Management and Evidence movements (Bevan & Hood, 2006; Jackson, 2011; 
Bouckaert & Balk, 1991; Radnor, 2008; De Bruijn, 2007). The use of indicators is also related to the 
focus on numbers and statistics in social welfare, which has been highlighted in previous research 
(Hjärpe, 2020), and many scholars have criticised the over-simplification with performance 
indicators (Dahler-Larsen, 2014) and its consequences for welfare organisations (Bornemark, 2018; 
Power, 1999). One of the consequences of focusing too much on performance indicators is that only 
scalar or simple measurable values are visible, reducing the organisation to a few aspects 
visualisable in numbers, statistical diagrams, and tables. Values such as trust, or safety become 
invisible and are pushed out to the margins or even disappear from the organisation’s priorities 
(Bornemark, 2018). By only measuring visible numbers, the systematic follow-up procedure is 
sometimes ‘hitting the target but missing the point’ (Dahler-Larsen, 2014; Radnor 2008; Green, 2011). 

Method 

The empirical material in this paper comprises one main survey document from open comparison 
and information on the websites www.socialstyrelsen.se and www.skr.se regarding open 
comparisons. The study also uses focus group interviews with quality managers within social 
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services as empirical material. The review of the statistical document related to open comparisons is 
included to reach a deeper understanding regarding how open comparisons affect the quality 
management profession and how the use of Open Comparisons is perceived. The review of the 
statistical document related to open comparisons aims to clarify the data used for follow-up, such 
as the amount, time, monetary data, or quantified qualitative data. The result is later discussed 
concerning the results from the focus group interviews to compare them. 

Focus Group Interviews 

One part of the empirical material in this study is focus group interviews with quality managers 
on social work practices in six municipalities in Västernorrland County, Sweden. The focus group 
interviews were performed in a study in 2018 at the Research and Development Unit of the 
Association of Local Authorities in Västernorrland County. The municipalities are of various sizes. 
The largest is almost 100 000 inhabitants, and the smallest is 10 000 inhabitants. The municipalities 
are organised in different manners and have several types of professionals supporting the 
management of quality work. Besides quality managers, professionals such as system managers, 
medical nurses, and sometimes the heads of a specific unit participated in the study. The number of 
participants in the focus group interviews varied from three to nine. Altogether, 31 participants 
participated in the study. 

The interviews were semi-structured, posing questions focused on systematic follow-up to gather 
their overall perceptions of systematic follow-up. Questions included the following: ‘How is 
systematic follow-up described by the participants?’ ‘What is the participants’ mission, and what is 
expected of them concerning follow-up?’ ‘What kind of follow-ups are performed, and how are they 
used?’ ‘What kind of questions or need for knowledge do the follow-ups aim to answer?’ ‘If so, how 
do the results of the follow-ups contribute to the development of the social work practice?’ ‘What 
prerequisites do the participants observe for future use of systematic follow-up in social work 
practices?’. As systematic follow-up works on three levels: individual, operational/business, and 
central, the interview questions included all levels. The answers focusing on open comparisons and 
systematic follow-up on a national level were used as the primary empirical material in this paper. 

Results and Analysis 

The focus group interviews demonstrate how several respondents emphasised that quantitative 
measures were the main information requested and that there was nothing they were supposed to 
report regarding the quality of work, as stated in the description of the open comparisons. Thus, 
according to the quality managers, open comparisons aim to produce numbers and statistics and 
presume some classifying principle to structure the information and later code it to become statistics 
in the form of variables. For official statistics, the classification is scaled up, meaning that the 
structured information according to a classification system is not applicable in only one context (e.g. 
one municipality) but many (e.g. all municipalities in Sweden). Official statistics require 
standardisation - a set of agreed-upon rules for producing (textual or material) objects that span 
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more than one community. This standardisation is not established among quality managers using 
open comparisons. 

In one of the focus group interviews, the respondents explained their encounters with some of 
the key performance indicators they must report. When reporting data to the Council for promotion 
of municipality-based analysis (in Swedish, Rådet för främjande av kommunala analyser, RKA), the 
respondents often experienced difficulties regarding the interpretation of the indicators, leaving 
them with uncertainty regarding exactly which data they should report. Thus, a mismatch often 
exists regarding what they are supposed to report and what is available in the system. The 
discrepancy is a sign of the lack of conformity at the national and local levels. The perception 
corresponds to what Hanberger and Lindgren (2019) describe regarding how data form national 
benchmarking systems can be problematic because of varying data quality, and governing by 
numbers that are not trustworthy is risky. Indicators are uncertain because of their change over time 
and that the municipality’s ranking depends on the scoring of others'.  Benchmarking is not a solid 
mechanism for ensuring quality in e.g. eldercare even though it can have value for quality work.  

In the focus group interviews, the quality managers also mentioned that some of the indicators, 
which come from the central agencies are not validated. Sometimes the indicators create a gap 
between the political goals and the knowledge needs of the profession. Therefore, some of the 
indicators are not perceived as useful for the profession and are describes by one study participant 
as ‘just a number no one cares about’.  Another study participant articulated that: ‘many times the 
politicians do not know what they inquire’, and they ‘only measure what is available’ This outcome 
reveals the lack of an agreed acceptance regarding the standardised method of measuring. 
Politicians and the professionals seem to have somewhat different perceptions of the national 
systematic follow-up. Johansson and Liljegren (2021) came to similar conclusion - that the politicians 
had slightly more positive perception of Open Comparisons than the public officials had, although 
their study show that OC is considered to be a mature system, accepted by both groups of actors.  

According to the study participants, the information gathered through systematic follow-ups is 
considered as 'reporting to someone else'. It means that the study participants did not always know 
the use of data they reported. One respondent stated that the reported data ‘goes up in cyberspace’, 
and another stated, ‘We submit statistics that go to the NBHW. There is nothing that we process 
ourselves’. This remark indicates that the respondents do not experience the ‘follow-up’ in the 
systematic follow-up actions, such as open comparisons, as they just provide the requested data. 

The respondents also referred to the process of reporting data as time-consuming. They used such 
descriptions as ‘it is energy-consuming’ and ‘one gets sweaty when it comes’ (referring to the 
surveys and data reports). The main reason is that most reports must be performed manually. For 
example, the information required in national surveys, such as open comparisons, cannot always be 
retrieved from the system for several reasons. One of the reasons is that the information required in 
the survey (or report) and the information registered in the system do not perfectly match. 
Municipalities and counties use routines in such a diverse ways that the way the data are compared 
today is invalid to some extent. The systems used within the compared municipalities must be more 
similar to each other to enable a correct comparison. One of the respondents wished for a communal 
system that everybody uses to enable proper comparison between counties and municipalities, 
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meaning that every unit can generate the corresponding data from the system. The quality managers 
expressed that they need to: ‘be aware and have knowledge about how to extract the numbers 
representing certain information from the system because if you do not, it will be a difficult task to 
perform’. Because of the diverse construction of the systems, the study participants said: 'we 
measure a modified truth’. If the extracted indicator data are diverse and not correlated, the 
usefulness of systematic follow-up becomes insufficient. 

In the interviews with quality managers, all respondents discussed the need for feedback and the 
importance of making sense of the results from the follow-ups. A social worker or a nurse focuses 
on the individual they are helping. The professionals engage in follow-up activities to gain feedback 
and determine whether these ‘follow-up activities’ lead to improvement for the individuals they 
help. Much too often, large-scale follow-ups cannot deliver the type of information that can make 
sense to the professionals regarding the knowledge of improvement for individuals. 

Document Analysis 

Multiple indicators are presented in the open comparisons survey result document 
(Socialstyrelsen). And the main part of the these indicators are represented by either a number, per 
cent or a ratio, for example the number of children per citizen. Under the areas of addiction care, 
homeless services, and child and youth care, indicators focus on numbers, such as the number of 
patients re-enrolled in treatment, suicides, mortalities, and those who sought care. The numbers are 
also used as ratios. For example, in financial aid, the numerator is the number of citizens (children 
and adults), and the denominator is the total citizen population in that region or municipality, which 
does not reflect the limits of what makes citizens a recipient for financial aid that can vary among 
municipalities. Another frequently occurring type of indicator is categorical variables. For example, 
a municipality may or may not have routines or strategic documents for certain coordinations or 
agreements within different areas. The answers to these indicator types are ‘yes’ or ‘no’. In this sense 
these indicators do not give information of the quality is implemented but rather if it exists or not. 

In this case, one reflection that the use of indicators brings is their bluntness. By only indicating 
whether the organisation has routines or strategic documents for a certain event, the indicators fail 
to identify the quality that the documents should provide. For example, when is a ‘routine’ a routine? 
Is it when the routine is documented or orally agreed upon within the organisation? This situation 
puts pressure on the interpretive capacity of the person reporting data and may lead to 
inconsistencies in multiple reporting parts, which can be related to the concept of data 
representation as ‘hitting the target but missing the point’ (Dahler-Larsen, 2014; Radnor 2008; Green, 
2011). The current indicators answer the question ‘Does this organisation have a strategic 
document?’ and do not address its background information, such as whether the routine is used and 
contributes value to the organisation. The motivation behind using these indicators is organisational 
development, which is questionable regarding whether it can be achieved with indicators that do 
not represent or measure the organisation’s actual value. This outcome is also reflected in the focus 
group interviews, where the respondents pointed out that the indicators are meaningless due to 
their difficulty to interpret and their use at someone else’s request. 
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Another aspect of the document is the frequent use of a nominal scale (yes or no) that creates high 
uncertainty due to the wide intervals it represents. For example, in computing, high uncertainty 
evaluations often use fuzzy data represented by intervals. Using such blunt measures raises the 
question of how much the information contributes from the aspect of organisational development. 
The number of indicators is also high and demands considerable time from the data reporting part. 
For example, do the 36 indicators in disability services all use a nominal scale? With the high 
uncertainty from both the nominal scale and interpretative aspects, such a high number of indicators 
may be unnecessary. As the focus group interviews demonstrated, quality managers need to spend 
considerable time providing data for the indicators. A possible solution could be to focus on fewer 
indicators agreed upon by those at the national and local, professional levels in a standardisation. 

Conclusions 

Returning to the title question, ‘for whom are we measuring?’, are open comparisons useful for 
quality improvement, as stated? Open comparisons strongly focus on quantitative data to serve as 
an overall analysis for politicians and managers in municipal comparison. Quality managers in 
social services have experienced a lack of usefulness in regard to the systematic follow-up on a 
national level. Open comparisons seem to be difficult to convert into quality management work. The 
focus on quantitative data, as well as the lack of feedback on what they report, creates a distance to 
the lived experiences of the daily work in social services. The study participants also highlight the 
bluntness of the indicators, describing that it is difficult to determine which data to report and that 
they carry interpretation responsibility, which can lead to mismatched data and wrongful 
comparisons of municipalities. In this sense, the open comparison does not seem to work as a tool 
for quality management in social services' practice.  
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The efficient utilization of Open Government Data (OGD) is one of the current major challenges 
for Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs). OGD helps SMEs to find new business opportunities, 
offer high quality services and generate economic value. Current OGD platforms address issues 
such as data classifications and synchronization. Despite the extensive efforts to develop OGD 
platforms, there are still limitations. Existing platforms do not provide the ability for SME users 
to run complex queries which are based on data analytics techniques and algorithms. Also, they 
do not provide a smooth integration of data from different data sources. This paper introduces a 
Service-Oriented Architecture called the Data Analytics Framework (DAF) to design OGD 
platforms that provide functionality through provision of these services. The proposed framework 
is evaluated through a real life case study of COVID-19 impacts on SMEs, with specific reference 
to the use of sentiment analysis as an example data analysis technique applied to OGD. 

Keywords: Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA),  Open Government Data (OGD), Small and 
Medium Enterprises (SMEs), Data Analytics, Data Analytics Framework (DAF) 

Introduction 

Open data are already contributing to the economic growth of countries around the world (Stott, 
2014). They also support the creation and strengthening of new markets, organizations, and jobs 

(Michener and Ritter, 2017). Government plays an important role in the creation of value from open 
data, not only at the publication stage but also after deployment and when used during analysis by 
SMEs. Organizations can create value from open data in various industries (Fernandez and Ali, 
2015). Organizations use OGD to improve their performance and help in decision making. This also 
generates new products or services that generate value for the clients of these companies (Jetzek et 
al., 2014). SMEs have a significant role in developing the economics of countries. Therefore, 
governments have attempted to develop OGD portals to provide new capabilities for SMEs to utilize 
(Fernandez and Ali, 2015). However, governments still face several issues and limitations in 
developing OGD platforms, such as enabling various types of data analytics techniques and 
integration of data from multiple data sources. 

SOA represents a significant breakthrough in the evolution of application development and 
integration. Service orientation splits problems into entity and related smaller parts of logic or 
service (Niknejad et al., 2019). SOA provides efficient utilization of OGD through the deployment of 
multiple data analytics services. 
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The main objective of this paper is to introduce a SOA for OGD platforms. The OGD platform 
called Data Analytics Framework (DAF) provides a set of several data analytics which supported by 
a SOA architecture. We present a design for the overall OGD platform, but are only implementing a 
subset at this time, relating to Sentiment Analysis (SA) to prove the concept. The OGD platform is 
then applied to a case study that analyzes COVID-19 tweet data and their impact on SMEs in Qatar. 
The structure of the paper is as follows: We discuss the related work of OGD in section 2. Following 
this, the research methodology and the used data collection methods are briefly introduced in 
section 3. We present a suggested SOA architecture in section 4. We demonstrate the efficacy of the 
DAF using a case study to determine how COVID-19 affected SMEs in section 5. Then, we explore 
the implementation of SA as a set of services in section 6. We discuss the merits of our SOA design 
and the findings of the case study in section 7. Finally, we conclude our approach and outline 
directions for future research in section 8. 

Related Work 

OGD refers to the subset of open data that is government-related data open to the public [(Kučera 
et al., 2013), (Bachtiar et al., 2020)]. Government data contains diverse datasets such as finance, 
population, geographical, public, transportation, traffic and education. Several countries have 
already demonstrated their commitment to OGD by joining the Open Government Partnership 
(OGP, 2011). The objective of this research is to develop a platform that answers complex queries 
from SMEs concerning OGD. Moreover, the platform should allow combining OGD with social 
media and other third party supplied data. We have examined many OGD initiatives from around 
the world selecting United States (data.gov), United Kingdom (data.gov.uk), Oman (data.gov.om), 
Qatar (data.gov.qa), India (data.gov.in) and Australia (data.gov.au) OGD initiatives due to number 
of reasons including Geographic Locations to cover all continents, Maturity of the OGD Initiative the 
degree of maturity and completeness of these OGD initiatives, and Diversity of Selection the different 
cultures from these various OGD initiatives. 

Several studies have discussed the requirements for evaluating the OGD initiatives [(Attard et 
al., 2015), (Hossain et al., 2016), (Donker and Loenen, 2017), (Lindén and Stråle, 2014)]. The aspects 
are summarized and classified into four categories Data, Portal, External factors and Public engagement 
(Attard et al., 2015). Moreover, other criteria are added such as the context of the open data, and the 
perspectives. The context of open data is classified into Government, Public, Mixed, or General or Not 
defined (Hossain et al., 2016). Welle Donker and van Loenen (2017) introduced six assessment models 
Open Data Benchmark, Scoreboard, Global Open Data Index, Tagging Framework, Maturity Framework and 
Open Data Barometer (Lindén and Stråle, 2014). We developed an evaluation approach to consolidate, 
classify and score the different aspects for each OGD Initiative. The evaluation approach is based on 
criteria, criteria category or classification, aspect, value range, and Rank. The criteria are categorized into 
technical (e.g. OGD Platform Installation, Configuration and Accessibility, OGD Platform Data 
Formats, OGD Platform Meta-data, and OGD Platform Data Analytics) and organizational (e.g. 
OGD Policies, OGD Lifecycle, Stakeholder Participation and Collaboration, and OGD Maturity). 
Each criteria has a set of aspects which has an associated range of values that we used to rank across 
the different OGD initiatives. After, we explored the different functionalities of OGD platforms, we 
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compared and scored the different criteria and their aspects. We found that many current OGD 
initiatives are still in the early stages for support of data analytics components. The existing OGD 
initiatives are not combining a data platform with an analytic platform. Also, they lack the ability to 
accept data from SMEs and unstructured data from social networks such as Twitter or Facebook. 

Research Methodology 

The Qatari Government needs to investigate the role of SMEs in Qatar to utilize and spread the use 
of OGD. Also, to explore the potential features of OGD platforms that existing OGD initiatives do 
not provide. Therefore, we made use of a mixture of quantitative and qualitative data collections 
such as Survey, Interviews (Focus Group interviews), and Experiment. Such mixed data collection 
methods provide several merits: (results can be generalized to a bigger population, they are easier 
to analyze because the data are represented in a numerical form and the analysis can be displayed 
graphically) as quantitative methods and (analysis tends to be detailed in description, generates and 
test hypotheses and collected data using less structured research tools) for qualitative methods 
[(Creswell and Creswell, 2018), (Saunders et al., 2007)]. We designed the research methodology to 
consist of five phases: Data Collection - Survey, Data Collection - Interview and Focus Group Workshop, 
Apply OGD Maturity Model, Develop OGD Framework and Evaluate OGD Framework. 

Phase 1 - Data Collection - Survey: in this phase we developed two surveys for Open OGD: one 
for citizens and residents called the Awareness Survey which received 422 responses from 500 
consumers, equating to a return rate of 84%. The other survey for investors and SMEs which was 
titled the SMEs and Investors Survey received 101 responses from list of 125 emails to SMEs requested 
from Ministry of Interior (MoI) State of Qatar services, equating to a return rate of 81%. The main 
finding from both surveys was that existing OGD platforms needs a solution for integrating several 
organization's data to perform complex analysis scenarios or develop a required application. The output of 
both surveys was a Market Need Report that was considered as an input for phase 2. Phase 2 - Data 
Collection - Interview and Focus Group Workshop: this phase started by investigating the Market 
Need Report from phase 1 through both interviews with organization's stakeholders such as 
managers and IT directors and focus group workshops with organization's stakeholders such as IT 
and Business Staff in these organizations. The key finding from both interviews and focus groups 
was that existing OGD platforms need to enable different types of data analytics (i.e. descriptive, 
diagnostic, predictive, and prescriptive). The OGD platform should answer the following queries 
using the suitable analytics; e.g. what are the impacts of COVID on SMEs in Qatar in a specific period 
on Twitter/Facebook, predict the price of apartment/house in a specific zone from labeled dataset, 
and classify if the customer will end a relationship with business/organization or not from labeled 
dataset. Phase 3 - Apply OGD Maturity Model: this phase assessed the maturity of the organization 
towards the application of OGD using a customized OGD Maturity Template as Open Data Maturity 
Model developed by Open Data Institute (ODI) (Dodds and Newman, 2015). The output of this 
phase are a set of requirements that each organization should achieve in order to reach a specific 
level of OGD Maturity levels. One of the significant requirements of OGD to be matured is the 
utilization of OGD using different analytics techniques. Detailed discussion of Phase 1 to Phase 3 
are unfortunately out of scope due to paper length restrictions. Phase 4 - Develop OGD Framework: 
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this phase collated the output from several requirements from phase 3.We then developed a 
conceptual OGD DAF that satisfied these requirements. Moreover, we applied and implemented 
this framework for a selected organization(s) to validate the satisfaction of the requirements. SOA 
will enable us to provide a solution for these issues as presented in next section 4. Phase 5 - Evaluate 
OGD Framework: this phase evaluates our OGD framework and conclude its strengths and 
weaknesses. 

SOA Architecture for OGD Platform 

The findings listed in section 2 represent research which included the smooth integration of data 
from various data sources (i.e. data from SMEs and unstructured data from social networks), and 
around enabling several data analytics that answer SME users complex queries. There is a need for 
suitable design to satisfy these issues in existing OGD platforms. SOA is a useful concept in this 
context that is extensible and allows subject specfic services to be interchanged as necessary. Our 
suggested SOA architecture, DAF, is used to support SMEs in their data-driven decision making for 
their business. Figure 1 represents a high-level architecture of the proposed DAF and its 
components. DAF analytics services consist of four main layers, Dashboard, Query Editor, Schema and 
Data. A brief description of these layers from bottom-up is presented as follows: 

 

Figure 1 ODP Data Analytics Framework High-Level Architecture 
6) Data Services: to extract and load data from a Data Source or a Data File or both. It consists of 

three components Data Source, Data File and Metadata (Attard et al., 2015). 
 Data Source: is a connection to database, or a software-as-service API. 
 Data File: is a structured data file such as Comma Separated Value file (.csv), Microsoft Excel 

file (.xls, xlsx), or custom delimited file (.txt). 
 Metadata: is the data associated with data sources or data files which require a classifier to 

enable the integration of the different organization's data. 
7) Schema Services: defines structured, physical data as tables. It includes join relationships to 

other tables and views. It consists of two components Schema Wizard and Schema Designer. 
 Schema Wizard: to quickly detect the relationships between tables using the existing data 

sources to define tables. 
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 Schema Designer: to manually load the tables and define the relationships between them. 
8) Query Editor Services: enables the SME user to write a query in English language. This 

enables people with minimal technical expertise to use the OGD platform. It consists of three 
components Query Parser, Data Analytics Type and Machine Learning (ML). 
 Query Parser: is the component responsible for translating the query of the user into an 

understandable query language such as Standard Query Language (SQL) and No-SQL for 
structured and unstructured data respectively. 

 Data Analytics Type: is the component responsible for identifying the analysis type 
required by the intended query. 

 Machine Learning: is the component responsible for selecting the most suitable ML 
algorithm to perform on the data retrieved by the query. DAF implements different types 
of ML such as supervised learning (e.g. classification and regression), unsupervised 
learning (e.g. clustering and dimensionality reduction), and reinforcement learning (e.g. 
real-time decisions, robot navigation, etc). 

9) Dashboard Services: enables SME user to use either Query Editor or/and Data Visualization. 
 Query Editor: is the significant interface for SME users to write and perform their queries. 
 Data Visualization: is the component responsible for presenting the results to the SME 

users after applying the ML algorithm on the data retrieved by the query. 

In the next section we present the details of our evaluative case study, which implements a subset 
of the framework discussed in this section. 

Evaluation Case Study: Use of Sentiment Analysis 

The case study scenario explores the impact of COVID-19 on SMEs through Twitter. In this scenario, 
we follow the journey of the SME user as in Figure 2. Firstly, the SME user writes a query in English 
language through the Query Editor Service. For example, the query could be "What are the impacts 
of COVID-19 on SMEs in Qatar in the period between 1st of January 2022 and 15th of February 2022 
of on Twitter?". Secondly, a customized Natural Language Processing (NLP) algorithm as a service 
is utilized to extract the significant keywords which are mapped to both classification model and data 
source. For the classification model service, the keywords such as analyze, impact, COVID-19, SMEs 
Qatar are important. For the data source, the keywords such as COVID-19, SME Qatar, Twitter, Period 
or dates. Thirdly, DAF apply the desired analytics or/and ML algorithms on the mapped data 
source(s). Finally, the outcomes of the query are saved into the Dashboard. In the final step, we need 
to extract data from Twitter as unstructured data. Moreover, Sentiment Analysis (SA) is the 
classification model which are suitable to answer the query defined in this scenario based on the 
extracted significant keywords. SA is an ongoing field of research to classify any text based on its 
polarity using text mining and NLP methods. NLP is a computational linguistic field concerned in 
understanding human languages.  

The application areas of NLP involve several topics such as classification and clustering of 
documents, extraction of useful information (e.g. named entities), translation of text between and 
among languages, summarization of written works, automatic answering of questions by inferring 
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answers (Otter et al., 2019). SA is one of the classification problems that has gaining large interest 
with the increase of social media sites. People express their opinions and reviews on social media 
about a product, new campaign, an event, etc. Analyzing this huge amount of unstructured data of 
these social media provides useful information for any business or social considerations. 

 

Figure 2 Detailed ODP Data Analytics Framework 

Services Architecture is a detailed specifications for the tweet analysis services. Figure 3 shows 
the architecture of services to be provided for the SA and the interaction between them using UML 
Deployment Diagram. SA provides the following services: Collection of tweet data, Pre-processing of 
the raw tweet to clean up text and Classification of tweet as positive or negative. Tweet Collector Service 
needs to specify the following: token to access API or rule ID for stop, Method (stream, stop), query 
for search, fields to be retrieved from the tweet and duration. Data is collected in json format and 
stored in a file with the rule ID. The Pre-processor Service takes a raw txt file collected from tweet 
API, and convert it into csv file with the given fields and clean the data based on a list of pre-
processing methods. SA Classifier Service takes a csv file or text as input and extract features based 
on the specified algorithms and provide a csv file contains the polarity (positive, negative) or the 
score of the text. 

Datasets SA models require large, specialized datasets to learn effectively. Datasets are available 
on a variety of topics (movies, tweets, hotels, books, etc.). Among popular datasets used for English 
SA; IMDB dataset is a Large Movie Review dataset (LMRD). Stanford Sentiment Treebank dataset 
contains user sentiment from Rotten Tomatoes, a movie review website (NLP). The Sentiment140 
dataset was collected using the Twitter API. Yelp dataset with 4 million+ reviews (Yelp). Multiple 
datasets for Arabic SA are also available, such as: Arabic Jordanian General (AJGT Dataset, 2017). 
Arabic Sentiment Tweets (Nabil et al., 2015). Arabic Sentiment Twitter dataset for LEVantine dialect 
(ArSentD-LEV). Hotel Arabic-Reviews Dataset collected from Booking.com (HARD). A Large-
SCaleArabic Book Reviews dataset (LABR). SS2030: An Arabic Saudi tweets and is manually labelled 
(Alyami and Olatunji, 2020). 
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Figure 3 Sentiment Analysis Services Architecture 

DAF Implementation: Tweet Analysis Services 

This section introduce the sentiment analysis as one of several services provided by DAF. DAF 
implementation is based on SOA that could be reused for different queries and analytics. The 
functionality required for processing is generic, and subject to the application of suitable rules can 
usefully be embodied as generic services within a SOA, lowering the boundaries to data analysis for 
SMEs. It answers the query of the case study in section 5. In text, several steps are performed to 
extract useful information. The first step is to collect data from social media about any specific brand, 
product or topic. The data collected are unstructured, which involves text pre-processing step to 
clean it. Among pre-processing, we distinguish several tasks like removing stop words, lowercasing, 
stemming, etc. depending on the use cases. After cleaning the data, it is necessary to convert it into 
number or vectors of numbers required by ML algorithms which called feature extraction. The last 
step is to apply the classification algorithm and to get the sentiment polarity. Both lexicon and ML-
based approach have been proposed for SA.  

Collection of Tweet Data Tweets are a specific kind of data carrying opinions on various topics, 
such as political parties, stocks, etc. The collection of twitter data can be done via the help of (Twitter 
API). It can be used to programmatically retrieve and analyze data, as well as engage with the 
conversation on Twitter. The newest Twitter API v2 supports additional features, metrics and access. 
By default, the data is collected in json format; it can be changed to any other formats for easy 
accessibility. Text Pre-processing it transforms the text into a form that is predictable and analyzable 
by ML algorithms. Some of the common text pre-processing/cleaning steps are: lower casing, 
removal of punctuation [!" etc.], removal of stopwords defined by the nltk library, Stemming 
eliminating affixes from a word to obtain a word stem. Porter Stemmer is the most widely used 
technique because it is very fast (e.g. Working  Work), Lemmatization returns the base or 
dictionary form of a word, also known as the lemma (e.g. Better  Good), Tokenizing to turn the 
tweets into tokens. Tokens are words separated by spaces in a text, removal of frequent words, 
removal of rare words, removal of emojis, conversion of emoticons to words, spelling correction, etc 
(Kowsari et al., 2019). In tweet data, additional pre-processing may be involved such as: removal of 
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hashtags, removal of mentions, and removal of specific words. Features Extraction in ML algorithms, it is 
necessary to convert the set of texts into some vectors of numbers called features that can be fed into 
the model for processing. Depending upon the usage, features can be extracted using various 
techniques: Bag-of-Words (BoW), Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF), Word 
embedding (word2vec, GloVe) (Kowsari et al., 2019). Sentiment Classification Algorithms to detect 
and extract emotions using ML, Lexicon-Based Approach and Hybrid Approach. Each tweet will scored 
and labeled either as Positive, Negative, or Neutral as an output of the SA algorithm. 

Discussions and Findings 

Due to the space restrictions of the paper we are unable to illustrate the connection between the 
results of the queries and the findings. This section summarizes the findings from applying SOA 
approach for OGD platforms and demonstrating the approach using the described case study. The 
results are divided into three findings as follows: Firstly, the impact of COVID-19 on SMEs in Qatar 
appears in several actions or decisions related to the business and processes of organizations. For 
example, human resource departments for many SMEs replaced the normal hiring process from 
outside Qatar to outsourcing hiring. Other Qatari SMEs changed their business model to satisfy their 
customer needs. Therefore, these decisions need more analysis and proofs and check SMEs in other 
countries also. Moreover, privacy issues and data protection regulations may differ from country to 
another for using social media data and performing analytics. Secondly, SOA enables several 
advantages for such as reliability, location independence, scalability, reusability, and easy maintenance for 
the OGD platform. Small and independent services in the SOA enables testing and debugging the 
applications easily instead of massive code chunks which provides high applications reliability. 
Location independence enables changes to service locations over time without interrupting 
consumer experience on the system. Scalability enables services to run across multiple platforms, 
and programming languages. Reusability allows the accumulation of small, self-contained and 
loosely coupled functionality services. Easy maintenance of the application has become far easier 
without having to worry about other services. Finally, the SA of COVID-19 Tweets, and what are 
the impacts happened to SMEs. A fusion algorithm is implemented to combine the result of two SA 
classifiers [(BERT), (BiLSTM)]. It improved the accuracy by one percent rather than using BERT or 
BiLSTM separately. However, the partial implementation of DAF needs to be extended to support 
further generically applicable data analytics techniques. Moreover, OGD from various sources 
requires smooth integration. 

Conclusions and Future Work 

This paper introduced DAF as SOA approach for OGD platforms. The DAF helps both government 
and SMEs in publishing and utilizing the OGD. The most significant finding behind the approach is 
the advantages of using SOA such as reliability, reusability, scalability, etc. Moreover, the application 
of our approach to a real world case study. Therefore, the characteristics of the case dominate in 
deciding the most suitable data analytics technique. In this paper, we designed a SOA for OGD that 
is based on different services such as data, schema, query editor, visualization and dashboard. Then, 
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we validated the design of SOA through a case study. In future work, we need to implement 
additional services for data analytics, and other DAF services such as schema, data visualization and 
dashboard. We seek to find more data analytics techniques and apply the approach for more real 
world cases in different domains such as IT, Healthcare, Education. Also, we need to consider the 
feedback from SMEs and the responsible authorities of OGD. Finally, a proof-of-concept prototype 
for several data analytics techniques that validates the concept behind approach will be 
implemented. 
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currently implementing the approach successfully, other countries experience barriers in the 
application of GaaP. Recent literature is attempting to address these barriers, for example by 
prac-tice-oriented conceptualizations of GaaP. However, those conceptualizations still need to 
be applied with expert knowledge. We develop a tool for practitioners that makes an exemplary 
GaaP concept applicable without expert knowledge. We present lessons learned from the 
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Introduction 

Government as a Platform (GaaP) is a promising approach to the digital transformation of the 
public sector. Following the GaaP approach, the public sector is transformed to an open platform on 
which people inside and outside government can innovate and contribute in order to co-create better 
public services (O’Reilly, 2011). GaaP can contribute to increased user-friendliness of public services 
(Cordella & Paletti, 2019) and higher efficiency of the public sector (Janssen & Estevez, 2013). On a 
technical level, these benefits are enabled by modular and open platform infrastructures (Brown et 
al., 2017).  While some countries have been or are currently implementing the approach successfully 
(e.g. Italy (Cordella & Paletti, 2019) and the UK (Brown et al., 2017)), other countries experience 
barriers in the application of GaaP (Kuhn, Buchinger, et al., 2022). One perceived barrier is the lack 
of a uniform definition of GaaP as a concept. Recent literature is trying to close that gap by proposing 
models (e.g. (Bender & Heine, 2021)) and frameworks (e.g. (Kuhn, Dallner, et al., 2022)). 

However, those conceptualizations are theoretical and need to be applied with expert knowledge. 
Arguably, there is a gap between the theoretical knowledge and the practicable applicability of GaaP 
concepts. For example, O’Reilly proposes the adoption of “service-oriented architecture for all your 
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applications” (O’Reilly, 2011), but the “how” remains open. This is also a challenge for GaaP theory, 
since the evaluation of its concepts depends of their applicability in practice. 

In an attempt to close that gap, the goal of this ongoing research is to develop a tool that allows the 
application of an exemplary GaaP concept by practitioners. This allows the collection of challenges 
of making GaaP concepts applicable and provides insights on how to solve them. To this end, we 
first develop a tool design and then develop a web app that follows that design. We apply an 
iterative approach with weekly sprints and conduct three expert interviews in order to ensure the 
suitability of the tool for practitioners. Finally, we infer three lessons learned from the tool 
development and discuss their implications. We contribute to practice by providing a tool that can 
be used to support the application of GaaP in practice. We contribute to theory by providing lessons 
learned that can help improve the conceptualization of GaaP concepts towards better applicability. 

Theoretical Background 

Platforms can be defined as systems that consist of a stable platform core and a variable periphery 
(Baldwin & Woodard, 2008; Tiwana, 2013), often in form of an ecosystem (Jacobides et al., 2018). The 
link between those two parts has been conceptualized as boundary resources (Ghazawneh & 
Henfridsson, 2010, 2013). For digital platform ecosystem three roles can be distinguished (Hein et 
al., 2020): The platform owner owns the platform and makes fundamental decisions about the 
platform design and boundary resources. Complementors are external actors who create 
complementary functionality on the ecosystem and thereby create value. Users are other external 
actors who use the products and services created by complementors (Hein et al., 2020; Van Alstyne 
et al., 2016). The co-creation that happens between those actors is a constituting feature of platforms 
(de Reuver et al., 2018; Schreieck et al., 2021). On an infrastructure level, the transformation from 
silo-based to platform-oriented infrastructures is currently a topic in theory and practice (Bygstad & 
Hanseth, 2018; Bygstad & Øvrelid, 2020; Törmer & Henningsson, 2020). The concept of GaaP was 
coined by Tim O’Reilly, describing it as viewing the Government as an open platform on which 
people inside and outside the government can innovate and contribute so that better public services 
can be co-created (O’Reilly, 2011). Over the years, several different perspectives on and 
conceptualizations of GaaP have been developed, e.g. GaaP as an approach to digital infrastructure 
(Pope, 2019). Scholars have highlighted the benefits of GaaP, e.g. reduction of costs [6] and better 
outcome at the same time (Millard, 2018). While the definition and conceptualization of GaaP is still 
subject of research (Bender & Heine, 2021; Seo & Myeong, 2020), several reoccurring underlying 
principles of the approach can be stated. E.g. GaaP builds upon openness (O’Reilly, 2011; Seo & 
Myeong, 2020) and harnesses the innovative power from the outside (Fishenden & Thompson, 2013; 
O’Reilly, 2011) by fostering participation (Millard, 2018; O’Reilly, 2011). Crucially, the role of the 
state changes from a service provider to the owner of the platform (Fishenden & Thompson, 2013; 
Millard, 2018; O’Reilly, 2011). 

The analysis of public sector initiatives regarding their platform character has been considered 
by many scholar. Brown et al. propose a “platform assessment framework” with the dimensions 
“organizational form”, “market dynamic” and “architectural” structure” (Brown et al., 2017). A 
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similar distinction is made by Bender and Heine, who consider the “Platform Ecosystem”, the 
“Platform Architecture”, and the “Platform Governance” (Bender & Heine, 2021). The framework 
by (Kuhn, Dallner, et al., 2022), considers “elements and roles” of the platform, its “theory-derived 
principles” and the platform “management and governance”. The success of GaaP implementations 
in practice can be quantified using approaches from appropriate maturity models using different 
levels or stages. In general, e-government literature has made use of such stage models in various 
areas. For example, the four-stage maturity model in (Andersen & Henriksen, 2006) is well-known 
for measuring success of eGovernment transformations, featuring the cultivation of intranet (i.e., 
horizontal and vertical integration), extension of services, maturity of openness, and revolution in 
broader service accessibility as the core levels. More recently, (Ham et al., 2015) has offered an 
extended and comprehensive extension of the stages in (Andersen & Henriksen, 2006), providing 
legal, operational and technical criteria for measuring the openness of government innovation. The 
measurements in this research are inspired by examples and the DSR method for creating custom 
maturity models in IS (Becker et al., 2009). 

Methodology 

While the overall research endeavor is following the design science research paradigm (Hevner et 
al., 2004), the methodology of this ongoing research paper can be described as a qualitative analysis 
approach to explorative research (Wilde & Hess, 2007). The goal was to develop a tool that is easy-
to-use, derived from sound theoretical concepts, and provides measurable results for the application 
of GaaP and infer lessons learned from the process. We develop the findings through an 
argumentative-deductive analysis (Wilde & Hess, 2007). The research was organized around a 
practical course at Technical University of Munich that started in October 2021 and was finished in 
February 2022. Our research process can be described in three phases: 1. development of the tool 
concept, which happened before the course, 2. development of the tool - a web app - including 3 
expert interviews, which happened during the course, and 3. the development of the lessons learned 
which happened after the course. The tool design happened based on our previous research and 
publications on GaaP, in particular (Kuhn, Buchinger, et al., 2022; Kuhn, Dallner, et al., 2022). We 
drew from this knowledge when preparing the course project, which was designed to make sure 
that the task for the students is sound with requirements from GaaP theory and practice and at the 
same time realistic for the time constraints of the course. Using our knowledge of GaaP literature 
and the experience of the course from previous years we develop the tool design multiple meetings 
among the authors. The tool design is based on three requirements, infers challenges and defines a 
solution approach. The development of the web app was the main content of the course. The student 
team consisted of four graduate level students, who were supervised by the authors. With few 
exceptions, such as the Christmas break, the development team performed weekly development 
sprints which were discussed with the authors in weekly meetings. We used agile development tools 
(namely gitlab and trello) to track the progress and prioritise todos. The progress was presented to 
other students of the course in December for feedback on the usability of the tool. The three expert 
interviews were conducted in December and January 2021 and served the purpose of collecting 
feedback from practice regarding the tools suitability to support GaaP application in practice. The 
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interviews lasted between 37 and 54 minutes and were recorded in order to be systematically 
analysed. The experts work at FITKO and are responsible for the enterprise architecture 
management of the federal IT architecture. In their role as enterprise architects, the experts apply 
the GaaP approach to an infrastructure of a federal country with decentral IT systems. Given that 
the FITKO has a coordinating role, the experts are reliant on the compliance and engagement of their 
stakeholders. In this context, they have interest in applying the tool because of its potential to explain 
their work and ideas to those stake-holders more easily and to justify decisions. The insights of the 
interviews were used in the following weekly meetings in order to adjust and prioritise the web app 
development. The lessons learned we inferred based on the accumulated insights from the weekly 
meetings. We focussed on the challenges of making the exemplary GaaP concept applicable in 
practice. As the team of students didn’t know the concept, the framework and its dimensions had to 
be explained by the authors. The pro-cess of translating the framework happened in numerous 
discussions between the students and the authors. 

Designing a tool for the application of GaaP in 
practice 

The goal of this research is to investigate the application of GaaP concepts in practice by means of a 
tool for practitioners. In order to do so we start from a simple set of requirements for such a tool. 
The tool shall be theory-based in order to ensure that insight from theory are considered in practice. 
The results of the tool shall be measurable, in order to provide concrete indications for practitioners 
on what to do and, finally, the tool shall be easy to use, in order to avoid any hurdles for practitioners 
to use the tool in their application of GaaP. This set of requirements raises several challenges, see 
figure 1. 

Figure 4: Challenges for the application of GaaP concepts in practice  

 

How to make GaaP concepts applicable for practitioners? Literature on GaaP is rooted in practical 
observations and provides many hints for practitioners. A good example is the original publication 
by O’Reilly which is drawing from existing platforms in the real world, such as facebook, and 
proposes lessons. However, these lessons remain open for interpretation. For example, O’Reilly 
proposes openness for innovation and provides examples for that. Yet, the author provides no 
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formula for practical decisions such as the balance between openness and access control of APIs. For 
a tool to be theory-based and easy to use at the same time, it has to bridge this gap. That is, it needs 
to find a solution on how to make GaaP concepts easily applicable for practitioners. In our prototype 
we try to achieve this by developing a web app, given the extensive existing knowledge on their UX 
and their flexibility to be adapted for very different purposes. How to make GaaP concepts 
measurable for practitioners? Literature on GaaP mainly provides principles and concepts. 
However, practitioners need feedback and quantifiable measures in order to steer and optimize their 
work towards GaaP. For a tool to be theory-based and measurable at the same time, it has to bridge 
this gap. That is, it needs to find a solution on how to make GaaP concepts measurable. In our 
prototype we try to achieve this by using maturity levels. Maturity levels have been extensively used 
in measuring stages in the e-government domain, e.g. (Andersen & Henriksen, 2006). How to make 
GaaP concepts comprehensible for practitioners? Literature on GaaP shows that various aspects 
have to be considered when applying the approach. However, the more aspects are considered the 
more difficult it is to explain all aspects and dependencies to practitioners. Literature on GaaP shows 
that communicating GaaP to stakeholders is important and difficult at the same time (Kuhn, 
Buchinger, et al., 2022). For a tool to be easy to use and measurable at the same time, it has to bridge 
this gap. I.e. it needs to find a way to make GaaP concepts comprehensible. In our prototype we 
chose to address this challenge by making the tool self-explanatory as much as possible. By doing 
so we avoid that expert knowledge is needed for its usage. 

A maturity-level-based, self-explanatory web app 

We built a web app1 that serves the purpose of making an exemplary GaaP concept applicable in 
practice. We chose the framework (Kuhn, Dallner, et al., 2022) because practitioners are explicitly 
stated as its target group. The framework consists of three dimensions: platform principles, platform 
elements and roles, and platform management. In order to reflect the three dimensions of the 
framework, the web app consists of a one page application with three sections, each considering on 
of the dimensions (Error! Reference source not found.). On the left, section A, a questionnaire on 
platform principles, in the middle, section B, a modelling space for elements and roles and on the 
right, section C, a result section with management tips are located. The design follows the work flow 
– from left to right – that a user would take: first, answer the questions on the left, then model the 
platform in the middle and finally read the results on the right. 

The questionnaire section (A) consists of 15 questions covering the platform principles of the 
framework. The principles are covered with one to three questions per maturity level, where a 
positive answer (thumb up) indicates that statement of the question is fulfilled in the infrastructure 
at hand. A negative answer (thumb down) indicates the opposite. The underlying principle is not 
communicated to the user. The modelling section (B) consists of containers for the core, boundary 
and ecosystem components, as well as their elements and roles. The functionality is drag-and-drop. 
A tool bar provides additional functionalities. As a special feature, the background of the modelling 

                                                      
1 URL: https://peng.fortiss-demo.org/platformize-webapp/  
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area can be filled with a figure of the infrastructure, to support the easy tracing of the elements. The 
components can be connected with arrows and the direction of an arrow is adjustable. Each element 
has a dropdown menu to adjust its type, to copy and delete it. The results section (C) consists of a 
general score which runs from 0 to 100 percent (details on its calculation see next paragraph), a list 
of clues, indicating (im)perfect features of the modelled infrastructure and a breakdown of the 
questionnaire answers by principle. 

Figure 5: Screenshot of the web-based tool  

 

The general score is calculated based on the questionnaire answers (50%) and an automated 
assessment of the infrastructure modelling (50%). The assessment of the questionnaire answers is 
realized by a maturity model in which two to three questions per principle and level determine the 
maturity and, thus, the score. The assessment of the infrastructure modelling is based on 26 
underlying statements that – if true – increase the score. An example is the existence of a single 
container for the core, boundary and ecosystem. Another is that each container has at least on 
component. If the statement is not fulfilled, a corresponding clue is created and displayed in the 
results section. The use of the tool is supported by a tutorial and is supposed to mirror the current 
platform. I.e. in a first step in order to analyze, the questions and the modelling happens as it 
currently is. This ensures a fair assessment. In a second step the results can be used to test 
improvements. E.g. if the clues suggest to add a boundary resource, this change can be entered into 
the tool and the effect on the score and the platform assessment can be tested. The tool has a report 
functionality which allows to print out the analysis with all questions and their answers, the 
modelling and the analysis results.  In an exemplary use of the tool, a practitioner starts by 
answering the questions on platform principles such as openness on the right by clicking the buttons 
to signal affirmation or negation. Then the person models the infrastructure in question 
compromising its components and their interfaces. Lastly the practitioner uses the results section on 
the right in order to understand the current platformization level of the infrastructure and get tips 
on how to further improve the GaaP approach. 
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Discussion and lessons learned 

In the course of this ongoing research we collected various insight on making GaaP applicable to 
practitioners. In the following we discuss the solution approach that we used and extend it by 
defining broader lessons learned from this research. A maturity-level-based knowledge semantic is 
suitable for measuring the GaaP-Progress in a score based on binary criteria (yes/no questions). 
However, the definition of the criteria proved to be challenging. For example, the existence of core 
components is arguably a valid criterion. The platform should have at least one core component. But 
the number and composition of core components is difficult to capture in yes/no criteria. While 
maturity levels provide a suitable frame for measurability they need to be filled with content. 
Making the app self-explanatory was realized through various means and on different levels. First, 
a general flow pattern from left to right is supposed to help understand the parts and the order of 
the analysis. Second, typical icons and visualization were used. Finally, features of the web app such 
as a tour guide offered help explaining the functionalities as well as the underlying concepts. While 
self-explanatoriness was pursued, the number of concepts and ideas that have to be explained when 
applying GaaP is big. Closing the knowledge gap for non-platform-experts can thus be challenging. 
Lastly, using a web app has many advantages such as easy sharing via an URL. Also, in contrast to 
apps, many devices support it. However, a web app also comes with a set of expectations for its 
functionality. For example, the drag-and-drop area had to be extended by many features such as key 
board short cuts which were not included in the used framework. While web apps are flexible and 
mobile, they also require a high level of usability. 

Making GaaP concepts applicable for practitioners is challenging since the gap between theory and 
practice is wide. While the tool represent a handy approach to making theoretical concepts tangible 
in practice, its application still requires expert knowledge. A particular role for the experts is to 
interpret the results from the tool and to derive context-sensitive courses of action. This links also to 
the remaining leeway of maturity levels that we discussed. Making GaaP concepts measurable is 
challenging since there is a lack of descriptions of successful GaaP applications. Measurability needs 
criteria and without examples from practice these criteria are difficult to define. While there are some 
descriptions of GaaP in practice, e.g. from the UK (Brown et al., 2017) and Italy (Cordella & Paletti, 
2019), other countries that apply the approach are not publicly documenting their approach. This 
leads to little knowledge to draw from and hinders making GaaP concepts measurable. Making 
GaaP concepts comprehensible suffers from the lack of narratives that support the explanation of 
GaaP aspects and features. While some narratives already exist, e.g. “Doing more with less” (Janssen 
& Estevez, 2013), other aspects such as the role of openness of GaaP are harder to explain and, thus, 
make it less comprehensible. 

Conclusion 

While some countries have been or are currently implementing GaaP successfully, (e.g. Italy 
(Cordella & Paletti, 2019) and the UK (Brown et al., 2017)), other countries struggle with the lack a 
clear definition of the approach. Recently, literature has provided conceptualizations of GaaP, 
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which, however, are only applicable with expert knowledge. We developed a web-based tool that 
allows the application of an exemplary GaaP concept by practitioners. The web app is based on a 
tool design that we developed based on our previous GaaP research, in particular (Kuhn, Buchinger, 
et al., 2022; Kuhn, Dallner, et al., 2022). In the process of the tool development we identify challenges 
and provide a solution approach in the web app. The insight that were gathered in the course of the 
research are presented as lessons learned, which show potential avenues for future research and 
provide implications for practice. 

Our research is ongoing and has many limitations for its general applicability. Among others, we 
developed the tool for only one framework. Some or all of the lessons learned could be different for 
other conceptualizations of GaaP. Also, the tool has not been extensively evaluated in practice yet. 
So far, its added value can therefore not be assessed. The interviews gave a first positive feedback 
but further evaluation is necessary. Finally, the web app is a prototype. The usage of the tool in a 
daily setting would require additional functionalities such as saving and managing different 
analyses. As the web app did not have these functionalities, yet we could not considered these 
aspects in this paper. Finally, the focus of this research was technical. However, the implementation 
of GaaP has several other important dimensions, such as social and cultural aspects, which also 
should be considered. Despite these limitations, we draw the following conclusions. First, making 
GaaP conceptualizations applicable for practice is possible but challenging. Different from other 
concepts in the e-government domain, GaaP needs further research that supports the translation of 
theoretical into practical aspects. Second, many theoretical concepts such as openness would profit 
from more and detailed case descriptions in order to understand its subparts and mechanics in 
practice. While openness is already central in Tim O’Reilly’s contribution and an important topic in 
the e-government domain in general, there are only few description on its practical aspects. Third, 
established analysis concepts such as maturity assessment schemas can contribute to making GaaP 
applicable in practice. This is to say, that GaaP literature can and should profit from drawing from 
existing research in related fields such as on maturity levels. General IS platform literature is another 
good example. Taken together, further research should provide more practice examples, develop 
more narratives and build concepts with tools in mind. This would involve developing an enhanced 
version of the tool in the course of an action design research (Sein et al., 2011). An enhancement 
would involve linking the maturity level analysis to established maturity models (e.g. (Andersen & 
Henriksen, 2006)). 

While it is still ongoing, we believe that our research is potentially valuable to both theory and 
practice. In particular, we hope that the presented insights and future work support the application 
of GaaP in practice and increases user-friendliness and efficiency in the public sector. 
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Abstract: An increasing emphasis on data driven and evidence-based policy making gives 
information and information systems a key role in governance processes. It is also argued that 
digital governance can support the implementation of the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). 
A number of grand challenges, such as climate change, need to be addressed at an international 
level. In climate governance, reporting has a central role to monitor progress, both under the 
Paris Agreement at a global level, and within the European Union (EU). Within the EU, reporting 
is also used to assess implementation and compliance with EU regulations. This paper is based on 
an interpretive study of the e-reporting platform, Reportnet, which is used to manage climate 
reporting within the EU. Affordance theory is applied as an analytical lens to uncover the 
possibilities of e-reporting in a supranational context. Our study identified six key affordances in 
the areas of submission of reports, quality controls, compliance, monitoring, transparency and 
communication and visualization. The study also suggests that an important area for 
improvement is to make the reported information more usable, particularly in further policy 
processes.    

Keywords: Digital governance, e-reporting, affordances, EU climate governance  

Introduction 

The Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) has been adopted within the United Nations (UN), as a 
global agenda for action towards 2030 (Nations, 2022). Arguably, digital governance can facilitate 
the implementation of the sustainable development goals (Estevez, Janowski, & Dzhusupova, 2013; 
Medaglia, Misuraca, & Aquaro, 2021), but more research is needed on how this is materializing in 
practice. Goal 13 of the SDGs is climate action (United Nations, 2022).  

The European Union (EU) works strategically to align digitalization with climate action 
(European Commission, 2019b, 2020). The strong emphasis on evidence-based and data driven 
policy making, implementation and evaluation (European Commission, 2018), suggests that digital 
technologies have a key role in governance. However, little research has been done on IT´s role for 
policy activities (Hochtl, Parycek, & Schollhammer, 2016), in particular in the area of environmental 
policy, where there is a significant implementation gap (Bürgin, 2021). One of the problems in 
environmental policy implementation relates to reporting, with problems of completeness, 
timeliness, comparability, and accuracy of data (Bürgin, 2021; European Commission, 2019a). It is 
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argued that possibilities of digital technologies to improve data quality and to track progress of 
policy implementation should be further investigated (Bürgin, 2020).  

The UN Paris Agreement sets a global climate goal that individual nations work towards. A 
central element of the Paris Agreement is that countries are required to report on their emissions, 
commitments, and actions in order to monitor progress (UNFCCC, 2018). EU member states also 
report to the EU, which is used to compile the EU´s international reporting and assess compliance 
with EU climate legislation, which ensures the EU´s international commitments (EU, 2018c). 
Environmental reporting is used to monitor the state of the environment, assess compliance with 
regulation, evaluate policy effects and effectiveness (Jensen, Saarenmaa, & Martin, 2002; Vaz, 
Martin, Wilkinson, Newcombe, & Ribeiro, 2001), and inform policy makers to take adequate 
measures and decisions (Kotsev, Peeters, Smits, & Grothe, 2015). The use of digital technologies in 
reporting situates e-reporting in the digital governance field (Lee, 2006). E-reporting offers means to 
enhance transparency and accountability on how governments perform in achieving policy goals, 
and hence handling societal challenges (Kloby, 2012; Lee, 2004). However, challenges with 
information quality, administrative burden and issues of interoperability have been raised (Schleidt, 
2013; Siedschlag, 2011), and it is worthwhile to further investigate how possibilities and challenges 
with e-reporting are applied and addressed to support governance.  

The European Union´s (EU) digital platform for climate reporting, Reportnet, was selected as a 
case for studying e-reporting in the context of climate governance. Reportnet was launched in 2002 
and has undergone 2 major updates. The current version, Reportnet 3.0, is expected to improve 
efficiency and coherence by streamlining and simplifying reporting in accordance with the goals in 
the Digital Strategy (Kampa, 2018). The information reported to Reportnet is a foundation for 
evidence based and data driven policy processes. The EU is further considered an appropriate case 
for a study in a global governance context because it represents a supranational level which has legal 
authority as a means for implementation of international agreements. 

A promising theory for analyzing and understanding possibilities with digital technologies in 
certain contexts is affordance theory. Affordances can be described as action possibilities (Hatakka, 
Thapa, & Sæbø, 2016) that emerge in the relation between technology and goal-oriented users 
(Volkoff & Strong, 2013). This study therefore adopts affordance theory as an analytical lens to 
understand the possibilities that digital technologies offer in a supranational climate governance 
context. The research question guiding the paper is ‘What affordances does Reportnet provide in a 
supranational climate governance context?’ The rest of the paper is structured as follows: first we 
introduce related research relevant to the topic, then the theoretical lens and description of method. 
This is followed by reporting of results, discussion, conclusions and implications for research and 
practice.   

E-reporting 

In the digital governance literature, studies about reporting address different types of relationships, 
such as government reporting to the public (G2C), citizen reporting to public agencies (C2G), and 
business reporting to government (B2G). Government reporting enables transparency, 
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accountability (Filipovic, Martic, & Demirovic, 2018; Ghani & Said, 2010), and communication of 
government performance (Mullen, 2007). Measuring and reporting on performance enable 
governments to show results, increase transparency, validate policy decisions, and build trust 
(Kloby, 2012). E-reporting provides tools for data analysis (Sikiru A. Fadairo, Williams, & Maggio, 
2015), utilizes ICT to advance reporting, and offer functions to communicate complex information 
in comprehensible ways to show how governments achieve their goals (Kloby, 2012). Access to 
information on how governments perform in handling societal challenges is an important 
democratic issue, and central in developing trust between government and citizens (Lee, 2004). 
Effective policy activities depend on data and systems that manage the data (Abramic et al., 2017). 
A challenge is to convert large volumes of data to actionable information that is made useful to 
support decision making, transparency and accountability (Lewis et al., 2012). Although digital 
technologies provide means for enhanced accessibility, it is important that information is presented 
in a meaningful way (Lewis et al., 2012; Morehead, 2012). Essential is also to ensure the accuracy, 
timeliness, and completeness of the information to secure the trustworthiness of data, which is 
crucial in building trust with citizens (Lewis et al., 2012). Electronic reporting is argued to provide 
means to ensure these qualities better, for instance by support of automated controls. Furthermore, 
e-reporting is argued to help regulatory agencies to identify violations of compliance more 
accurately. Automated controls can both check data quality, but also support assessment of 
compliance with regulations (Lewis, Neiberline, & Steinhoff, 2014; Siedschlag, 2011). An important 
foundation for efficient reporting is standardization, which makes data comparable, and machine-
readable formats enable computer supported advanced analysis (Zhu & Peng, 2010).  

A significant challenge with reporting is the administrative burden, and electronic reporting is 
argued to reduce duplication of reporting, enable seamless transition of data, make the information 
easier to manage and organize, enable tailored e-reports to different audiences, provide accessibility 
through the web (Siedschlag, 2011), and reduce costs (Ghani & Said, 2010). Efforts have been made 
in the EU to streamline and simplify reporting, reduce administrative burden, provide cost-effective 
solutions, eliminate double reporting, and facilitate exchange of information, semi-automated 
aggregation of information, and faster availability of information (Schleidt, 2013).  

As environmental problems do not stay within national borders, their resolve require 
collaboration across countries (Kotsev et al., 2015) and hence the exchange of environmental data. 
In a European context, there are challenges with differences in data structures, languages, workflow, 
cultures, and approaches to sharing of data. Other challenges are data silos that hinders re-use. 
Standards are key to enable interoperability and information exchange (Abramic et al., 2017). 

To sum up, the literature suggests that e-reporting provides means to communicate how policy 
goals are achieved and may enhance Government transparency and accountability. Key challenges 
include issues of information quality, administrative burden as well as interoperability. While the 
literature contains examples of the possibilities digital technologies represent for reporting and thus 
also governance, there is a need for a systematic approach to understanding how such possibilities 
can be identified and categorized. Affordance theory offers this possibility and was therefore 
selected as our analytical lens. 
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Affordance theory 

Affordance theory was originally developed by the ecological psychologist J.J. Gibson (Strong et al., 
2014; Volkoff & Strong, 2017). Affordances is based on the idea that goal-oriented actors perceive 
objects in their environment in terms of what the objects afford, how they can be used to meet a goal. 
Affordances are relational between an object and its user. In the IS domain, affordances emerge in 
the relation between users and technology (Chemero, 2003; Leonardi, 2011; Volkoff & Strong, 2017). 
Affordances are perceived related to the intentions and objectives of the user (Seidel, Recker, & vom 
Brocke, 2013). Volkoff & Strong define affordances as “the potential for behaviors associated with 
achieving an immediate concrete outcome and arising from the relation between an object (e.g., an 
IT artifact) and a goal-oriented actor or actors” (Volkoff & Strong, 2013, p. 823). Affordances can be 
seen as action possibilities (Hatakka et al., 2016; Volkoff & Strong, 2017). Properties of an object as 
well as ability of an actor are necessary conditions for affordances to emerge (Markus & Silver, 2008).  

A distinction is made between potential and actualized affordances. Actualized affordances 
require that a user with action capability interacts with the IT artefact to achieve some goal (Hatakka 
et al., 2016). Otherwise, the affordances will only be latent (Arto, Thapa, & Stendal, 2016, p. 132). 
Some researchers also distinguish between perceived and actual affordances (Norman, 1999). 
Perception and actualization of affordances are influenced by social, cultural, organizational, and 
technical factors, and contextual differences and abilities of users will affect how and to what extent 
affordances are actualized (Thapa & Sein, 2018; Volkoff & Strong, 2017). Actualization of an 
affordance may also lead to new affordances and enhanced capabilities (Hatakka et al., 2016). Strong 
et al. (Strong et al., 2014) defines actualization of affordances as “the actions taken by actors as they 
take advantage of one or more affordances through their use of the technology to achieve immediate 
concrete outcomes in support of organizational goals” (Strong et al., 2014, p. 70). Actualization of 
affordances generate some effect, which relates actions for actualization of an affordance with 
organizational goals (Strong et al., 2014). Affordance theory is used in this paper because it 
contributes with an understanding of the possibilities of IT artefacts in specific contexts, related to 
the goals in that context. In this case it is the affordances of Reportnet in a climate governance 
context, with goals of efficient and high-quality reporting that contributes to a data driven 
administration and policy processes that supports the achievement of governance objectives.   

Method 

The paper is based on an interpretive case study of the EU digital reporting platform Reportnet. 
Semi-structured interviews were carried out with experts at the European Environment Agency 
(EEA), an expert at DG CLIMA in the European Commission administration, reporters from eight 
countries, and an expert reviewer. The organizations were purposefully selected as they are key 
stakeholders to Reportnet. The European Commission is an important user of the information 
reported through Reportnet, for assessing compliance and progress towards policy goals. EEA hosts 
Reportnet and manages reports from EU member states, makes analyses based on the reporting, and 
develop an aggregated report for the EU (R2). Thereby, EEA is both an expert on the system and a 
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user. The reporters from EU member states are reporting to Reportnet. The expert reviewer carries 
out review of EU member states´ reports to the EU. The respondents are listed in Table 1.   

Table 1: Respondents   

Role Authority Reference 
code 

Expert European Commission, DG CLIMA R1 

Expert European Environment Agency (EEA) R2 

Expert European Environment Agency (EEA) R3 

Reporter Swedish Environmental Protection Agency R4 

Reporter Slovak Hydrometeorological Institute R5 

Reporter Netherlands Enterprise Agency R6 

Reporter Malta Resources Authority R7 

Reporter Environment Administration Luxembourg R8 

Reporter Environmental Protection Agency Ireland R9 

Reporter Environment Agency of Iceland R10 

Reporter Danish Ministry of Climate, Energy and Utilities R11 

Expert 
reviewer 

Expert reviewer for the EU R12 

The European Commission, EEA, and authorities responsible for climate reporting in EU member 
states were contacted with a request for participation in the research and interviews were made with 
those that the organizations assigned. The eight EU member states that were selected were those 
that responded to the request. Interviews were carried out and recorded via Zoom and lasted about 
50 minutes with some additional follow-up questions by e-mail. Exceptions were one of the reporters 
(R11) and one of the experts at the EEA (R3), who responded to questions by e-mail. Questions 
included the role of reporting and Reportnet in a governance context, for instance how it is used in 
policy evaluation and analysis of progress towards governance goals; what action capabilities 
Reportnet 3.0 has; how it differs from earlier versions and how this was experienced by users; and 
what technological capabilities that are applied. The interview transcripts were coded, and themes 
were identified and aggregated. The themes emerged inductively from the data, based on questions 
to the material on what affordances that could be identified. This part served to uncover insights 
about actors´ views and experiences on the affordances of Reportnet.  

Strategic documents, such as the EU Digital Strategy, the European Strategy for Data, the Green 
Deal, and the Business Vision for Reportnet have been used to understand the context. The study 
has taken a hermeneutic approach in the sense that it intends to interpret meaning and make sense 
of the phenomena by developing a dialectic understanding of the parts as well as the whole (Myers, 
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2004). In the IS field hermeneutic analysis has for instance been used to develop understanding of 
the use and impact of IT in a certain social setting (Myers, 2004). In this paper, the affordances of 
Reportnet are related to governance, to develop an understanding of the role of technology in this 
context. In this way, it relates a part (Reportnet) to the whole (climate governance). Affordance 
theory was applied as an analytical lens to develop an understanding of the action possibilities of 
Reportnet related to the governance context. Affordance theory informed the data collection by 
asking questions on what Reportnet provides to the user, and how it is experienced. Based on that, 
affordances with Reportnet were identified and presented in the results section. Key concepts from 
affordance theory are then applied in the discussion section.  

Results 

The case 

The EU´s Digital Strategy (European Commission, 2018) and European strategy for data (European 
Commission, 2020) set the EU vision for digital transformation in Europe, with an intention to 
promote a digitally advanced administration. Regarding climate policy, the Green Deal establishes 
the EU´s climate objectives (European Commission, 2019b), which are further specified in the EU 
Climate Law (EU, 2021). The Effort Sharing Regulation states how much each member state should 
reduce its emissions (EU, 2018a). The Governance Regulation (EU, 2018c) then explicates a 
governance mechanism for the implementation of the EU climate objectives and commitments under 
the Paris Agreement based on planning, reporting and verification. Member states should develop 
and submit an integrated national energy and climate plan, as well as a long-term strategy. Every 
second year they should report on implementation of the plans in a Biennial progress report. 
Member states should annually report a greenhouse gas inventory to track progress of emission 
reductions. Reporting to the EU serves two purposes, both for the EU to monitor progress within 
the EU, and also to compile the EU´s reports to the United Nations Framework Convention on 
Climate Change (UNFCCC) (EU, 2018b). The European Commission monitors and assesses the 
progress of each member state as well as for the EU as a whole. At the European Commission, the 
DG CLIMA is leading the Commission´s work on climate change and implementation of policies 
and legislation to achieve the objectives of the Green Deal (European Commission, 2021).  

The European Environment Agency (EEA) is responsible for coordinating and managing the 
reporting for the EU and receives member states climate reporting (European Commission, 2022). 
EEA hosts the digital reporting platform Reportnet, which is used for environmental reporting in 
the EU. This means that it is not only climate data that is reported to Reportnet, but also other types 
of environmental information. Reportnet has been in operational use since 2002. In 2018, a third 
version (Reportnet 3.0) was initiated in order to improve e-reporting by taking advantage of more 
advanced IT solutions (EEA, 2017; Eionet, 2021). Implementation of Reportnet 3.0 is carried out 
successively in accordance with reporting cycles and commitment periods on different 
environmental reporting. Some of the climate reporting has been submitted to Reportnet 3.0, and 
some will be implemented 2023. The aim of Reportnet 3.0 is to modernize e-reporting and to make 
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exchange of environmental data more efficient. The Business vision of Reportnet 3.0 is that it should 
simplify and streamline data flows across environmental domains and act as a central hub for e-
reporting activities. It aims to improve effectiveness, efficiency, and coherence and to make use of 
new technologies to deliver the ambition and goals by the European Commission (Kampa, 2018). 

Affordances of Reportnet  

Based on an inductive analysis of the interviews, affordances of Reportnet were identified. The key 
affordances of Reportnet are presented in Table 2, and explained and discussed in the text below. 

Table 2: Affordances of Reportnet  

Area Affordance 

Submission Efficient & secure submission of reports which can be 
semi-automated 

Quality controls Rigorous and automated quality controls ensure 
information quality  

Compliance Reportnet facilitates compliance with reporting 
requirements and assessment of compliance with climate 

legislation 

Monitoring Data in Reportnet is used for monitoring and evaluation  

Transparency Reportnet facilitates a transparent and traceable reporting 
process and access to reports 

Communication 
& visualization 

Reporting formats enable visualization of data. 
Database-website integration enables real-time 

visualization of data. 

Submission of reports 

According to one of the respondents at the EEA (R2), the main difference between the old reporting 
system and the new is that the EEA is not collecting templates anymore but focus on the data. 
Previously, countries would use templates that would be uploaded to the EEA, who would take the 
data out and put it into a database.  

“With Reportnet 3.0, a country can either type directly into the interface of Reportnet 3.0, they 
can take a filled-out template and upload the data to the data schema, or they can connect their national 
database to the system and pull the data automatically. But when they press the button to deliver to us, 
the data goes straight into the database. We don´t keep whatever format the data are submitted in" (R2).   

In this way, there are not manual operations in the transfer of reports that can introduce errors 
and be inefficient (R2). The reporter from Sweden (R4) said that by uploading the data directly into 
the EEA`s database, it is more secure also for them because it reduces the risk of loss of integrity of 
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the data. One respondent (R11) thought that the new procedures were rather a burden because they 
had to use new templates. Based on the submissions from the member states, Reportnet 
automatically calculates an aggregated dataset for the EU as a whole. The aggregated EU data set is 
used both for analysis in the EU, but also for obligations for the EU to report its´ greenhouse gas 
inventory to the UNFCCC (United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change).  

Ensuring information quality through rigorous quality controls 

When member states submit their greenhouse gas inventories with statistical data, there is an 
extensive QA/QC process (Quality Assurance and Quality Controls). Member states do QA/QC 
before submitting their inventories to the EEA, and then EEA do QA/QC and review member states 
inventories before the EU then submits its inventory to the UNFCCC (EEA 2). Some of the QA/QC 
are embedded in Reportnet (R3). According to the expert at EEA (R2), when a country submits their 
data to the EEA, the QA/QC automatically performs several checks on the data that can trigger 
warnings, errors messages and blockers. The interface guides users through a process of uploading 
the data, validating the data, and correcting eventual errors. The automatic quality controls are 
designed based on expertise on what are reasonable values. When the EEA sets up a dataflow, they 
define what parameters there should be for each field and what kind of error breaking these 
parameters should be (R2). The quality controls check primarily completeness, if correct notation 
keys are used, time series inconsistencies (R5), and if numbers are added correctly (R9). After the 
automated quality checks in Reportnet, expert reviews are carried out. The expert reviewers assess 
the reports related to reporting guidelines. They verify information quality and assess if estimations 
are reasonable. A digital tool is used that applies so called implied emission factors, which compares 
emissions in a particular sector between countries (R12).  

One of the reporters (R10) said that the QA/QC helped them to identify errors and mistakes. 
Another reporter (R5) appreciated that they could see the errors directly. One of the reporters (R9) 
pointed out that many countries have also developed QA/QC systems and argued that 

“Because there could be thousands of rows, thousands of cells of data, it is difficult to find the 
mistake without automating it" (R9). 

However, the experience with the quality controls differs between reports. One respondent (R6) 
thought that they could be cumbersome for large tables with many errors. Security was also 
emphasized, to ensure that there is no hacker attack that manipulate the numbers (R8). 

Compliance 

Reporting requirements in legal directives and regulations are transferred into specifications that 
are implemented in Reportnet, which thereby facilitates compliance with regulations. One of the 
respondents at the EEA (R2) said that the schemas and the quality checks were a direct 
implementation of the Governance Regulation, and that Reportnet works as a conduit for the 
countries to report according to legislation. Some of the reporters (R6, R8, R11) also highlighted that 
Reportnet made it easier to follow reporting requirements in legislation. On the question whether 
Reportnet and reporting would impact climate policy at national level, respondent R8 said that the 
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Commission assesses compliance based on the data reported. Respondent R10 said that it has had 
some effect on a higher level, because the ministry and the government need to be involved, they 
might have thought more about it. Another respondent (R7) said that the next step would be to use 
the reports more in policy making.  

“In reality, the reports provide a lot of information that one requires for policy making. And this 
is also why we do these reports. We use a lot of the data we produce for the reporting for policy makers. 
The next step is for people to become more familiar with these reports and use them on a more regular 
basis in the policy making process.” (R7). 

Monitoring of emissions, policy implementation and performance 

There are reporting from EU member states on emissions, as well as on policies, measures, and 
projections. In that way there is both a monitoring of emissions, as well as monitoring of compliance 
with EU climate legislation and evaluation of progress on climate goals. Progress monitoring is done 
both at the level of individual legislative instrument and more broadly (R2). According to the 
respondent at the EEA (R2), the European Commission can access the data on the Reportnet 3.0 
public site, and the EEA also supply them with data after the QA/QC process is completed. For 
some dataflows the Commission is also an observer within the system. According to one of the 
respondents (R4), the national climate and energy plans and follow up reports, along with emission 
data, enable for the Commission to compare the development over time, evaluate progress and 
analyze scenarios and effects of policy instruments, and Reportnet will be the source for that 
information. As the respondent at DG CLIMA (R1) argued; monitoring, reporting and verification 
is an important pillar of the Governance Regulation and is a governance mechanism that will ensure 
the implementation of the EU´s climate objectives. 

“It is the very core of climate policy. When you try to regulate a sector, you always start by 
monitoring and reporting because you can´t regulate what you don´t measure. Then there is also 
reporting on policies, measures, and projections. A lot of the reporting is really about the how. The how 
is what makes the target credible. One of the issues in general with policies is that defining targets is not 
that difficult. What way more matters is what you put into account, so that you have some guarantees 
that you are going to reach those targets” (R1). 

According to the respondent at DG CLIMA (R1), EEA first does some analysis based on reported 
data and then the Commission is adding an additional layer to the analysis in evaluation of member 
states reports. Then they evaluate how the member states´ national plans are adding up and compare 
that to the targets and where additional measures are needed. In that way, the reporting functions 
as a feedback loop. The respondent (R1) noted that a challenge in this task is not primarily a lack of 
information, but how information is presented. The information should be presented in a way so 
that gaps and needs for measures, as well as what measures have been successful can be identified 
easily. The respondent (R1) argued that not just the Commission, but also the EEA, EU member 
states and other stakeholders could be better at presenting information in various useful ways. 
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Transparency 

An important aim of reporting is transparency, and this is also strongly emphasized by the EU. 
According to the expert at the EEA (R2), they publish the data on their website, even before the 
quality checks start, unless some country chose to hide their data for confidentiality reasons. In that 
way, various stakeholders can follow the process from submission of member state reports to an 
aggregated EU data set, which makes it transparent and traceable, which also facilitates 
accountability. The respondent further said that MRV (monitoring, reporting and verification) is 
foundational for the EEA´s mission, ambition, and strategy; to support policy making with 
actionable knowledge based on trustworthy data (R2). One of the reporters (R7) expressed that 
Reportnet 2.0 had been useful from an information access perspective in that they could just give 
the link to the report to those who asked for it. The respondent further emphasized that Reportnet 
3.0 should not just be a repository, but a more intelligent tool to access and use information 

“I hope that eventually we can move towards a system where we don´t necessarily submit one 
big, massive pdf report that you can only read if you download the whole document, but rather smaller 
reports for different sectors separately. And then, when someone wants to investigate this library, instead 
of going into the whole massive reports, you just go directly to the chapters you are interested in” (R7). 

Communication and visualization of information 

With large volumes of information, visualization is used to make data more comprehensible. A new 
EU climate and energy website has recently been developed (EEA, 2022a), which shows progress of 
each member state´s emissions, energy consumption and projections, related to the EU targets. The 
website is integrated with Reportnet, and when the data in Reportnet is updated after the QC, 
visualizations on the website should update automatically (R2). On the EEA website there is also a 
tool to visualize emission data (EEA, 2022b). It shows the development of emissions over time, and 
trends in individual sectors or gases can be explored. 

“the inventory data set is so enormous so a viewer like this is really useful to identify and 
download a share of the data set rather than the whole thing. It is important not just to be able to access 
the data but also to find out what the data is showing” (R2). 

Another visualization is of policies, measures, and projections of emission reductions (EEA, 
2022c). According to the respondent at the EEA (R2), even though it is qualitative reporting, because 
it is broken into fields in the reporting schema in Reportnet, it enables them to make it navigable in 
a database and make visualizations. As R2 further explicated, reporting can be seen as a data value 
chain, where submission of data is on one side of the value chain and communication of the data is 
on the other end of the value chain, with data management and QA/QC checks in the middle.  

Discussion 

This section applies key concepts from affordance theory in a discussion of the findings and relates 
the findings to selected literature in digital governance on e-reporting.  
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This study has found that Reportnet has affordances related to qualities of governance, within 
the areas of transparency, compliance, monitoring, and communication & visualization of 
government actions and progress. The study further found affordances related to the reporting 
process, where digital capabilities enabling automated quality controls and semi-automated 
submissions make the process more efficient and ensures information quality. Trustworthy 
information that is accurate, timely, and complete is the basis for data-driven governance, and 
processes and IT functions that facilitates this will also contribute to governance. The affordances 
that were found also resonates with what has been highlighted in previous research, which is an 
interesting finding as the literature review was done in parallel to the empirical investigation and 
was not used as a pre-understanding for the interviews. The digital governance literature on e-
reporting in Section 2, suggests that e-reporting has affordances that enable improved transparency 
and accountability (Filipovic et al., 2018; Ghani & Said, 2010; Soverchia, 2015), communication of 
government performance (Kloby, 2012), improved efficiency (Schleidt, 2013) and information 
quality (Lewis et al., 2014) and support assessment of compliance (Siedschlag, 2011). The literature 
further emphasizes the importance of presenting information in meaningful ways (Lee, 2004). 
Reporting formats in Reportnet facilitates visualization of information and it is also integrated with 
a website which visualizes data in Reportnet. However, there is still a potential for further re-use of 
the information reported. The reports contain a lot of information that is useful for policy making, 
societal debate, learning among member states, and innovation. More possibilities to utilize digital 
technologies for analysis and presentation for different purposes should be explored, for instance as 
the respondent (R1) from the European Commission suggested, to clearly show gaps, needs for 
action, and success. The information reported is also a valuable source that, connected to the EU´s 
work on the strategy for data and Digital Europe, could support climate positive innovation and 
stakeholder engagement. The suggestion by one of the respondents (R7) to enhance the re-usability 
of the information in Reportnet should also be further investigated. These suggestions could be seen 
as potential affordances of the information, but which requires system development to be actualized. 
Central to actualization of affordances in areas of qualities of governance, related to transparency, 
compliance, and communication of performance, depends on facilities to make the information 
reported re-usable and actionable.  

Reportnet has functionalities that enable different affordances which can be actualized when they 
are enacted. Actualization of affordances is affected by contextual differences, such as social, 
cultural, technological, economic, and organizational factors, as well as capabilities of users (Thapa 
& Sein, 2018; Volkoff & Strong, 2017). Therefore, there might be differences in actualization of 
affordances among member states. Some of the reporters (R4, R6, R10) expressed appreciation of the 
training that had been organized when Reportnet 3.0 was implemented. The training organized 
during the implementation of Reportnet 3.0 enhance the capability of users, and thereby increase 
the likelihood of actualization of affordances. The general experience by the reporters were also that 
Reportnet is easy to use, even though Reportnet 3.0 currently has some ‘child diseases’ (R7). 
Different stakeholders may also perceive and emphasize different affordances, which is important 
to consider in further system development.  

The Paris Agreement implies expectations that countries make voluntary climate commitments. 
What measures countries take and what legal and institutional arrangement they establish differ. 
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EU offers a supranational level with legislative power, which thereby has enforcement capabilities 
which can also ensure that the EU delivers according to its international commitments. The reporting 
from EU member states to the EU serves two purposes, both to assess compliance with EU 
legislation, and to be the basis for EU´s international reporting to the UNFCCC. Reportnet facilitates 
both tasks, and the reporting to the EU is also in alignment with international standardization and 
agreements. Although reporting to the UNFCCC is standardized, the EU offers yet another level of 
standardization. For instance, the quality controls at EU level are stricter compared to the UN level.  

Affordance theory has been useful for identifying and classifying affordances of digital 
technologies in reporting in an EU supranational climate governance context, and is also related to 
a global governance context within the UNFCCC. However, the theory was found to be on a quite 
general level. It has been difficult to estimate to what degree capabilities of digital technologies are 
utilized and affordances are actualized. Research in digital governance could benefit from 
complementing affordance theory by some framework that can also reveal the degree of 
actualization of affordances. Affordance theory has traditionally been applied in the direct 
interaction between user and information system. This paper contextualizes this in a governance 
context. A suggestion is a further theoretical discussion on the applicability of affordance theory on 
the possibilities of digital technologies in a digital governance context. This includes multiple levels, 
from direct use of IT systems to the contribution of their effects on a more strategic level.  

Conclusions 

This paper contributes an overview of affordances of e-reporting based on the case of the EU 
reporting platform Reportnet in a supranational climate governance context. In doing so, it informs 
the discussion on the role of digital technologies in the global governance of critical societal 
challenges and implementation of the SDGs. The six key affordances of Reportnet identified in this 
study are in the areas of submission, quality controls, compliance, monitoring, transparency, and 
communication & visualization. Semi-automated tasks and standardization contribute to more 
efficient and secure reporting processes, better information quality, and enable interpretation and 
analyses of the reported data. The main areas for improvements were found to be further use, 
analysis, and communication of the information, to improve its usefulness for climate policy 
processes, as well as for innovation and societal discourse. 

Implications 

Research: The paper contributes to the digital governance field with knowledge on the 
possibilities of digital technologies in reporting in a supranational governance context, which is also 
related to a global governance context. It highlights how digital technologies can support 
implementation of policy objectives, in particular climate goals and evaluation of climate policy 
implementation. The use of affordance theory in a societal governance context is novel and connects 
affordances that occur in the use of a system with organizational goals (digitalization strategies) and 
societal goals (climate policy). 
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Further research could investigate how information in Reportnet could be made actionable and 
facilitate re-use in policy processes. It has been argued that more research is needed on the role of 
digital technologies in monitoring and policy evaluation (Bürgin, 2021) as well as on the interaction 
between digitalization and political transformation (Hochtl et al., 2016). A suggestion is a deeper 
analysis of the effects of actualized affordances (Strong et al., 2014) of Reportnet and related IT 
artefacts on policy processes, at both national and EU level. 

Practice: The paper provides insights on how Reportnet is experienced by various users, and 
some suggestions are made on further improvements. In particular, emphasis should be on making 
the information useful, with the aim to further inspire climate action by various stakeholders and 
thereby enhance implementation of climate policy.   
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Abstract: Many governments have published their data on the web with the goals of improving 
transparency and stimulating innovation, among others. In order to achieve these goals, users 
must be able to discover and understand these Open Government Data (OGD). The use of semantic 
annotation has been proven in previous studies to be effective in meeting this need. Yet, the 
process of annotating data remains an open challenge. Although efforts have been made in recent 
years to simplify this process, there is still a lack of semantic annotation tools that integrate 
well with OGD portals. To this end, we present ODSAG (Open Data Semantic Annotation and 
Graph), a chrome extension that can be easily interoperable with any OGD portal, automatically 
annotates an open dataset and creates graphs from it. 

Keywords: Open Government Data, Discoverability, Understanding, Semantic Annotation, 
Knowledge Graph. 
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Introduction 

Around the world, many governments have implemented Open Government Data (OGD) policies 
to make their data more accessible and usable by the public (Attard et al., 2015). The release of these 
data is most often motivated by values that include improving government transparency (Bertot et 
al., 2010) and stimulating innovation (Davies, 2010; Johnson and Robinson, 2014). However, there is 
still a number of barriers that prevent various OGD initiatives from reaching their full potential 
(Attard et al., 2015). Among these challenges are discoverability and understanding (Cutrona et al., 
2021; Křemen and Nečaský, 2019; Polleres et al., 2017). Indeed, before being able to use the data, 
consumers must be able to find data relevant to their needs (discoverability) (Křemen and Nečaský, 
2019). Once they discover the relevant data, they must be able to understand the metadata and 
content of the data in order to exploit it, such as for data integration, data cleaning, data mining, 
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machine learning and knowledge discovery tasks (understanding) (Cutrona et al., 2021; Polleres et 
al., 2017). 

The use of semantic annotation and Linked Open Data (LOD) has been proven in previous studies 
(Beno et al., 2019; Bizer et al., 2009; Křemen and Nečaský, 2019) to be efficient in solving the 
mentioned challenges. Semantic annotation is the process of assigning semantic tags from 
Knowledge Graphs (KGs) (e.g., Wikidata, DBpedia) to data items (Cutrona et al., 2021). It mainly 
consists of the following tasks (see Figure 1): (1) Column Type Annotation (CTA) which involves 
assigning a semantic type (e.g., a Wikidata class) to each column (see green color), (2) Cell Entity 
Annotation (CEA) which involves mapping each cell to an entity in KG (see magenta color) and (3) 
Column Property Annotation (CPA) which involves assigning a property or predicate in KG to the 
relation between two columns (see blue color). Although the benefits of semantically annotated data 
have been widely recognized, there is still a vast number of datasets without any semantic 
annotation being published on open data portals every day, probably because adding semantic 
annotations to data is a laborious, error-prone, challenging task for publishers (Beno et al., 2019) and 
also because the majority of existing tools are not capable of automating the process and being both 
interoperable with open data portals. Therefore, our research question is as follows: "How to design 
a tool that supports semantic annotation of OGD?" 

Figure 6: Semantic annotation using a COVID data2 from the Namur (Belgium) open data portal. Tabular 
data (black) is annotated with properties (blue), entities (magenta), and types (green) using Wikidata. 

 

The methodology used to answer the research question is structured in three parts. First, we 
identify, through existing tools, a list of requirements that should be included in a tool that can 
facilitate the semantic annotation of OGD. Then, we implement these requirements in the tool called 
ODSAG (Open Data Semantic Annotation and Graph). ODSAG has been implemented as a 
chrome extension that can be easily interoperable with any OGD portal, automatically annotates 
open data and creates graphs from the annotated data. Finally, we evaluate its effectiveness using a 
COVID dataset available on the Namur, Belgium portal. The target users of ODSAG are primarily 
publishers who can use the tool to annotate their data before publishing them, but can also be 

                                                      
2 https://rb.gy/xigrww 
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extended to data analysts who can use the tool to self-annotate unannotated datasets found on OGD 
portals to improve their understanding before using them.  

The rest of this paper is divided into four main sections. Section 2 explores existing tools for 
semantic data annotation. Section 3 presents the requirements identified to support OGD semantic 
annotation. Section 4 describes the proposed ODSAG prototype. Section 5 describes the 
implementation of ODSAG and demonstrates a use case. Finally, Section 6 provides a conclusion 
that summarizes the contributions of this paper and proposes some directions for future work.  

Related Work 

Open data on the web still has a high level of heterogeneity, lack of metadata and lack of 
interoperability, making it difficult to explore and understand. Unfortunately, many data producers 
are not familiar with LOD technologies and are not willing to invest time to integrate their data with 
KGs (semantic annotation). To address these gaps, many tools have been proposed. Reviewing each 
of them would beyond the scope of this paper. We have focused here on the most recent or most 
cited tools in the literature: OpenRefine3, SemanticBot (Moreau et al., 2019), Odalic (Knap, 2017), 
DataGraft (Roman et al., 2016), MantisTable (Cremaschi et al., 2020), Mtab (Nguyen et al., 2021), 
JenTab (Abdelmageed and Schindler, 2021). Table 1 presents the reviewed tools according to the 
following criteria: annotation method (C1), data pre-processing capability (C2), subject-column 
detection capability (C3), semantic annotation (C4), technologies based on (C5), KGs or ontologies 
used (C6), graph generation capability (C7), export capability (C8) and interoperability capability 
with open data portals (C9). Table 1 also provides a comparison with the proposed tool, ODSAG. 

Table 2: List of reviewd tools for semantic annotation. SA = Semi-Automatic, M = Manual, A = Automatic, 
N = No, Y =Yes and N/A = Not Applicable. 

Tools Criteria 

C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8 C9 

CTA CEA CPA 

SemanticBot  SA N Y Y N Y N/A DBpedia 
YAGO 
LOV 

Y Y Ope
nDat
aSoft 

OpenRefine SA Y N N Y Y N/A Wikidata N Y N/A 

Odalic  A N N Y Y N TableMin
er+  

Wikidata 
DBpedia 

N Y N/A 

DataGraft  M N N Y Y N Grafteriz
er 

 N N N/A 

                                                      
3 https://openrefine.org/ 
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MantisTable  A Y Y Y Y Y N/A Wikidata 
DBpedia 

N N N/A 

Mtab A Y Y Y Y Y N/A Wikidata 
DBpedia 

N N N/A 

JenTab  A Y Y Y Y Y N/A Wikidata 
DBpedia 

N N N/A 

ODSAG  A Y Y Y Y Y Mantista
ble 
Mtab 

Wikidata Y N All 

Referring to Table 1, none of the reviewed tools is able to be both interoperable with open data 
portals, automatically annotate data, and generate graph from the annotated data. This justifies the 
need for our ODSAG tool, which, compared to the other tools, can satisfy all these features. 

Identification of Requirements to Support Semantic 
Annotation of Open Data  

Based on the tools reviewed in Section 2, we are able to identify the list of requirements that a 
tool might have to support semantic annotation of open data. The identified requirements are a 
summary of existing features in the reviewed tools (see Table 2).  

Table 3: List of requirements identified to support semantic annotation of open data. 

No Requirements 

R1 Facilitate the selection of data from OGD portals 

R2 Provide a pre-processing of selected data 

R3 Provide a subject column detection. This feature will allow to identify the main column and 
not to use the first column as the main column every time. 

R4 Provide an automatic annotation of data (including CEA, CPA and CTA) 

R5 Facilitate the export of the annotated data 

R6 Generate a graph of the annotated data 

R7 Easy to use and install  

Once the requirements are identified, we implement them in a tool that we will present in the 
next section. 

ODSAG Prototype 
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This section describes our proposed ODSAG prototype, which aims to address the shortcomings 
mentioned in the previously discussed tools and to incorporate the identified requirements in 
Section 3. Instead of starting from scratch, the ODSAG prototype integrates an existing automatic 
semantic table annotation tool Mtab (Nguyen et al., 2021) into its process and then enhances it (1) to 
make it interoperable with any open data portal and (2) to generate graphs from the annotated data. 
Figure 2 presents an overview of the prototype which consists of 4 steps: 1) dataset selection; 2) data 
pre-processing; 3) semantic annotation and 4) graph generation. The following paragraphs describe 
each of these steps in more detail. 

Figure 7: Overview of ODSAG prototype 

 

 During the dataset selection step, ODSAG takes as input an URL to access a dataset in Excel, 
CSV or JSON format on any open data portal (e.g., CKAN, OpenDataSoft, Socrata, DKAN) or on the 
user's computer (section (a) of Figure 3). Unlike SemanticBot (Bizer et al., 2009), ODSAG allows users 
to interact with any open data portal (R1). 

 During the data pre-processing step, ODSAG removes all numeric columns (except columns 
containing postal code, NSI code, etc., which have a match in Wikidata), as well as geographic 
columns (R2), because currently most numeric and geographic values in datasets available on open 
data portals (e.g., the number of cases column in the COVID data) do not have a match in the used 
KG: Wikidata (section (b) of Figure 3).  

 The semantic annotation step aims at enabling users to automatically annotate an open dataset 
(section (c) of Figure 3). This step is divided into two sub-steps: the detection of the subject column 
(i.e., the column that is likely to have the most relations with the other columns) (R3) and the 
generation of CEA, CPA and CTA (R4). For the subject column detection, we use the procedure 
described in MantisTable (Cremaschi et al., 2020). This process starts by determining the literal 
columns (e.g., address, phone number, color, URL) using regular expressions. Once this step is 
complete, the system chooses from the remaining columns (called named entity columns) the subject 
column based on different statistic features, such as average number of words in each cell, fraction 
of empty cells in the column, fraction of cells with unique content and distance from the first named 
entity column (Cremaschi et al., 2020). More details on the subject column detection can be found in 
(Cremaschi et al., 2020). Once the subject column detection step is complete, we rely on Mtab to 
automatically generate the CEA, CPA and CTA. The mapping process in Mtab is done in three steps. 
Step 1 involves generating Wikidata resources using the Wikidata entity dump and history 
revisions, as well as creating two indexes for fuzzy entity search and fuzzy statement search. In Step 
2, the fuzzy entity search is used to find relevant entity candidates for each cell in the table. Fuzzy 
statement search is used to handle the ambiguity of the table cells and consists of using the values 
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of two cells in the same row to determine if there is a statement (relation) between them. In the end, 
only the entity candidates for which there is a relationship between the cells are retained. In Step 3, 
for each retained entity candidate, the system calculates a value matching (which depends on the 
statement similarities of each candidate and the other cells in that row) and keeps only the entity 
candidate with the highest value. Once all CEA are assigned, CPA are retrieved by aggregating all 
properties of statement candidates in the same rows, and then using majority voting to select the 
CPA annotations. For CTA annotations, we get the direct types from the CEA annotations in a 
column and vote for the majority types to get the CTA annotations. More details about each step of 
MTab can be found in (Nguyen et al., 2021). Our contribution in this step is that we have combined 
the strengths of MantisTable and MTab to perform both sub-steps. MTab does not offer a methodical 
subject column detection but has excellent results for semantic annotation and MantisTable does not 
offer excellent results for semantic annotation like MTab but has a consistent subject column 
detection.  

During the graph generation step, ODSAG automatically creates two graphs (minimal graph and 
full graph) from the annotated data (R6). In the minimal graph, only the CTA and CPA are taken 
into account. CTA are represented as nodes and CPA as links connecting the subject column to other 
nodes (section (d) of Figure 3). This graph allows users to visualize the relations (CPA) between the 
subject column and other columns (CTA). The full graph, on the other hand, is an extended version 
of the minimal graph and includes all the information of the annotated data: CEA, CTA and CPA. 
CTA and CEA are represented as nodes and CPA as links connecting the subject column (resp. CEA 
of subject column) with other CTA (resp. CEA of other CTA) (section (e) of Figure 3). This graph 
allows users to visualize the relations between data content items and column names and to discover 
hidden relations between them. Both generated graphs are interactive, so users can move the nodes 
and discover relations between elements in a more readable way. The nodes in the graph are also 
clickable, allowing users to get more details about each entity if needed. Unlike some previous 
studies presented in Section 2 that  generate only the minimal graph, ODSAG generates a full graph 
that helps users to better explore the relations between cell values (CEA). 

Implementation and Demonstration 

In this section, we briefly explain the implementation of the ODSAG prototype (which source 
code is available on GitHub4 and show a use case of the prototype.  

Regarding the implementation, in order to provide a tool that is easy to install and use and that 
is interoperable with any open data portal (R7), we chose to implement: (1) a chrome extension that 
users can interact with (frontend) and (2) a django web application that is used to interact between 
the chrome extension and Mtab which can be hosted online or locally (backend). 

                                                      
4 https://github.com/chokkipaterne/odsag 
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Figure 8: Screenshots of ODSAG using a COVID Dataset from the Namur portal. 

 

Figure 3 illustrates an example of annotation and graphs generated by ODSAG when using the 
COVID2 open dataset available on the Namur (Belgium) portal. This portal was chosen as it is the 
most advanced portal in Wallonia (Belgium) and access with key stakeholders of this portal was 
possible (useful to evaluate later the direct integration of the tool to a portal). In order to annotate a 
dataset, the user must first load the extension in the chrome extensions (only for the first run). Then, 
as shown in section (a) of Figure 3, he/she has to go to any open data portal, copy the URL link of 
the desired open dataset and paste it into the ODSAG URL field, then click on “Generate” button. 
The system removes the numeric columns (“Nbre de cas”, “Nombre de cas minimum”) and 
geographic columns (“limite communale”, “geo_point_2d”) from the selected dataset (section (b) of 
Figure 3). A few seconds later, the system generates the annotated data and returns it as a table and 
graphs. Section (c) of Figure 3 shows the annotated data in table form where the type row includes 
the semantic tags associated with the name of each column (CTA). The property row includes the 
semantic tags associated with the relation between the subject column (tx_descr_fr) and the other 
columns. The entity annotations are in red and located below the table cell values. For example, the 
cell values “Anhée” and “Arrondissement de Dinant” have been respectively mapped to the entities 
Q545889 “Anhée” and Q93740 “Arrondissement of Dinant” (CEA), the column tx_descr_fr was 
associated with the class Q493522 “Municipality of Belgium” (CTA) and the system detects a 
property P131 “located in the administrative territory entity” between the column tx_descr_fr and 
tx_adm_dstr_descr_fr. Section (d) of Figure 3 shows the minimal graph. The subject column in this 
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graph is represented by a light blue color, the CTA are represented by a dark blue color and the CPA 
are represented by the black links. Section (e) of Figure 3 shows the full graph. The subject column 
is represented by an orange color, the CTA are represented by a light blue color, the CEA are 
represented by a dark blue color and the CPA are represented by the black links. 

Conclusion and Future Work 

The aim of this paper was to facilitate the semantic annotation of open data in order to improve 
its discoverability and understanding. To achieve that goal, we first identified a list of 7 requirements 
that need to be implemented in a tool to facilitate semantic annotation of open data (see Table 2). 
Then, we implemented these requirements in a tool called ODSAG (Open Data Semantic Annotation 
and Graph) and its effectiveness was evaluated with a COVID data from the Namur (Belgium) 
portal.  

This research contributes to theory by proposing a list of requirements that need to be 
implemented in a tool to facilitate semantic annotation of open data (see Table 2). It also provides a 
comparative table highlighting the strengths and weaknesses of some existing semantic annotation 
tools used in the literature (see Table 1). This research also contributes to practice by implementing 
the identified requirements in a tool and providing the source code of the tool. This can be used as 
a starting point for developers to create their tool to facilitate semantic annotation of open data or to 
improve the prototype. However, this research has two main limitations that will need to be 
addressed in future work: the non-validation of the identified requirements and the non-evaluation 
of the proposed with the stakeholders (publishers and data analysts).  

In the near future, we plan to validate the identified requirements, to test our prototype with 
other datasets and stakeholders, compare it with other existing tools, and extend the prototype with 
additional features, such as (1) integrating annotation of numerical and geographical columns, (2) 
integrating additional knowledge graphs such as DBPedia, LOV, Geonames and YAGO to improve 
the annotation and (3) generating a RDF file of the annotated open dataset for use in Linked Open 
Data. 
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Abstract: There is a huge interest by stakeholders in the potentials of eHealth. Accordingly, there 
is a strong demand from donors, and other stakeholders for eHealth research outputs to address 
infrastructural, policy, and human challenges. The BETTEReHEALTH project explores 
infrastructure, policy, and human factors impacting eHealth in Ethiopia, Ghana, Malawi, and 
Tunisia. This study applies the National eHealth Strategy Toolkit introduced by WHO and ITU to 
assess the conformity of the research landscape and research priorities of these countries with 
the building blocks defined in the toolkit. The status of ICT, policy, and human factors of partner 
countries indicates that there is a serious lack of policies and skilled workers along with 
infrastructural challenges. Collected data revealed that Infrastructure-Policy-Human is a 
fundamental triangle for successful eHealth implementation while Ethiopia, Ghana, Malawi, and 
Tunisia, as a sample representing Africa, suffer from lack of policies the most both at the 
governmental and research communal level. 

Keywords: eHealth, Infrastructure, Policy, Human Factor, BETTEReHEALTH 

Track: Digital transformation in the public sector 

Introduction 

There is a huge interest by local, national, and international actors in harnessing the potentials of 
eHealth in providing solutions and enhancing the quality and safety of health care delivery at 
different levels, particularly in the context of developing countries. Accordingly, there is a strong 
interest and demand from donors, consumers, and other stakeholders for research outputs that 
enable them to explore and address technical, human, policy, structural, and cultural challenges in 
implementing eHealth initiatives for the purpose of tackling health service challenges (e.g. lack of 
holistic, standardized, and interoperable systems) and improving performance, decision making 
and communication capabilities of health professionals at different levels (Synnot et al., 2018). As 
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such, there should be cooperation and coordination between the actors to avoid isolated adaptation 
and non-interoperable implementation of eHealth systems. For instance, in Low and Middle-Income 
Countries (LMICs), or in other words, in developing countries, most of the time the standardization 
is left far behind from the fast-growing implementation, resulting in less effective isolated healthcare 
systems (Egwar & Nabukenya, 2018). On the one hand, eHealth systems are dependent on two 
fundamental factors of health and information and communication technologies (ICT) which both 
require knowledge, coordination, and communication. On the other hand, clinical discoveries and 
ICT are changing rapidly and far outpacing the eHealth research due to the fact that the process of 
submitting a grant, designing, conducting the research, analyzing the data, and publishing the 
results takes a way longer time (Baker et al., 2014). Hence, lack of a unified holistic view over the 
status of the body of knowledge and strategic alignment of health and ICT will impact technical 
infrastructure implementation, legislation, service accessibility, sociocultural factors, and financial 
resources (Olu et al., 2019). As a result, a continuous eHealth research approach that perceives the 
ever-changing technological, scientific, and e-social environment is vital for the successful 
implementation of eHealth (Baker et al., 2014). 

Considering the importance of research outputs for the involved parties and considering the 
significance of the status of the body of knowledge for an appropriate eHealth implementation, this 
study aims to explore the eHealth research status of four developing African countries that are part 
of the BETTEReHEALTH project (https://betterehealth.eu/) to provide implications for the 
coordination of stakeholders. This project addresses three strategic areas of public policy, technical 
factors, and human factors for the successful deployment, development, and implementation of 
eHealth in the partner countries of Ethiopia, Ghana, Malawi, and Tunisia. BETTEReHEALTH is a 
2021-2023 project and is funded by European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation 
program under grant agreement No 101017450 (Norwegian Center for eHealth Research, 2021). This 
project includes 11 members from 7 countries, which are the Norwegian Center for eHealth 
Research, Norwegian Foundation for Industrial and Technical Research (SINTEF), University of 
South-Eastern Norway, Belgian company of Establissements Lievens Lanckman, University of Oslo, 
Tunisian company of Cluster Sfax Health Tech, Ghana Health Service, Jimma University, University 
of Gondar, Health Information Systems Program in Malawi, and Helder Resultaat which is based in 
the Netherlands (Norwegian Center for eHealth Research, 2021). 

Since the environment challenges the eHealth research, researchers need to consider the 
interdisciplinary collaboration of environmental factors and the ideals of stakeholders that govern 
the research (Sjöström et al., 2014). Accordingly, this study applies the National eHealth Strategy 
Toolkit introduced by WHO and the International Telecommunications Union (ITU) to assess the 
conformity of the research landscape and research priorities of the partner countries with the 
building blocks defined in the aforementioned toolkit. This toolkit categorizes the necessary 
building blocks of eHealth into seven groups (1-Leadership and Governance; 2-Strategy and 
Investment; 3-Services and Applications; 4-Infrastructure; 5-Standards and Interoperability; 6-
Legislation, Policy, and Compliance; 7-Workforce) (Norwegian Center for eHealth Research, 2021). 
In this regard, an online survey has been designed and used to collect researchers' opinions for 
understanding the research agenda, research priorities, and research topics of eHealth researchers 
and research groups in Ethiopia, Ghana, Malawi, and Tunisia. This survey will be used as input to 
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report the state of eHealth research in African partner countries of the BETTEReHEALTH project 
and improve their health outcomes through better implementation of eHealth. 

eHealth is here defined as the use of systems and ICTs that support healthcare service provision, 
delivery, and management activities, resulting in a wide area of applications ranging from 
telemedicine to global research collaborations made possible via e-Infrastructures, worldwide 
systems of integrated advanced high-performance networking, and computing ICT (Jahangirian & 
Taylor, 2015). Eventually, this study scrutinizes the research landscape and research priorities of 
Ethiopia, Ghana, Malawi, and Tunisia to extract the untouched or neglected areas of research by the 
body of knowledge in the above-mentioned countries. Accordingly, areas of focus of assessment are 
policy, technical, and human factors in the framework of the toolkit introduced by WHO and ITU. 
Related data will be collected via an online survey that is sent to top research group members of 
these countries. Extracted data will be analyzed to answer the question “Which of these areas of 
research are not addressed at all or properly in Ethiopia, Ghana, Malawi, and Tunisia?”. In the rest 
of this study, background and literature review, methodology and approach, results, discussion, 
and conclusion and future work will be presented. 

Background and Literature Review 

eHealth was first ever defined in 1999 by Mitchell and referred to as an umbrella term embracing 
clinical, educational, and administrative purposes (Jahangirian & Taylor, 2015). Exploring eHealth 
definition development through the years via different lenses indicates that all of them unitedly 
emphasize the use of ICT in the health sector. For instance, from an eHealth-research perspective, 
the use of ICT in the health sector empowers researchers with global research collaboration 
opportunities (Jahangirian & Taylor, 2015). eHealth projects can have diverse goals, outcomes, 
technologies, and stakeholders ranging from remote monitoring, health information sharing, and 
learning to telemedicine and research (Jahangirian & Taylor, 2015). 

eHealth Building Blocks 

In 2012, a toolkit was introduced by WHO and ITU to help governments initiate, develop, or revise 
their eHealth approach, planning, and monitoring. The national eHealth strategy toolkit is defined 
as “a practical, comprehensive, step-by-step guide, directed chiefly towards the most relevant 
government departments and agencies, particularly ministries of health and ministries of 
information technology and communication” and can be customized based on local preferences 
(Norwegian Center for eHealth Research, 2021; World Health Organization and International 
Telecommunication Unit, 2012). This toolkit defines the seven essential building blocks of eHealth 
as in the following. Leadership and governance, strategy and investment, services and application, 
infrastructure, standards and interoperability, legislation, policy and compliance, and workforce. 
However, this study digs deeper into infrastructure, legislation, policy and compliance, and 
workforce due to the scope of focus. In this respect, infrastructure refers to essential hardware and 
software technologies that are used for sharing health information beyond the health sector 
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boundaries to improve healthcare and health information management. Moreover, legislation, 
policy, and compliance concern necessary regulations for the deployment and development of 
eHealth. These rules are meant to monitor access, privacy, storage, and sharing of health 
information. Finally, the workforce points to health information technology and healthcare workers 
who, respectively, design, develop, and implement eHealth projects, and use eHealth project 
outcomes to deliver healthcare (Norwegian Center for eHealth Research, 2021). 

eHealth Status in Ethiopia, Ghana, Malawi, and 
Tunisia 

First eHealth projects were implemented in Africa in the 1980s in the form of telediagnosis and 
clinical conferencing. Another example is the WHO eLearning programs provided freely for 
educational purposes in Africa. A 2015 study indicates that until then only 37 eHealth projects had 
been implemented in Africa with the help of 85 donors while Ethiopia, Ghana, Malawi, and Tunisia 
each had been, respectively, part of 11, 12, 5, and 9 projects (Jahangirian & Taylor, 2015). From these 
37 projects, 23 encompass health-related research goals while Ethiopia, Ghana, Malawi, and Tunisia 
each had been, respectively, part of 8, 8, 3, and 7 research projects (Jahangirian & Taylor, 2015). From 
these 23 health research projects, 16 had Internet, 6 Mobile phones, 5 Free and Open-Source 
Software, 3 Satellites, 3 Personal Digital Assistant, 2 Distributed Computation, 1 Cloud 
Computation, 1 Geographic Information System, and 1 Telephone as the core technology 
(Jahangirian & Taylor, 2015). This variation of participation and infrastructure in eHealth and 
eHealth research projects indicates that these four countries are a good sample to show the diversity 
of eHealth and eHealth research status across Africa. The Strength of BETTEReHEALTH is the 
diversity of the involved parties in Africa that together represent a holistic approach towards 
eHealth status in Africa. eHealth governance in Ethiopia is conducted by the Ministry of Health and 
Public Health Infrastructure Directorate, and in Ghana is conducted by an interagency body that 
includes the Ministerial Committee on eHealth and is chaired by the Ministry of Health. Moreover, 
Malawi conducts governance through the Ministry of Health and Population with the help of the 
Department for eGovernment in the Ministry of Informatics and Communication Technology. 
Finally, in Tunisia, the Ministry of Health is the governing body that gains help from the Tunisian 
Society of Telemedicine and eHealth, the National Authority for Protection of Personal Data, and 
the Ministry of Communication technologies. There are also private parties and donors that 
cooperate in the implementation of eHealth in all these four countries (Norwegian Center for 
eHealth Research, 2021). 

Regarding infrastructure, Ethiopia has provided the necessary ICT hardware and accessories at 
a country level while Ghana is trying to improve and coordinate its Information Systems and ICT 
infrastructure to overcome the poor quality of computing infrastructure in the public sector. In 
Malawi, a fiber network has been implemented as a communicational backbone for the future of 
mHealth, although frequent power outage is a challenge that has provoked the government to think 
of alternative sources of energy. Finally, in Tunisia, 51.5% of the households were connected to the 
Internet in 2019, and the adoption of ICT is heavily dependent on the users’ digital perception and 
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skills (Norwegian Center for eHealth Research, 2021). Regarding policy, unfortunately, there is no 
policy defining medical jurisdiction, liability, or reimbursement of eHealth services in any of these 
countries. Also, policies regarding patients’ safety and quality of care are only addressed indirectly 
in Tunisia. Concerning access equity policies, only Malawi and Tunisia have addressed it briefly. In 
respect of innovation, risk management, and e-service policies, only Tunisia has introduced 
responsible bodies, and none of the countries have policies addressing eHealth outcomes and 
clinical effectiveness (Norwegian Center for eHealth Research, 2021). Regarding the human factor, 
Ethiopia suffers lack of sufficient eHealth personnel, Ghana also has health staff with no competent 
eHealth skills. In Ghana, the high density of computerization is impacted by the loss of ICT 
professionality and training in the health sector. Malawi also lacks competent staff within the area 
of digital health but there are various related training programs at the university and college level 
and increasing access to computing devices in the health sector. As well, Tunisia also suffers from 
the same problem which is lack of recognized digital health skills accompanied by the low 
implementation of eHealth systems. Though, there are related training programs at the country level 
(Norwegian Center for eHealth Research, 2021). 

Accordingly, although Ethiopia, Ghana, Malawi, and Tunisia have assigned responsible bodies 
for the implementation, deployment, and coordination of eHealth, there is still a need for capacity 
building and training both at the health sector and society level. Moreover, there is a necessity for 
eHealth standardization and policy designation to enable the successful implementation of eHealth 
in Africa. Also, infrastructure implementation as an enabler should be in line with other factors 
(Norwegian Center for eHealth Research, 2021). To address such issues, eHealth research must 
integrate relevant stakeholders with relevant research agendas (Glasgow et al., 2014). In the eHealth 
context, the term “stakeholders” refers to patients and their caretakers, e-service receivers, the 
public, health professionals, governors, policymakers, research funders, and researchers. Therefore, 
research agenda priorities must be aligned with the needs of those being affected (Synnot et al., 
2018). 

Methodology and approach 

A qualitative survey has been designed based on the mentioned WHO toolkit to collect data and 
measure the state of eHealth research in selected African countries. This survey extracts the research 
agenda, research priorities, and research topics of interest in the community of eHealth researchers 
of Africa. In this regard, the survey is divided into two sections namely, respondent identification, 
and organizational approaches to eHealth research. The first section explores location, qualification 
of respondents, primary areas of focus, and type of employer organization. In contrast, the latter 
section scrutinizes organizational approaches toward addressing and prioritizing different fields of 
eHealth research. Moreover, organizational research units are being assessed to pinpoint the 
structure of research departments along with their challenges, risks, and bottlenecks in conducting 
and implementing eHealth research at organizational and national levels. To reach a proper number 
of qualified respondents, rich enough for the purpose of this project, we used the regional hubs in 
Ethiopia, Ghana, Malawi, and Tunisia, personal and academic international networks, and project 
participants from the European partners were used to contact members of African universities, 
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institutions, and organizations via email and phone. Then, the survey was explained and sent to 
them via an active online link. Online surveys are way more flexible than paper-based ones since 
the respondents can participate at any time they prefer and in any location. Hence, the Nettskjema 
online survey introduced by the University of Oslo has been chosen to overcome the time and 
distance challenges and to speed up the data collection. After a month of data collection from July 
to August 2021 via the designed online survey, the responses are collected in Excel and pdf files 
containing qualitative data. Afterward, the collected data is coded and broken down into more 
comprehensible smaller segments and is analyzed by eHealth experts to double-check its validity 
and reliability. Collected responses are explained next. 

Results 

18 individuals from the countries that are participating in the BETTEReHEALTH project responded 
to the survey, where around 75% of them are Professors, Associate Professors, and Ph.D. candidates 
in the fields of Informatics, Health Informatics, Computer Science, Bioinformatics, Information 
Systems, and Medical Sciences, and the rest have not stated their qualification. These respondents 
are working in the academic or research institutions located in Ethiopia, Ghana, Malawi, and Tunisia 
each with, respectively, 3, 4, 2, and 9 participants. When participants were asked to define the 
eHealth topics that are addressed within their organizations, they declared that Health Management 
Information Systems (HMIS), Electronic Medical Records, and Decision Support Systems are at the 
center of attention in their organizations while priorities differ from one organization to another. 
Table 1 shows the main addressed topics in the respondents' organizations and their prioritized 
topics within different countries. 

Table 1: eHealth Topics 

Country Addressed Topics Prioritized Topics 

Ethiopia Logistics Management Information 
Systems, Telemedicine Systems, Decision 
Support Systems, Health Management 
Information Systems, Electronic Medical 
Records 

eHealth Implementation, Telemedicine 
Systems, Big Data, Data Quality, Mobile 
Health, Digital Health Applications 

Ghana Logistics Management Information 
Systems, Telemedicine Systems, Decision 
Support Systems, Health Management 
Information Systems, Electronic Medical 
Records, Client Communication Systems 

Telemedicine Systems, Decision Support 
Systems, Technology Acceptance, Big 
Data, eHealth Capacity Building and 
Implementation, Monitoring and 
Evaluation 

Malawi Logistics Management Information 
Systems, Health Management 
Information Systems, Electronic Medical 
Records, Client Communication Systems 

Design and Implementation of Electronic 
Medical Records, Community-Related 
Health Information Systems 
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Tunisia Logistics Management Information 
Systems, Telemedicine Systems, 
Decision Support Systems, Health 
Management Information Systems, 
Electronic Medical Records, 
Identification Registries and Direction, 
Client Communication Systems 

Cardiovascular Disease, Secure 
Healthcare Monitoring, Patient Privacy, 
Anomalous Data Detection, Mobile 
Health, Liver and Breast Cancer 
Detection, Medical Implants like Bio 
Sensors, Robotic Diagnostic, Stroke 
Prediction, Intelligent Monitoring, 
Verification 

In the following, participants were asked to reflect their personal opinion regarding preferred 
eHealth research topics, the future of eHealth topics, and challenges and risks for successful 
implementation of eHealth systems and research at the national and organizational level. As a result, 
participants’ responses indicated that Electronic Health Record Systems that deliver a confidential, 
integrated, and secure digital service are way more important to be addressed followed by 
Intelligent Diagnosis Systems, Infrastructure, Health Data Science, and eHealth Services 
Availability. Moreover, participants projected that in the next five years the most prioritized topics 
are respectively, Electronic Health Record Systems, eHealth Data Science, eHealth Services, and 
Policies. Regarding the challenges, risks, and bottlenecks of implementing eHealth projects and 
research at the national and organizational level, participants declared that Data, Cost, Supply, 
Quality, and Acceptance are the most challenging factors at the national and organizational level. 
Table 2 shows the detailed information by country. 

Table 2: eHealth Topics and Status 

Country Preferred Topics Next 5 year Topics Challenges 

Ethiopia Design and Adaptation, 
Affordance, Telemedicine 
Systems, Mobile Health, 
eHealth Data Science  

Policy, eHealth Services, 
Infrastructure, eHealth 
Data Science, Affordance 
and Availability 

Data, Supply of Services 
and Equipment and Health 
Worker, Quality of 
Healthcare, Acceptance, 
Utilization, Efficiency, 
Cost, Accountability, 
Infrastructure, Skilled 
Workers 

Ghana Telemedicine Systems, 
Infrastructure, Decision 
Support Systems, Policy, 
eHealth Data Science, 
Electronic Health Record 
Systems 

Policy, Health Worker, 
eHealth Data Science, 
Telemedicine Systems, 
Electronic Health Record 
Systems 

Data, Supply of Services 
and Equipment and Health 
Worker, Quality of 
Healthcare, Acceptance, 
Utilization, Efficiency, 
Cost, Accountability 

Malawi Decision Support Systems, 
Electronic Health Record 
Systems, Monitoring, 
Innovation and 
Sustainability  

Policy, eHealth Data 
Science, Electronic Health 
Record Systems, 
Telemedicine  

Data, Supply of Services 
and Equipment and Health 
Worker, Quality of 
Healthcare, Utilization, 
Cost 
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Tunisia Intelligent Diagnosis, 
Electronic Health Record 
Systems, eHealth Services 
Availability, 
Infrastructure, eHealth 
Data Science, Monitoring 

Automation, 
Infrastructure, eHealth 
Data Science, Intelligent 
Diagnosis, Electronic 
Health Record Systems, 
Telemedicine Systems, 
Decision Support Systems 

Data, Supply of Services 
and Equipment and 
Health Worker, Quality of 
Healthcare, Efficiency, 
Cost 

Finally, when participants were asked about research departments and approaches in their 
organizations, they indicated that all of their organizations consist of a research department focusing 
on eHealth topics with 2 to 20 members. Based on our sample, Tunisia has the biggest group of 
eHealth researchers followed by Ethiopia, Ghana, and Malawi. Research departments responsible 
for eHealth topics focusing on policy implementation, technical and human factor examination, pilot 
study consideration, eHealth topic identification, funding application, decision support, security 
enhancement, disease diagnosis, data analysis, robotic medical implants, monitoring, and training. 
Accordingly, Tunisia identifies eHealth topics by collaborating with socio-economic partners, asking 
the medical staff, following national priorities, recommendations of experts, competencies, and 
reviews. Ethiopia identifies topics via analyzing actual problems, asking experts, following national 
agendas, and pursuing funders’ requests. Ghana extracts the gaps from literature, global health 
trends, industry, experts, and social interest. Malawi focuses on the request of funders, scholarly 
literature, and situation assessment to find gaps in eHealth. 

Discussion 

This study pinpoints addressed and prioritized research topics in each BETTEReHEALTH African 
participant country to explore its potential impacts on governance, policy, human resource, and 
infrastructure as well as interoperability and standardization of eHealth implementations. 

The Ethiopian eHealth research community addresses mostly health information management 
systems and their applications like telemedicine and decision support systems, and they prioritize 
implementation, data, mHealth, and digital applications. Basic infrastructural readiness has laid the 
foundation for implementation; however, policies are not addressed at all neither at the 
governmental level nor at the research communal level. Moreover, lack of sufficient eHealth workers 
is another challenge that has been neglected by the stakeholders. The research community also has 
notified the need for adaptation, policymaking, and mHealth while they indicate that infrastructure 
and lack of skilled workers hinder further development. According to these points and focused areas 
of the aforementioned toolkit, Ethiopia suffers lack of coordination between the government and the 
research community to be able to overcome mHealth infrastructure, policy, and workforce 
challenges. In this regard, policies should be implemented to align the research community and 
stakeholders’ points of view, adapt and standardize different health information management 
systems, and strategize infrastructural and workforce readiness for the future implementation of 
mHealth. To make it happen, a strong mutual exchange of information and outputs is required 
between the governing body and the research community. 
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In Ghana, like Ethiopia, the research community addresses mostly health information 
management systems and their applications like decision support and telemedicine systems. 
Ghana’s research community prioritizes implementation, acceptance, data, capacity building, and 
monitoring the most. System coordination and infrastructure improvement are being addressed by 
the government; however, policy is not addressed either at the governmental or research communal 
level. Also, lack of ICT professionality of health workers is another challenging factor. The research 
community in Ghana has notified the need to focus on infrastructure, policy, data, and skilled 
workers. According to these points and considering the toolkit, Ghana also suffers lack of 
coordination between the governing body and the research community to be able to overcome 
acceptance, capacity building, and infrastructural adaptation. In this regard, policies are required to 
improve ICT professionality and adapt its pace to infrastructural developments via training and 
acceptance elevation. To make it happen, like in Ethiopia, the governing body and the research 
community should be able to coordinate and exchange information and outputs. 

In Malawi, the research community only focuses on health information systems and prioritizes 
the design and implementation of such systems. The futuristic approach of infrastructure 
implementation has prepared Malawi for further development of eHealth and mHealth; however, 
policymaking has been left far behind since only some minor regulations regarding access equity 
have been introduced. Regarding human resources, although Malawi has created academic pieces 
of training and programs, there is still a gap in the required number of skilled health workers to 
maximize outputs. The Malawi eHealth research community has recognized the need for 
innovation, sustainability, and policy while they also state that more health information worker is 
required. Considering these points, Malawi’s government has prepared the infrastructural and 
academic foundation for a futuristic eHealth implementation, but professional workforce is hard to 
find. Possibly, lack of concentration both at the governmental and research communal level on the 
acceptance and eHealth culture has led Malawi’s eHealth to this situation. In this respect, policies 
should be fortified in all aspects, especially cultural acceptance and movement towards digital 
health, to coordinate the government and research community’s efforts and outputs towards 
maximizing the use of infrastructural and academic readiness. 

The focus of the Tunisian eHealth research community also is on health information management 
systems and their applications such as decision support and telemedicine with a client-centricity 
while prioritizing security, privacy, monitoring, and digital diagnosis. Regarding infrastructures, 
only half of the households have an internet connection and ICT implementation is heavily culture-
dependent. Policies only address security, quality, safety, innovation, risk, and e-service, and 
professional health work is scarce despite the availability of country-wide academic programs. The 
Tunisian eHealth research community has realized the need to focus on availability, infrastructure, 
implementation, and digital applications while they indicate that equipment and health information 
worker is a challenge. It seems that Tunisia’s government and research community are aligned 
regarding security and privacy which is the result of implemented policies; however, the 
government has neither prepared a futuristic infrastructural foundation nor addressed the cultural 
effects on digitalization. Accordingly, wider coordination of the government and eHealth research 
community covering these challenges prepares the ground for acceptance, implementation, and 
availability of eHealth. 
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Conclusion and Future Work 

The BETTEReHEALTH project explores infrastructure, policy, and human factors in eHealth 
implementation in Africa. Accordingly, this study scrutinized the coverage of these motifs by the 
eHealth research community of Ethiopia, Ghana, Malawi, and Tunisia. An online qualitative survey 
collected the required data and revealed that Infrastructure-Policy-Human readiness and 
coordination is a must triangle in which any deficiency on any side can lead to a downfall of 
successful implementation of eHealth. For instance, lack of policies in Ethiopia and Ghana has led 
to the miscoordination of governmental and research communal approaches towards futuristic 
implementation of mHealth regarding required infrastructure and skilled workforce. Moreover, 
standardization and interoperability are impossible without a central regulated policy. Or in 
Malawi, despite infrastructural and academic readiness, lack of sufficient policies and human 
consideration has led to the hindrance of mHealth implementation and cultural congruity with 
digital health. Tunisia as an example clearly shows the importance of policies, areas in which policies 
are defined are covered by the research community. Policies as a central regulation coordinate the 
stakeholders’ approaches and efforts and help interoperability and standardization; however, 
infrastructure and human factors are neglected by Tunisia’s government leading to implementation 
and health information workforce challenges despite the availability of academic programs. As a 
result, future work should concern the thorough designation and implementation of eHealth 
policies as a central regulation and coordination factor. Policies as a foundation must be agile and 
flexible in addressing futuristic plans, situational struggles, and cultural transformations. 
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Abstract: In order to face some complex socioeconomic and environmental issues, local 
governments from around the world have designed and implemented smart city initiatives. In 
their strategies, various stakeholders, including non-state actors, contribute to the development 
of smart cities either individually or in collaboration with other organizations. In fact, emerging 
research shows that community actors such as public libraries can be salient partners in 
collaborations for smart city development. This ongoing research paper builds on this research 
and existing scholarship on collaboration to quantitatively analyze the determinants of current 
collaborations between public libraries and different stakeholders for the development of smart 
cities. Preliminary results show that agreement on initial aims, preexisting relationships, and 
leadership all have a significant positive impact on the extent and effectiveness of public 
libraries' collaborations in the development of smart cities. 

Keywords: smart city, collaboration, public library, local government, effectiveness 
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Introduction 

Faced with complex problems intensified by unprecedented urbanization, governments experience 
demands and challenges related to not only critical infrastructure and resources such as water, 
energy, land, and mobility but also to socio-economic development such as education, safety, equity, 
and employment (e.g., Caragliu et al., 2011). These pressing issues call for novel strategies beyond 
traditional approaches and require a multi-stakeholder collaboration (Pardo et al., 2021). In 
response, cities and other local governments have started smart city initiatives (Nam & Pardo, 2011). 

Mindful of the notion that a smart city is an interdisciplinary and multidimensional concept 
(Cocchia, 2014), this paper adopts a socio-technical definition of a smart city as a city that through 
technology and innovation tackles community challenges, improves citizens' quality of life, and 
contributes to sustainable development (Caragliu et al., 2011; Nam & Pardo, 2011). 
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Current research mainly aims at better understanding smart cities and suggesting how they can 
contribute to the general welfare. The literature acknowledges the involvement of different actors in 
smart city development and the value of their collaboration in this process (e.g., Meijer et al., 2016). 
This discourse often recognizes a limited variety of actors as real contributors to smart city 
development, such as tech firms, local governments, and universities (e.g., Mora et al., 2019). In 
addition, existing studies do not pay enough attention to the role of other social actors and, in 
particular, community-rooted organizations such as public libraries (e.g., Leorke et al., 2018). 

Emerging research has identified public libraries as salient actors with whom local governments 
and other organizations could collaborate in the development of smart cities (Mersand et al., 2019). 
Public libraries have the potential to become strategic partners in the development of smart cities by 
providing access to technology and its use with a purpose, developing smart citizens, facilitating 
and enabling citizen participation, and offering space and overall environment for innovation 
(Gascó-Hernández et al., 2022). 

Further, our recent national survey shows that many public libraries are collaborating with other 
organizations in various smart city initiatives and thereby contribute to smart city development. 
This study, therefore, strives to better understand the determinants of these collaborations by 
answering the following research question: what factors influence the extent and effectiveness of the 
current collaborations between public libraries and other organizational actors in the development 
of smart cities? Building on the work of Bryson et al. (2015) on cross-sector collaborations, we answer 
this research question based on a national survey of 1,254 public libraries in the U.S. 

The paper is organized into five sections including the preceding introduction. In section two, we 
present a framework of factors that could help explain the current collaborations of public libraries 
in developing smart cities. We also include the hypotheses of this study. Section three briefly 
describes the research design and methods. Section four discusses our preliminary findings based 
on a regression analysis of the impact of the multiple factors on the perceptions of libraries on the 
extent and effectiveness of the current collaborations and their effectiveness in developing smart 
cities. In the last section, we provide some final comments and share the next steps for this ongoing 
research. 

Theoretical framework 

As the literature on public libraries collaborating for smart city development is scant, our theoretical 
framework draws on the research on collaboration from multiple disciplines. In public management, 
collaboration is recognized as one of the ways to address complex public issues, in which non-
governmental and private stakeholders actively participate in decision-making and problem-
solving jointly with the government (Emerson et al., 2012). This perspective builds on an 
understanding that these problems cannot be effectively solved by a single agency and therefore 
require collaboration with other agencies and non-state actors (Ansell & Gash, 2018). In this study, 
we adopt a useful definition of collaboration “as the linking or sharing of information, resources, 
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activities, and capabilities by organizations in two or more sectors to achieve jointly an outcome that 
could not be achieved by organizations in one sector separately" (Bryson et al., 2006, p. 44). 

As this study focuses on public libraries that have been collaborating in the development of smart 
cities, the main purpose is to analyze factors that influence the extent and effectiveness of these 
existing collaborations. Therefore, the factors that are included in our quantitative model are initial 
conditions, drivers, and linking mechanisms of collaboration, which have been identified in 
previous research (Ansell & Gash, 2007; Bryson et al., 2006; Crosby & Bryson, 2010). In particular, 
the variables we are testing are: 1) agreement on initial aims, 2) preexisting relationships, 3) initial 
leadership, 4) consequential incentives, and 5) nature of the task. 

First, collaborations require agreement on initial aims among stakeholders (Emerson et al., 2012). 
Such agreements could help parties jointly define a problem and vision, and reach a consensus on 
the capacities and resources needed to address the problem (Ansell & Gash, 2007). Through these 
agreements, parties not only better understand the roles and interests of the collaborators but also 
interdependence between them (Ruijer, 2021). Collaboration could also be started with a partial 
agreement as common aims are, at times, difficult to reach (Huxham, 2003). To strengthen initial 
agreement and to improve the effectiveness, accountability, and credibility of collaborations, 
scholars recommend constructing a collective identity consisting of, among others, shared values, 
identity, mission, roles, and outcomes through authoritative texts (Koschmann & Burk, 2016). In 
collaborations for smart city development, various actors participate in defining a common vision 
and goals in terms of formal strategies for how their cities become smart (Gascó-Hernández, 2016). 
These strategies can then serve as frameworks that can distinguish the roles of stakeholders in smart 
city development (Mora et al., 2019). We then hypothesize that: 

 
H1 [a|b]: An agreement on initial aims has a positive effect on the extent | effectiveness of the 
collaboration of public libraries in developing smart cities 

Second, given the multi-actor nature of collaborations, preexisting relationships also play an 
important role. Established relations between collaborators could help them better understand each 
other’s capacities, strengthen the trust between them, shape their perceptions of each other, and 
serve as a basis for selecting collaboration partners (Bryson et al., 2006). The quality of preexisting 
relationships among collaborators can also impact both current and future collaboration as low trust 
can hinder it and high trust can encourage it (Ansell & Gash, 2007). Public libraries have endured as 
trusted community organizations and salient partners in community development (Goodman, 
2014). Further, public libraries offer programs and support initiatives that respond to evolving needs 
and demands of the citizens including the unserved and underserved through collaborations with 
other organizations such as providers of social and health services (Moxley & Abbas, 2016). These 
preexisting relationships can impact current collaborations between libraries and other 
organizations for the development of smart cities. We hence hypothesize that: 
 

H2 [a|b]: Preexisting relationships have a positive effect on the extent | effectiveness of the 
collaboration of public libraries in developing smart cities 
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Third, leadership is one of the well-studied topics in the literature and is essential to the extent 
and effectiveness of collaboration. In this regard, leaders play different roles, which require certain 
leadership characteristics and skills (Bryson et al., 2006). Leaders, for example, can bring 
stakeholders together, ensure the implementation of collaborative policy and agenda, nurture the 
relationships among the partners, and empower those that are underrepresented (Emerson et al., 
2012). Also, leadership in collaborations is not static as there can be multiple leaders, formal and 
informal. Informal leadership is important, for instance, when the partners cannot rely on a 
centralized direction (Bryson et al., 2006). For libraries, studies have suggested that leaders are 
instrumental in directing and helping libraries to become partners and actors in the development of 
smart cities (Mersand et al., 2019). Based on this, we hypothesize that: 
 

H3 [a|b]: Leadership has a positive effect on the extent | effectiveness of the collaboration of 
public libraries in developing smart cities 

Fourth, consequential incentives can also be factors that either intrinsically or extrinsically 
motivate organizations to collaborate. In the literature, consequential incentives are defined as 
external or internal drivers for collaborative actions whether they are positive or negative (Emerson 
et al., 2012). The internal drivers could be problems, resource needs, interests, or opportunities, while 
external could be situational or institutional crises, threats, or opportunities (Emerson, 2018). 
Funding and other incentives allocated to new approaches such as smart city initiatives to address 
a myriad of public problems (Gascó-Hernández, 2016) can be compelling drivers for collaboration 
in developing smart cities. Based on this, we hypothesize that: 
 

H4 [a|b]: Consequential incentives have a positive effect on the extent | effectiveness of the 
collaboration of public libraries in developing smart cities 

Finally, the nature of the task or its complexity can influence who are the partners and the actual 
process of collaboration. For example, extreme events such as hurricanes necessitate a collaborative 
response (Bryson et al., 2015) and reaffirm the notion that complex tasks cannot be solved by a single 
actor and require collaboration and resource- and capacity-sharing (Crosby & Bryson, 2010). Smart 
city development calls for a comprehensive view of a city that, through technological and human 
development, seeks to enhance the efficiency of urban operations, increase the quality of life, and 
advance economic development while maintaining environmental sustainability (Gascó-
Hernández, 2016). This multidimensional, intricate task requires collaboration among various 
stakeholders that contribute to different aspects of smart city development (Yerden et al., 2020). 
Based on this, we hypothesize that: 
 

H5 [a|b]: The nature of the task has a positive effect on the extent | effectiveness of the 
collaboration of public libraries in developing smart cities 
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Research design and methods 

Survey design 

To test our hypotheses, we created a survey. Following two pretests and one pilot test with 5% of 
the sample (N=433), we adjusted the content of the survey and its administration process. To reduce 
the common method bias, responses were anonymized and measures of independent and 
dependent variables were separated in the survey (Podsakoff et al., 2003). 

The survey was sent to 8,230 public library directors and members of library associations across 
the United States. The survey was administered to each group separately and over a month with the 
former group receiving invitations to respond between October-November 2020 and the latter 
between December 2020-January 2021. The majority of the respondents were public library directors 
(83.78%) with an average work experience of 12 years. In total, we received 1,254 responses. 

Five independent variables are measured using scaled-response questions (Likert scale 1-10). An 
agreement on initial aims determines whether there is a formal agreement on collaboration between 
the public library and other organizations. Preexisting relationships are assessed by the extent of 
previous collaborations between the public libraries and other parties. Leadership is the average of 
eight indicators that characterize leaders such as: 1) understanding of community issues, 2) ability 
to marshal resources and support to address community issues, 3) ability to communicate the 
significance of the community issues to diverse collaborators, 4) level of commitment, 5) open-
mindedness in discussions and collaborative mindset in decision-making, 6) ability to coordinate 
work internally and externally, and 7) fairness to the staff and partners. Consequential incentives are 
measured as the average score of two indicators as drivers for collaboration: 1) the extent of 
community issues and the availability of funding that supports collaboration. The nature of the task is 
measured by the extent of community challenges that call for collaboration among various actors. 

For the dependent variables, the effectiveness of current collaboration in developing smart cities and 
communities is assessed by scaled-response questions (Likert scale 1-10). The extent of current 
collaboration is measured as the number of different types of organizations that libraries are 
collaborating with to develop smart cities. 

Sample and method 

This study includes 222 public libraries that indicated that they have collaborated with other 
organizations in developing smart cities. For the missing values in the scale-response questions, we 
applied the multiple imputation technique. 

Half of the public libraries (50.79%) included in this study were established between 1901-1950 
while about a quarter (27.75%) were founded between 1951-2000. About sixty-five percent of them 
(64.35%) have one central library. Nearly forty percent (42.03%) serve a population of more than 
25,000 whilst thirty percent (29.47%) serve a community of less than 5,000. Almost fifty-five percent 
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of them (55.26%) have less than 10 full-time employees but thirty percent (32.89%) have more than 
10 full-time employees. About seventy percent of libraries (69.28%) have fewer than 10 part-time 
employees, and about half of them (47.54%) have between 1-10 volunteers that support library 
operations. For annual budgets, thirty-five percent of the public libraries (35.00%) have an annual 
budget between 0.1 million to 0.5 million dollars, twenty-three (23.00%) have a budget between 1-5 
million dollars, and twenty percent (20.00%) have a budget of less than 0.1 million dollars. More 
than half of libraries (57.32%) have devoted less than ten percent of their annual budget to 
purchasing and updating technology offerings in the public libraries. Our respondents noted that 
the pandemic has negatively affected the numbers related to staff, volunteers, and annual budgets. 

As far as technology in the public libraries, about forty percent of the public libraries (39.89%) 
have less than 10 public access computers while twenty-five percent (25.84%) have between 11-20 
computers. Twenty-two percent (22.47%) have relatively new computers (less than a year old) and 
more than a third (35.96%) have computers that are less than 3 years old. Almost all computers 
(98.68%) have an Internet connection. Further, almost all public libraries (98.20%) extend wireless 
Internet access to their patrons. Among these public libraries, the top three most offered technologies 
are 1) color printers (84.23%), 2) scanners (83.33%), and 3) netbooks and laptops (51.80%). 

To analyze the data, we used multiple regression as our goal is to determine the relationships 
between one outcome variable (i.e., extent or effectiveness of collaboration) and more than one 
predictor. When its assumptions are met, this method is considered the best unbiased and efficient 
linear estimator of the coefficients in the model.  However, multiple regression is sensitive to outliers 
and noise in the independent variables and relies on assumptions of linearity and independence 
among the variables. Aware of these potential shortcomings, before hypothesis testing, we checked 
for the independence of errors, multicollinearity, normality, and homoscedasticity of the errors, as 
well as the linearity of the relationship between the independent variables and each of the dependent 
variables. 

Preliminary results 

In Table 1, model (1) shows results for the impact of independent variables on the extent of 
collaboration, and model (2) on the effectiveness of collaboration. Model (1) explains 28.5% of the 
variance in the extent of current collaboration in developing smart cities. The standardized 
coefficients indicate that agreement on initial aims (β=0.146, p<0.05), preexisting relationships 
(β=0.187, p<0.01), leadership (β=0.303, p<0.001), and consequential incentives (β=0.171, p<0.05) 
have a statistically significant positive effect on the extent of the said collaboration. In this light, 
hypotheses H1a, H2a, H3a, and H4a are supported by our data. 

Model (2) explains 31.1% of the variance in the effectiveness of current collaboration in 
developing smart cities. The coefficients indicate that agreement on initial aims (β=0.150, p<0.05), 
preexisting relationships (β=0.409, p<0.001), and leadership (β=0.163, p<0.01) have a statistically 
significant positive impact on the effectiveness of current collaborations between public libraries 
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and other organizational actors in developing smart cities. Hypotheses H1b, H2b, and H3b are 
therefore supported by our data. 

Table 1: Regression estimates (with standardized beta coefficients) 

Predictors (N=222) 
 

(1) Extent of collabor. (2) Effectiveness of collabor. 

Agreement on 
initial aims 

0.146*  
(0.0572) 

0.150* 
(0.0476) 

Preexisting 
relationships 

0.187** 
(0.0679) 

0.409*** 
(0.0566) 

Leadership 0.303*** 
(0.0876) 

0.163** 
(0.0730) 

Consequential 
incentives 

0.171* 
(0.110) 

-0.027 
(0.0913) 

Nature of the task -0.105 
(0.0931) 

0.001 
(0.0775) 

R-squared 0.285 0.311 

Standard errors in parentheses 
* p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001 

Final comments and next steps 

Our preliminary results suggest that agreement on initial aims, preexisting relationships, leadership, 
and consequential incentives have a statistically significant positive effect on both the extent and 
effectiveness of collaboration between public libraries and other stakeholders in the development of 
smart cities. 

Our evidence suggests that public libraries can play an important role as collaborators in the 
development of smart cities (Gascó-Hernández et al., 2022). Therefore, this study provides 
theoretical and practical implications for scholarship on collaboration with non-traditional actors in 
smart city development. It also suggests that existing collaboration frameworks are relevant to 
studying these complex relationships that could be instrumental to achieving various public 
objectives and goals. Moreover, this article contributes to knowledge on how to strategically manage 
collaborative processes in transformational socio-technical undertakings such as smart city 
initiatives. 

Our next step is to continue analyzing and testing the data from our survey. In particular, we 
plan to test other factors including but not limited to trust and commitment, shared understanding 
of the problem, and legitimacy (Bryson et al., 2015) that could affect the actual collaboration process 
and ultimately the extent and effectiveness of collaboration. Further, the results should be tested in 
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different contexts and with a higher response rate. Also, the interrelationships between the two 
dependent variables could be explored. Given that public libraries collaborate with different 
stakeholders, future research could also test whether the results change depending on the type of 
organizations that public libraries collaborate with. 
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Abstract: The 2030 agenda for sustainable development has incorporated the principles of Open 
Government approach (OG). This technology has provoked a cultural change on both the citizenry, 
and on the public administrations with the aim at involving citizens in making public decisions. 
This paper analyzes both the strategies followed by local governments in implementing OG 
initiatives and the level of alignment of the objectives included into the municipal OG strategies 
with those settled by the Regional Government to which they belong to, with the aim at analyzing 
the different efforts made, the SDGs pursued and the need for focusing these efforts on shared 
objectives to be more effective and efficient in the achievement of the SDGs targets. Empirical 
research on the OG objectives included into the strategic planning of large-size Andalusian 
municipalities has been performed. Findings reveal that most of sample municipalities are 
implementing a push strategy. In addition, differences on the level of pursuing SDGs have been 
identified in the OG initiatives performed by sample municipalities, mainly due to the particular 
way of adopting digital and OG strategies consistent with their municipal priorities and 
circumstances. 

Keywords: Open Government; Strategic Planning; Alignment; large- Introduction 

introduction 

Recent financial crisis and disaster management, as that produced by Covid-19 pandemic, have 
reinforced the citizenry idea of trust erosion in public administrations, forcing governments actions 
to be grounded on the principles of democratic governance (Shockley-Zalabak & Morreale, 2020). In 
this regard, transparency itself is not enough to both build trust in government and fight against 
corruption, but it is necessary to encourage stakeholders’ engagement at all stages of the political 
process and policy cycle to promote accountability and the public interest (OECD, 2017). It has made 
cities to turn into smart ecosystems (Guenduez et al., 2018), undertaking a great bulk of initiatives 
with the aim at making city governments more transparent and accountable. 

The implementation of Open Government initiatives (OG) has allowed city governments to 
incorporate principles, policies or actions of transparency, accountability, citizen participation and 
public services co-creation, aimed at achieving higher levels of public value creation. While the idea 
of OG may not be new (Uddin, 2020), it has gained new momentum due to numerous political and 
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institutional arrangements including the emergence of smart cities and the need for new governance 
models under this environment, which require new collaborative workflow and the commitment of 
stakeholders to strategic planning processes and their identification with the entity goals (Moreno-
Carmona et al., 2020). It introduces a cultural change on both the citizenry and on the public 
administrations in the search of higher democracy, moving from a model of representative 
democracy -based on the right to vote- to a model of conversational and open democracy.  

Countries are therefore increasingly acknowledging the role of OG reforms as catalysts for new 
governance models and inclusive growth (Open Government Partnership -see 
https://www.opengovpartnership.org/-), as well as its role as both an effective tool to pursue the 
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) and to meet countries’ SDG objectives (Uddin, 2020. This is 
especially true at the local government level due to its proximity to citizenry and the impact that 
their policies could have on the citizens’ needs (Rodríguez Bolívar, 2017). Also, local governments 
are early adopters of new technologies to creating an interactive, participatory and information-
based urban environment with the aim at increasing the quality of life of its citizens (Rodríguez 
Bolívar, 2017). Nonetheless, OG initiatives have been usually implemented differently across 
countries due to their institutional context (Grimmelikhuijsen et al., 2013), and their national 
priorities and aspirations of their citizens (https://www.opengovpartnership.org/process/joining-
ogp/open-government-declaration/-). It has led to the achievement of different SDGs. 

At the local government level, ICTs have been demonstrated their potential to provide 
information transparency, to capture opinions from citizens in an innovative way, and to enhance 
citizen engagement in the co-creation of solutions to face social problems. However, the way in 
which OG initiatives have been approached have been very diverse, not guiding by an integrative 
perspective, and they have ranged from those with only open data platforms, to others with separate 
websites for information transparency, on one hand, and collaboration and/or participation, on the 
other, or finally those with an integrative OG initiative joining all elements of the OG approach. It 
could indicate the presence of different development levels and positions concerning OG initiatives. 
In fact, three different patterns of OG strategies could be characterized according to the way local 
governments are defining their relationship with citizens (push, pull and networking strategies). 

In Spain, the OG initiatives have been implemented initially at the central government level and 
then it has been replicated to regional and local governments in a hierarchical way through the 
implementation of different action plans to other more open, participative, and collaborative ones. 
Nonetheless, it has also entailed technical difficulties and have not always been guided by a holistic 
perspective (Rodríguez Bolívar et al., 2020) either within the municipality or in its relationship with 
the Regional Government to which they depend on. Cities have faced the reform of their governance 
models with the use of different OG initiatives according to their societal challenges and the SDGs 
to be achieved with the aim at creating value for the municipality and the citizens who live in. 

Therefore, although comprehensive and uniform OG initiatives could produce higher citizen 
engagement (Government of Spain, 2020) which support some SDGs objectives (target 11.3 for 
example), it remains a rather abstract idea and strategic alignment (SA) in public administration 
research is scarce (Plantinga et al., 2020) and a neglected area of research (Jacobsen & Johnsen, 2020). 
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Evidence on OG initiatives and SA in the public sector can therefore make an important contribution 
to the literature on strategic management in smart cities. 

In this paper, we consider the vertical SA between OG initiatives and higher-level strategies, 
defined as the consistency of local OG strategies with Regional socioeconomic objectives. In 
particular, this paper seeks to analyze both the strategies implemented by local governments in 
designing OG initiatives and the level of vertical alignment of the objectives included into the 
municipal OG strategies with those settled by the Regional Government to which they belong to, 
with the aim at analyzing the different efforts made, the SDGs pursued and the need for focusing 
these efforts in shared objectives to be more effective and efficient in the achievement of the SDGs 
targets.  

To achieve this aim, the study reported in this work examines OG strategies in several Spanish 
local governments (n=29) under the microscope and its link with both their strategic alignment with 
Regional socio-economic objectives and the SDGs targets involved. Concretely, this study focuses 
on the OG objectives included into the strategic planning of Andalusian municipalities with large 
population (population over 50,000 inhabitants) and its comparison regarding those included into 
the Regional Government of Andalusia -socio-economic objectives settled in the Law 2/2007, 
Reform of the Statute of Autonomy for Andalusia- as a first approach to the object of study.  

Data and Method 

Spanish Governments have been making numerous innovations and efforts to immersed in 
introducing ICTs to achieve a more open and participative administration for years (Alcaide Muñoz 
et al, 2013), these new challenges have led them to push fast-track smart initiatives and initiatives to 
face them. One of the main smart initiatives implemented in Spain is the adherence of the Spanish 
government to the Open Government Partnership movement since 2011 (OECD, 2014). In fact, Spain 
is one of the European countries with the greatest number of smart initiatives developed (Alcaide 
Muñoz & Rodríguez Bolívar, 2019). So, it is interesting to pay attention to the development of OG 
initiatives in Spain. 

Despite the importance of OG policies in all levels of public administration, this study focuses on 
the local government policies due to their highest impact on citizens in their day-today life, given 
that they are the main providers of public services (Law 7/1985, Regulation of Bases of Local 
Regimes). In special, as a first approach to this analysis, our study focuses on the Andalusian local 
governments with a population over 50,000 inhabitants since it is most populated (8,464,411 
inhabitants) Autonomous Region in Spain according to the Spanish National Institute of Statistics in 
2020. In addition, the Regional Government has funded these local governments with over 189 
millions of euros coming from the participation of local governments in the taxes of the Regional 
Government for the 2021 fiscal year -see 
https://www.juntadeandalucia.es/export/drupaljda/20210209%20PATRICA%202021%20CHYFE
%20.pdf-. 
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As noted previously, this research analyzes the alignment of local OG strategies with the 
achievement of the basic objectives of the Andalusian Autonomous Region, established in the 
Organic Law 2/2007, reforming the Statute of Autonomy for Andalusia. To achieve this aim, the 
data collection was carried out into two stages. In the first one, the authors identified the Andalusian 
local governments with more than 50,000 inhabitants using the official database of the Spanish 
National Institute of Statistics. In total, 29 Andalusian local governments were identified, which 
represent 50.82 per cent of the Andalusian population. 

Once sample Andalusian local governments were identified, a search on their official web pages 
was carried out to find out the level of OG strategies in each one of them. In the second stage of this 
research, the authors conducted an analysis of the different strategic plans and initiatives developed 
by each one of sample municipalities separately. Each strategic plan was analyzed in detail to get 
insights whether the Andalusian municipalities formulate specific strategic plans or, on the contrary, 
their OG initiatives were included into a holistic and integrated strategic planning. Afterwards, the 
authors conducted a comprehensive analysis to identify specific objectives and strategic action lines 
based on the development of OG and, in turn, to link them to socio-economic objectives set out in 
article 10 of Organic Law 2/2007, reforming the Statute of Autonomy for Andalusia.  

Also, authors linked all socio-economic objectives to the different SDGs (UN, 2015), seeking to 
know whether a higher level of alignment was promoted. When differences among authors’ 
analyses were found, they were debated and put into common basis to reach a consensus. With these 
analyses, the authors got insights regarding the initiatives undertaken by sample municipalities and 
their alignment with the achievement of the socio-economic objectives settled by the Regional 
Government of Andalusia, and more specifically, which are the most driven by such initiatives. 

Results 

To begin with, the objectives included in the Organic Law 2/2007, reforming the Statute of 
Autonomy for Andalusia -see Table 1-, have been classified into the different UN SDGs observing 
that the objectives settled in this Law are those mainly included in the goals 10 – reduced inequalities 
and 11 – sustainable cities and communities (six objectives within each), following from afar by the 
goals 1 – no poverty and 8 – decent work and economic growth (three objectives within each). The 
objectives of the zero hunger, clean water, and partnerships for the goals, although they are 
considered (one objective within each), do not have a very relevant presence among the objectives 
considered within the normative of Andalusian Regional Government.  

Regarding the level of alignment of objectives pursued by OG strategies in sample municipalities 
and those settled by the Regional Government analyzed by each one of the UN SDGs -see Table 1-, 
it can be observed that the objectives included in the goals: 3 – Good health and well-being, 4 – 
Quality education, 9 – Industry, innovation and infrastructures and 12 – Responsible consumption 
and production are the most considered by the municipal governments in their strategic OG 
initiatives (50% each other). Nonetheless, data show high dispersion in the last one, which means 
the non-existence of consensus on the responsible consumption and production objectives to be 
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considered in OG initiatives by the Andalusian municipalities, missing the opportunity of the 
potential for innovation, development, and collaboration brought by both the ICTs and the OG 
initiatives.  

On the other hand, results indicate a higher consensus (low dispersion) about the adopt OG 
initiatives and projects which favor the good health and well-being, industry, innovation and 
infrastructures and quality education. Also, results indicate a higher consensus (low dispersion) 
about the lesser consideration of the objectives about 2 – Zero hunger and 11 – Sustainable cities and 
communities. These results could be because municipalities consider that they are in a developed 
country, so they do not have to deal with reducing poverty.  

Moreover, the policy makers, politicians and public managers think that the advantages offered 
by new technologies and the implementation of the OG structures do not allow them to achieve the 
sustainable cities, hence they tend not to include these objectives in their OG strategies and 
initiatives. In other words, they act individually, regardless of the source of funding (De Waal et al., 
2019). Hence, there are only two Smart Cities in Andalusia (Malaga and Seville).  

Table 4.  Sustainable Development Goals and the alignment between objectives promoted by OG 
strategies in municipalities and objectives settled by the Regional Government. 

SDG Objectives included in Regional Government of 
Andalusia 

% of 
alignmt Median 

Stand. 
Dev. 

 
 
 
 
 
No 

poverty 

8) The achievement of territorial cohesion, 
solidarity, and convergence between the various 
territories of Andalusia, as a way to overcome 
economic, social and cultural imbalances and to 
equalize wealth and well-being among all citizens, 
especially those who they live in rural areas 

 
 
 
 
 

33.33 

 
 
 
 
 
5.00 

 
 
 
 
 
3.21 

14) Social cohesion, through an effective public 
welfare system, with special attention to the most 
socially and economically disadvantaged groups 
and areas, to facilitate their full integration into 
Andalusian society, thus promoting overcoming 
social exclusion. 
20) Dialogue and social agreement, recognizing the 
relevant role that the most representative trade 
union and business organizations in Andalusia 
fulfill for this purpose. 

 
 
 
Zero 

Hunger 

13) Modernization, planning and comprehensive 
development of the rural environment within the 
framework of an agrarian reform policy, favoring 
growth, full employment, the development of 
agrarian structures and the correction of territorial 
imbalances, within the framework of Community 
agricultural policy and that promotes the 
competitiveness of our agriculture at the European 
and international level. 

 
 
 

6.90 

 
 
 
0.00 

 
 
 
0.35 

Good 
health 

15) Special attention to people in a situation of 
dependency. 

 
50.00 

 
2.50 

 
2.12 
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and well-
being 

16) The social, economic and labor integration of 
people with disabilities. 

 
Qualit

y 
educatio
n 

2) Access to all Andalusian people to a permanent 
and quality education that allows them to achieve 
personal and social fulfillment 

 
50.00 

 
2.00 

 
1.14 

22) The promotion of a culture and peace and 
dialogue between people 

 
Clean 

water 
and 
sanitatio
n 

7) Improving the quality of life of Andalusian 
people, through the protection of nature and the 
environment, proper water management and inter-
territorial solidarity in its use and distribution, 
together with the development of social facilities, 
educational, cultural and health, as well as the 
provision of modern infrastructures 

 
17.24 

 
1.00 

 
0.52 

 
 
 
 
Decen

t work 
and 
economi
c growth 

1) The achievement of full, stable and quality 
employment in all sectors of production, with a 
singular impact on the safeguarding of occupational 
health and safety, the reconciliation of family and 
work life and the special guarantee of jobs for 
women and the young generations of Andalusian 
people. 

 
 
 
 
 

33.33 

 
 
 
 
 
2.00 

 
 
 
 
 
3.06 

6) The creation of the essential conditions to make 
possible the return of Andalusian people abroad 
who so desire and to contribute with their work to 
the collective well-being of the Andalusian people 
20) Dialogue and social agreement, recognizing the 
relevant role that the most representative trade 
union and business organizations in Andalusia 
fulfill for this purpose. 

 
Indus

try, 
innovati
on, and 
infrastru
cture 

11) Industrial and technological development based 
on innovation, scientific research, public and private 
entrepreneurial initiatives, energy sufficiency and 
quality assessment, as the basis for the harmonious 
growth of Andalusia. 

 
 

50.00 

 
 
11.50 

 
 
7.78 

12) The incorporation of the Andalusian people to 
the knowledge society 

 
 
 
 
 
Reduc

ed 
inequalit
ies 

9) Convergence with the rest of the State and the 
European Union, promoting and maintaining the 
necessary collaborative relations with the State and 
the other Autonomous Communities and Cities, and 
promoting the defense of Andalusian interests 
before the European Union. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

16.67 

 
 
 
 
 
 
3.50 

 
 
 
 
 
 
1.94 15) Special attention to people in a situation of 

dependency. 
16) The social, economic and labor integration of 
people with disabilities. 
17) The social, economic, labor and cultural 
integration of immigrants in Andalusia. 
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18) The expression of the political, social and 
cultural pluralism of Andalusia through all the 
media. 
21) The promotion of the necessary conditions for 
the full integration of minorities and, especially, of 
the gypsy community for their full social 
incorporation. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Sustaina
ble cities 
and 
commun
ities 

3) The strengthening of the awareness of identity 
and Andalusian culture through knowledge, 
research and dissemination of the historical, 
anthropological and linguistic heritage 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

16.67 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
7.00 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
7.60 

4) The defense, promotion, study and prestige of the 
Andalusian linguistic modality in all its varieties 
24) The public authorities shall ensure the 
safeguarding, knowledge and dissemination of the 
history of the struggle of the Andalusian people for 
their rights and freedoms. 
19) Citizen participation in the preparation, 
provision and evaluation of public policies, as well 
as individual and associated participation in the 
civic, social, cultural, economic and political 
spheres, for the sake of an advanced and 
participatory social democracy. 
7) Improving the quality of life of Andalusian 
people, through the protection of nature and the 
environment, proper water management and inter-
territorial solidarity in its use and distribution, 
together with the development of social facilities, 
educational, cultural and health, as well as the 
provision of modern infrastructures 
10) The realization of an efficient communication 
system that enhances human, cultural and economic 
exchanges, especially through a system of high-
capacity tracks and through a high-speed rail 
network. 

 
 
Respo

nsible 
consump
tion and 
producti
on 

23) International cooperation with the objective of 
contributing to the solidarity development of the 
peoples. 

 
 
 

50.00 

 
 
 
8.50 

 
 
 
12.0

2 
5) The use and enhancement of the natural and 
economic resources of Andalusia under the 
principle of sustainability, the promotion of 
knowledge and human capital, the promotion of 
public and private investment, as well as the fair 
redistribution of wealth and income 

Partn
erships 
for the 
goals 

23) International cooperation with the objective of 
contributing to the solidarity development of the 
peoples. 

0.00 0.00 0.00 

Source: Own elaboration 
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On the other hand, results allow us to classify local governments into three groups based on the 
type of OG strategies developed -table 2-. The first one is characterized by only promoting 
government transparency (push strategy) using a specific website (transparency portal or open data 
portal). It represents over 75% of Andalusian municipalities. The second one includes those 
municipalities that own specific websites aimed at both information transparency and citizen 
participation but in a separately way (engagement strategy). It represents 10.34% of Andalusian 
municipalities under study. Finally, the last one consists of those municipalities that own specific 
OG platforms (networking strategy), which represents 13.79% of Andalusian municipalities. 

Moreover, sample municipalities running a push strategy show a high level of alignment with 
the Andalusian Regional Government in the objectives included into the goals: 12 – Responsible 
consumption and production; 9 – Industry, innovation, and infrastructures; 11 – Sustainable cities 
and communicates; 6 – Clean water and economic growth and 1 – No poverty. Municipalities seem 
to have a consensus when it comes to achieving most of these goals through open government 
strategies, except for the last two ones.  

This trend is like the municipalities running an engagement strategy -9 – Industry, innovation, 
and infrastructures; 12 – Responsible consumption and production and 11 – Sustainable cities and 
communicates. Although, these municipalities show a clear focus on ICTs favoring the construction 
of resilient infrastructure, promoting sustainable industrialization, and fostering innovation. This 
approach is not so evident in the other two goals, because they are less considerate and there is a 
high dispersion in ensuring sustainable consumption and production patterns.  

Finally, sample municipalities running an integrated strategy -networking or mingling strategy- 
offer an OG platform that allows citizens to be involved in public decision-making processes, and 
their strategic visions are wider considering a broader range of objectives that can be achieved 
through the organizational structures implemented with the OG initiatives. Moreover, we can see 
that these municipalities seem to be more aware that the OG strategies favor the achievement of a 
greater number of SDGs, and there is a great consensus on most of them, except for two goals: 6 – 
Clean water and economic growth and 10- Reduced inequalities (high dispersion).  

Table 5. OG strategies and the alignment between objectives promoted by municipalities and 
objectives settled by the Regional Government 

OG  
Strategies SDG 

% of 
alignment Median 

Stand. 
Dev. 

Push 
75.86% 

No poverty 12.12 0.00 0.73 
Zero hunger 9.09 0.00 0.29 
Good health and well-

being 6.82 0.00 0.35 
Quality education 6.82 0.00 0.35 
Clean water and sanitation 18.18 0.00 0.39 
Decent work and economic 

growth 9.09 0.00 0.46 
Industry, innovation, and 

infrastructure 31.82 1.00 0.58 
Reduced inequalities 3.79 0.00 0.43 
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Sustainable cities and 
communities 18.18 1.00 0.97 

Responsible consumption 
and production 34.09 1.00 0.48 

Partnership for the goals 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Engagement 
10.34% 

No poverty 11.11 0.00 0.58 
Zero hunger 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Good health and well-

being 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Quality education 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Clean water and sanitation 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Decent work and economic 

growth 11.11 0.00 0.58 
Industry, innovation and 

infrastructure 50.00 1.00 0.00 
Reduced inequalities 11.11 1.00 0.58 
Sustainable cities and 

communities 16.67 1.00 0.00 
Responsible consumption 

and production 16.67 0.00 0.58 
Partnership for the goals 0.00 0.00 0.00 

 
 
Networking 
13.79% 

No poverty 16.67 0.50 0.58 
Zero hunger 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Good health and well-

being 25.00 0.50 0.58 
Quality education 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Clean water and sanitation 25.00 0.00 0.50 
Decent work and economic 

growth 8.33 0.00 0.50 
Industry, innovation and 

infrastructure 75.00 1.50 0.58 
Reduced inequalities 12.50 0.50 0.96 
Sustainable cities and 

communities 33.33 2.00 0.82 
Responsible consumption 

and production 37.50 1.00 0.50 
Partnership for the goals 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Source: Own elaboration 

Conclusions 

Findings show that most of sample municipalities only show a transparency portal as a response 
to the normative requirements, which does not offer citizens the opportunity to be engaged in public 
decision-making. Other sample municipalities have chosen to go one step further and they have 
created a participation platform as a first step for citizen involvement in decision-making. 
Nonetheless, this second group of municipalities does not fully engage citizens in the decision-
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making process, because the power in decisions is kept by the local government. Finally, a small 
number of municipalities have either come to clearly establish spaces where public participation and 
collaboration are effective, creating OG platforms. 

On another hand, the socio-economic objectives defined by the Andalusian Regional Government 
in its regulation are usually related to the good health, quality education, industry and 
infrastructures, and responsible consumption, whereas others, like those related to the zero hunger, 
sustainable cities, and reduced inequalities, are almost non-existent. This result could be linked to 
the political goal of strengthening the economic growth and improvement quality of citizens’ lives, 
ignoring other objectives usually existent in more economic-developed areas. Future research 
should therefore analyze other different Regions or countries, in a comparative basis, with the aim 
at identifying patterns in the main objectives pursued in accordance with the socio-economic 
development level, the administrative culture or the smartness of the Region or area analyzed. 

Furthermore, findings reveal that sample Andalusian municipalities do not take advantage of the 
potential of ICTs and OG initiatives to improve zero hunger, sustainable cities, and reduced 
inequalities issues. They are not concerned with promoting the innovation and the formulation of 
public policies with the collaboration of citizens in the co-creation of the solutions to face social 
problems. Similarly, although the economic, health and education objectives are the most considered 
and developed in the digital strategies of the sample Andalusian municipalities, there is not a 
standardized vision among the sample municipalities, which could be due to the different level of 
OG development that each municipality has reached. 

In fact, we have checked that there are similarities when the municipalities are grouped according 
to the strategy adopted and the level of OG development achieved. In the case of municipalities with 
the lowest levels of development -push and engagement strategies-, there is a tendency to focus their 
efforts on achieving the industries, production, and economic growth together with sustainable 
cities, although there is not a normalized behavior. By contrast, municipalities running a networking 
strategy consider a broader range of objectives. In brief, they are more aware of the potential of OG 
adoption, hence, their strategies are focused on innovate industries, responsible consumption, 
sustainable cities, reduces inequalities, and conservation of natural spaces   

Nonetheless, the success of the OG initiative relies on citizens’ willingness to interact with the 
institution and provide input on the given task (Bekkers et al., 2013). In doing so, citizens will acquire 
greater confidence in the government (Moreno-Carmona et al., 2020). Therefore, future research 
could advance in the knowledge about capacities and citizens’ willingness to collaborate with the 
public administration in the co-creation of solutions for facing societal challenges. This research 
could also be focused on drivers and stakeholders’ profile to identify trends in citizen collaboration 
with public entities. 

In conclusion, findings indicate that Andalusian municipalities have a long path to move in the 
development and implementation of OG strategies and initiatives, because a great bulk of them is 
in a very early stage (push and engagement strategies).  
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Abstract. The popularization of large-scale assessments in education, such as PISA in Europe and 
ENEM in Brazil, and the availability of their related data on contemporaneous government open 
data repositories, have fostered the creation of public value. Much of the current research aims 
to analyze education at a student level and focuses on high school education, and few studies on 
earlier educational stages at the municipal level can be found. This paper presents a study 
focused on analyzing Brazilian educational open data for assessing public education on a 
municipal level for elementary and middle school education to understand the correlations 
between contextual indexes and expenditures and educational achievement. For this, we have 
applied a data mining-based approach and statistical methods to correlate the features and 
student performance from 2013 to 2019. The main educational results indicate that the highest 
positive correlations with students' performance are related to teacher training, followed by 
financial investments. With regard to the Brazilian open data scenario, certain improvements 
were identified, such as a large amount of available, updated data. However, historical 
challenges such as a lack of standards and available machine-readable data are still present. 

Keywords: Data Mining, Open Data, Education, Brazil 

Introduction 

Since the 1950s [1], governments and society have agreed that transparency, "the right to know," and 
Open Government Data (OGD), which is verified and used by the general population, may bring 
about many benefits, such as increased accountability and citizen participation. At the beginning of 
the 2010s, the movement resurfaced with the possibility of using Web 2.0 to publish and consume 
data, and many initiatives for publishing open data portals were launched. Thus, new benefits such 
as delivering better public services and increasing government efficiency and effectiveness have 
been indicated, especially due to the possibility of society analyzing the publicized data for value 
generation [2]. These benefits are strongly related to the educational context. Since the 1960s [3], 
research using educational data aimed at the effects of policies has become standard in educational 
assessment, and the popularization of OGD has provided a boost to this kind of research, thereby 
promoting the potential of the findings. 
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Within this context, one important data source is related to large-scale educational assessment 
(LSA). The databases of these exams are a relevant data source for scientific studies, and enable 
governments to plan, define and validate educational policies. Although exams at higher 
educational stages are mostly used to analyze educational performance in LSA [4], elementary and 
secondary stages, when children learn to read and write, and develop their critical and logical 
thinking,  play an essential role in this process. Moreover, most studies either analyze data on the 
student level, aiming to analyze and predict student performance [4]. Despite being of value, this 
analysis nonetheless has limits regarding the use of results for understanding and creating policies 
and actions at higher levels, such as a municipal or state level. Additionally, being able to 
characterize the relationship between student performances at municipal/state levels and 
government policies and expenditures at these levels could identify any gaps and thereby help to 
support the creation of new policies and validations of those that already exist [5]. 

Within this context, this paper aims to use the Brazilian open educational data from elementary 
and secondary education on a municipal level in order to understand the relationship between 
contextual indexes and expenditures, and Brazilian educational achievements from a longitudinal 
perspective. We have specifically considered the period from 2013 to 2019, and have applied a data 
mining process and classical statistical methods to seek correlations that could provide a national 
perspective on how the characteristics and investments of municipalities are correlated with the 
performance of early-stage students within the complex Brazilian educational system. The analysis 
includes educational results and a discussion regarding the challenges of the current Brazilian open 
data scenario. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the background to the 
subject. Section 3 presents the methodology, including the research questions and hypotheses, and 
an overview of the data mining process carried out to answer the questions. Section 4 presents the 
experiment, followed by Section 5, which contains the results and evaluation. Lastly, Section 6 
presents the concluding remarks. 

Background and Related Works 

Understanding the power of educational policies and the performance of educational systems is a 
permanent research topic [6]. The research arose as a reaction against the pioneering Coleman study 
[1], which was the first to identify the predominance of student backgrounds in their outcomes and 
how factors related to schools and policies have a lesser influence. The essential characteristic that 
differentiates the current from earlier research is the vast amount of available open data on the 
educational process [7]. One important branch of research is studying the role played by budgets in 
the educational system. Although there is a sense that more investment implies better outcomes, 
some studies, such as [5], have shown that, at least for the higher economies, the manner in which 
resources are used is more important than the amount spent. In fact, some educational systems, as 
in the case of Brazil, have increased the budget without, however, changing the outcomes [8]. 
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By considering the Brazilian scenario, some studies have attempted to understand the 
relationship between contextual variables and educational achievement from Brazilian educational 
open data, such as [9], [10]. They have often relied upon statistical predictive models through the 
use of regression coefficients and feature importance in order to unravel how variables are correlated 
with school achievement. They have also focused on predicting the academic performance of 
individual students in a specific exam. However, these studies often fail to discuss their model 
assumptions and how this could verify them in practical scenarios. Also, there is no consensus on 
an appropriate set of variables to be included in their models. Choices are often arbitrary and may 
suffer certain influences, mainly due to the lack of standards and the decentralized Brazilian open 
data scenario, as discussed in Subsection 5.3. Moreover, very few studies regarding the Brazilian 
scenario have explored the expenditure variables, mainly because this information is not easily 
gathered. In this direction, [11] and [12] found that expenditure has no or little contribution to 
increasing test scores, but [13] found that "financial resources are paramount in producing 
performance." 

Analyzing the studies, it is clear that there are two types of research. One group used the student 
and school characteristics to analyze student and school performances, and the other group used 
financial and expenditure data to analyze the municipal performance. However, some school 
characteristics may be aggregated to a municipal level, such as teacher data. Hence, these 
characteristics may be studied jointly with financial data to provide a new viewpoint, capable of 
supporting policies at different levels. 

Methodology 

The main objective of this research is to use open and publically available data to analyze the 
characteristics of municipalities and school management, seeking to find correlations between these 
characteristics and the performance of public-school students. For this, we defined three research 
questions: RQ1: Is it possible to define and apply a data mining methodology over open data to find 
correlations between the main characteristics and investments of municipalities and student performance in 
large-scale assessments in Brazil?; RQ2: What are the main correlations between the characteristics and 
investments of municipalities and student performance in large-scale assessments?; and RQ3: How have the 
correlations between the characteristics and investments of municipalities and student performance varied 
over time? 

To answer RQ2 and RQ3, we defined a DM process inspired by the well-known CRISP-DM 
method [14]. Thus, if these questions can be answered, it implies that RQ1 is also answered. The 
defined process contains five phases: (i) domain understanding; (ii) data collection and 
understanding; (iii) data preparation; (iv) modeling and analysis; and (v) results reporting and 
evaluation. Section 4 presents the experiments, with details and implementation of the 
methodology, from domain understanding to modeling and analysis. The last step is presented in 
Section 5. 
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Experiments 

Domain Understanding: In Brazil, when considering the teaching stage, they may be elementary 
school (1st to 9th grades) and high school (10th to 12th grades). The elementary school is divided in 
two stages: initial years (1st to 5th grades) and final years (6th to 9th grades). For a clearer 
comprehension, in this paper we have named the stages as elementary school, middle school, and 
high school. With a few minor exceptions, it is mainly the municipalities that are responsible for 
elementary and middle schools, while state governments are responsible for high schools, and the 
federal government is responsible for universities. The private sector may be present at any level, 
but it is not the subject of this study. The most studied LSA in Brazil is the ENEM, which is used for 
entry to most universities. However, the assessment of early education is still underexplored. For 
this, there is the IDEB, an education development index. It is based on two main metrics: each 
school's pass and abandonment rates and the performance of students in a specific exam, called 
"Prova Brasil". The IDEB has three distinct indexes, one for elementary school, one for middle school, 
and one for high school. Thus, in order to evaluate municipal education, which is responsible for 
elementary and middle schools, we have used the respective IDEB index for these two stages. 

Data Collection and Understanding: We have focused data collection on the granularity of 
municipalities, rather than students, and relevant data were divided into two groups, educational 
data and economic data. The educational data, including school data and IDEB indicators, were 
collected from the INEP portal [15]. Economic data were collected from the National Treasury 
website [16] and the SIOPE website [16]. Table 1 presents a list of the collected data used as features. 
In addition, the performance indicator, IDEB, was also collected from the INEP portal. Most features 
presented in Table 1 have two values, one for the elementary stage and another for the middle stage. 
The corresponding value will be used in the analysis of each stage. Also, some of the features are 
continuous and may be directly understood, such as the number of students per class (SPC). 
However, some of the features are divided into subcategories and present discrete values for each 
of the subcategories. These categories are defined according to metrics defined by the Brazilian 
government. The ATT classifies schools into 5 groups, ranging from G1 (percentual of teachers who 
have a teaching degree in the same subject they teach) to G5 (teachers without a college degree). The 
SMC ranges from G1 (low complexity) to G6 (high complexity)., TEI ranges from G1 (low effort) to 
G6 (high effort), and TRI ranges from G1 (low regularity) to G6 (high regularity). As the IDEB is 
calculated every two years, data were collected for the years 2013, 2015, 2017 and 2019 for each of 
the 5,568 Brazilian municipalities. Each feature presented in Table 1 is published as a different 
dataset for each year. The Brazilian government provides all of the indicators over its open data 
portals already listed. 

Data Preparation: INEP data is in spreadsheet format (XLSX and ODS) and, despite being 
complete, contains unnecessary data, such as a header with the INEP logo and merged lines and 
columns. Hence, we manually cleaned spreadsheets before they could be processed. INEP data is 
also usually presented in different granularities, such as aggregations of the country/regions/states, 
aggregations of municipalities, and individual schools. It also contains data for each separate stage, 
such as elementary, middle, and high school. For the objectives of this study, we filtered and used 
the aggregations by municipalities, and data regarding the elementary and middle stages. The 
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National Treasure data are presented with two values, the value initially transferred plus a 
correction that may be available later. In the study, we considered the sum of both as the absolute 
value of spending. For SIOPE data, it was not necessary to edit the data since each one has only the 
value of each municipality. Fortunately, municipalities are identified by a unique and equal ID 
across the different datasets. Thus, after cleaning and filtering the data from the three different 
sources, it was possible to create a unique database joining all of them together. 

Table 6. Features Description 

 

Modeling and Analysis: All features were analyzed individually and correlated with the two 
performance features: IDEB elementary school (IDEB-E) and IDEB middle school (IDEB-M). We 
used the Spearman's correlation, which evaluates the monotonic relationships between the 
variables. It is most suitable in this context since it is not affected by global changes, for example, an 
increase in IDEB results due to changes in methodology or an overall improvement of education in 
the country [17]. It is well known that results in exams are the result of several factors, including a 
diversity of topics such as financial status, parents' level of scholarity and personal effort, as 
presented in Section 2. Thus, it not expected to find that municipality indexes, characteristics or 
investments in education present high correlation values. There are also several types of 
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interpretations for the correlation values, and we decided to follow the same interpretations as the 
Mukaka study [18], i.e., to be a considerable correlation, the absolute value must be greater than 0.3. 
Moreover, due to the expected low values, we also present and analyze the variable with at least the 
5 highest positive and negative correlations.  

In order to answer RQ2, we calculated the correlations of every feature for every year to analyze 
which features were relevant in each year. We then averaged the results for each feature to have a 
consistent value among the years. Next, to answer RQ3, we calculated a linear regression on the 
values over the four years, and identified the percentage of the slope compared to the mean of the 
values. The result is the assessment of the strength, or "the velocity", in which the correlation 
increases or decreases during the period.  

Results and Evaluation 

Correlation results and discussion 

As planned, we calculated the Spearman correlations coefficient for each feature in relation to the 
performance indicators, IDEB-E and IDEB-M, and averaged the results obtained over the years. 
Unsurprisingly, most of the features with high correlations, both positive and negative, are the same 
for both elementary and middle schools. Table 2 presents the data. 

Table 2. Average Correlations 

 

When considering the positive correlations, the data indicated that student performances in a 
municipality were better when the teachers were more highly qualified: the percentage of teachers 
with higher education (THE) and the adequacy of teacher training (ATT) at a higher level (G1), 
presented the higher correlations. It is followed by investment: first the investment per student 
(INVS), then the investment per teacher (INVT). On the other hand, the feature presenting a high 
negative correlation in both scenarios was the age-grade distortion (AGD), i.e., in a municipality 
where a high number of students was out of the expected class, the educational performance was 
worse. It is important to note that, as correlation is not causality, it may not be assured whether the 
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age-grade distortion is the cause or, most probably, the consequence of a bad student performance. 
The second higher negative correlation is the opposite of the positive correlation, the number of 
teachers with no college degree (ATT_G5), followed by the number of schools with a high 
management complexity (SMC_G4 and SMC_G5). Lastly, also associated with the teacher, (TRI) at 
the lower level, representing municipalities where the turnover is high, also presented a negative 
correlation with student performance. 

As planned, we also analyzed the behaviour of features over time. Taking the correlation values 
for each year, considering both the IDEB-E and IDEB-M, we calculated the slope of their linear 
regression and analyzed the trend of each feature over time. With this, we calculated the percentage 
of variation in relation to the mean, thereby obtaining the tendency if the correlation is consistently 
increasing or decreasing. To be able to get more insights, we broadened the analysis all variables 
with p > 0.10. Table 3 present the data. 

Table 3. Evolution of correlations over time, IDEB-E (left) and IDEB-M (right) 

    

By analyzing data in Tables 3, most of the features present a non-monotonic variation, i.e., they 
neither strictly increase nor decrease, and do not strictly present a trend. Also, none of the five 
features with the highest correlations (positive or negative) presented a percentage slope variation 
higher than 10%, demonstrating that the most correlated features remained stable. However, some 
trends may be found, allowing additional analysis. The percentage of schools in a city (SMC) with a 
low management complexity (level 2 of 6) presented a monotonic increase in relation to IDEB-E, 
suggesting that having more schools with less students (50-300) is increasing its importance. Also, 
the TRI_G1 presented an absolute monotonic decrease. This signifies that, if the trend continues, the 
negative correlation of the teacher regularity indicator (TRI) will soon no longer exist. Additionally, 
the result of a positive correlation of TEI_G4, a high effort group, consistently increasing, in 
opposition to the negative correlations of the TEI at lower levels, was unexpected. This result must 
be carefully assessed in further studies, although an initial reason may be put forward. The lower 
level groups include teachers working only one daily period, which may indicate that teaching may 
not be their primary activity. 
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Presented data answers RQ2 and RQ3 by using the defined data mining methodology over open 
data, thereby answering RQ1 affirmatively. 

Open data discussion 

Four years after being one of the founders of the Open Government Partnership (OGP), [19] 
indicated some of the challenges of the Brazilian scenario. We may summarize these challenges at 
that time as: (i) a lack of available data, because of the small quantity of datasets published in the 
repositories; (ii) multiple and decentralized data sources, because although a national open-data 
portal exists, it is incomplete and there are many other state and municipal repositories not 
integrated within it; (iii) zombie data, without an update policy; (iv) a lack of standards for 
publishing, because each variety of publisher chooses what and how to publish, as well as the data 
format; and (v) one-way data, not allowing citizens to return data to the government. 

In this study we have verified that, considering the current state of educational open data, some 
of these challenges have been solved, and others still remain. As improvements, we highlight that 
there is no lack of available educational data, since we were able to collect the data easily with regard 
to all municipalities in Brazil. Also, we cannot consider the data as zombie data, because despite a 
certain amount of delay in publishing, since they are released annually, all the expected and updated 
data were found. As challenges, we indicate that there are still multiple and decentralized data 
sources and a lack of standards for publishing. Even being published by the Federal government, 
the gathered data was not found in the national open data repository, but on three different, 
independent sources, each with a different format and standards. In particular, the data gathered 
from SIOP is not even found on an open or transparency portal: it was gathered from a system that 
must be operated by an individual who has to access the "management reports" option, filter the 
desired data, and then performs the download. Moreover, most of the collected data is "almost" 
machine readable, one of the premises of open data. INEP data is in spreadsheet format (XLSX and 
ODS) and, despite being complete, it contains unnecessary data, such as a header with INEP logo 
and a variety of merged lines and columns. Hence, it is necessary to manually clean the spreadsheets 
before they may be processed. Lastly, almost all the collected data can not be found or downloaded 
without human intervention, and was not available to be accessed from an API (Application 
Programming Interface). 

Considering these challenges, we argue that many improvements still need to be implemented in 
order to enhance the Brazilian open data scenario and foster the potential of using government data. 

Concluding Remarks 

This paper has presented a data mining approach over educational open data for a longitudinal 
assessment of municipal public education in Brazil, by finding correlations among the characteristics 
and investments of municipalities and student performances in large-scale assessments. For this, we 
defined a methodology which consisted of five steps: (i) domain understanding; (ii) data collection 
and understanding; (iii) data preparation; (iv) modeling and analysis; and (v) results reporting and 
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evaluation. Data was collected from Brazilian open data portals, including educational and financial 
data, and data from the performance of students at a municipal level, including the 5,568 
municipalities for the period from 2013 to 2019. Spearman correlations were calculated in order to 
find correlations, and the regression slope over the period was calculated and analyzed in order to 
verify the trends. 

The main results indicate that the highest positive correlations are linked to teacher training, 
followed by financial investments in students and teachers. On the other hand, the age-grade 
distortion presents a high negative correlation. All of the highest correlations remained stable over 
time, but correlations regarding the lower level of school management complexity and the number 
of full-time teachers present a positive trend. 

Some improvements were also identified in the Brazilian open data scenario, such as a large 
amount of available, updated data. However, historical challenges, such as multiple, decentralized 
data sources, the lack of standards for publishing, and the existence of datasets that are not machine 
readable, and thus require human intervention, are still challenges. 

We argue that correlation is not causality. Also, we recognize that many other features may be 
correlated and influence student performance, not only those studied. Thus, the results of this study 
must be analyzed with caution. Future work may focus on identifying why some features present a 
higher correlation with student performance, and how public policy may be modeled to boost this 
performance. Furthermore, Brazil is a large country, well known for having regional differences, but 
data from all municipalities were analyzed together. Thus, future studies focused on identifying the 
regional differences may be suitable, as well as studies comparing Brazilian results with results of 
other countries, especially in Latin America. Lastly, future studies using multivariate correlations 
and machine learning models for simulating the prediction of student performance, based on the 
municipalities features, may be promising. 
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Abstract: The current technological advances and real-time worldwide communications 
transformed the government transparency scenario, with the popularization of open government 
data and transparency portals holding the premise of transforming government. However, much 
government data, particularly in the legal domain, is context-specific and is not understandable 
to ordinary people, thereby reducing its access and benefits related to its publication. Hence, 
the automatic generation of simpler translations and summaries of legal decisions, taking 
advantage of the advances in natural language processing (NLP), is a promising approach. This 
paper presents a design science study aimed to increase the transparency of a Brazilian court of 
accounts by enhancing the understanding of its legal decisions through NLP techniques such as 
text simplification and text summarization. We then discuss the approaches, challenges, and 
difficulties of developing artificial intelligence systems in this as yet unexplored domain, 
especially considering the Portuguese language. 

Keywords: Natural Language Processing, Transparency, Legal Decisions, Portuguese, Brazil. 

Introduction 

Since the 1950s [1], governments and society have agreed that transparency, “the right to know,” 
and Open Government Data, may bring about many benefits. At the beginning of the 2010s, the 
movement resurfaced with the possibility of using Web 2.0 to publish and consume data, which 
would promote better public services, government efficiency, and effectiveness, increased 
accountability, citizen participation, engagement, and collaboration, and a decrease in corruption, 
among other benefits [2]. Additionally, the recent popularization and success of artificial intelligence 
(AI) solutions have revealed it as a new frontier technology for the public sector [3]. However, 
researchers have highlighted that the results of AI implementation in government are still unknown 
and unexpected [4]. 

One of the challenges is that it is not sufficient simply to publish data and information if ordinary 
people are not able to understand and use the data [5]. This challenge particularly applies to the 
legal context, which contains a large number of technical and legal-specific terms, thus, making it 
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difficult for the general public to understand legal decisions. One way to deal with this challenge is 
to generate simpler translates or summarizations of these legal decisions. As the manual generation 
is both costly and time consuming, the use of AI models, methods, and techniques of Natural 
Language Processing (NLP) [6], such as automatic text simplification [7], text summarization [8], 
and named entity recognition [9] could possibly be promising solutions. In addition, providing this 
information under Visual Law [10] concepts can also increase the benefits. 

Within this context, this paper describes a design science research aimed at increasing the 
transparency of the Pernambuco's Court of Accounts (TCE/PE), by enhancing the understanding of 
its legal decisions through NLP and Visual Law. The institution is a control entity responsible for 
public government accountability, and audits and judges public accounts of all the municipalities in 
a Brazilian state. Besides describing this contribution, we also discuss the challenges and difficulties 
involved in developing AI systems in the legal domain of the Portuguese language. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the research background 
regarding NLP and related work in Brazilian Portuguese. In Section 3, we present the methodology 
of the study. Section 4 presents additional details regarding NLP implementation and discusses the 
main results, challenges, and difficulties. Lastly, Section 5 presents the concluding remarks. 

Research Background and Related Works  

Research Background 

NLP is an interdisciplinary field that employs computational techniques to learn, understand, and 
produce human language content [6]. It includes diverse approaches, from creating spoken dialogue 
systems and speech-to-speech translation engines, to identifying sentiment and emotion toward 
products and services. The present research focuses on three areas of NLP: text simplification, text 
summarization, and named entity recognition. 

Text simplification (TS) was studied by linguistics long before using AI [11]. It reduces the 
complexity of a text to improve its readability and understandability, while retaining its original 
informational content [7]. It also modifies syntax and lexicon to improve the understandability of 
language for users. Over time, TS has become an essential tool in helping those with low literacy 
levels, reading comprehension problems, and non-native learners. The automation of this process is 
a complex problem, and current related research is still far from reaching a satisfactory solution [7]. 
TS commonly focuses on lexical simplification, syntactic simplification, or machine translation. 
Lexical simplification [12] replaces complex words with simpler alternatives with equivalent 
meanings in a given sentence. Syntactic simplification [7] reduces grammatical complexity by 
replacing complicated syntactic structures with simpler ones. Additionally, Machine translation 
(MT) addresses the TS task as a mono-lingual translation problem, where complex sentences are 
made simpler. It adopts two main approaches: statistical machine translation (SMT), based on 
statistical and probability models, and neural machine translation (NMT), using deep learning 
techniques that have achieved very satisfactory results [13]. Another NLP technique is automatic 
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text summarization (ATS), which aims to produce a summary that includes the main ideas in the 
input document using less space and keeping repetition to a minimum[8]. Thus, it enables users to 
obtain the main points of the original document without the need to read it in its entirety. There are 
three main approaches for ATS: extractive, abstractive, or hybrid. The extractive selects the most 
important sentences in the input document and then concatenates them to form a summary. The 
abstractive represents the input document in an intermediate representation, which then generates 
the summary with sentences different from the original sentences. The hybrid approach combines 
these both. The named entity recognition and classification research focuses on finding the 
members of various predetermined classes, such as person, organization, location, date/time, 
quantities, numbers etc. [9]. There are usually three approaches: rule-based approaches, using 
syntactic-lexical patterns; machine learning approaches, automatically learning complex patterns; 
and hybrid approaches, combining the previous approaches.  

Related Work 

Most studies regarding NLP are focused on the English language. However, some studies may be 
found that adapt the strategies for texts in Portuguese. Aluísio et al. presented the PorSimples project 
[14], which aimed at simplifying Portuguese text for digital inclusion and accessibility. They 
developed several technologies, such as an authoring system that helps authors to produce 
simplified texts targeting people with low literacy levels and a web content adaptation tool for 
assisting low-literacy readers to perform detailed reading [14]. One of the project's main challenges 
is text summarization, since the simplification increases text length while enhancing text 
comprehensibility. In 2010, [15] addressed the problem of simplifying Portuguese texts at a sentence 
level by treating it as a “translation task”, using SMT. Given a parallel corpus of original and 
simplified texts, a standard SMT system was trained and evaluated. In [16], Estivalet and Meunier 
presented the Brazilian Portuguese Lexicon (LexPorBr), a word-based corpus for psycholinguistic 
and computational linguistic research. The final corpus has more than 30 million word tokens, 215 
thousand word types, and 25 categories of information on each word. A more recent example was 
presented by [17]. The work described an empirical study on the use of state-of-the-art ATS methods 
to simplify texts in Portuguese, by using different NMT techniques for ATS over two parallel corpus 
extracted from complex and simplified translations of the Bible, and achieved promising results.  

In summary, despite some advances, performing NLP tasks in Brazilian Portuguese still remains 
a challenging task. Most studies are strongly based on building a parallel corpus for training and 
comparison, which is a costly task. There is also little evidence and assessment of these initiatives 
with regard to practical usage by the population. 

Research Method 

This research aimed at answering the following research question: what are the main challenges for 
developing an AI system focused on enhancing the understanding of legal decisions? To address this 
question, we employed a Design Science Research (DSR) [18], which involved the gradual 
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implementation of a minimum viable product (MVP) in different research cycles. This research 
method seeks to design and investigate artifacts in context (TCE/PE) by iterating over the activities 
of designing and investigating. Hence, we performed three design cycles formed by three activities: 
problem investigation (what phenomena must be improved?), treatment design (how to design an 
artifact that could treat the problem?), and treatment validation (would these designs treat the 
problem?), as proposed by Wieringa [18]. 

Problem Investigation: During this phase, in each design cycle, we aimed at defining the 
stakeholders of our project – from TCE/PE (president and two auditing directors) and from society 
in general (e.g. representatives of citizens, who were studied as personas). Then, we understood 
their levels of awareness of the problem and the treatments. For instance, in the first cycle, we 
noticed the need to deepen the understanding about the issue raised by the top management of 
Institution: the difficulty for citizens to comprehend the results of the legal decisions presented in 
the processes available for external access. The second design cycle aimed at providing stakeholders 
with rich examples of Legal Design and Visual Law (part of our conceptual problem framework) so 
that we could clarify these concepts and verify whether the goals for the project should be refined. 
Therefore, this phase allowed us to regularly evaluate the effects of the solution being created in 
terms of contribution to stakeholders’ goals. 

Treatment Design: We initiated this phase with a proper understanding of the phenomenon 
(automatic simplification of legal decisions) as we could discuss its causes (e.g., jargon, terms, and 
difficult expressions adopted in the texts) and effects (e.g., reduced readability, lack of appeal of the 
documents for the general public). Such overview allowed us to specify the requirements for the 
solution through the different iterations. We briefly describe the main final requirements (focused 
on features – functional/FR – and constraints of the solution – non-functional/NFR) defined with 
the stakeholders in Table 1. After specifying the requirements, which reflected stakeholders’ goals, 
we created varied versions of our treatments (i.e. the MVP, our potential solution). We not only 
developed but documented each designed artifact (e.g. code, software engineering outputs) as they 
represented our decisions as a group of researchers and practitioners. In each cycle, an improved 
version of the MVP was presented biweekly to the stakeholders so that they could verify the 
prototypes developed, check to what extent it addressed the project goals, and suggest 
improvement. Such guidance and shared decision-making enabled us to take plan the next iteration. 

Treatment Validation: In this phase, we could validate a treatment (i.e. our MVPs/prototypes 
gradually evolved) to ensure that it contributed to stakeholder goals. For an objective assessment of 
the implementation, the project considered three approaches: initial validation by the stakeholders' 
perception, legibility metrics, and manual inspection by non-specialists. As legibility metrics, it was 
used the length of the summaries and the Flesch-Kincaid adapted for the Portuguese language [19]. 
For the manual inspection, a structured analysis was performed on 5% of the summaries (53 out of 
1003), randomly selected. Three non-specialists inspected the original documents and the 
summaries, and some questions were answered: (a) Completeness: Is the summary complete, 
representing all the important points of the original? (b) Easiness: Is the summary easy to 
understand? (c) Does the system highlight the important terms? (d) Not important terms were 
highlighted? (e) Do difficult words present a dictionary? and (f) Not difficult words present 
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dictionary? For questions (a) and (b), possible answers were presented on a Likert scale, from totally 
disagree to totally agree. For the others, possible answers were Yes or No, and additional comments 
and suggestions for including/excluding words could be provided. 

Table 1. Requirements description. 

Req. ID and title Description 
FR1 – search and 

filter options 
The solution must have search and filter options, enabling the user 

to find the desired decisions easily in terms of municipality and mayor, 
time, and decision's status (approved or rejected). 

FR2 - Automatic text 
simplification 

The solution must read the original text and automatically translate 
it to a version that the general population may easily understand. 

FR3 - Automatic text 
summarization 

The solution must summarize the decisions by selecting the most 
important sentences from the text using an automatic algorithm. 

FR4 - Named Entity 
Recognition - Highlight 

The solution must recognize and highlight members of 
predetermined classes, such as financial values, dates, references to 
laws, percentages and other entities defined jointly with the 
stakeholders. 

FR5 - Named Entity 
Recognition - Dictionary 

The solution must recognize and highlight legal terms and entities 
contained in legal texts, presenting a dictionary with their meaning. 

FR6 - Graphical 
Visualization of 
Spending Limits 

The solution must provide graphical visualizations of compliance 
with the rules of spending limits. 

NFR1 - User 
Experience based on 
Visual Law 

The solution must consider Visual Law concepts, including visual 
elements that facilitate the visualization and improve user experience. 

Results 

The system is based on a client-server architecture. Its main components are presented in Figure 1.  

The data layer is the origin of the data, collected from the open data repository of the Brazilian 
court, through its REST API [20]. The server layer contains the main components of the system. The 
extractor is responsible for collecting data from the open data repository and persist all data on the 
consolidated database. As a direct mapping from the requirements, the Dictionary component 
implements FR5; the Highlight component enhances decisions according to FR4; spending limits 
processes and enhances data with information regarding spending limits, according to FR6; and 
summarization processes the data and generates the summarization according to FR3. Lastly, the 
publisher is responsible for generating the interface with the client layer, making all data available, 
and allowing the options of search and filtering defined in FR1. Details and discussion on the 
implementation of all these components are presented in Section 4. The final architecture lacks a 
component for the implementation of FR2, the automatic text simplification, because it was not 
approved in the validation. Thus, despite the non existence of the automatic simplification, the other 
features, mainly the summarization, performed well and were able to deliver the main objectives. 
Details regarding this implementation and results are presented in Section 4. Lastly, the Web 
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interface component is responsible for interacting with the Publisher component and dynamically 
generating the web pages related to the project.  

 Fig. 1. The Architectural Design of the System 

 

The implementation of the system was made using python and java technologies and is 
publically available at decisoestce.innovagovlab.org. As this is a live project, the page may be different 
at the time the reader accesses this paper. The most important page is the process details. In addition 
to a header containing more information on the decision, including details of the process and a link 
to the original document, the system also presents a short and an expanded summary with visual 
information about main indicators. The expanded summary is presented in Figure 2a. The figure 
presents the three-paragraph summary (a), including highlights, links to the dictionary, and the 
main decision's aspects. For comparison Figure 2b presents part of the original three-page PDF file.  

Fig. 2. (a) the summarized text and indicators. At the right (b), part of the original three-page PDF.  

 

Discussion 

This section discusses the main challenges and lessons learned from implementing the NLP features: 
automatic text simplification, automatic text summarization, and named entity recognition. In 
addition, we present a user evaluation study based on an online questionnaire, which enhanced our 
post-mortem analysis of the entire project. 

The automatic text simplification was initially the primary objective of the project. Two 
approaches were employed: lexical simplification and neural simplification. For the lexical 
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simplification, three different corpuses were used: a corpus from the Bible in Portuguese, containing 
60,357 sentences; a corpus published by [14] (NILC), containing 1,521 sentences; and the project 
corpus (PC), containing 2,143 sentences. The approach consisted of four phases: (i) pre-processing; 
(ii) identifying difficult words; (iii) replacement with a better synonym; and (iv) final adjustments. 
The final adjustments used Cogroo [21]. The evaluation was performed according to the treatment 
validation. Despite presented promising results for the Bible corpus [17], results were not approved 
by the stakeholders' perception, because in some cases the simplification changed the meaning of 
the sentence. For neural simplification, we used two Neural Networks models: Recurrent Neural 
Networks (RNN) [22] and RNN with Attention (Attention) [23]. The approach combines the use of 
these neural networks with the addition of pre-trained embeddings and pre-trained bidirectional 
encoder representations from transformers (BERT). As in the lexical simplification, the model 
obtained good results with the Bible and NILC corpus, but poorer results with the PC corpus. In 
particular, the manual inspections detected that results presented longer texts with excessive, 
repeated words. As both approaches were not approved by the stakeholders' perception, this 
requirement was suspended and the project focused on the other requirements, particularly the 
summarization. 

The automatic text summarization became the main feature of the system. Thus, two summaries 
were produced. A very short summary is generated automatically from the data gathered from the 
spend limits API, and no NLP methods were applied. It is on the form (translated from Portuguese): 
"There were [not] fount irregularities regarding <items> on the accounts of <municipality> under the 
management of <manager> for the year of <year>, and the accounts were [Approved|Rejected|Approved 
with reservations]." The full summary is produced by applying summarization methods over the 
main information presented in the text. It was generated by an extractive approach, using the 
traditional steps: pre-processing of the original sentences; processing, where a representation of the 
text is created and high-scoring sentences are extracted; and post-processing. For implementation, 
the pysummarization5 library was used, which is based on an Encoder/Decoder centered on LSTM, 
thereby improving the accuracy of summarization by sequence-to-sequence learning. After 
approval by the stakeholders', legibility metrics, and manual inspection by non-specialists were 
performed. The evaluation by non-specialists for the summaries presented the following results: (i) 
the average of answers for the completeness was 3,9, and the median was 4; and (ii) the average of 
answers for the easiness was 4,2, and the median was 4. This data indicates that, for them, despite 
not being perfect, the summaries present most of the important points of the text and are also easy 
to understand. The legibility metrics confirm this result: the full text presented an average 
readability score of 51 (median = 103) and 505 words (median = 456), whilst the summaries 
presented a readability score of 177 (median = 186) and 96 words (median = 91). Considering that 
higher scores signify easily of understanding, we can conclude that the summaries that presented 
shorter texts were easier to understand. 

For the named entity recognition, the first strategy was to train a model using a legal NER dataset 
[24]. However, the obtained results were not approved by stakeholders, so we developed a rule-

                                                      
5 https://pypi.org/project/pysummarization/ 
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based approach using syntactic-lexical patterns. The solution focuses on the use of regular 
expressions to highlight dates, percentages, laws and similar, and monetary values. An additional 
component was developed for creating a dictionary of legal terms, highlighting and showing their 
meaning. The creation of the dictionary was based on a term frequency approach, comparing the 
frequency of each word in the dataset with the most present words on the LexPorBR Brazilian 
Portuguese corpus [16]. The words with a high frequency in the documents and which were either 
not present or had a very low frequency in the LexPorBR corpus were indicated as candidates for 
domain words. Lastly, these words and their meanings were presented to the domain specialists at 
the court for validation and inclusion on the dictionary. This process generated a dictionary 
containing 814 words. After the manual inspection by non-specialists, only 14 new words were 
suggested for inclusion, indicating the good results of the process. 

A preliminary system evaluation was also performed considering the user viewpoint. A 
questionnaire was presented to a small group of users who could evaluate the legal summary, the 
dictionary, the graphics, and general design. For each feature, possible answers were presented in a 
Likert scale, from not useful at all to very useful. In total, 11 participants, from different 
backgrounds, answered the questions. Results are presented in Table 2. This is a small experiment, 
and a further better assessment of user perception is needed. However, this preliminary result 
demonstrates a high-value perception of the features by the potential users. 

Table 2. User evaluation results 

 

By summarizing the results and lessons learned, the following points may be highlighted: 
Considering text simplification evaluation is a complex and costly process. Neither lexical nor 
machine translation simplification presented acceptable results according to a manual evaluation, 
and further research and/or different implementations are needed in this regard. Considering text 
summarization, the results of the employed strategies were promising both considering the metrics 
evaluation and considering the manual inspection performed by non-specialists. Regarding named 
entity recognition, despite the existence of a specific dataset for named entity recognition in Brazilian 
legal texts, the results in our study were not approved by the stakeholders. Thus, a rule-based 
approach using syntactic-lexical patterns was employed. 

1. Concluding remarks 

This paper presented a study on the application of NLP and Visual Law to increase the transparency 
of a Brazilian court of accounts (TCE/PE). A description of the system architecture, as well as the 
software engineering phases, from the requirements to implementation, were given. Its main 
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functional requirements include search and filter options; automatic text simplification; automatic 
text summarization; named entity recognition, highlight and dictionary; and graphical visualization 
of spend limits. Its main non-functional requirement is regarding the user experience based on 
Visual Law concepts. Such software engineering perspective in NLP solutions is rare in the 
literature, and this paper may lead to new practical implementations and reports in the area. 
Additionally, this work highlights that text simplification in Portuguese is still a challenge, as both 
lexical and machine translation simplification did not achieve the expected results. However, the 
text summarization results achieved a good performance and was approved both by the 
stakeholders and non-specialists. Moreover, dictionary based simplification, based on the difference 
of the word frequency of analyzed documents and of a traditional Portuguese corpus also proved 
to be promising. The assessment of the results was done through manual validation, by stakeholders 
and young adults. In this regard, as the solution must suit the needs of citizens as a whole, a broader 
assessment including diverse niches of society will be performed in a future study. Indeed, this has 
already gone into a planning stage in order to prepare the system to move from the MVP status and 
for being incorporated into the public solutions of the court.  
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Abstract. Justice institutions have been slower than other government sectors to intensive use of 
Information Technology-IT. Nevertheless, there is an increasing volume of digital information 
resulting from IT in legal procedures in most countries. The repositories of such information/data 
bring up the opportunity to apply AI in justice-related organisations. AI can be used for a wide 
range of purposes that might help solve chronic problems in justice-related organisations, such 
as slow justice processes and high operating costs. At the same time, AI use raises important 
concerns about safeguarding the values of Justice. This article presents and discusses the 
applications of AI in support of the work of judges and the main threats to justice values posed 
by their use in courts. 
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Introduction 

Justice institutions have been slower than other government sectors to intensive use of Information 
Technology-IT (Al-Naimat et al., 2021; Cerrillo & Fabra, 2008; Lederer, 1996; Schaad et al., 2005). 
Nowadays, in the Judiciary, Case Management Systems-CMS used to handle judicial cases are 
already adopted or are in the process of deployment in most world countries (Cerrillo & Fabra, 2008). 
In the most developed justice systems, CMS provided legal repositories that provide the foundation 
for Artificial Intelligence-AI applications development for various purposes, either to assist or 
perhaps even substitute judicial decisions. 

Considering the high amount of caseload around the globe, the use of AI has great potential to 
support judicial activities resulting in more access to justice, transparency and accountability, 
reduction of costs, and decreased judicial lawsuit duration (Realing, 2020; Shi et al., 2021). 
Nonetheless, its implementation process may also pose risks to justice values, such as impartiality 
and respect for fundamental rights.  

This article presents and discusses the applications of AI in support of the work of judges and the 
main threats to justice values posed by their use in courts. The paper is structured as follows:  Section 
2 underlines the benefits of AI tools for Justice, and more specifically, for the Judiciary; Section 3 
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describes the main uses, organising them into categories, and section 4 poses the threats in the 
deployment of AI applications for the Judiciary. Section 5 suggests important remarks in current 
research mixing AI and the Judiciary.  

AI in the Justice Domain 

AI can be defined as "a set of scientific methods, theories and techniques whose aim is to reproduce, 
by a machine, the cognitive abilities of human beings. Current developments seek to have machines 
perform complex tasks previously carried out by humans" (CEPEJ, 2018, p. 69). The actual use of AI 
largely consists of machine learning applications that depend on a huge amount of data used to 
recognise patterns on their own and make predictions (Shalev-Shwartz & Ben-David, 2014) which 
have the potential to drive considerable transformative innovations for institutions and society 
(Ballester, 2021).  

AI deployment in the Judiciary can enhance efficiency. In the contemporary world, the demand 
for Justice has grown as society becomes more complex and citizens engage more in commercial and 
legal disputes (Founder et al., 2015). In fact, Justice is expensive, the time spent solving litigious is 
high, and the workload of judges is increasing (CEPEJ, 2020; de Sousa et al., 2022; Shi et al., 2021).  

However, many lawsuits are simple, similar (if not identical), repetitive and with a predictable 
outcome. Using AI to automate human manual processes in these cases can streamline decisions, 
reduce litigation volume, and thus lead to lower costs. (Founder et al., 2015; Realing, 2020; Rubim & 
Fortes, 2021; Schmitzj, 2019; Shi et al., 2021). Another benefit of using AI in the Judiciary is that the 
automation of simple and repetitive cases gives judges more time to dedicate to their main role: 
deciding in court cases. Furthermore, speedy up Justice generally increases the subjective sense of 
fairness (Thornton, 2016; Zheng, 2021).  

Impartiality, objectivity, uncertainty reduction, and human error elimination are advantages AI 
decisions offer compared to humans' decisions (Founder et al., 2015; Shi et al., 2021; Yulia & Sergiy, 
2021). AI can also help reduce disparities in similar suits, for example, avoiding disproportional 
treatment between convicted in the cases of setting bail or determining sentences (Schmitzj, 2019). 

This article was based on a review of 28 papers from Scopus, limited to the period between 2000 
and 2022. AI evidence production and AI to support the police were not the object of our study. The 
ODR literature that most refers to non-judicial disputes was also excluded. 

Uses of AI in the Judiciary 

A recurring and controversial question is whether AI could replace the work of judges.  Garoupa 
speculates that AI will gradually replace judges, prosecutors, and lawyers (EnaJus, 2021). Other 
authors believe that AI applications will not get to decide judicial cases but support decision-
making, as creativity would be needed to choose between competing rules and create new ones 
(Berman & Hafner, 1989; Rubim & Fortes, 2021).  
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The European Commission for the Efficiency of Justice (CEPEJ) affirms that applications of AI in 
the Judiciary are restricted to machine learning applications specialised in solving one problem as 
follows: 

"In most occasions, the objective of these systems is not to reproduce legal reasoning but to 
identify the correlations between the different parameters of a decision and through the use of machine 
learning, to infer one or more models. Such models would be used to 'predict' or 'foresee' a future judicial 
decision (2018, p. 29)." 

Reviewing the literature concerned with AI uses in the Judiciary, eight categories emerged from 
the content analyses considering the type of applications and functionalities. The main solutions we 
found are:  

10) Similar cases push systems: Designed to automatically push similar judicial cases to help 
judges and staff reflect on specific cases. Generally, the system works by inserting keywords, 
and then similar cases (or related to the subject) are pushed for human review (N. Wang, 2020; 
Z. Wang, 2021; Yu & Xia, 2020; Zheng, 2021). 

11) Litigation risk assessment systems: Systems based on judicial statistics and analysis of similar 
cases give basic information that could evaluate the possible judgment result in advance and 
though helping parties decide whether to enter the litigation process (Schmitzj, 2019; 
Thornton, 2016; Završnik, 2020). 

12) Document assisted generation systems: Application that automatically generates decisions 
to help judges write their judicial documents. May include suggestions of the applicable law 
and penalty (Yu & Xia, 2020).  

13) Speech-to-text applications: The system converts spoken language into the written text used 
in courtroom records or hearings (Chugh, 2021; Contini, 2020; Fersini et al., 2013; N. Wang, 
2020; Z. Wang, 2021).   

14) Risk prediction systems: The application used in the penal system is supposed to predict 
risks for violent crime, sexual offender, and recidivism risks, helping judges decide about 
depriving people of their freedom (Fogliato et al., 2021; Larson et al., 2016; Ugwudike, 2020; 
Završnik, 2020).  

15) Answering questions robots: The application answers questions submitted to the Judiciary 
via a keyboard or verbally concerning a relevant case, verdicts, laws, how to bring a lawsuit, 
how to investigate their legal rights, and how to obtain evidence (Schmitzj, 2019; Troulinos, 
2020; N. Wang, 2020). 

16) Emotion recognition systems: The system can identify the speaker's emotional state, 
improving the information obtained in the courtroom. While this application is already 
deployed (in Poland and Italy), similar innovative AI research promises to disrupt the hearing 
and trials by better predicting deception than humans (Fersini et al., 2013; Wu et al., 2017). 

17) Filtering Systems: The system organises information according to a defined criterion and 
takes action, such as grouping cases and returning or allocating the cases to judges.(de Sousa 
et al., 2022; Troulinos, 2020; Završnik, 2020) 

The results of our research align substantially with the classification suggested by CEPEJ, taking 
into account the service offered: advanced case-law search engines, online dispute resolution, 
assistance in drafting deeds, analysis (predictive, scales), categorisation of contracts according to 
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different criteria and detection of divergent or incompatible contractual clauses, "Chatbots" to 
inform litigants or support them in their legal proceedings (2018, p. 17). Realing (2020) suggests 
general classification and asserts that Al can be useful in courts for organising information, advising, 
and predicting and can be applied in many ways to meet different requirements.  

Regarding law matters, the major uses of AI in the Judiciary are concentrated in specific subjects, 
mainly in civil and administrative matters involving minor disputes and less complex cases. The 
main subject that AI applications deal with is small claims, domain-name disputes, e-commerce 
disputes, copyright disputes, neighbourhood disputes, landlord-tenant, condominium disputes, 
property and income tax disputes, driving misdemeanours and parking fines (Guo, 2021; Schmitzj, 
2019; Thornton, 2016; Zheng, 2021).  

Considering the activity of full replacement of judicial work, we found only the applications 
developed in the Netherlands. An e-Court application renders arbitrational verdicts by default in 
debt collection proceedings solely resulting from AI. The system was designed to be no longer a 
product of any human reasoning. The application did not get to operate as the law doesn't provide 
the possibility for a "digital judge" (Founder et al., 2015). 

Threats Posed by AI for Justice 

CEPEJ highlights concerns about potential threats to the use of AI for the principles of Justice when 
approving the European Ethical Charter on the Use of Artificial Intelligence in Judicial Systems and 
their environment. The principles posed in the document are: 1) respect for fundamental rights, 2) 
non-discrimination, 3) quality and security, 4) transparency, impartiality and fairness, and 5) "under 
user control" (CEPEJ, 2018). The threats posed by AI to the Judiciary respect to possible break of 
these principles. 

The most cited risk in literature is bias, which can violate fundamental rights and result in 
discrimination  (Land & Aronson, 2020; Liu et al., 2019; Rubim & Fortes, 2021; Schmitzj, 2019; 
Thornton, 2016). Bias can be intentional or unintentional. Intentional bias refers to those derived by 
decision-makers when creating the algorithms and representing their value judgments and 
priorities(Schmitzj, 2019).  

Referring to system developers' bias, researchers highlight the threat of lack of expertise, such as 
the possibility of computer programmers making certain improper assumptions in coding legal 
norms (Thornton, 2016; Yulia & Sergiy, 2021). Another risk is that the judicial decision, which is the 
judge's exclusive prerogative, is eventually taken indirectly by the programmers since they are the 
creators of the system's rules. As Contini affirms, "…  while systems developers delegate a 
suggestion to the system, they end up achieving a delegation of the decision they are supposed to 
support (2020, p. 13)." 

Unintentional bias occurs when algorithms replicate the existing bias in the real world (Liu et al., 
2019; Rubim & Fortes, 2021; Yulia & Sergiy, 2021). Using skewed data sets can lead to poor predictive 
accuracy models. The most famous case of bias is a widely used AI application for criminal Justice 
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in the USA, called COMPAS (Correctional Offender Management Profiling for Alternative 
Sanctions), which evaluates the potential of recidivism of criminal defendants and helps judge 
decision-making. ProPublica found that black defendants were far more likely than white 
defendants to be incorrectly judged to be at a higher risk of recidivism. In contrast, white defendants 
were more likely to be incorrectly flagged as a low risk than black defendants (Larson et al., 2016). 

Another important point is related to opacity (Deeks, 2019). If litigants don't' know the 
construction and operation of the system, suggestions given by AI may be questionable (N. Wang, 
2020). Technical and legal "black-boxes" refer to a lack of transparency or difficulty understanding 
the algorithm (Ballester, 2021). The technical black box occurs when the algorithm process is 
unknown even to its developers or is impossible to understand for humans due to our cognitive 
limitations. Legal black box concerns relate to the public disclosure of algorithmic code legally 
protected by contracts. Technical black boxes are more difficult to address as explaining the 
outcomes is part of rights protection in the democratic rule of law. Currently, all transparency 
requirements cannot yet be established (Liu et al., 2019; Rubim & Fortes, 2021).  

A 2017 report from AI Now Institute from New York University got to the point of recommending 
to public agencies, such as those responsible for criminal justice, no longer use black-box AI once 
such systems raise serious due process concerns. They recommend that the algorithm be available 
for public auditing, testing, and review and subject to accountability standards (Campolo et al., 2017, 
p. 1)." 

However, Contini (2020, p. 12) demonstrates that opacity is relative as the equivalence between 
input and output can be or cannot be checked. He affirms that even inscrutable algorithms can raise 
operational transparency. The case cited by the author to exemplify is AI speech-to-text applications 
used in the courtroom, which permit at the same time the text produced in court to be read and 
reviewed by judges and parties, no matter if there is a black box. Also, arguing in favour of AI, 
Thornton (2016) asserts that traditional paper-based courts' opinions are often complex, long, and 
technical, and jury determinations are opaque and intelligible for citizens. 

The overreliance on technology is another risk. Humans tend to become reliant on automated 
decision-making systems. They trust statistical data and begin to give up on their own independent 
judgment, and become blind to systems errors  (Schmitzj, 2019; Thornton, 2016; Yulia & Sergiy, 2021; 
Zheng, 2021). As Contini states, "the decision remains with the judge, but it can be difficult for the 
judge to resist these 'disinterested' and 'science-based' suggestions (2020, p. 13)".  

The protection of personal data, both concerning parties/witnesses and judges/prosecutors, also 
arises as an important issue from the use of AI in Justice. Justice collects critical information about 
citizens, and researcher debates involve the difficulty of balancing privacy in court records versus 
the right of public access to them (Ardia, 2017; Sudbeck, 2006). 

The digital divide is highlighted as a threat to AI deployment in the justice domain too. It includes 
the skills to use digital services and access the internet and devices (Yulia & Sergiy, 2021). Susskind 
(2019) emphasises that it can be an obstacle to Justice, and it is an important challenge to face. 
However, he points out solutions such as the availability of a traditional paper-based physical court 
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system in parallel or "some kind of practical help and support to those unable to use the online court 
services (p. 218)". He also argues that today's traditional courts exclude many people because of their 
physical or other disabilities.  

Thornton (2016) refutes the criticism of the use of AI in the Judiciary. He disputes that AI-based 
systems are less reliable or fair than human-based ones, arguing that legal automation's fairness 
benefits are two types: objective and subjective. Objectively, automated systems would be able to 
deal with "highly complex and multifaceted legal frameworks that human operatives simply cannot 
holistically oversee" and would offer a promising perspective to eliminate human biases" (p. 1840). 
Subjectively, he indicates impartiality and trustworthiness as positive aspects of AI. He also 
recognises some problems related to considering a disputant's voice and the degree to which the 
treatment of disputants is respectful and dignified.  

Spitsin IN & Tarasov IN (2020), considering the doctrinal aspect, argue that a problem still 
unsolved is the absence of an AI concept suitable for legal science. The authors affirm that the current 
definitions of AI are non-judicial (technical), so they don't bring enough clarity required to the 
paradigm of the science of law. 

Conclusion 

The use of AI is just beginning in the Judiciary. Still, it seems to have a promising future to help 
address the historical problems of Justice, such as slowness and, therefore, the backlog of judicial 
cases. Our research points to eight main uses, or possible uses, of AI in the Judiciary: similar cases 
push systems, litigation risk assessment systems, document assisted generation systems, speech-to-
text applications, risk prediction of accused systems, answering questions robots, emotion 
recognition systems and filtering Systems.  

In the meantime, important threats to the values of Justice can arise from the inadequate 
implementation of AI systems. The main is the bias originating from the algorithm building process 
or the bias already existing in past data. Discrimination arises as a worrying issue in this context. 
Opacity is another important problem related to legal industry secrecy involving algorithm 
construction. Opacity can also be related to the impossibility of understanding the result of the 
decision-make process of AI, which is a more problematic issue. The need to legally define AI before 
regulations was also cited in the literature. The solutions for resolving these threats are unclear, and 
the area is still poorly regulated.  

Despite the intense speculation, 'predictive justice' is still little used (CEPEJ, 2018). The debate 
that AI will replace human judges seems, for now, it is a remote reality. Justice is trying to deploy 
technology solutions that can enhance efficiency and replace the repetitive judicial work by 
grouping, classifying and organising information, which is the base for more advanced technology 
deployment.  

The classification of AI use in the Judiciary is important as it allows scholars and practitioners can 
restrict research areas. The main threat identification helps to highlight the challenges to be faced 
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while planning and implementing AI projects for justice. Although, in this study, it was not possible 
to further discuss each application and deepen the knowledge of their interactions, which could be 
an object for future research. A broader search in other search engines would also be recommended 
to broaden the research scope.  
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Abstract: Using time-series data from the United Nations e-government Surveys, this paper 
presents the comparative assessment of e-government (e-gov) in Ghana and Tanzania over the 
last two decades. The findings confirm tremendous progress in e-government development in 
both nations. However, while Ghana has made significantly more progress, the indicators for both 
countries are below the world averages, suggesting the need for strategies to boost e-gov 
development. Furthermore, to accelerate e-gov implementation, both nations need to go beyond 
systematizing existing procedures by engineering new practices to transform the relationship 
between government and citizens. 

Keywords: E-government, benchmarking, Africa, Ghana, Tanzania, UN E-government survey  

Introduction 

Electronic government (e-gov), according to international organizations like the United Nations 
and the World Bank, is critical to good governance and development through fostering efficient, 
responsible, and inclusive institutions. E-gov implementation has many benefits: promoting socio-
economic development by better access to public services, sharing information, and implementing 
online processing requests for diverse services. In addition, e-gov supports transparency, 
accountability, and corruption reduction by limiting bribery opportunities through ICT-led 
rearrangement of work practices (Abu-Shanab, Harb, and Zoubi, 2013; Adam, 2020a; Addo, 2021; 
Setor, Senyo and Addo, 2021). Besides, e-gov simplifies public administration, improves the 
relationship between government and citizens, and strengthens the attainment of sustainable 
development goals (SDGs) (United Nations, 2020). Moreover, recent crises, like as the global Covid-
19 outbreak, have spurred governments to use e-gov solutions to convey vital information via web 
portals, social media, and mobile apps, eliminating the need for face-to-face public service delivery 
(Yasir et al., 2020; Ullah et al., 2021). 

Osei-Kojo (2017) encapsulates the role of e-gov into four dimensions – efficiency, customer 
satisfaction, economy, and service accessibility. Efficiency represents the delivery of e-gov in a 
timely and effective way via operations automation to save labor costs. Customer satisfaction 
evaluates the extent to which e-gov services meet the needs of stakeholders. At the same time, the 
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economy involves the cost savings from e-gov by reducing paperwork, staffing, and office visits, 
thus saving taxpayers’ money (Adaba and Rusu, 2014). Lastly, service accessibility denotes the 
availability and user-friendly e-gov services to all who need them.  

While recent evidence demonstrates a considerable growth of e-gov globally, uptake is lowest in 
Africa because of weak infrastructure, low levels of literacy (Rorissa and Demissie, 2010), and the 
difference between the design of e-gov and African realities, also known as the “design-reality gap” 
(Heeks, 2002). In addition, developing countries, particularly in Africa, face several hurdles 
regarding e-gov development. Gil-García and Pardo(Gil-García and Pardo, 2005), in a review of the 
literature, recognized five principal types of difficulties with e-gov. The first concerns data quality 
issues such as inaccuracies, inconsistencies, and incompleteness of data. The second challenge 
relates to usability and ease of using ICTs for e-gov. Third, organizational factors, such as individual 
interests, might lead to resistance to change, conflicts, and turf issues. Fourth, the legal and 
regulatory environment can often be an obstacle to e-gov if complex and restrictive. Other barriers 
include a significant digital divide, insufficient e-infrastructure, and a lack of skills and competencies 
for designing, implementing, using, and managing e-gov systems (Twizeyimana and Andersson, 
2019). Despite this, evidence suggests that most African governments have made remarkable 
progress in implementing e-government, with significant variations in performance (United 
Nations, 2020).  

In this paper, we study the e-gov progress of Ghana and Tanzania through benchmarking, an 
approach to making a comparative identification of the critical elements, particularities, and 
differences. Benchmarking is essential for informed and strategic decision-making to drive progress. 
Furthermore, international comparisons of e-gov can inform policy debates and be valuable to 
decision-makers, scholars, and practitioners (Heeks, 2008; Skargren, 2020). The Ghana and Tanzania 
e-gov comparison could help stakeholders understand the current state of e-gov and serve as a 
baseline for tracking future eGov progress. We chose Ghana and Tanzania as our benchmarks out 
of the 54 countries in Africa for two reasons: first, while both countries are in Sub-Saharan Africa, 
they are geographically distinct, with Ghana and Tanzania belonging to West Africa and East Africa, 
respectively. They are both latecomers to the Internet, so they have witnessed incredible progress 
and continue to do so. 

Furthermore, Ghana and Tanzania are lower-middle-income countries with considerable 
economic growth hurdles, such as poor infrastructure development (Yasir et al., 2020), but they have 
e-government initiatives. Based on the preceding, we address the following research question: how 
do Ghana and Tanzania compare in e-gov development? The paper contributes insights into 
progress by identifying gaps, challenges, and opportunities in both countries.  

The rest of the paper proceeds as follows: The following section discusses the concept of e-gov, 
examines the contribution of e-gov to development, and gives an overview of the study countries of 
Ghana and Tanzania. After that, we discuss research methods and present the findings. Finally, after 
discussing the implications of the results, the paper concludes.  

An overview of study countries  
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Ghana was the first sub-Saharan African nation to gain political independence from Britain in 
1957. Regarding administration, the country has 16 regions and has an estimated 30.83 million 
inhabitants. Ghana has implemented policies directed at e-gov. The purpose of the Information and 
Communication Technology for Accelerated Development (ICT4AD) policy of 2003 is to promote 
ICT to transform Ghana into an information and knowledge society. In addition, the eGhana Project 
of 2006 was a collaboration between the Ministry of Communications and the World Bank to 
promote the development of e-gov applications and government communication. These policies 
notwithstanding, e-gov development is beset with infrastructural, economic, legal, and human 
resources challenges (Adu et al., 2018). In addition, outdated laws and the culture of paper document 
flows were institutional barriers to budgeting digitalization (Effah and Nuhu, 2017).  

On the other hand, the United Republic of Tanzania emerged as a union of Tanganyika and 
Zanzibar on 26 April 1964. Before gaining independence on 9 December 1961, Tanganyika was part 
of German East Africa and, later, a British colony from 1920 (Sturmer, 1998). Tanzania’s e-
government plan, led by the e-Government Agency (eGA), establishes clear goals and targets for 
delivering better services to more individuals while assuring transparency and cost savings. The 
strategy involves four stages for the expected e-Gov evolution. These are Digital Presence: where 
government organizations provide one-way information and limited interaction with clients; 
Interaction: for citizens to use online facilities for requests, complaints, or job applications; 
Transaction: providing secure transactions where clients do not have to visit a government office to 
apply for services and make payments; and Transformation: allowing clients to interact with one 
government rather than individual government organizations (United Republic of Tanzania, 2013). 

Furthermore, while the country’s e-Gov motto is “Responsive Government – Enabled by 
Technology,” seven principles: service innovation, equal access, ease of use, benefits realization and 
involvement of all stakeholders, security and privacy, partnership and outsourcing, and 
interoperability, guide e-gov initiatives, and services. The strategy’s six key performance indicators 
are: Having an institutional framework developed by 2018; Improving the human resources capacity 
by 2018; Developing government-wide electronic infrastructure by 2018; Implementing 
government-wide shared systems by 2018; Implementing e-Service flagship projects by 2017; and 
Increasing e-Government awareness by 2016 (United Republic of Tanzania, 2013). 

Data and methods  

To answer the research question, we examined time-series data from the United Nations E-
government Survey (2003-2020), which quantifies the e-gov performance of countries and the basis 
for the E-government Development Index (EGDI), a weighted average of three standardized scores. 
The Online Service Index (OSI) calculates the breadth and quality of online services, while the 
Telecommunication Infrastructure Index (TII) measures the adequacy of telecommunications 
infrastructure. Lastly, the Human Capital Index (HCI) calculates the contribution of health and 
education to the productivity of the next generation of the workforce. The rankings derived from 
the survey are increasingly crucial for determining e-gov progress (Grönlund, 2011). The 
standardized scores for each dimension are computed and combined, each making up a third of the 
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EGDI (Verkijika and De Wet, 2018). In addition, the survey includes the e-Participation Index (EPI) 
on the use of online services to share information, consult and make decisions (United Nations, 
2020). The survey data are credible and representative (Scott, 2014) and have provided valuable data 
for research and tracking e-gov development since 2001 (Whitmore, 2012; Adam, 2020b; Ifinedo, 
Anwar and Cho, 2021; Kabanov, 2022). However, the primary drawback of Survey analysis is the 
lack of contextual information on the countries surveyed (Kabanov, 2022). 

Findings  

This section presents the findings in five parts: (1) trends in e-gov progress, (2) online services 
delivery, (3) telecommunications infrastructure, (4) human capital, and (4) e-participation.  

Trends in e-government 

To achieve the study purpose, we compared overall e-gov progress by analyzing both countries’ 
EGDI scores and rank from 2003 to 2020. Figure 1 reveals that both countries have made considerable 
progress, particularly in the last five years. Ghana and Tanzania had similar EGDI scores between 
2003 and 2013. Since 2015, however, Ghana has made significantly more progress. In the most recent 
survey in 2020, Ghana recorded almost 0.6, compared to 0.4 for Tanzania. The average EGDI score 
from 2003 to 2020 is 0.26 and 0.24 for Ghana and Tanzania, respectively, below the world average of 
0.60. 

Similarly, Figure 2 summarizes the EGDI ranking of both countries, showing that Ghana’s 
improved from 139 in 2003 to 101 by 2020, while Tanzania progressed from 152 to 135 in the same 
period. As a result, Ghana and Tanzania have an average rank of 129 and 138 out of 191 countries. 
In terms of overall EGDI performance, Ghana is the West African sub-regional leader in e-gov 
development, ahead of Nigeria. At the same time, Tanzania is third in the East African area, behind 
Mauritius and Kenya.  

 

Fig. 9. Trends in EGDI scores 
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Fig. 10. Trends in Ranking scores for Ghana and Tanzania 

Online services delivery  

OSI assesses governments’ online presence, websites’ technical features, and e-gov policies and 
strategies on a scale of 0 to 1. It examines the technical aspects of government web pages. Instead of 
perfection, a high OSI value shows best practice. On the other hand, a lower score does not imply a 
lack of development in the delivery of online e-government services. Instead, it examines the 
technical aspects of government web pages. Instead of perfection, a high OSI value shows best 
practice. 

On the other hand, a lower score does not imply a lack of development in the delivery of online 
e-government services. To capture the effect of the availability of online services, we compared the 
scope of online services in the two countries using the OSI values from 2003 to 2020. The evidence 
shows that both countries have made decent progress since 2003—for example, Ghana from 0.083 in 
2003 to 0.64, a growth of 0.55. In the same period, Tanzania’s OSI score has risen from 0.14 to 0.55, 
an increase of 0.41. The most recent OSI scores, recorded in 2020, show that Ghana (0.64) is doing 
better than Tanzania (0.55) in delivering government services online. Interestingly, Tanzania 
outperformed Ghana in 2003, 2004, and 2005, indicating e-gov progress fluctuations. The average 
OSI scores from 2003 to 2020 for Ghana and Tanzania are 0.260455 and 0.237267, respectively.  
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Fig. 11. Trends in OSI values for Ghana and Tanzania 

Telecommunications infrastructure development  

The TII computes telecommunication infrastructure availability and readiness to embrace digital 
solutions to improve e-gov. The TII considers estimated Internet users, the number of fixed 
telephone lines and mobile subscribers, wireless broadband subscriptions, and fixed broadband 
subscriptions per 100 inhabitants. Both countries have seen improvements in telecommunications 
infrastructure and e-gov readiness (see Figure 3). Tanzania improved its TII score from 0.00873 in 
2003 to 0.243 and Ghana from 0.019 to 0.5598. The most striking result to emerge on TII is that Ghana 
recorded over twice the TII scores of Tanzania in 2014, 2016, 2018, and 2020. Ghana and Tanzania 
have average TII scores of 0.169137 and 0.072666, respectively. Thus, in terms of TII, Tanzania made 
far less progress than Ghana. 
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Fig. 12. TII values for Ghana and Tanzania compared 

Human capital  

The HCI estimates children’s productivity and human capital potential based on optimal health 
and education conditions. In addition, the HCI quantifies economic losses from sub-optimal 
investments and their returns on human capital. An e-gov success critical factor is the presence of 
educated with the right skills, knowledge, aptitudes, and motivation. We found similar HCI scores 
for both countries from 2003 to 2012, with only moderate differences. Between 2014 and 2020, 
however, Ghana made better progress than Tanzania. Our analysis shows that Ghana had an 
average HCI score of 0.59. At the same time, Tanzania recorded 0.55, which suggests that if present 
trends persist, children born would only realize 59 percent and 55 percent of their highest potential 
in Ghana and Tanzania, respectively. Thus, the general health and education standards would cost 
Ghana 41 percent of its national income. The equivalent number for Tanzania is 45 percent.  

 

Fig. 13. HCI scores of Ghana and Tanzania compared  

e-Participation 

We analyzed e-participation for both countries from 2003 to 2020. The OSI value ranges from 0 
(worst) to 1 (best). Ghana improved from 0.0345 in 2003 to 0.631, an increase of 0.5965, while 
Tanzania advanced from 0.0172 to 0.5595, an improvement of 0.5423. As a result, the average e-
participation rank for Ghana is 92 and Tanzania 108. As the Figure shows, Ghana has outperformed 
Tanzania in the EPI scores for all the years except 2016. However, the difference in e-participation 
performance has been insignificant for most years. In terms of e-participation rank (see Figure 5), 
Ghana has moved from 102 in 2003 to 82 in 2020. In contrast, Tanzania moved from 123 to 98 in the 
same period. The most recent data in 2020 reveals that Ghana is 16 points above Tanzania in the 
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rankings. However, the average e-participation scores of 0.26 (Ghana) and 0.24 (Tanzania) are below 
the global average of 0.57, implying that 26 and 24 percent of Ghana and Tanzania’s population are 
involved with e-participation, compared to the world average of 57 percent.  

 

 

Fig. 14. EPI scores of Ghana and Tanzania compared  

 

 

Fig. 15. EPI Rank for Ghana and Tanzania 

Discussion  

We compared the e-gov development of Ghana and Tanzania using time series data from the 
United Nations E-government Surveys for 2003 to 2020. To gain a better insight, we examined the 
trend in online services delivery, the status of telecommunications infrastructure, and human 
capital. We also examined levels of e-participation. Our analysis found that both countries have 
made significant development in e-gov, even though Ghana has made significantly higher progress 
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than Tanzania. Despite this, considerable challenges remain. This critical question emerges from this 
work: What are the implications of the findings for e-gov improvement in Ghana and Tanzania?  

The low TII score suggests that telecommunications and ICT infrastructures are a relative 
weakness and a significant challenge to e-gov progress for both countries. Yet prior research has 
highlighted the importance of well-developed ICT and telecommunications for e-gov progress 
(Dahiya and Mathew, 2016; Adam, 2020a). The digital divide persists in developing countries, 
causing poor access and use of ICTs by large segments of the population (van Dijk, 2020). This 
finding implies that both countries should address the digital divide by prioritizing investment in 
the growth and development of technical, legal, and regulatory aspects of telecommunications/ICTs 
to provide a firm foundation for e-gov progress. Such assets will enhance the e-readiness of the 
countries to harness the potential of ICTs and allow citizens to benefit from e-gov applications. In 
addition, however, governments could improve institutional capacity through partnerships with the 
private sector and non-governmental organizations.  

It is well established by various studies that e-participation, the use of digital tools for political 
participation, can encourage democratic values such as openness and accountability (Aichholzer 
and Rose, 2020). However, we found low e-participation rates of 26 and 24 percent for Ghana and 
Tanzania, respectively, below the regional average of almost 40 percent and the world average of 57 
percent. E-gov interventions are necessary to foster e-government development by supplying a wide 
range of high-quality government services through online portals. However, Verkijika and De Wet 
(Verkijika and De Wet, 2018) found the need for online services, which found that e-gov websites in 
sub-Saharan Africa have poor usability, negatively affecting e-gov. To improve e-gov is essential to 
go beyond systematizing current processes and inefficiencies by engineering new strategies to 
transform the relationship between government and citizens.  

Conclusion, limitations, and further research  

This article set out to provide a basic understanding of the e-gov progress of Ghana and Tanzania. 
In our view, the benchmarking of e-gov progress in individual African countries is minimal. 
Therefore, drawing on data from United Nations E-gov Surveys from 2003 to 2020, we benchmarked 
e-gov development in Ghana and Tanzania to uncover similarities and differences and draw 
implications. Overall, we found similarities and moderate differences in e-gov development 
between Ghana and Tanzania. However, although both countries have made considerable progress, 
all key e-gov indicators are below the world averages. In addition, both countries are resource-poor 
in terms of ICTs and the human resources that underpin e-gov. Therefore, investments are necessary 
to improve e-gov.  

The study’s limitations open a variety of new research possibilities. First, a limitation of this study 
is that the data is quantitative and computes e-gov averages but not the factors behind the scores. 
We hope this preliminary study will pave the way for a more comprehensive future investigation of 
e-gov using primary qualitative data. Primary research may help determine the factors behind the 
e-gov scores, paving the way for more targeting suggestions for improving e-gov. Second, the UN 
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e-gov survey may be a limitation because it cannot examine the factors that influence e-gov success. 
As a result, an in-depth comparative study of e-gov in Ghana and Tanzania could be a potentially 
worthwhile direction for further research. Third, to better understand e-government in Africa, 
further research is necessary to compare e-gov in other African countries using primary qualitative 
data. Finally, research on the barriers to e-government in Africa could be beneficial. 
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Abstract: Over the last three decades legal service providers as well as legal departments of 
various firms have embraced the opportunity to apply the latest digital technology to improve 
the efficiency and effectiveness of their work. Since language is central to both law-making and 
during the application of the law, Natural Language Processing solutions have found their way to 
this profession. One particular research area relates to the issue of small languages. The problem 
is rooted in the size of the population speaking a given language: in a small market, it is not 
economically feasible to develop NLP technologies as they require considerable time and effort 
to develop a sufficient language corpus. This paper reviews the challenges countries and 
jurisdictions of small languages face in light of increasing NLP applications in legal contexts, 
while also examining the role of the public sector in relation to addressing such issues. 

Keywords: Natural Language Processing, Legal Tech, small languages, AI regulations;  

Introduction: NLP-based Legal Tech and Small 
Languages 

The use of information and communication technologies (ICT) in the field of law is often referred to 
as legal technology (or Legal Tech, sometimes LegalTech for short) (Dale, 2019). While the term - 
similarly to other terms related to the application of IT - has a few possible interpretations (Bues & 
Matthaei, 2017), more recently it alludes to the trend of using the latest technologies in the legal 
sector (Mania, 2022). This lack of clear definition comes from the evolutionary nature of ICT where 
both the actual technology and its scope (goals and application) change fast and require quick 
adaptation. One of the most recent trends pushing the boundaries of Legal Tech is based on artificial 
intelligence (AI) and specifically Natural Language Processing (NLP) (Frankenreiter & Nyarko, 
2022; Sil et al., 2019).  

The application of information technology to the legal profession is certainly not new (Katsh, 
1996). However, over the last three decades, many different legal users (legal service providers, legal 
departments of various firms, and even judges and prosecutors) have embraced the opportunity to 
apply the latest digital technology to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of their work (Mania, 
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2022). So much so, that a new field of legal technology has emerged including systems like legal 
document and contract management, digital or virtual data room, automated document assembly, 
legal-research analysis, legal-practice management, e-discovery, or judicial predictive systems 
(Corrales et al., 2019; Lewis, 2010). Since language is central to law-making as well as during the 
application of the law (Dale, 2019; Zhong et al., 2020) it is no wonder that NLP solutions have found 
their way to this profession. This is true even when considering the ‘messiness’ of law practice 
(McKamey, 2017). Natural Language Processing is a fast-growing segment of the AI field (Zhong et 
al., 2020). NLP is a computer-based approach to analysing text and speech that relies on a solid 
theoretical background as well as a range of technical solutions (Liddy, 2001). NLP in the legal sector 
is used for almost every aspect of the work and is utilized to some extent by almost every IT system 
mentioned above.  

One particular research area of NLP application relates to the issue of small languages (Joshi et 
al., 2020; Zhang et al., 2020). The problem is rooted in the size of the market, that is the size of a 
population speaking a given language. Unlike in Ethnologue, where a language is considered small 
when it has less than 10,000 speakers, in this study the focus is the digital presence and NLP, 
therefore, ‘small’ is understood as a language with less than 10 million speakers. Such small 
languages are disadvantaged both from a technical and from an economic point of view. In a small 
market, it is not immediately economically feasible to develop NLP technologies as they require 
considerable time and effort to develop a sufficient language-specific base (the language corpus). 
Even with an acceptable starting corpus, domain or profession-specific frameworks (such as a legal 
corpus) would also be needed before the final development of a particular application or solution.  

The purpose of this investigation, therefore, is to review the challenges countries and jurisdictions 
of small languages face in light of increasing NLP applications in legal contexts, while also 
examining the role of the public sector in relation to such issues. The paper first looks at the role of 
language in the legal profession, then reviews the role of NLP in various contexts of the legal 
profession. After introducing the small language problem, an overview of potential solutions (from 
practice and as they appear in the scientific literature) is provided with a special focus on the role of 
the public sector in solving the issue. A summary and conclusions complete the paper.  

Language Related Tasks and Challenges in the Legal 
Domain  

The way legal language is represented may differ substantially from everyday language (Legg & 
Bell, 2019). Regulatory texts and to some extent contracts are characterised by complex sentences 
including numbered lists, citations, references, and special nomenclature. Latin text may also 
infiltrate legal documents. In legal practice, some authors differentiate between issue centric and 
document-centric tasks (Branting, 1993). When drafting documents, the work involves selecting 
appropriate elements (clauses, paragraphs, etc.) and then filling into the templates the values related 
to a specific customer. While in issue centric problems an additional so-called presentation layer is 
required to represent the rules relevant to any related decisions, in which case those selected rules 
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need to be managed as well. In the former case, it is further possible that elements of the documents 
are selected based on the values provided leading to a procedural approach (Branting et al., 1999).  

Processes cover the (elementary) tasks and the roles fulfilling those tasks in the legal workflow. 
Restructuring any part of legal workflows may be supported or even initiated by info-
communication technologies. The number of types of workflows and tasks in them may be higher 
for more complex or specialized legal organisations. Most core legal workflows contain tasks (steps) 
that either deal with legal documents, work on written legal statements (such as from letters or 
emails) or explore the legal domain to solve a problem. For example, reviewing documents for 
discovery is not a process with simple yes or no answers, and the unique context of the case often 
determines the degree of relevance for each document. The question of ICT use then relates to which 
workflow steps may be automated, augmented, or left fully for humans.  

Language is central in both law-making and during the application of the law (Buchholtz, 2020; 
Dale, 2019; Legg & Bell, 2019; Wischmeyer & Rademacher, 2020). Indeed, both private and public 
sector entities are affected – albeit quite differently. Legal reasoning and argumentation are a specific 
set of skills, and although they are pragmatic, they may ignore the theoretical framework of formal 
logic. Besides strict logic, argumentation by analogy and examples is an important part of the legal 
reasoning toolset. Lawyers must argue for the rules themselves and show why a particular rule (or 
major premise) should apply to a particular case. Law is inherently indeterminate because valid but 
contradictory legal arguments potentially exist regarding the interpretation of the law, and legal 
arguments are often arguments about what the language means or ought to mean. There are 
considerable constraints on what kind of wording is acceptable in legal texts and if the linguistic 
layer of the template text is not sufficiently abstract, then other (such as business logic related) tools 
might need to be used for linguistic corrections. This will slow down the creation of the templates 
and increase the lifetime cost of the software. Although on the positive side, only a small number of 
typos are expected in legal texts, except perhaps for raw drafts, a rare training set. The morphological 
diversity of legal language is certainly smaller than everyday speech. It lacks informal addressing 
and use of first and second persons, and there are fewer verbs. On the other hand, legal texts often 
incorporate other professions’ special terms.  

NLP and its Importance in Legal Contexts  

Natural Language Processing is a special AI technology allowing for innovative text or speech-based 
solutions. It covers “a theoretically motivated range of computational techniques for analysing and 
representing naturally occurring texts at one or more levels of linguistic analysis for the purpose of achieving 
human-like language processing for a range of tasks or applications” (Liddy, 2001)(p. 2). NLP is typically 
split into two areas: natural language understanding (NLU) and natural language generation (NLG). 
The former implies analysing text or speech to infer meaning, while the latter covers using data to 
generate text or speech that reads or sounds like human (or at least close). Related areas are speech 
recognition and character recognition which generate input for NLU.  

Professional sectors that are perhaps subject to less regulation have been utilizing NLP 
technologies for some time. The most visible applications involve machine translation solutions 
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(using NLU) and chatbots, where the latter being most prevalent in customer helplines using both 
NLU and NLG (Jurafsky & Martin, 2018). Other specific applications of text generation also include 
word-processing applications, transcribing data points into text, or bulk emailing and mail merging 
functions as well as writing somewhat repetitive news pieces such as weather forecasts based on 
meteorology data or financial reports generated from stock market data (Indurkhya & Damerau, 
2010). Less fancy options include question-and-answer systems (which can find relevant 
information) or tools that can create summaries of longer texts. The techniques behind NLP have 
changed a lot over the decades and most recent developments rely on various forms of machine 
learning including complex, dedicated multi-layer neural networks based structures, such as BERT 
or GPT-3 (which are designed to consider the context and location of phrases instead of just focusing 
on words and short phrases). However, these advanced techniques require large amounts of data, 
they are computationally very intensive (especially during training), therefore, they need not only 
significant architectural and financial investment but also special expertise to build. If the general 
language model is to be applied to a specific task, it also needs to be fine-tuned to the specific target 
texts.  

NLP may help in many tasks of the various legal workflows, but there are some challenges as 
well. Considering the characteristics of the legal language for AI training, sentences and paragraphs 
are important clues. In case of legal text, this points to a potential de novo pre-training rather than 
cross-domain training from everyday language. Furthermore, if the complexity of using a tool goes 
beyond a certain level, that might be too much to ask from legal professionals to deal with. One 
possibility is to use clause-level NLG instead of full template level as that would help reusability 
and would fit the logic of legal well. NLP may be used in the creation of contract documents based 
on templates, which can be very efficient in case of a larger customer base. It can also support legal 
workflows of document assembly and drafting (Lauritsen, 2007). Such workflows have two key 
parts: the creation of the template and its application. However, there is no compatibility between 
templates of products offered by different vendors – i.e., there is no standardisation in this field – 
which could cause a problem if users face limitations of a tool after investing a lot of effort to create 
templates. The creation of templates might require dedicated skills and knowledge of the given tool 
– which could be expected from a larger organisation but could be challenging for an individual 
practising lawyer (even with an assistant). Indeed, commercially available tools are often 
linguistically and legally (i.e., semantically) independent solutions, which makes their use inflexible. 
It is also possible, considering the diverse language and legal domain options, that different use 
cases require different products. In that case, such document assembly products might not be 
attractive for a larger customer base due to the price and learning curve required. Furthermore, the 
logical structuring of legal messages – especially in their verbal form – may hamper the application 
of general automated reasoning algorithms in this field. In principle, all NLP tools and methods can 
be applied in both common law and public law domains. In a common law context, it is vital to find 
all relevant judicial opinions, whereas in civil law systems codified statutes predominate. As to 
applying named entity recognition (NER), finding similarities in text corpora such as among various 
cases and norms, or comparing the dates of the origin of texts, the methods are similar. 

Considering the public sector, AI and specifically NLP-based solutions may support law-making 
and may be applied in citizens’ dealings with public entities (government, municipalities, 
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administrative agencies) – in other words, both the legislative and the administrative function of the 
state may utilize AI and NLP (Buchholtz, 2020; Djeffal, 2020; Hogan-Doran, 2017). But one should 
not forget about one of the most controversial uses of AI, the role of the judiciary, such as judge 
‘support systems’ (Abiodun & Lekan, 2020; Forrest, 2021). One of the most popular applications is 
to use of chatbots for citizen communication (Tambouris, 2018). These digital representatives could 
be either auditory or textual computerized conversational systems and may be used to provide 
citizen services through answering questions, routing service requests, handling complaints, 
supporting form selection or offering translations (Mehr et al., 2017). The obvious advantage is 
efficiency, as they can reduce the workload of help centre operators (in cases of administrative 
questions). NLU can be utilized in searching documents while NLG is applied in drafting 
documents. Legislative NLP applications include drafting the legislative text, doing a syntactic 
check of drafts, or summarising long proposals. In the judicial segment, NLG solutions can be used 
to support judges' decisions: they may help to explain the decision and their results are easier to 
maintain (Branting, 1993). The combined use of named NER and relation mining in judicial decisions 
can help find documents where a person was present in a particular role (e.g., as a defendant) 
without the need to manually build a database by pre-processing documents beforehand. The issue- 
or discourse-based approaches cover judge-focused use cases - the set of legal rules represented and 
described in IT tools determine the questions a user has to answer during the use (Marković & 
Gostojić, 2020).  

The Small Language Problem and its Challenge in 
the Legal Profession 

While a typical NLG solution might require dozens of major users and tens of thousands of 
requests to be generated annually to make it financially feasible, it might be a tough sell for markets 
of a few million speakers which is normal for many small languages. In other words, the question is 
related to the size of the population behind a certain language, leading to key differences between 
big and small languages. In the European Union, for example, only 5 of its 27 members have more 
than 20 million inhabitants (speaking the same language), and 15 have a population below 10m. This 
issue is not specific to the EU only but impacts several Asian and African countries as well.  

Machine learning tasks always require large text corpora. While a general language model can be 
built by collecting only the Wikipedia entries for a given language, a more specific task (e.g., legal 
NER) requires specific corpora. For small languages, there is often no corpus available for more 
specific tasks, or no publicly available corpus exists from which, for example, a fine-tuning of a 
model can be trained. Indeed, AI tools such as BERT or GPT-3 require that a comprehensive set of 
authentic, high-quality legal texts be provided. In addition, these may have to be annotated 
manually, which may require the involvement of linguists and IT experts. The availability of such 
expertise may be more limited for languages with fewer speakers. The key problem here is that due 
to the size of the market it is not immediately economically feasible to develop NLP technologies as 
they require considerable time and effort to establish a sufficient language-specific base. Even with 
an acceptable starting corpus, domain or profession-specific frameworks (such as a legal corpus) 
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would also be needed before the final development of a particular application or solution. Legal 
firms, departments and other legal organisations working with languages of small populations, and 
therefore small markets often suffer heavy disadvantages compared to languages of large 
populations. One additional challenge considers linguistic accuracy: although beyond a certain 
point that is not necessarily a high priority to all applications of NLP, in the legal domain it is crucial.  

Solutions available for large languages may not be reachable, and even those face many 
additional challenges (Joshi et al., 2020). Although legal advice and content portals gain momentum 
in several countries, especially in common law context, their business model is not directly 
sustainable in smaller jurisdictions. The same holds for cloud services (similarly to general Legal 
Tech). It is also common for some template authoring functionality to appear partly on a web 
interface (running on a separate server) and partly on the end-user machine. While these show 
steady growth, they do not seem to get traction in smaller countries (Streiter et al., 2006).   

Solutions for the Small Language Problem and the 
Role of Governments 

As certain techniques require dozens of terabytes of training data which is unlikely to be available 
for the legislative, legal, and judicial practice of smaller languages, various innovative solutions have 
been tried. When the quantity of training text is insufficient for AI (thus the resulting model would 
be underfitted), a two-step procedure termed transfer learning is usually recommended. Cross-
language Transfer Learning (CLTL) is one of the technologies that can potentially alleviate small 
language impediments. In cross-language transfer learning machine knowledge is transferred from 
a (resource-rich) source language to another, target (resource-poor) language. Resources in this 
regard are annotated text corpora and examples. The same-language and cross-language approaches 
often come mixed, even the training texts may be of different languages. The line between cross-
lingual and cross-domain transfer learning is faint. Some of the solutions developed to remedy 
language challenges faced by legal NLP solutions developed for polycentric languages may also be 
applicable for small languages as well. A language is called polycentric if it has several (albeit often 
interacting) codified standard forms (such as various forms of English or French). A study of a tool 
called LegalBERT (Chalkidis et al., 2020) has shown that good accuracy (better results) may be 
achieved in certain tasks if the pre-training itself is done on legal texts, compared to only fine-tuning 
over an existing general model using some legal text.  

While at the core the small language problem has technical and economic challenges, it is 
worthwhile to consider some recommendations for policymakers. Governments and policymakers 
have great ability to influence technological change in general and it is no different for AI or NLP in 
particular (Djeffal, 2020). Public entities appear both as users and supporters of new technologies. 
Promoting technologies may be direct or indirect. For the latter, it is possible to support technologies 
(such as NLP) through infrastructure services or using special award criteria in public procurement 
spending. More direct influence could be exercised through regulations and financing. Grants may 
be established to support investors and developers. Depending on the cultural and economic context 
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it is often customary to operate public-funded research in this kind of situation, well market players 
might not find it feasible to invest in related R&D. Beyond promoting the agenda and open 
resources, government entities may protect this arena as well by creating alternative options or 
avoiding monopolistic situations. They may also apply NLP solutions themselves to create demand. 
Overall, public players should support progress while controlling and overseeing the NLP field at 
the same time.  

Using NLP technologies in the public sector is growing (as evidenced earlier, such as chatbots), 
and investing through use is probably the best option for a good return. Regulating NLP and the 
use of NLP in the legal field should be exercised cautiously. The issue is likely to be country 
dependent as it is related to how big the market is and is further complicated by the size of the 
language population. Thus, as a first step, it would be important to assess individual situations. It is 
recommended that a detailed survey discovers the status of language models generally, and legal 
ones specifically. In the EU, programs could be established for more advanced countries to support 
others in the development of software and language models. Even more important is to establish 
technology transfer competence centres regionally to train, consult and support SLF staff. Legal Tech 
education should be introduced, or the level thereof substantially enhanced in all EU universities. 
Collaboration among universities should be supported in all known ways. Another important aspect 
is the availability of free software. Indeed, governments and public agencies often have the 
responsibility to provide support where market forces may not be able to provide acceptable level 
solutions. Thus, they may embrace an open-source approach and dedicate resources to developing 
pools of NLP software (Streiter et al., 2006) that may be freely reused in developing applications for 
smaller, non-central languages.  

In many legal cases, unequal parties face each other. This is especially the situation when a legal 
office faces a public attorney or a tax authority. The latter have all the documents of all their cases 
and procedures at hand at a national level; the former may have access to a limited set. This creates 
an inequality of possibilities to train AI, among others. Therefore, governments should be urged to 
publish all legal documents reasonably publishable, including court decisions, initiatives and 
interim documents as well. The level of availability of such documents varies widely, with almost 
4m court decisions published in Slovakia (Varga et al., 2021), and 0.17m in Hungary (Görög & Weisz, 
2019) for example.  

Even with the publication of court proceedings, cases resolved outside the court (e.g. by plea 
bargain (Gácsi, 2018)) may not reach the public at all. Most contracts will also remain obscure by 
nature. Governments and professional associations may want to organize, regulate and facilitate the 
anonymized publication of these documents. Still, if only a single entity sells electricity in a given 
country, it may not be easy to mask their identity, or, more importantly, the identity of the other 
party of the contract, without hiding the subject (in short, scarcity is the enemy of anonymisation 
(Csányi et al., 2021).Also, governments should support AI training of specific document sets, and 
the development of applications based on these AI entities, with special care to mask non-public 
identities from result sets.  
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Summary  

This paper has provided a comprehensive review of the so-called small language problem 
(sometimes approached as the challenge of non-central languages). The key message is the small 
language problem has a special connotation in the legal field as this profession relies on language 
heavily – in all forms of communication. One of the key challenges countries and jurisdictions of 
small languages face in light of increasing NLP applications is the lack of advanced software 
solutions and the required (foundational) language corpus. While research in the area exists and 
solutions from larger markets may be applied to a certain extent, the local market is often not strong 
enough to create high quality, specialized solutions. Consequently, the main message of this report 
is to call for support from the public sector. Government (or other public entities) should step 
forward and carry the flag both in financial support and by being a user themselves.  
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Abstract: Failures of e-Government projects in low- and middle-income countries (LMICs) are 
well-documented.  For many countries information and communication technologies present the 
most effective approach to overcoming some of the challenges faced in service provision, yet the 
long-term sustainability of projects may be hampered by an inadequate evaluation of the social 
and technical environment into which these solutions are placed. More recent literature 
therefore suggests a strategy of co-creation. This strategy raises questions however on the most 
relevant approaches to its adoption within LMICs.  In this reflection paper we argue for 
consideration of a decolonising intersectionality framework based on the active involvement of 
beneficiary communities. 

Keywords: intersectionality; co-creation; e-government; co-design; decolonising methodologies  

A strategy of co-creation 

Information and communication technologies (ICTs) are widely perceived as important in the 
achievement of socio-economic goals (Pradhan et al. 2022), and support increased transparency, 
openness and accountability of public institutions as part of e-government initiatives (Addo & Senyo 
2021). The long-term sustainability of e-government projects in low- and middle-income countries 
(LMICs) is often disrupted however, not only by institutional policies and capabilities, but also by 
extraneous factors such as misalignment between project outcomes and stakeholder expectations 
(Frost & Lal 2018).    

Recent literature on citizen participation in e-government processes therefore challenges 
traditional top-down approaches to e-government project development and, instead, emphasise co-
creation in project design (de Jong et al. 2019).  This strategy recognises that projects may fail as 'they 
do not recognise the social and organisational complexity of the environment in which the systems 
are deployed’ (Baxter & Sommerville 2011, 10).  Co-creation intimates the active role of citizens at 
multiple stages of project development (Khan & Krishnan 2021; Voorberg et al. 2015).   Embedded 
in the idea of co-creation is the concept of value as underscored by the service-dominant logic 
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prevalent in marketing theory – that the term co-creator asserts the endogenous role of consumers 
in value co-creation, where the organisation may only offer value propositions (Vargo & Lusch 
2006).  The perception of value however varies by beneficiary (Scupola & Mergel 2022) and 
successful co-creation is therefore dependent on a perception of derived mutual benefits which can 
only be understood through pre-determination of stakeholders' needs.   

Value co-creation in public service delivery  

In the context of public service delivery, governments make value propositions that typically focus 
on improving government efficiencies, increasing transparency, and identifying ‘socioeconomic 
costs and benefits, for example, gains in time or money to pay government bills, or to comply with 
taxes and other dues, or to obtain a registration certificate’ (Madon et al. 2007, 330).  Value, however, 
is perceived and determined by service consumers (Vargo & Lusch 2006).   Without a clear needs-
assessment, value propositions may therefore be incongruent with user perception of service value.  
Further, if co-created value is used as a measure of e-government success – that is, it is not viewed 
as a by-product of co-creation processes but as a primary objective – then co-creation processes 
should be predicated by a full expression and understanding of stakeholder needs.  The concept of 
value is somewhat rhetorical however as it carries an implicit assumption of a positive outcome for 
all stakeholders (Domegan et al. 2013).  Value co-destruction – where at least one group of 
stakeholders experiences negative outcomes – may also occur.   Uppström and Lönn (2017) explore 
this dichotomy through the adaptability of information systems (IS) artefacts across boundaries 
between stakeholders.  Value co-destruction may be attributed to the level of complexity of the 
boundaries that are traversed by these IS artefacts or ‘boundary objects’ - defined as ‘objects which 
are both plastic enough to adapt to local needs and the constraints of the several parties employing 
them, yet robust enough to maintain a common identity across sites.’ (Star & Griesemer 1989, 7).  In 
LMICs, these boundaries may occur between communities or stakeholder groups that may not be 
culturally, socially, or ethnically homogenous.   We argue that consideration of these complex 
boundaries and the implications for value co-creation have not been sufficiently addressed in the e-
government literature.   

Current discourse in social science research 

To address this gap, those objects that are used across more complex boundaries (Uppström & Lönn 
2017) suggest the need for collaborative, co-created processes with beneficiary stakeholder groups.  
Social science research at the community level, often referred to as community-based participatory 
research (CBPR), emphasises a reciprocal relationship, where participants are engaged throughout 
the research process from initial problem definition to data collection, analysis and dissemination of 
findings (Wilson 2019).  Effective CBPR is thus characterised by minimisation of power imbalances 
between researcher and research participants and the creation of positive outcomes for the 
community that are sustainable beyond the life of the research project (Wilson 2019).  Many 
communities however face marginalisation in research processes. Decolonisation methodologies 
aim to work closely with participants in the collection, analysis and dissemination of new knowledge 
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(Rix et al. 2019), and focus on the implications of research on participants and their communities.  
The assumption in this narrative is close collaboration in the design of research where some level of 
reciprocal partnership is achieved (Ellis & Earley 2006).  This reciprocity encompasses sensitivity to 
the social and cultural traditions and values of the communities in which this research occurs, and 
close collaboration between researcher and participants in the co-creation of value.  We further 
reflect on decolonising methodologies in the context of co-created e-government solutions. 

Decolonialisation Methodology and Intersectionality 

Colonialism works to organise individuals through a hierarchy that divides and subjugates people 
into categories of race, gender and sexuality (Grosfoguel et al. 2015; Oyěwùmí 1997). Consequently, 
colonialism has segregated and displaced communities, but also superseded their knowledge base. 
Chilisa and Mertens (2021, 243) contend that people in LMICs "have no or limited roles in planning 
the methodological strategies needed to support an accurate understanding of problems, crafting 
appropriate interventions, or designing an evaluation that is responsive to their culture, context, and 
needs." It is such community knowledge that is vital to improve service provision, however 
capturing such knowledge requires a nuanced understanding of systems and structures that impact 
the lived realities of those living in LMICs. Decoloniality is an epistemological concept concerned 
with promoting commitment to and a shared knowledge of alternate forms of language, action and 
involvement (Townsend-Bell 2021). 

Participant contributions particularly in LMICs, are often undervalued in service provision 
(World Bank 2003). For example, funding organisations may structure financing around how 
information is disseminated: the need for formally organised information dissemination workshops 
with stakeholders as opposed to small gatherings with only senior members of the community; 
imposition of time restrictions for data collection and analysis, that conflict with the desire by 
research participants for face-to-face relationships that are developed over a longer period of time; 
or the adherence to ethical guidelines of the researcher’s organisation or funding agency rather than 
locally developed guidelines. These systems and guidelines are structured according to paradigms 
from higher income countries (HIC) and are based on evaluations, monitoring and evaluation 
systems, which do not attend to the intricate relational issues shaped by the societal norms, cultures 
and priorities of communities within LMICs (Chilisa & Mertens 2021). It is therefore arguable that 
many of the institutionalised research structures and requirements may not embrace decolonisation 
methodologies.  Consequently, there is a need for new systems to be developed that reflect the needs 
of LMIC communities. 

An intersectional lens can promote the use of local knowledge in the development of IS systems. 
Intersectionality is both a theoretical approach and a political practice that examines how inter-
related systems and structures of power create and sustain practices of marginality and oppression 
(Crenshaw 1989). It refers to the interaction of categories of difference in relation to individual lives, 
social practices, and cultural norms and the outcomes of these interactions in terms of power and 
oppression. Intersectionality can enhance our understanding of marginalisation at both the 
relational and structural level (Corus & Saatcioglu 2015). A look at the relational level can reveal 
how IS are utilized by individuals. At a macro level, structural factors such as colonialism, that 
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inhibit the sustainability of IS, require exploration. Consequently, intersectionality enables an 
investigation into the interconnectedness of social categories and systems and provides a deeper 
understanding of communities and the social, cultural, and economic environment in which IS are 
employed, and how junctures of oppression impact the sustainability of IS in LMIC communities. 

Decoloniality examines the basis of these oppressive systems and provides a means of mitigating 
their influence by questioning dominant epistemologies, with the aim of breaking hegemony. Hence, 
decoloniality connects with intersectionality to resist prevailing knowledge. A decolonial 
intersectionality contests ideologies that suggest alternative knowledges are inadequate (Collins 
2019). Writing about the benefits of a decolonial framework to improve technical communication, 
Haas (2012, 304), claims 'this framework also pushes user-centered design theorists and practitioners 
to interrogate the extent to which all designers imagine users that mirror themselves—and calls into 
question the extent to which designers are capable of imagining users different from themselves.' 
Hence, a decolonial intersectionality can provide greater scope for co-creating sustainable IS systems 
that meet stakeholder needs and expectations rather than reflecting the views of the designers. 

Intersectional coalitions require commitment from all stakeholders and do not necessarily occur 
naturally. Townsend-Bell (2021) explains how bridge actors can promote successful coalitions. 
Bridging reflects the way in which actors, who are often intersectionally marginalised, become a 
mobiliser, using their knowledge, concerns, and experiences to promote links between communities 
and ideas. Working with communities towards co-creation of IS in this way ensures that local 
knowledge is utilised, thus improving long-term sustainability. For e-government projects to garner 
success, facilitating a deeper understanding of user perceptions should be an integral objective of 
the design process. Indeed, if a boundary object is to operate effectively it must make sense and 
function for all communities. We agree with Uppström and Lönn (2017) that when a boundary object 
is nonsensical it is not viable and consequently does not facilitate collaboration and value co-
creation.  Despite various research analysing the role of stakeholders in e-government initiatives, 
most studies have been founded on general categorisation (Ashaye & Irani 2019).   

Hence, we argue that an intersectional framework is key to understanding the interrelated and 
multifaceted nature of LMICs when creating IS systems that can add value for all stakeholders. 
Additionally, improving community well-being through IS necessitates the introduction of 
potentially transformative practices where the consumer effectively participates in value creation 
(Ostrom et al. 2010). We believe that an intersectional approach that aids cocreation can abate co-
destruction that can result from the homogenisation of communities. Rather than homogenising 
communities, as is the tendency with top-down approaches (Vogel 2016), recognising intersections 
that may impact the viability of IS can refine our understanding of their long-term sustainability. 
Indeed, the main principle of research based on intersectionality is ‘to probe beneath the single 
identity to discover other identities that may be present and contributing to a situation of 
disadvantage.’ (Yuval-Davies, 2006, 204). A decolonial intersectionality can therefore capture the 
experiences of the marginalised to create a richer needs assessment which benefits co-creation in 
LMICs. Accordingly, the construction and management of boundary objects is vital ‘to developing 
and maintaining understanding across intersecting social worlds’ (Star & Griesemer 1989, 393).  
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Developing a co-created strategy for long-term sustainability of implemented solutions demands 
the involvement of all stakeholders. The importance of approaches leading to successful co-creation 
is particularly pertinent to communities in LMICs where an axis of privilege and subjugation creates 
complex boundaries impacted by intersections relating to multifarious issues of culture, resources, 
education, and environment. Hence, research concerning sustainable and equitable IS within LMICs, 
requires a decolonial intersectional framework which avoids a homogenisation of marginalised 
communities and the application of hegemonic knowledge systems. In addition, the methodology 
needs to capture the world views of peripheral communities and adhere to notions of justice and 
reciprocity.  Thus, in formulating a co-creation strategy for public service delivery projects in LMICs 
we are tasked with ensuring that the knowledge and experiences of participants are captured, 
analysed and disseminated in ways that resonate with the realities of their respective communities 
(Rix et al. 2019).    
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Abstract: Process mining algorithms infer business models by analyzing Log files derived from the 
execution of business activities in organizations. In this paper, a label-independent clustering 
methodology is proposed. It allows an analysis completely agnostic with respect the nature and 
domain knowledge of the process Logs. The methodology is totally data-driven and it is based on 
features that do not depend on activity labels and do not need model extraction at all, thus not 
requiring the four quality dimensions of a mining discovery algorithm to be satisfied. Due to its 
independence from asset labels, the methodology is very flexible and applicable in different 
scenarios. The methodology was tested on the process logs of a municipality of twenty thousand 
inhabitants showing good performances when evaluated using a mining discovering algorithm.  

Keywords: Label-independent clustering, Process Mining, Complexity 

Introduction 

All organisations, be they governmental, non-profit or corporate, are characterised by 
processes (M Dumas, 2013).  As pointed out by (Schoknecht, 2017), process analysis can be used to 
achieve standardisation: for example, in the case of merging and acquisitions of companies, it may 
be important to recognise similar processes and give a common description of them in terms of 
models. However, the processes are not always modelled or the model does not necessarily 
correspond to the actual process performed. Process mining (Van Der Aalst, 2012) is a technique that 
allows the process models to be derived from the logs produced by information systems. In (Bolt, 
2016), process mining techniques are used to visually compare two logs. This method- 
ology has been applied by (Corradini, 2020) to compare public administration logs. The authors 
showed that an activity is only present in logs acquired after 2017, perhaps as a result of a new law 
coming into force. However, the approach has two limitations: only two logs can be compared at a 
time and the methodology requires homogeneity between the labels of the two logs to be effective. 
Particularly the latter, is a stringent requirement in reality, where the labels may be different either 
because of recording errors, or because they are modelled with different names (Suriadi, 2017). In 
the context of model comparison, the problem of labels was addressed and several solutions were 
found, based on measures of syntactic and semantic similarity (A. Schoknecht, 2017). In (Richter, 
2019), the authors highlight that there is still a lack of methods for comparing logs underlying 
models with activities from different universes. The authors propose a methodology of log 
comparison that does not take into account labels, comparing the temporal distribution of activities 
in the two logs. However, the timestamp is not always available in logs and the authors do not 
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develop a clustering methodology. In (Corradini F. L., 2021) the authors develop a log clustering 
methodology that strictly depends on labels limiting its applicability to logs containing similar 
labels. Here we present a label-independent clustering methodology, which allows an analysis 
agnostic to the nature and domain knowledge of the process log collection. The methodology is 
based on feature engineering that does not depend on activity labels and does not require model 
extraction in any way. This results in a fully data-driven approach, which does not need to take into 
account the four quality dimensions of a mining discovery algorithm (Buijs, 2012). Due to its 
independence from asset labels, the methodology is applicable both in the case of clustering 
collections of logs representing variants of the same process and in the case of collections referring 
to several processes, even different in scope. It is therefore a flexible instrument, ready to respond 
to the needs of the process analyst. The methodology was tested on the process logs of a municipality 
of twenty thousand inhabitants. The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2 introduces 
the proposed data-driven methodology, while Section 3 illustrates the main results applied to real 
logs. Finally, Section 4 concludes the paper by touching upon directions for future work. 

Methodology  

The aim of this work is to propose a very simple and completely data-driven, label independent 
methodology for clustering Logs in an agnostic way, complementary to process mining. In order to 
do that we followed the general guidelines for performing data analysis that were developed during 
the Da.Re. project (Johnson, 2018). According to this methodology, the archetypal data lifecycle is a 
four-step process: 1) searching for relevant data, which consists in providing clean and useful data; 
2) data preparation or feature engineering, in which data are modified and treated in such a way to 
be “good and ready" for the analysis;  3) data analysis, consisting in the definition of the most suitable 
learning algorithm and 4) data visualization, for presenting them in an impacting way. In our 
methodology, starting from Logs, we extracted features from data and then we used them to setting 
up an unsupervised clustering algorithm. The features were selected to be label-independent, or 
agnostic, i.e. those features do not depend on activity names. The approach is fully data-driven: logs 
can be compared without having to extrapolate a model and without having to take into account the 
four quality dimensions of the discovery algorithms. The minimum requirement for a Log to be 
eligible for process mining is that each event must be both case/activity-related (Van Der Aalst W. , 
2016). The same assumption has been made for feature extraction, thus creating a common starting 
point for the two approaches to be compared. The methodology is based on 4 main features: the 
Lempel-Ziv complexity of a Log (the number of distinct substrings that can be found in it (A. Lempel, 
1976)), the average number of the predecessors of activities that are not “start" activities (𝛼), the 
average number of successors of activities that are not “end" activities (𝛽), and, finally, the number 
of unique activities in the Log. The presented features are selected to be the minimal set useful for 
describing Logs and balancing global (Lempel-Ziv) and local (𝛼 and 𝛽) information, following the 
Occam’s razor principle to not add complexity.  

Lempel-Ziv Complexity. The Lempel-Ziv complexity (LZC) is the number of distinct substrings 
which can be found in a string (A. Lempel, 1976). Actually, given a sequence of length 𝑛 containing 
the symbols from an alphabet Ω, the idea is to parse the sequence into a number 𝑐(𝑛) of distinct 
strings, by considering as a new word any subsequence never met before. Considering the sequence 
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𝐴𝐴𝐵𝐴𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐴𝐵𝐴𝐴𝐵𝐴𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐴𝐵𝐵𝐴𝐵𝐵, the final LZ algorithm output is: 
𝐴|𝐴𝐵|𝐴𝐵𝐵|𝐵|𝐴𝐵𝐴|𝐴𝐵𝐴𝐵|𝐵𝐵|𝐴𝐵𝐵𝐴|𝐵𝐵, with a complexity 𝑐(𝑛) = 9. To perform the LZC 
algorithm, all Log traces were merged into a single sequence, and a delimiter was inserted between 
each trace. The LZ algorithm was modified so that only substrings between two delimiters were 
detected. This was necessary to prevent the detection of non-existent behaviour, and to limit the 
maximum length of detected substrings, which is otherwise potentially infinite and completely 
dependent on the number of log traces and their sorting.  

Unique activities. Unique activities, 𝜈, are defined as the total number of distinct activities in the 
Log. Considering, for example, the following Log: ℒ1 = {𝐴𝐵𝐶𝐸𝐷, 𝐵𝐶𝐸𝐷, 𝐴𝐶𝐵𝐷𝐸} then we can 
compute, 𝜈(ℒ1 ) = 5  

𝛼 and 𝛽. For each activity in the sequence Log, a predecessor and successor set is derived. 
Considering the Log ℒ1 two sets are generated: successors = {𝐴 ∶ {𝐵, 𝐶}, 𝐵 ∶ {𝐶, 𝐷}, 𝐶 ∶ {𝐷, 𝐸, 𝐵}, 𝐷 ∶ ∅, 
𝐸 ∶ ∅} predecessors = {𝐴 ∶ ∅, 𝐵 ∶ ∅, 𝐶 ∶ {𝐵, 𝐴}, 𝐷 ∶ {𝐸, 𝐵}, 𝐸 ∶ {𝐶, 𝐷}} Instead, with 𝛼/𝛽 we indicate the 
average number of direct distinct predecessors/successors not considering the starting and ending 
activities. Formally they are defined as 𝛼 = ∑ 𝑚 𝑖=1 𝑎𝑖 𝜈, 𝛽 = ∑ 𝑚 𝑖=1 𝑏𝑖 𝜈 where 𝑚 = number of 
activities of the Log without start (end) events, 𝜈 = number of Unique activities of the Log and 𝑎 and 
𝑏 are respectively the number of different predecessors and successors of the activity 𝑖. Hence, taking 
into account successors and predecessors sets, 𝛼 = 7/5 and 𝛽 = 6/5. Clustering. Clusters are 
homogeneous groups of objects that are grouped on the base of a similarity criterion, i.e. a similarity 
function, in such a way that the similarity among objects belonging to the same cluster is greater 
than the one among objects belonging to different clusters. K-Means algorithm, equipped with a 
Euclidean similarity function, was used for clustering; the optimal number of clusters was assessed 
by using the Silhouette Index. Process clustering is a well-established problem in business process 
management. In particular, the authors in (Corradini F. L., 2021) develop a methodology based on 
ad-hoc similarity that allows the identification of variants in a large collection of logs. However, the 
methodology is based on the assumption that the activity labels belong to the same universe and are 
therefore comparable across different logs. 

Results 

In order to show the feasibility of the approach, we applied the described methodology to a 
collection of execution Logs provided by a European company. Those Logs refer to public 
administration processes of a municipality of about twenty thousand inhabitants. The whole dataset 
is composed of about 40 logs. After an inspection of the Logs (preprocessing), 29 Logs, which met 
the minimum quality requirements for analysis, were used. In addition, only the minimum 
requirements, i.e. each activity is linked to an id case and a unique indicator of process instantiation, 
have been extracted from Logs for the feature engineering. Identified features were calculated and 
normalised using the min-max scaling method. Cluster analysis identifies 12 clusters, with a 
Silhouette Index of 0.54. The clusters seem to group processes with comparable control flows, e.g. 
the cluster in Figures 1, 2 3 and 4. The processes in Figure 1 show linear control flow and have more 
activities than the models, also linear, in Figure 2. Figure 3 shows that also complex processes with 
numerous activities and non-linear control flow are detected by our methodology. 
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Figure 16: Cluster 0, the models show a linear control with a number of activities between 4 and 5 

 

Figure 2: Cluster 8, the models show a linear control with three activities 

    

Clustering was also able to discern models with the same number of activities but different 
control flow. In Figure 4 a, a three-activity model and a four-activity model are clustered together. 
In fact, both have the same number of end events and therefore similar control flow. This is due to 
an emergent property of the two features 𝛼 and 𝛽: if 𝛼 cannot reveal the part of the model preceding 
a start activity, 𝛽 will be able to reveal the contribution of the arc and vice versa. The conjunction of 
the two features is also able to take into account the contribution of multiple starts and ends. Model 
b in Fig. 4 also has four activities, but there are two loops, which is why it is clustered alone 

Figure 2: Cluster 3,  the models show a non-linear control flow 
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Figure 4: Clusters 4 and 5, similar in number of activities but different in control flow 

                                          

Conclusions and future works 

In this paper, an agnostic clustering methodology of process logs was presented, based on 
features that do not depend on activity labels. The methodology, which is completely data-driven, 
is applicable both in the analysis of collections of processes with the same purpose (variability 
analysis) and in the analysis of processes with different purposes. The methodology proposed 
should be considered complementary to process mining, since it is suitable to manage and analyze 
big amount of logs coming from different organizations, overcoming the problems related to the 
syntactic and semantic comparison of labels. The methodology was applied to clustering processes 
(with different purposes) of a European municipality of twenty thousand inhabitants. The logs were 
then discovered with process mining techniques and the elements of each group were compared to 
each other. The identified clusters highlight the potential of the methodology, which can be applied 
to a wide range of datasets. In the future, we aim to apply it to other known datasets or application 
fields (Corradini F. a., 2019), to evaluate further features, while maintaining the simplicity criterion 
adopted in the selection that was made in this work. Finally, further investigation on topology-based 
clustering approaches, could be of interest (Rucco, 2016) (Piangerelli, 2020). 
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Abstract: Gender mainstreaming continues to be a core approach towards the progress and 
acceleration of gender equality in institutions, societies and even research. Researchers and 
institutions nowadays try to seek opportunities for change by suggesting gender integration in 
organizations, projects, and research in all fields of study. This article provides a reflection on 
gender mainstreaming in research and approaches to its integration in research projects and 
programs related to digital government. It explores the need for a gender approach in digital 
government research, challenges to its adoption and outlines the opportunities of integrating 
gender in research of digital governance for the ultimate goal of achieving gender equality. 

Keywords: gender mainstreaming, digital government, research, SDG 5, gender integration 

Introduction 
Gender mainstreaming is an approach, strategy, and/or a method of achieving the goal of gender 
equality as established in the United Nations Sustainable Development Goal 5 (SDG 5) (UNSDGs, 
2020). It has been internationally recognized as a force for equal opportunities and rights for both 
men and women (Parpart, 2014; UNSDGs, 2020) and the concept has been described by the United 
Nations Economic and Social Council (ECOSOC) as “the process of making assessments of any 
planned action – legislation, policies or programs – of men and women, in all areas and at all levels. 
It is also an approach for making men’s and women’s concerns and experiences a significant aspect 
of the design and implementation of policies, as well as the monitoring and evaluation of programs 
in all political and socio-economic spheres to allow for equal benefit, and to ensure inequality is not 
perpetuated in the process. Thus, the ultimate goal for the implementation of gender mainstreaming 
in any institute or government entity should be the achievement of gender equality” (United Nations 
Economic and Social Council, 1997). To meet such a goal, the strategic approach should concern the 
integration of gender in the internal workings of an institution with a comprehensive and systematic 
implementation of gender mainstreaming (EIGE, 2021).  

Persistent debates abound on the idea that gender mainstreaming goes beyond the integration of 
gender equality in the policies and programs of any institution (Council of Europe, 2021; European 
Institute for Gender Equality, 2021). As a contested concept, practice, and a global equality norm 
(Krook & True, 2012), it involves the reinvention, restructuring, and rebranding of a significant 
aspect of feminism or the contemporary feminist theories (Walby, 2005; Zalewski, 2010). As a form 
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of theory, it employs the revision of key concepts to have an in-depth understanding of a gendered 
world, rather than the formation of a separatist theory (Zalewski, 2010). Thus, for theory 
development, it is commonly regarded as a new system of gendered political and strategic 
approaches within a gendered world. In terms of practice, it is the promotion of gender equality and 
the improved effectiveness of policies through a gendered analysis of norms, cultures, processes, 
and outcomes (Walby, 2005). 

To aid the acceleration of the attainment of gender equality by institutions and the global 
community, institutions have called for the incorporation of gender equality into the ‘mainstream’ 
of activities rather than regarding the concept as an ‘optional’ activity (UN Women, 2015). Hence, it 
should be taken critically and relevant especially in the integration process to understand how 
gender as a social construct and other intercepting variables shape inequalities. The gender 
mainstreaming approach pursues the institutionalization of equality through embedding gender-
sensitive practices and norms in the mainstream structure and process of activities within an 
institution. Therefore, it is meant to be implemented depending on the institutional level and the 
type of activities carried out within the institution. The idea is to ensure that most projects and 
activities are gender-transformative (UNU, 2016), targeting SDG 5. Significantly, gender equality is 
integral to sustainable development in various cross-cutting contexts that necessitates consolidated 
efforts to address it as both significant and a mainstreamed lens which can be applied to all research, 
policymaking, and programs. 

This work approaches gender mainstreaming integration in research projects and programs 
related to digital government from the experience and viewpoint of the authors. It is a reflection on 
the importance of having a gender mainstreaming approach to gender directed at research 
institutions or single researchers that focus their work on digital government. Some of the aspects 
presented result from a case study on the authors’ research institute focused on understanding the 
standpoint on gender mainstreaming (Makpor & Carvalho, 2021). The rest of the document is 
structured as follows: section 2 provides an overview on why all digital government research should 
have a gender approach. What are the main challenges to this approach are addressed in section 3 
and a repositioning of the gender practice in section 4. How to implement and include gender in 
digital government research is discussed in section 5. The article closes with a final discussion and 
conclusion.  

Why should digital government research have a 
gender approach? 

All country members of the United Nations (UN) have committed to the achievement of the SDGs 
through all possible means. Particularly for SDG 5, this implies that closing the gap between women 
and men, girls and boys, is the ultimate global practice for member states and national institutions. 

The proposal to have a gender approach in all research on digital government can be understood 
by researchers and institute managers that are aware of the contribution their work, more or less 
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directly, has on advancing government and governance practices, policy definition and 
implementation, practical application of solutions, and consequently, affecting the achievement of 
all SDGs. For SDG 5, research in e-government and digital transformation provides a high-level 
overview of key issues, identifies key practices, and presents gaps in data as they relate to gender 
and information and telecommunications technologies (ICTs). 

It is not possible to exclude ICTs as a valuable resource to pursue such an objective. As stated by 
the International Telecommunication Union (ITU, 2021), ICTs are a vehicle to accelerate the progress 
of achieving the SDGs. Beyond institutional momentum, with adequate ICT infrastructure, services 
and skills, all individuals, organizations, and businesses can successfully participate in the digital 
economy. Thus, leading to increase in economic-wellbeing and healthy competitiveness that directly 
contribute to SDG 5.  

Therefore, research institutions, centres, groups, and projects that direct their attention to digital 
government should be concerned with the implementation of gender mainstreaming across 
activities and procedures. 

Challenges to having a gender approach 
Gender intensive research is more closely related with areas such as sociology, political science, 

education, geography, humanities, and business management (Abreu & Grinevich, 2017; Barone & 
Assirelli, 2020; Mann & DiPrete, 2013). The latter areas, although associated with digital government 
research, are not comprehensive for the topic since it integrates a broad array of domains from the 
social sciences to engineering. Gender focused research is only a small part of the interests 
researchers explore when studying digital government. This would be the first and primary 
challenge to gender mainstreaming leaving all those involved questioning how gender can still be 
incorporated and championed when the goal of research is far from gender. 

For those that do not have resources dedicated to gender studies, it may feel as a side work from 
the day-to-day activities to address the topic. Some of the constraints are related to project objectives 
not having gender orientation, resources allocated to projects are exhausted not leaving availability 
to pursue a gender approach, time management aspects that do not leave the required time to 
integrate gender in results, and in some cases, the clients’ objectives and demands are not aligned 
with gender concerns, limiting, or blocking the possibility for a gender approach to research. 

Researchers’ experience and cultural environment also plays an extensive part in gender 
mainstreaming research. Personal and professional experience may pose a challenge in the 
motivation and willingness to pursue gender actions. These cultural and personal factors affect the 
position from which each individual looks at gender mainstreaming. It is therefore relevant to 
formalize in each research centre, institute or department, policies and plans for gender 
mainstreaming across the organization. 

The last challenge is associated with not being an expert in gender sensitive research. This may 
also be viewed as a limitation due to the lack of theoretical background or ignorance on different 
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approaches that link gender to other fields of knowledge. Researchers may feel restrained and 
uncomfortable to use gender approaches, fearful that they can have a biased or uninformed position. 

Repositioning gender in practice  
Nowadays, the gradual elimination of gender inequalities is being embedded in most 

organizational settings and mandates. Organizations are beginning to discover mainstream 
situations that call for change both internally and externally for the successful promotion of gender 
equality (Krook & True, 2012; Waylen, 2014).  For example, through gender analysis, gender can be 
repositioned both in organizations and in research on the basis of suggesting strategies and 
approaches for the proper elimination of inequalities that could lead to transformative change. This 
must also be accompanied by measures and procedures for the promotion of attitudinal change, 
contextual sensitivity, as well as the systemic use of research and other thoroughgoing use of gender 
data. 

Consequently, the introduction of the accountability strategy for gender mainstreaming in 
planning and reporting systems is another significant approach towards repositioning gender in 
practice and in research. Many tools and development initiatives have been development across the 
entire UN system (IANWGE, 2021) and UNU (UNU Gender Action Plan, 2020) that played an 
important role in seeing that gender is well represented in the activities, programs, and policies of 
institutions. Lastly, through e-governance programmes essentializing gender equity and equality 
becomes relevant both for institutions and research. Thus, different kinds of alliances and 
cooperative arrangements between institutions, governments, businesses, and society are therefore 
represented making room for gender dimensions to be expressed. 

How to implement gender in research 
The purpose of this section is to present a general but comprehensive set of tools, actions, and 

mechanisms to have in place or implement that facilitate gender mainstreaming adoption in research 
projects for digital government. It is divided into five general points that cover all project phases 
and research preparation.  

Preparedness: It is important that research institutes and centres provide researchers with a set 
of tools that help to implement a gender approach. Examples of tools include a gender policy to 
guide the integration of gender in projects and research, a gender action plan that promotes 
accountability, and defines steps and goals regarding gender mainstreaming, as well as a gender 
sensitive language dictionary. Some recommended tools and resources can be found in institutions' 
websites and repositories such as the UN, OECD, EuroStrat, (EIGE, 2022; OECD, 2015; IANWGE, 
2021), etc. Besides the aforementioned tools, all research institutes should focus on promoting a 
gender-aware culture and fostering gender mainstreaming practices in management, recruitment, 
administrative and external activities. 
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Parity and equality of opportunities: One of the simplest opportunities to implement a gender 
approach is to advocate for gender parity and equality. To have an equal number of men and women 
in the team and to give equal opportunities and the same weight in the decision-making process is 
a step towards the contribution of gender mainstreaming. Parity can also be implemented when 
selecting research interviewees, participants, constituting focus groups, workshops, or 
brainstorming activities. It can be taken into consideration in any aspect of the research process 
(EIGI, 2021, 2022). 

Methodological approach: The more certain way to ensure gender is included in research projects 
and programs is to make it explicit in the approach to be followed.  A gender-based analysis or 
gender impact assessment can be considered. This implies that the establishment of the research 
objectives considers and makes explicit the gender approach which forces researchers to make it 
part of the analysis or results discussion. 

Gender data: It may be possible to understand different perspectives for various topics, from 
policy making to technology, by using gender disaggregated data (EIGI, 2022; UNESCO & Schlegel, 
2015). Indicators of performance for the different genders can also be employed. This is easier to 
carry through in more social sciences disciplines than in pure technological research; however, it 
should be integrated whenever possible. 

Reporting: Reinforcing the internal approach in external communication makes clear the position 
of institutes and researchers. The use of gender sensitive language in reports, publications, and 
public communications is a means of promoting gender mainstreaming in research dissemination 
that can be achieved by resorting to writing and speech. Another aspect of public dissemination 
where gender concerns can be taken under consideration is in the choice of images to be used. Ideally 
portraying gender diversity or being balanced in terms of representation. 

Discussion 
The peculiarities of research often make it imperative for certain specific actions to be 

implemented towards integrating gender, as most research still shows a vast under-representation 
of women especially in the ICT sector and the digital governance space (ITU, 2021). Gender 
integration in research is significant not only for parity and fairness but also for addressing existing 
gender gaps (European Institute for Gender Equality, 2022).  

Incorporating mechanisms and dimensions of gender in research helps to understand and shape 
both technology and governance in the context of ICTs. Fundamentally, the waves of gender 
inequalities are still influenced by the level of gender equality component that is present both in 
digital governance and research. This therefore calls for the integration of gender dimensions in all 
aspects of research and digital governance. 

As generally highlighted by researchers and academia, women and men are not equally taking 
part in and fully benefiting from digital opportunities. In fact, the hurdles of gender inequalities 
curtail the ability of women and girls to fully benefit from the opportunities offered by digital 
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governance. Gender mainstreaming can therefore necessitate and bring to recognition through 
integration, the need for equality, and inclusion in this regard.   

Conclusion 
This work considers gender mainstreaming and its relevance to research in digital government 

by emphasising its use in the integration process and how these shape inequalities both in digital 
governance and in research. Gender mainstreaming and its implications for e-governance/digital 
governance research are not widely studied. Thus, gender is not receiving proper attention in the 
digital government studies. The authors consider several challenges that are transversal to digital 
government research and the adoption of gender in the research process. Significantly, making 
gender a silo and the perception of it as “special interest” and not fundamental, compromises 
research. This can generate bias and incomplete data in some cases, as well as fail in helping 
researchers fill critical knowledge, evidence, and practice gaps that exist.  

Some solutions are presented for researchers' consideration. The paper concludes with the 
authors’ opinion that there is a lack of gender integration in research and digital government studies. 
A more attentive and comprehensive perspective on gender mainstreaming is needed that includes 
the discussion of gender by researchers in all fields including ICTs. More so, there is a need for 
consistent research and investigation in these areas. 
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Abstract: The European project Digital Europe for All (DE4A, www.de4a.eu) represents a research 
project in a close relationship to the European Single Digital Gateway Regulation (SDGR). It 
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prerequisite to the project. The broad approach of the project is highly demanding, but promises 
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and the technical equivalent therefore, the Once-Only-Technical-System (OOTS). 
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On the SDGR 
The European regulation SDGR represents a regulation, which defines a single IT-system for the 
exchange of evidences for a significant number of public procedures among all European member 
states. With the explicit promotion of the OOP it reaches far beyond the existing interoperability 
undertakings until this day. OOP (with OOTS) should be implemented in Europe by the end of 2023. 
The implementation of the SDGR requires the possibility of finding data in administrative registers 
and data sources across national borders; and of course mechanisms that make the data accessible 
and addressable. The quality assurance of the exchanged data is also particularly noteworthy, and 
this will be provided from the users directly, with an explicit acceptance of the exchanged data.  

On the project DE4A 
DE4A was launched in January 2020. The scientific goal is to develop in-depth research (and 
application) in two technical areas; the technical representation of trust (trust) and means for 
semantic interoperability. The project follows the technical approach to demonstrate the benefits of 
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a secure and user-centric exchange of once-only data over standards-based distributed digital 
services. As a result, the implementation in real online procedures within the piloting Member States 
is aimed at in three pilot areas. New technology applications such as blockchain and machine 
learning methods are also considered for the technical developments. Austria is involved in the pilot 
area Doing Business Abroad and demonstrates the automated registration of European companies 
(in the pilot: Netherlands, Romania and Sweden) at the Austrian Business Service Portal (USP). The 
technical focus is on the implementation of the eIDAS identification of natural and legal persons 
(including representation) and the OOP for the use of data available in the countries involved in the 
pilot. 

Shortcut on the challenges in DE4A project 
The specific challenges of the project lie in the fact that it accompanies a European regulation that is 
in an ongoing process to be technically shaped. In the contrary, the DE4A project faced the 
advantage that technical concepts already existed that could be adopted from previous projects, so 
technical applications such as the AS4-Gateway (for the Access Point, 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/AS4) have been available and well known in European 
Interoperability undertakings since several years. The following section provide an overview on the 
main challenging areas of the project. 

Development: Architecture  
DE4A project introduced three variants of (initial) different architecture patterns to be piloted:1 {1} 
Intermediation Pattern: Used in the Doing Business Abroad pilot; all user-centric processes take place 
on the data consumer side (in SDGR terminology: data requester, DR); {2} User Supported 
Intermediation Pattern: Used in both the Moving Abroad and Studying Abroad pilots; most user-
centric processes take place on the data consumer side, however the preview business process takes 
place on the data provider side (in SDGR terminology: Data Provider, DP), which requires a 
handover of the user from DR to DP (and then back again); and {3} Verifiable Credential Pattern: Used 
in the Studying Abroad pilot, here the exchange of data/evidence is dealt with in a very user-centric 
manner via the exchange of secure attributes and using blockchain technology. The introduction and 
availability of these three initial patterns in the DE4A project became a significant influence factor 
for the development of OOTS and the regarding discussions on the ist definition on European level.  

                                                      
1 DE4A: Deliverable 2.4 - Project Start Architecture (PSA), first iteration  
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Research: Semantic  
The semantic research focus in DE4A deals with several technical concepts that enable structured 
data exchange.2 The DE4A semantic framework comprises three main areas: {1} an Information 
Exchange Model (IEM); {2} the Technical Information Desk (IDK) and {3} the pilot-specific ontologies. The 
IEM provides the specification of the message format that is exchanged between the competent 
authorities; it is independent of the technical implementation and specifically designed for the 
respective pilot requirements and the underlying architecture. The IEM also takes into account 
existing concepts such as TOOP EDM and other national models. The IDK provides information for 
the DR and the DP that is required for a smooth cross-border exchange of data/evidence within the 
framework of DE4A. The IDK consists of the following core components: {1} a service that supports 
the DR in finding the issuing authority that can provide the necessary data/evidence in a specific 
country (Issuing Authority Locator); {2} a service that assists the DR in locating the organisation to 
obtain data/evidence from a specific issuing authority; {3} an ontology repository to understand the 
meaning of canonical proof of attributes; and {4} a component for the preview, which gives the user 
the data/evidence for release for further use in the public procedure or process for which he/she 
needs the data/evidence. In addition, data models are developed through the ontologies, which are 
available for the domain-specific information needs of the DE4A pilots. They were defined as the 
maximum set of concepts and attributes, so that the specific necessary data models for the individual 
pilot applications can result from them. 

Research: Trust 
The trust research in DE4A aims to create a general picture of a valid trust framework. It focuses on 
specifications from various regulatory frameworks, such as eIDAS or SDGR.3 National technical 
concepts have shown that there is a heterogeneous landscape of trust models. With regard to eIDAS, 
there is an overlap between national strategies and the illustrations at European level; nonetheless, 
a high degree of implementation of eIDAS are of great importance for the implementation of the 
OOTS, both in E-ID and in the Trust Services. Also, the trust models of the CEF Building Blocks 
(Connecting European Facilities) are given specific consideration. In this regard, CEF eID and CEF 
eDelivery, both applications with delegated trust models that are relevant for DE4A, since both have 
nodes that serve as trustworthy proxies in the member states; whereby the national systems 
involved request or provide the data with these central endpoints serving as trust systems. In order 
to create trust in CEF eDelivery, it is necessary that the digital certificates can be exchanged across 
systems as a trust anchor to create the necessary confidentiality, integrity and non-repudiation of 
the data. After these investigation, an introduction of a Dedicated Domain PKI4 for DE4A was 
suggested from several implementation variants. Finally, a blockchain-supported solution is 

                                                      
2 DE4A: Deliverable 3.3 - Semantic Framework – Initial version  
3 DE4A: Deliverable 2.2 - Initial DE4A Trust Management Models and Blockchain Support Framework  
4 On dedicated Domain PKI: “the digital certificates are associated to single trust anchors, and each trust 

anchor serves a single domain.” - DE4A: Deliverable 2.2, Page 16 
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analysed in order to validate the possibility of using this technological approach in relation to trust. 
Blockchain is used to implement the "Verifiable Credentials" pattern. In this regard, a generic 
blockchain approach is preferred to ensure broad utilization and to facilitate usability. 

Development: Pilots 
DE4A exhibits three pilot areas, with each two iterations. The three pilot areas are: {1} Doing Business 
Abroad: The pilot aims to reduce the administrative burden for a company to start doing business in 
another EU Member State. First, a representative of a company is identified via eIDAS and the right 
of representation is determined. Using OOP, additional data about the company is exchanged across 
borders, which shortens the time for a - fully online - registration in an e-government portal in the 
respective country; {2} Studying Abroad: Mobility in education is very important in Europe and has 
been formalised in EU programmes, e.g. ERASMUS. This pilot area supports users through the 
digital provision of study documents according to the OOP. The regarding use cases will show how 
the administrative burden can be reduced by reusing data/evidence, increasing the security and the 
use of electronic identities; and {3} Moving Abroad: This pilot area aims to support EU citizens who 
are moving within EU by creating a digitised process for OOP data/evidence exchange required for 
moving across borders. In this area, also three different use cases are defined. 

The Austrian Pilot 
In the following chapter two aspects of the Austrian pilot in DE4A will be introduced, the functional 
and the technical aspects. 

Functional Aspects 

The Austrian partners are involved in the pilot area Doing Business Abroad. Functionally it is about 
the registration of a foreign company in USP using OOP. According to the Intermediation Pattern, 
all user interactions in the OOP process - incl. explicit request, preview - take place on the DR side. 
The complexity not only lies in the implementation of the OOP processes and the national digital 
procedural processes, but first and foremost in the integration of a representation regulation (person 
 company) in the identification process via eIDAS. This extension will be integrated and 
demonstrated in the respective national eIDAS application. For the second iteration in the DBA pilot, 
it is planned to expand this function in the Austrian pilot by integrating the SEMPER functionalities5 
- i.e. a refinement of the content of the representation rights ("fine-grained" electronic powers of 
representation and mandates). Subsequently, the entries in the Austrian registers ERnP 
(Supplementary Register for Natural Persons) and ERsB (Supplementary Register for Non-Natural 

                                                      
5 https://graz.pure.elsevier.com/en/projects/eu-semper-crossborder-semantic-interoperability-of-

powers-and-man or https://ec.europa.eu/inea/en/connecting-europe-facility/cef-telecom/2018-eu-ia-0032 
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Persons) take place on the basis of the eIDAS identification. Through the integrated OOP process, 
additional data (attributes) of the company from the respective member state are queried and 
transmitted. This additional data is added to the eIDAS data (minimal data sets for natural/non-
natural persons) when it is entered in the respective register. Finally, the registration takes place in 
the USP, whereupon the identification features (IDs) from the above mentioned registers are used. 
To date, the registration process for using the USP for foreign companies involves manual processes; 
copies of documents on the entities and representation are sent by e-mail and professionally 
acknowledged. In this regard, online identification/authentication is not planned to date. This is 
where the first innovation by the DE4A pilot comes in, namely in the eIDAS identification including 
the power of representation. Further, the implementation of the OOP processes (additional  
company data) according to the evidence model are introduced. Furthermore, the mechanisms of 
the explicit request and preview according to SDGR are also implemented and piloted. 

Technical Aspects 

In order to enable the technical implementation within the Austrian infrastructure, the 
authentication via eIDAS Test Node was implemented. eIDAS eID defines that an authentication 
request contains those attributes of a natural or legal subject (the person who is primarily concerned 
in this registration process) that the requesting authority would like to have. These are additionally 
marked per attribute with "isRequired=true/false", whereby the eIDAS specification partly defines 
how the "isRequired" flag is to be set (must be 'true' for “Minimum Data Set” [MDS] attributes). In 
the case of representations, the information about the represented person is transferred in these 
requested attributes and additional attributes are attached which contain information about the 
representative. In sum, a response can contain a maximum of two identities, namely the represented 
natural or legal person and the representative. The MDS attributes for a legal entity and a natural 
person in the authentication request is required, which must be set with "isRequired=true" according 
to the eIDAS specification. In the first stage of the implementation, this validation was bypassed by 
setting the attributes of the natural subject (which actually does not exist) when a legal subject is 
represented, whereby the information about the representative is transmitted a second time in 
addition to the representative attributes - a measure necessary to ensure eIDAS compatibility across 
different partners and their status of notification. According to specification three MDS data of three 
identities are contained (legal subject, natural subject, natural representative). Up to and including 
version 2.4 of the eIDAS Node, there was no check in the eIDAS Node whether more than two 
identities were contained in the response. However, this check was introduced with version 2.5, and 
will be available in the second phase of project iteration. After successful authentication via eIDAS 
the pilot foresees the registration process following national procedures according to specific portal 
and register requirements. In the case of the USP and the Austrian registers, the data set requested 
via eIDAS is stored in the register for natural persons and a unique identifier is assigned. Later this 
identifier is used to enrich the the minimal data set with additional data concerning the powers each 
natural person has according to their domestic register. 
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DE4A contribution to the Austrian SDG Once Only  
The use of knowledge and technical developments from EU projects has already turned out to be an 
important element for e-government implementations, as experience has shown on a number of 
occasions; this applies all the more if the projects represent a distributed technical system across 
Europe (OOTS of the SDG) and are also based on the obligation of legal requirements (the SDGR). 
From the research-oriented results, as well as from the findings from the pilot application, the 
following advantages for the partners, and thus for Austria, can be expected from DE4A: {1} In 
DE4A, the pilots are near the real eGovernment solutions, so these can be used as a blueprint for 
further national interoperability measures (also with Europe connection); {2} the architectural 
concepts and developments in DE4A produce concrete functions/components/systems that can 
represent important consideration elements for the subsequent implementation of the SDGR in 
Austria; {3} the research results from Semantics and Trust will influence the preparations of 
respective concepts in Austria; {4} the Austrian pilot specific achievements in DE4A will pave the 
way to the technical SDGR realisation, and moreover, it will also provide technical artefacts, which 
will be useable as such, and {5} the exchange with experts on all aspects of architecture development, 
component development and pilot implementation has a positive impact on the technical (and 
organizational) implementation of the OOP for SDG in Austria. 
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The Project 

The H2020 project "Inclusive Governance Models and ICT Tools for Integrated Public Service Co-
Creation and Provision" (inGov) aims to provide innovative ICT-supported governance models that 
will enable stakeholders' collaboration in co-producing inclusive and IPS, resulting in an increase in 
citizen trust and satisfaction with public administrations. The results gained are to substantially 
increase the use of co-creation to improve existing public services and mobile technlogies to increase  
participation, lead to an IPS holistic framework, and help develop concrete and sustainable 
recommendations for EU policies. 

Workshop Topics: Co-creation and Sustainability 

Co-creation 

Co-creation is an arrangement between state professionals and stakeholders to develop develop 
more efficient services including their design, delivery and monitoring.  The digital co-creation of 
digital public services focuses on the use of digital technologies for stakeholders to engage and 
provide the necessary input, trigger novel services and to implement fully automated processes. 

Sustainability in the Public Sector 
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Regardless of its popularity, the concept of sustainability remains unclear in theory and 
practice, but current demographic, environmental and health challenges highlight the public sector’s 
role in the sustainable development of digital solutions, There is a relation between sustainability 
reporting in public sector organizations, organizational change management, the role of 
stakeholders and communication. The implementation of co-creation initiatives are to improve 
public service provision, particularly in terms of efficacy, effectiveness, quality, and sus- 
tainability. Involving internal and external stakeholders in co-creation processes ensures sustainable 
and long-term impacts.  

Workshop Programme 

There only limited empirical research on the sustainability of co-creation practices, in particular in a 
digital context. In this workshop we would like to focus on co-creation and sustainability as well as 
the initial results from the project’s pilots: 

I. Presentation of the project and initial results from the pilots. 

III. Discussion with the participants: sustainability and co-creation 
1. What are the central dimensions, drivers and barriers of sustainability in the public 
sector? 
2.  How should sustainability be evaluated? 
3. How can co-creation lead to sustainable outcomes? 

The outcomes of the discussion provide valuable expertise and feedback that help 
improve the project and the impact of the project outcomes. The workshop will be 
summarized and made available to the participants interested. 
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Abstract: This poster describes the methodology for establishing the baseline for a Smart 
Sustainable City (SSC) curriculum and its fundamental aspects. The proposed curriculum has the 
goal of building competencies in the area of SSC by developing teaching content and ICT-based 
learning outcomes to improve the quality of learning and teaching tools, methodologies and 
pedagogical approaches in Europe and Latin America in different levels of education. The 
curriculum encompasses 31 training modules aligned within 9 knowledge areas to build governance 
capacity on SSC.  
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Smart Sustainable City training modules  

Smart sustainable cities (SSC) characterise the progression on the application of digital technology 
and innovative solutions by the cities to address the needs of their populations and pursue 
sustainable socio-economic development (Viale Pereira & Azambuja, 2021). In the context of the 
ERASMUS+ research project “Strengthening Governance Capacity for Smart Sustainable Cities” 
(CAP4CITY) a library of courses has been developed, going beyond the existing state-of-the-art in 
smart city developments towards establishing an interdisciplinary curriculum with focus on 
sustainability challenges. The proposed curriculum has the goal of building competencies in the area 
of SSC by developing teaching content and ICT-based learning outcomes to improve the quality of 
learning and teaching tools, methodologies and pedagogical approaches in Europe and Latin 
America in different levels of education.  The training program consists of a set of 31-course material, 
which was jointly developed by the CAP4CITY partners. The methodology for curriculum 



 

 

development was adapted from Okudan, G. E., Kisenwether, E., & Rzasa, S. (2005) as illustrated in 
Figure 2. 

Figure 1 Continuous Curriculum Improvement and Assessment Plan Source: Adapted from Okudan, G.E., 
Kisenwether, E., & Rzasa, S. (2005) 

The first step was the external benchmarking with an aim of identifying the status quo of SSC in 
partner countries, considering the local circumstances and taking stock of the best practices 
implemented, identify the current scenario of SSC-related education programs, available sources and 
educational material, general competencies for SSC and roles and responsibilities associated with 
development and management of SSC. This was followed by an internal benchmarking with eight (8) 
workshops in Latin America with local stakeholders and academic staff, aiming at defining the 
competencies needed to design the curricula of the training courses. The results acquired during both 
benchmarking activities were the basis to define a set of training modules on SSC. These have been 
through continuous assessments and were validated by an external evaluation and online workshops. 
As follows, we preview the resources prepared by the CAP4CITY project, carefully designed to satisfy 
the identified SSC competency building needs, a library of courses that may be used to design diverse 
curricula on SSC.                          

 

Table 1: Knowledge areas and CAP4CITY library of courses 
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Gen Z open data hackathon - civic innovation with 
digital natives: to hack or not to hack? 
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Abstract: A hackathon is a form of social innovation in which participants can point out existing 
problems or social needs and offer solutions. Generation Z is supposed to be the most appropriate 
audience representing "digital natives". Gen Z open data hackathons are organized annually in 
Latvia. However, the organizer assumes that the goal of the hackathons - to raise awareness of 
OGD - has been achieved and there is no need to continue them. This study explored four case 
studies of Gen Z open data hackathons held between 2018 and 2021. Despite the widespread belief 
that young people (in Latvia) are indifferent to social and environmental issues, and the expected 
decrease in the diversity of ideas in times of COVID-19, the ideas developed are in line with current 
problems. The results indicate the need for their further organization as a source of innovation, 
feedback, and identification of opportunities for improvement. 

Keywords: Generation Z, Open data, Hackathon, Sustainability, Social innovation. 
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2. Introduction and Motivation 

Open data hackathons are considered a creative approach to social innovation (also civic innovation), 
described by openness to create solutions in a new and creative way [1-2]. These government-induced 
open data engagement initiatives [2] bring people with diverse backgrounds, experience, knowledge, 
skills, and expertise [1] together in one place for short periods of time, thus supporting intense bursts 
of creativity [3]. Open Government Data (OGD) hackathons are considered a great contributor to the 
uptake and adoption of OGD [4]. A recent study [5] found that OGD has a positive effect on millennial 
and Gen Z satisfaction with democracy, public services, trust in institutions and the economy. Gen Z 
is considered the one with the best digital capabilities [6] being so-called "digital natives" because 
they never experienced "life before the Internet", which, together with social media, became part of 
their daily life and socialization [7]. Moreover, [2] lists 5 factors that motivate citizens to participate 
in OGD hackathons, namely (1) intrinsic motivation, (2) extrinsic motivation, (3) effort expectancy, 
(4) social influence and (5) data quality, where 4 of the 5 factors are considered valid "by default" for 
Gen Z, and only the "data quality" is not. Thus, in line with the argument posed in [4] that citizen 
engagement is one move further than OGD use, this study suggests that Gen Z engagement may be 
the next step towards revealing and solving social problems and pointing out OGD challenges. The 
OGD hackathon for Gen Z participants has been held annually in Latvia since 2018, but the organizers 
believe that the goal of hackathons to raise an awareness of OGD has been achieved, and the debate 
about the need to continue organizing them is ongoing over the past two years. This study aims to 



 

 

point out the need to organize hackathons for Gen Z as a source of feedback, identifying opportunities 
for improvement, and generating ideas for the development of a sustainable and citizen-oriented 
smart city and knowledge-based Society 5.0. 

Method 

The knowledge base was built through a systematic literature review (SLR), which indicated a 
scientific gap in knowledge about the role of the Gen Z in open data hackathons. More precisely, SLR 
over digital libraries covered by Scopus and Web of Science yielded no results on this topic, and 39 
studies covering either open data hackathons or open data in the context of Gen Z. These studies are 
diverse in nature, from testing idea during a hackathon as an experimental setting/environment, in 
which to gather feedback, exploring trends in a specific area such as software engineering or 
strategies for setting up a start-up, to conceptualizing the motivation for participating in a hackathon, 
etc. They mostly indicate high and diverse value of hackathons for organizers, participants, and 
society. In the practical part of the study, a qualitative approach is used by analysing data on ideas 
developed in open data hackathons for Gen Z, collected by the organizers of the hackathon, including 
the author as a mentor of this hackathon. Data on issues identified by participants were collected 
during the hackathon during a post-pitch Q&A session. 

Results and Conclusions 

An analysis of ideas presented and implemented during the hackathons between 2018 and 2021 
indicates the predominance of solutions that corresponds to the current situation in the country. 2018 
was characterized by the predominance of mobility- and transport- related solutions aimed at 
simplifying route planning, parking, leisure planning. In 2019, an open data tool for a unified 
assessment of schools and a forecast of their development, and a solution to simplify the search for 
doctors dealing with rare diseases especially relevant for Latvia that year, were developed. While it 
was assumed that solutions developed in pandemic times will be purely Covid-19 related, only 3 
focused on it only in 2020 and 2021, while in others it was seen as factor considered. The most popular 
were solutions that allow to choose a profession, climate change mitigation and agriculture solutions, 
flood and fire forecasts, air quality and pollution monitoring, waste management, regional 
development, and planning bicycle routes considering the infrastructure. The main critical feedback 
from participants was: (1) poor data quality, (2) outdated data, (3) poorly structured data, while the 
most reported issues are (4) the lack of “valuable data", and (5) the inability to use data through API. 
The feedback was collected in short discussions during Q&A sessions without the possibility of 
further communication and collecting more detailed feedback, which should be the case of 
hackathons, as this is a real opportunity to get the opinion of people who actually used the data from 
their finding, discovering, refining, with their further transformation into a prototype [4]. However, 
despite this, the collected feedback corresponds to the expert assessment of the OGD [8]. All in all, 
open data hackathons provide opportunities to innovate and create new services [2], and to collect 
feedback from real data users. The body of knowledge about open data hackathons is limited that is 
even more the case for Gen Z. They are, however, one of the most promising clusters of society 



 

 

described by more native digital competence. Raising of the awareness of the OGD should not be the 
only reason for organizing hackathons. This poster shows that Gen Z is able to determine critical 
areas of the current state of OGD, their usefulness and quality, which can bring value to society and 
OGD stakeholders - data owners, data publishers, portal owners. Moreover, the current body of 
knowledge about Gen Z and specificities of learning methods, which should differ from those used 
for previous generations [7], allows to make the proposition that a hackathon can be part of the 
educational process. 
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Abstract: The Smart Sustainable City (SSC) concept is promising as it can be seen as a combination 
of a smart city and a sustainable city. New initiatives are created for a variety of purposes with 
the overall goal of improving the quality of life in cities. In this paper, the research approach 
used, to investigate factors that influence the transition of a city towards a SSC, is a case study 
of the city of Porto Alegre, Brazil. This poster brings the preliminary findings obtained through 12 
interviews, performed from February to April 2022, with local representatives from different city 
departments and areas. 
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3. Introduction 

There is a rise of smart initiatives being created around the globe with the overall goal of improving 
the quality of life in cities. For a city to be considered a Smart Sustainable City (SSC) it should govern 
the relations with multiple stakeholders to ensure the balance of the three sustainability pillars (social, 
economic ad environment), make use of information and communication technologies (ICTs) to 
connect the city systems and foster innovation (Azambuja, Pereira, & Krimmer, 2020). This research 
aims to understand factors that support the transition of cities towards a smarter sustainable city. 
This paper presents the ongoing research project, the steps performed so far and the next steps that 
will be taken to achieve the research aim. 

Methodology 

Figure 1 illustrates the research methodology applied in this study.  



 

 

 

Figure 1: Research Methodology 

The first step of this research was the literature review on smart cities and sustainable cities, which 
originated the SSC Framework (Azambuja et al., 2020). After, a systematic literature review was 
performed to identify drivers and barriers related to smart sustainable cities (Azambuja, 2021). The 
57 drivers and 63 barriers found in the literature were used as a base to develop the data collection 
instrument. The data collection started in February 2022 and twelve (12) interviews were conducted 
in Porto Alegre, nine (9) interviews were face to face and three (3) online.  

Preliminary Results and Next Steps 

Porto Alegre (POA) does not have a smart (sustainable) city agenda or a holistic strategic plan; 
however, the city has many initiatives in place that can support the SSC transition e.g. the well-
established channel where citizens can make requests (Azambuja, Lheureux-De-Freitas, Moreira, & 
Macadar, 2014) and the innovation ecosystem PACTO ALEGRE (https://pactoalegre.poa.br/). In 
addition, the city was one of the first cities in Brazil that created a local open data portal 
(http://datapoa.com.br/). The preliminary findings shows the importance of systems integration for 
service delivery, public-private partnerships, establishment of a multidisciplinary team to evaluate 
technology solutions, etc. The next step in this study is to finalise the data analysis and suggest 
potential measures to overcome the challenges faced by the city. 
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Abstract: This poster presents the nursing observatory, developed by the Federal Nursing Council 
(Cofen). Its main goal is to understand the impact of the Covid-19 pandemic among nursing 
professionals. The Nursing Observatory is an information system with a structured electronic form, 
which allows the collection and analysis of data concerning the spread of Covid-19 among nursing 
professionals throughout the Brazilian territory. The creation and implementation of the Nursing 
Observatory resulted in a panel of indicators with the notification of infection cases and nursing 
deaths professionals by Covid-19. 

Keywords: Nursing Observatory, Nursing, Covid-19, Data Analysis 

Introduction 

The most recent global data on the lethality of Covid-19  among nursing professionals released by the 
International Nursing  Council (ICN) accounted for 1.500 deaths in 44  countries. "The fact that the 
number of nurses killed in the pandemic is similar to those who died in World War I is shocking",  said Howard 
Catton, Chief Executive of the ICN, during the release of the death report. At the time, from the total 
of deaths reported by the ICN,  Brazil alone accounts for 567 deaths. In short,  one in every three 
deaths due to Covid-19 among nursing professionals worldwide occurred in Brazil. Therefore, it is 
essential to create mechanisms that can follow the evolution of Covid-19 sickness among nursing 
professionals. For this reason, the Brazilian Federal Nursing Council (Cofen) created the Nursing 
Observatory, with the objective of monitoring contagion by Covid-19 among Brazilian nursing 
professionals. The Nursing Observatory11  provides the leading indicators and monitoring of Covid-
19 and nursing data on dashboards. For instance, the number of professionals who were infected,  
hospitalized, and died. These data are segmented by health institution, city, state, gender, age group, 
and date. 

                                                      
11  Access to the Nursing Observatory here: http://observatoriodaenfermagem.cofen.gov.br/  

 



 

 

The Nursing Observatory 
The Nursing Observatory is a digital platform for data 
management on case incidence and mortality due to 
Covid-19 in nursing professionals throughout Brazil 
(see Figure 1). The Nursing Observatory is a BI tool 
that facilitates the epidemiological analysis of the 
situation of Nursing workers in health services, 
providing real-time data to public managers in cities, 
states, and nursing councils for efficient decision-
making. For the data to be accounted for by the tool, 
nursing professionals must declare themselves 
infected, and in the case of deaths, the technicians 
responsible for the nursing teams in each care unit are 
the ones who must register the information in the tool. 
Considering that registration on the platform is not 
mandatory, professionals may fail to inform, which 
will generate underreporting of cases. On the other 
hand, false information can also be entered. To 
minimize this, Cofen has a team that validates this information. They get in touch, via telephone, with 
the professionals or technical responsible for checking. In the case of deaths, the information is also 
checked with the Ministry of Health. 

Conclusion 

In Brazil, we did not identify any similar tool that allows monitoring cases of Covid-19 contamination 
in nursing professionals. After the Nursing Observatory was made available, several studies were 
carried out to analyze the, becoming a national reference in data sources on Covid-19 in Brazilian 
Nursing. The platform has proved to be an essential tool for decision-making throughout the 
Brazilian territory, either by nursing entities or public managers of cities and states. It has also 
contributed to giving nursing professionals greater visibility and disclosing to the population and the 
press the precarious working conditions to which they are exposed. 
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Abstract: SPOTTED aims to provide an innovative solution based on the integration and customized 
processing of massive Open Data collections, including Earth Observation (EO) data, to monitor 
and support decision makers in the field of green areas management. What do we want to do: a)  
Integrate: provide an innovative solution based on the integration and customized processing of 
massive open data collections, including Earth Observation data to monitor and support decision 
takers in the field of Green Areas management; Combine: combine artificial intelligence 
processes, cloud storage and cloud computing technologies, massive open data collection with 
customizable dashboards for automatically monitoring, classifying, managing, and predicting 
emerging land changes; Innovate: improve the current solutions and services and open new 
business avenues for novel applications based on Open Data libraries and enabling technologies 
such as EO, AI, Cloud and Big Data. Use of integrated Open Data collections though Open Data 
infrastructures such as EU Portal, CEF Context broker and Copernicus Hub to empower customized 
services that optimized the use of data processes addressing them into different monitoring 
services 

Keywords: Smart cities; Open data; Green areas management 

Introduction 
The EO open data are becoming increasingly important, in particular integration with other non-EO 
data enables highly valuable commercial applications. SPOTTED aims to provide an innovative 
solution based on the integration and customized processing of massive open data collections, 
including Earth Observation data to monitor and support decision takers in the field of Green Areas 
management. SPOTTED is designed to combine artificial intelligence processes, cloud storage and 
cloud computing technologies, massive open data collection with customizable dashboards for 
automatically monitoring, classifying, managing, and predicting emerging land changes. The 
proposal targets its output on the analysis and management of urban green areas supported by the 
Public bodies participating in the consortium. Territorial changes, natural or man-made, can have a 
strong negative impact on land, buildings, critical infrastructures, natural environment both in terms 
of territorial sustainability and resilience dynamics. The owners or, more importantly, public entities 
in charge of managing massive land assets, need to continuously monitor what happens to the 
properties (cadastral parcels) under their control and possibly anticipate negative repercussions 
deriving from unexpected or undesirable changes. The project’s overall objective is to improve the 
current solutions and services and open new business avenues for novel applications based on Open 
Data libraries and enabling technologies such as EO, AI, Cloud and Big Data. An innovative 
framework of high-performance data infrastructure will enable capabilities for automated collection, 



 

 

combination, management, processing, enrichment, securing, and privacy preserving of 
heterogeneous datasets aiming at supporting decision-making based on Open data. The data 
organization model of SPOTTED project is designed to minimize the need for redundant information 
storage space by favouring on-the-fly processing in most analyses.  The innovative key of this model 
is the use of integrated Open Data collections though Open Data infrastructures such as EU Portal, 
CEF Context broker and Copernicus Hub to empower customized services that optimized the use of 
data processes addressing them into different monitoring services.  To optimize resources and ensure 
the best performance, SPOTTED uses a "Tipping & cueing" model. The "Tipping" recognizes on a 
macro scale the areas most affected by territorial changes thanks to the processing of satellite, 
geographical and statistical information. The "cueing" phase on the other hand is the automatic tuning 
process of the analysis calibrated only on the areas identified in the tipping process. In this way, the 
use of data is reduced and optimized, real-time processing processes are lightened and a constant 
and updated flow of information between the Open data collections and monitoring services is 
guaranteed. The project will clearly demonstrate how this framework will generate innovation and 
large-value creation from the data assets through the implementation of three pilots in Milan, 
Helsinki and Naples focused on the monitoring and planning of green areas in the cities in relation 
to different factors (e.g. tourism impact, quality of life etc.). Applying self-developed AI algorithms 
to Copernicus and a combination of other non-EO open data (such as pollution data, urban and extra 
urban traffic data, meteorological data, land management regulation, local strategic plans, social 
media data, socio economic data) allows SPOTTED to mine relevant information enabling the 
following outputs: 

• Automatic change detection and Machine Learning classification of changes (such as land 
cover and land use, sizing and classification of agricultural activities, presence of new 
buildings or fixed structures, deforestation and growth of vegetation, urbanization in the 
surroundings)  

• Analytical insights for smart gran asset management (knowledge of socio-economic, 
urban and infrastructural dynamics, calculation attractors proximity in terms of time and 
distance and complex analyses based on EO, social networks and big data) 

Objectives and work programme 

Main Objectives How the proposal addresses the specific objectives of the call 

…address the generation of cross-
border and/or cross-domain 
services re-using information made 
discoverable/available through the 
European Data Portal, in 
combination with other sources of 
information, where applicable. 

SPOTTED project will pilot different cross-border services, in three 
different cities (Milan, Helsinki and Naples) in the field of green areas 
management and their impact evaluation in societal and economic 
aspects. These services will be based on the combination of Earth 
Observation open data (i.e. satellite images) with open dataset 
provided by the cities and other sources, in particular the European 
Data Portal.  

actions must address as a priority 
datasets belonging to one or more of 
the following High Value Datasets 
categories: geospatial, earth 

The core datasets that will be addressed and reused by SPOTTED are 
related to the Earth Observation open data (e.g. Copernicus satellite 
images) that are included in the High Value Datasets category. To 
support the specific project use cases these base datasets will be 



 

 

observation and environment, 
meteorological, statistics, companies 
and company ownership, mobility. 

combined with other open data, provided by the city, mostly related to 
the High Value Datasets, concerning, for instance, to environmental, 
statistical and economical information 

Datasets generated must be 
discoverable and available through 
one or more Member States’ open 
data portals and through the 
European Data Portal 

The SPOTTED technical framework will assure interoperability of the 
open dataset produced during the project and their compliance with 
the national and European related metadata standards (e.g. DCAT-AP, 
GeoDCAT-AP) and API. In this way the open data generated by the 
project can be easily made available through the European Data Portal 
and national open data portals. 

Conditions for the publication and 
re-use of datasets generated by the 
proposed actions must be machine 
readable and compatible with open 
standard licences 

The technical solution developed by SPOTTED will guarantee the 
interoperability and compliance with the European standard of the 
generated open datasets that will be made available in open machine 
readable formats. 

…Application Programming 
Interfaces (APIs) must be used as far 
as possible for the data re-used 
and/or generated… 

All the datasets provided by SPOTTED project, during the piloting phase 
of the city services, will be made available through specific APIs for a 
simple and standard third party access. The APIs will be compliant to 
most relevant  (de-facto) standards for open data reuse in Europe (e.g. 
CKAN API, SPARQL etc) 

Datasets generated must be 
harmonised, including the detailed 
description of the data … the 
structure of the data, the data 
content and the semantics of the 
data. 

Specific capabilities of the SPOTTED framework will be devoted to the 
data collection and harmonisation. The reuse of specific data platforms 
with data semantic harmonisation capabilities (i.e. Digital Enabler 
platform) will ensure that the generated dataset will be harmonised 
also across different use case services. 

Concrete Key Performance 
Indicators (KPIs) must be proposed 
in order to evaluate the benefits of 
the implemented solution(s)… 

A specific task has been defined in the workplan (inside Activity 1) to 
define, at the beginning of the project, the different KPIs to evaluate 
pilot serviced results and impact.  Furthermore a set of initial KPIs is 
already included in this proposal in the Impact and Sustainability 
section 

Use cases must be included to 
demonstrate the appropriateness of 
the proposed solutions and how 
they will address economic and 
societal challenges. 

SPOTTED will implement and experiment services related to different 
use cases of Milan, Helsinki and Naples. The services will use the 
SPOTTED framework services to access data and perform specific 
analysis in it, demonstrating the added value of the technical solution. 
Moreover the use cases are focused on the evaluation of the economic 
and societal impact of the specific environmental policies in the field of 
green area management 

Relevant legal aspects concerning 
data use, adoption, 
sharing…additional to those related 

The project management processes and the pilot monitoring task will 
be in charge of verifying the possible issues related with the data reuse 
(e.g. open licenses) and privacy (GDPR compliance). Anyway, at the 



 

 

to ensuring GDPR compliance must 
be addressed 

moment of the proposal writing not specific issues are identified in 
relation to the selected use cases 

Deployment of a Context Broker 
solution, i.e. as an implementation 
of the NGSI-LD API technical 
specification 

The SPOTTED technical framework will be fully integrated with an 
instance of the CEF Context Broker supporting NGSI-LD API. The 
presence in the consortium of the FIWARE Foundation and other 
technical partners with an high expertise in the usage of CEF Context 
Broker, will guarantee a full compliance with this solution. 

Pilots 
There are three pilots: 

 Data driven green and just transition (Municipality of Milano): with SPOTTED, Milano plans 
to develop a data platform to analyze and predict urban, social, and economic impacts of 
green transformation initiatives. The platform will serve as a practical policy-making asset, as 
it will provide machine learning tools to assess, plan, and develop sustainability programs 
such as ForestaMI, the Milan building regeneration plan, or the municipal de-sealing action; 

 Monitoring sustainability of tourism and urban planning (Helsinki): the pilot in Helsinki 
focuses on identifying the green areas out of the satellite imagery at the city level. This 
information is used to create two data products, one for monitoring the sustainability of 
nature tourism and one for maintaining the green index indicator in support of urban 
planning; 

 Monitoring urban regeneration strategies (Municipality of Napoli): the Naples pilot project 
focuses on the use of satellite images to create multi-temporal and multi-parameter thematic 
maps for a thorough analysis of the starting point of the actions and for a constant and 
continuous monitoring of the achievement of the identified objectives.  

Exploitable assets  
The exploitable assets are as folllows: 

- SPOTTED technical framework: it is an integrated environment based on mature existent 
assets that will be able to collect information from heterogeneous open data sources, including 
satellite images combine them and provide data analytics through visual dashboard and maps 

- Pilot service applications: in each pilot will be developed specific applications that will reuse 
open data and analytics provided by SPOTTED framework to perform analysis in particular 
related to the green areas management 

- Impact assessment: the consortium will elaborate a methodology and framework for the 
assessment of the impact of the solution and data provided. Such framework will include a 
set of indicators and guidelines for execution, and will be tested on the pilots 

- Lesson learned and guidelines: based on the piloting activity and impact assessment 
implemented, the consortium will elaborate a set of guidelines aimed at supporting public 
administrations in adopting the SPOTTED solution and services and/or implementing similar 
ones. 



 

 

 

Future plans 
The project will be presented at the FIWARE Global Summit taking place in Gran Canaria (Spain), 

September 14-15. This event is organize by FIWARE, which is a A curated framework of Open Source 
Platform components to accelerate the development of Smart Solutions. Specifically, FIWARE 
Foundation drives the definition – and the Open Source implementation – of key open standards that 
enable the development of portable and interoperable smart solutions in a faster, easier and 
affordable way, avoiding vendor lock-in scenarios, whilst also nurturing FIWARE as a sustainable 
and innovation-driven business ecosystem. 


